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Introduction

James F. Slevin
(eorgetown University

Art Young
Clemson University

This book grew out of the work of two Summer Institutes tor Teachers of
Literature sponsored by the National Council of Teachers of English. In
June 1991, and again in June 191)2, hundreds of college teachers of
literature gathered for what has become an important tradition in the
NCTE. This book attempts to capture the dialogue that began there. The
five mai n speakers a t these conferencesBarbara Christian, Peter Elbow,
Gerald Graff, Mary L.ouise Pratt, and Robert Scholesinitiated a conver-
sation that continues in the pages of this volume. Other essaysby Keith
I ljortshoj, Beverly Sauer, John Warnock, and Janice Wolffincubated
during the conference, generated as part of the many opportunities tor
conversation and collaboration made possible there. These and the other
essays represent a variety ot viewpoints, and they take a range of generic
forms, ranging from formal arguments to personal reflections and dia-
logues. In selecting them, we have been guided by our commitment to
providing a vital exchange of views on the issues raised at the Summer
Institutes.

These issues are probably the central questions of our discipline at this
time. If texts no longer organize the curriculum, then what does? If the
"professor" is no longer the privileged agent of education, then who is?
The essays in this book raise and respond to these pressing questions,
which contemplate the end of coverage as a model, the end of the canon
as an agreed-upon certainty, the end of the professor as the agent ot
learning, and the end of the classroom as a place where education is
delivered. These "ends" have been much contemplated, indeed. But
what arises ill their place? What have we begun?

1.1w new directions in literary theory and criticism that mark the last
twi decades call 110 wen as responses to these very concerns, reexamining

ix
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the assumptions that underlie literary study. But this exciting, dis-
ciplinewide reappraisal of what we read, and why and how we read it,
has not yet adequately addressed questions of curriculum and peda-
gogy. We have vet to consider fully how recent developments in theory
and critical practice have influenced, or can influence, the way we teach,
organize, and reflect upon undergraduate courses in language and
literature. This book aims in part to fill this need. The essays collected
here explore how cUrricular arrangementsthe English major, interdis-
cipiinary programs, and general education sequencescan be respon-
sive both to new critical perspectives and to bodies of literature hereto-
fore excluded from the academy. They are concerned as Nvell with how
individual courses can more effectively introduce students to new criti-
cal theories and help them make connections among the various critical
perspeo Ives that now mark literary studies.

In a book as many-voiced as this one, it is unlikely that any generali-
zation will apply universally. But we will risk at least one. It seems to us
that this book differs from others in the introduction of the student as a
vitl presence in the profession's reflections on critical theory. Unlike
most theoretical work so far, even work that concerns itself with "teach-
ing theory," thi,; one asks us to see our students not as the receivers of our
theoretical knowledge bilt as participants in the making of it. Many of the
essays, then, set up a model ot tNiching literature that envisions educa-
tion as a collaborative process betw,-en students and teachers; so, a
concern with student voices is a central tticus of what we take it to mean
to be a teacher of literature. Teaching literature and getting students
talking /writing are inseparable in this view of things; students play a
central role as the makers of the meaning of literary education.

Politics

The first two essays set the tone and introduce many of ;-he themes that
the reader will find in the essays that follow. Mary Louise Pratt's "Daring
to Dream' sets literary study and theory within the larger debates about
national cultui e and language and the power relationships a .d struggles
these debates inhabit. Proposing the ideal of the "polyglot citi/en," she
envisions the study of language and literature as a process of democra-
tizing education. She proposes an educational renewal in which
multiculturalism becomes a way of IA ndeNtand ing and effecting change
by reorienting our attention to the literatures and culture,' of the Ameri-
ca,' and therefore including all our students in the creation ot a truly
American cult u re. Bui Id ing on Pra tt's work, lohn Warnock's "Wha t We

1 1



Introduction Xi

Talk about When We Talk about Politics" addresses the place of politics,
and the talk about it, in our universities and classrooms. Warnock is
concerned with the very real place of students in all this talk and with
teaching as a process of inviting and enabling students' participation.
Addressing the disjunction between theory and practice, he offers a
compelling way of theorizing classroom practices and thereby restoring
the work of teaching to a central place in our professional conversation.

The three essays that follow continue this concern with the active
participation of students, with particular attention to student writing
and how to read it, learn from it, think about itin short, with how we
might tak 2 it seriously as literatu re. Like Warnock's essay, Keith Hjortshoj's
"Theory, Confusion, Inclusion" brings politics and theory (and the
politics of theory) into the classroom and into the everyday lives of
teachers and students. Like Pratt, Hjortshoj sets these considerations
within the context of a diverse American culture. Situated firmly in his
own experience as a teacher and arising out of his active participation at
the two Summer Institutes, the essay draws on (and so now, in this
volume, helps the reader to anticipate) the contributions of Barbara
Christian, Gerald Graff, and Peter Elbow. By focusing on a particular
student writer and the larger political and social contexts that mark the
significance of that writer's work, lijortshoj ties theory to the dynamics
of teacher-student relationships. David Bleich, in "The Unconscious
Troubles of Men," continues this concern with students, offering a model
for reading student writing as cultural text as well as personal revelation.
Through a series of readings of student papers, Welch discloses the social
and political struggles present in the classroom and teaches us how to
read these struggles through his exemplars' reading of student writing.
In the pedagogy he makes available to us, we can learn how the ever-
present politics of the classroom can become the subject of serious
inquiry by students as well as teachers. Min-Zhan Lu's "Teaching
I.iterature: I ndoctri,lation vs. Dialectics" develops classroom strategies
(particularly w ri tin assignmen ts) that deepen students' participation in
such inquiry. She shows how student wrIting can be used to help
students bridge the gap between their theories and their practices,
enabling them to become more aware of the political implications of their
own language and their own perspectives. At the ',dine time, and by this
very means, she helps teachers to reflect on the politics of the theoretical
positions we take in our classroom and their implications for pedagogy.

If these first essays help us to work out social critiques in the class-
room particularly by showing how taking student writing seriously
can help us learn trom our students and reconceptualiie the process ot
tea( hi ng and learningthe last two CY.,(1ys in this ,,ection move toward

1



\ii Introduction

the curricular and institutional implications of this pedagogy. In his
essay, "Standing in This Neighborhood: Of English Studies," Daniel
Moshenberg broadens our notions of virtually everything we imagine
oursc ves to be doing: the site of learning becomes not just the classroom
but the "neighborhood" (particularly his neighborhood, the Arlandria
(_hirilagua area of Alexandria, Virginia), where reading and writing are
tied directly to efforts for political and social change. Learners here,
primarily African American and Central American people, are also
citizens and workers, struggling for justice and power"standing." For
Moshenberg, as for Pratt, the study of language and literature must
address issues of national and international consciousness, of unequal
economic and cultural power, and of communities of students far more
diverse than currently acknowledged. l3y offering more inclusive ways
of understanding our disciplinary aims, he extends our potion of schol-
arship and suggests ways of rethinking both our theory and our practice.
In "Redistribution and the Transformation of American Studies," Eric
Cheyfitz focuses considerations such as these on the politics of the
curriculum, joining with Mary Louise Pratt in-advocating a thoroughly
revised notion of American studies. Both not only expand our notion of
the canon and the "Americas" but also rethink literary study as a practice
entailing larger social concerns and responsibilities. Like Moshenberg
and others in this volume, Cheyfitz envisions the work of our discipline
and the curricula we establish as incorporating, and reflecting upon,
out reach beyond the campus. His essay thus constitutes a transition to
the curricular issues that are the focus of the next section.

Curriculum

,era ld ,raff's essay, like those in part I, derives from a very basic concern
to Include students more actively in the professional conversations now
taking place apart from them. "Organizing the Conflicts in the Curricu-
lum- moves beyond Graff's earlier, very influential work which delin-
eated our disciplinary debates and which advocated that they be taught;
here, he offers several concrete ways in which these debates can be
brought into a course of study. In his essay, to which many of the
subsequent essays explicitly or implicitly respond, the issues of politics
in the classroom, the ci il tu ra I and social contexts of literature, redefini-
tions ot the canon, and considerations of gender, class, race and ethnicity
are !drilled and given shape in practical irneasu res that in,,titution.,
might adopt to involve students more fully in this wide-ranging profes-
sional dkt Ussion.

13
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Jacqueline Jones Rovster's "Literature, Literacs , and Language" re-
minds us that the curriculum serves people, not "Western Civ" or "the
profession." She asks some fundamental questions: Who are we serving
and what hopes tor them inspire our educational plans? Keeping that
focus allows her to develop alttrnatiye ways of thinking about how we
organize and teach the knowledge students must have, and use, to lead
their lives ac readers, writers, and citizens. The pedagogy she advocates
centers on open inquiry and the process of inviting everyone to partici-
pate in and to shape that inquiry. The curriculum she envisions is

inclusive and dialogic, opening up a space for neglected literature to be
read and for marginalized students to be heard. Anne Ruggles Gere and
Morris Young continue this concern with expanding the canon and
establishing curricular practices that develop a critical literacy which
enables students to read not just texts but contests. Attending to "Cul-
tural Institutions," particularly the material conditions of textual pro-
duction and reception, they connect theory- with practice by bringing a
cultural studies approach to selected works by Zora Neale Hurston,
Leslie Marmon Silko, and Maxine Hong Kingston. Their essay not only
illuminates these important ics:ts hut models a mode of inquiry that can
be extended to other texts as well. By attending to the process ofwriting
and publication as well as to the institutionalized readings (academic
and other) that create a canon and shape our perceptions of writers and
their work, Gere and Young clarify how culture is constructed and,
perhaps more important, help us to invite our students to join in that
essential project.

Robert Scholes and Ga ry Waller continue the discussion of reconceiv-
ing language and literary study as central to a college education by
suggesting change,' in the goals and practices of general education. In

"A Flock of CulturesA Trivial Proposal," Scholes argues that "Great
Books" and "Western Ci y" cannot anchor the college curriculum because
they do not have an intellectual core and because they lack the cohet ence
for pedagogically sound instruction. in arguing against the "Great
Books" theory of general education, Scholt.,s advances his own proposal
based on two goals: helping students ( 1 ) to understand a usable cultural
past and (2) to establish an active relationship with the cultural present.
Scholes suggests a modern "trivium" of grammar, dialectic, and rheto-
ricone centered on the English language and matters of textualitY. In

this curriculum, texts would he selected for study on the basis of their
relationship to a canon of concepts and practices rather than because of
their representation in a canon of "Great Books." ( tary Waller also dis-

cusses what it means to theorize the general education curriculum, and
he suggests another trio of contextsthe contemporary, the historical,
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and the ways to knowledge and powerdesigned to put literary study
"out in the world" and to connect it to the intellectual and cultural forces
that attect all our lives. What students do with what they read is perhaps
more important than what they read. Waller is a college administrator as
well as a teacher, and his essay, "Polylogue: Ways of Teaching and
Structuring the Conflicts," describes the difficult process of building
faculty consensus for interdisciplinary curricular change in the modern
university organized by disciplines. Thus Waller addresses not only
questions of why we should theorize the curriculum but also practical
and political questions of how we might go about doing it. For Waller as
well as Scholes, critical theory should not be an isolated course in the
undergraduate English curriculum but rather should inform the entire
college curriculum.

The final two essays in this section, by Wendy Bishop and James
Phelan, focus specifically on how curricular matters affect individual
teachers and their students. Bishop writes about how the faculty in her
English department. influenced by the scholarly work of Gerald Graff
and Robert Scholes, attempted to restructure their curriculum. Bishop's
"Attitudes and Expectations" analyzes the impact of such a process on
graduate students who are being socialized into the profession. Through
a ca:e study of "Dennis," a Ph.D. student in literature and an instructor
of first-vear composition courses, Bishop demonstrates how issues of
theory, as integrated into a department's planning and curriculum, affect
the lived experience of one student as both learner and professional-in-
training. When theoretic,,l and pedagogical conflicts exist within a
departmental faculty but are not acknowledged, much less "taught," to
graduate students, then how do such students process these conflicting
messages? For Dennis, the conflicts bet ween literature and composition,
between theory and practice, between teaching and research, between
competing theories of int.4.pretation, all seem to be discrete issues to be
navigated through in separate courses rather than professional issues to
be understood through active participation in professional conversa-
tions. Through her case study, Bishop lets us see the implications of such
unacknowledged theories in the professional life of one graduate teach-
ing assistant.

We close this section on curriculum with James Phelan's "Teaching
Theory /Theorizing Teaching," a dialogue among literature teachers
trying to envision the place of theory in their classrooms. Through his
characters, l'helan asks what a course in critical theory should be about.
What Ws. ts should be taught? Is coverage all issue? Should theory be
taught as content to be mastered or as the process of theorizing? What
should students know and be able to do when they finish such a course?

15
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Why? Can we teach the dialogic nature of discourse without changing
the teacher's traditional role as disseminator of authoritative knowl-
edge? Phelan's dramatic scenario enacts many of the conflicts discussed
in this bookoffering different approaches to theorizing the curriculum
and, as well, different approaches to teaching a course in theory. In some
ways, Phelan's coffee-room conversation imagines Wendy Bishop's
GTAs on the far side of the Ph.D., finally talking about theory in ways
that might lead to pedagogical and curricular change. Phelan constructs
a dramatic scene which itself helps us see the implications of theory in
individual classrooms, in departments, and in the professionfor theo-
ry is about talk, texts talking to one another, texts talking to us, readers
talking to texts and talking to each other. Such "teacher talk" seems to
lead from matter, of theory to matters of curricular context to matters of
pedagogy. How can we engage our students in this conversation?

Pedagogy

In our final section, Barbara Christian, Paul Lauter, and Peter Elbow
reflect on the impact of theory on readers and writers in the classroom.
All three are concerned that critical theory be used as a tool by teachers
to enrich students' experience of reading literature; they do not want
theory to become yet another barrier between the student reader and the
I i terary text, a barrier that can only be overcome by reading more theory
and less literature. Thus they set an important theme not only for this
section but for the entire book: for the teacher of literature, examining
how we teach is as important a pedagogical consideration as determin-
ing what we teach. Critical theory can help us undertake this examina-
tion, for understanding ourselves as teachers involves an understanding
of how we read texts, and how we read our students.

Barbara Christian's "Does Theory Play Well in the Classroom?"
cautions us that literary scholars' fascination with "high theory" might
contribute to the alienation minority students feel toward theoretical
discourse and the neglect that African American writers experience. She
provides us with the personal context for her earlier, influential essay,
"The Race for l'heory," in which she argues that feminist, Marxist, and
psychoanalytic critics interpret the works of contemporary African
American writers without an adequate knowledge of African American
history and culture. What concerns Christian is the silence of theorists in
this regard, as if such knowledge is not needed to fully appreciate the
novels of Toni Morrison and Alice Walker. For Christian, there are many
theoriesbut African American theory must be one of the theoretical
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tools toi undo standing African Ameiican liteiature And as Christian
points out, African American theory exists and is most ieadily accessible
in the oral and written narratives of African Americans. She then dis-
cusses how she teaches Toni Morrison's BeloPod from an African Ameri-
can perspective, what kinds of cultural knowledge she brings to her
reading, and how she opens up this novel to the students in her
multicultural classroom. In doing so, she opens up Bdoped for all of us.

Paul Lauter, like Barbara Christian, demonstrates how new ways of
reading literary texts can be discovered in the texts themselves. For
Lauter, the issue is no longer the value of multiculturalism, "for it is here
to stay," but "the problem of translating multiculturalism into effective
classroom practice." In order to solve this problem, we need to, free
ourselves from the "pedagogical canon" of "theoretical correctness"
established by the literary theory of T. S. Eliot and the New Critics. We
need to work with our students to discover new ways of teaching and
learning literature, and one way to do so is by reading together literary
texts that themselves thallenge formalist assumptions about literature
and about teaching. Lau ter examines poems by Amv Lowell and Sterling
Brown to demonstrate how they can be understood as theoretical as well
as literary texts and to suggest how such theoretical readings lead to
revision of the pedagogical canon. Indeed, different classroom practices
suggest different ways of hearing and making meaning of literary texts.

Further challenges to the pedagogical canon come from Peter Elbow.
"The War between Reading and Writingand flow to End It" questions
the unexamined pedagogy of most literature classrooms in which writ-
ing "serves" literature. In some sense, this often translates into the
student serving literature rather than the other way around. Elbow
follows La u ter in viewing this unfortunate situation as the legacy of New
Criticism, and he follows Christian in invoking Toni Morrison's concern
with the damage done to writers by postinodern critical theories: "for it
means that there is no way to talk about what we mean, because to mean
anything is not in vogue." One important wav to make students active
readers of literature is to privilege the writing students do in literature
classes. kVhen students view themselves WI writers, when students feel
empowered to talk back to literature and to join the cultural conversation
engendered by literature, then they read as writers. Reading literature as
a writer of literature creates student readers who are "braver, more
lively, more thoughtful." Elbow goes on to give many practical ways in
which student writing Lan be effectively integrated into literature class-
rooms, wa s which ultimately serve the interests ot literary culture (a,-,
vell as the student) by creating critical and imaginative readers and
writers.

17
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The process of readMgand the cultural knowledge that reading
both provides and requiresis the basis from which Kathleen Mc-
Cormick explores possibilities for a culturally situated reading peda-
gogy. McCormick brings together two areas of reading research, reading
theory and literary theory, that do not often "read" each other. indeed,
most of the recent research in reading theory reviewed by McCormick is
unfamiliar to college literature teachers. She offers a theory of readers as
social subjects, suggesting that literature teachers need t.) bring reading
theory and critical theory together to understand better what goes on in

our students' minds as readers. Because reading is a socially constructed
activity, what students write is a visible and accessible avenue into how
they read. Thus McCormick, working with pedagogical conceptions
from David Bleich and Peter Elbow among others, explores how teachers

can help students locate themselves as reading subjects by becoming
more self-conscious and culturally informed as readers.

The final three essays in the collection focus on teachers and students
exploring together alternatives to the theoretically correct pedagogical
canon. In doing so, they bring us full circle in our consideration of the
interrelated issues of this volume: critical theory, politics, curriculum,
and pedagogy. They bring us face to face with teachers in individual
classrooms who seek to translate Nvhat they are learning from critical
theory into classroom practices. Central to that process iseach teacher's
reading and talking about published literature and literary theory, and
equally important, each teacher's serious reading of students' writing
and talk.

Janice M. Wolff's "Teaching in the Contact 7one" employs the meta-
phor of the "contact zone" developed by Mary Louise Pratt to construct
teacher knowledge of classroom experiences, such as discussing issues of

racism with students who are reading Toni Morrison's /Moped. Wolff's
reading of Bc/ozyd and its contact zone of "oral cultures" and "print
cultures" assists her in developing her theory of the novel and her theory
of pedagogy. 'Thus she follows Christian and Lauter in discovering
theory in the reading of imaginative literature. The most illuminating
moment in Wolff's classroom and in her essay occurs when she reads her
students' writing and listens to their voices, for s1.1,2 discovers that what
the students are learning from her teaching is quite different from what
she intends. I ler classroom experience thus reinforces the point made
throughout this collection that a teacher can't define her role apart from

her students' learning.
In "I low literature Learns to Vrite: Me Possibilities and Pleasures of

Role-Play," .1,11110, E. !lei t, asks us to cont ront the alienation we otten feel

as readers ot students' texts. It may be that in assigning "pedagogically
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correct" writing to students, we unwittingly alienate them from their
Own writing as well as the literature we want them to read and enjoy.
Furthermore, as writers and readers, we may alienate students from
teachers. By asking students to participate in a performance model of
role-playing, by asking students to assume various textual identities, by
asking students to imagine historical and cultural possibilities and
audiences, by asking students to write creatively in literature classes,
Seitz constructs a classroom environment envisioned by Elbow when he
recommended that students read literature as writers of literature and as
contributors to the cultural tradition. Seitz wants to restore the pleasure
of writing to students, the pleasure of reading student writing to teach-
ers, and the pleasure of the literary experience to all concerned.

At the 1991 and 1992 NCTE Summer Institutes, Beverly Sauer con-
ducted workshops each afternoon in which participants gathered to talk
about the critical theories they had been reading prior to the Summer
Institute and that they were hearing about in the presentations of Barbara
Christian, Peter Elbow, Gerald Graff, Mary Louise Pratt, and Robert
Scholes. The focus of these workshops %vas on translating the theoretical
into the everyday life of college litciature teachers: new courses, new
curricular components, departmental politics, institutional cultures, re-
designed syllabi, and new classroom practices. Sauer's concludingessay,
"Making Connections," discusses many of the questions raised by the
participants, ones that continue to be raised by literature teachers across
the nationquestions about canon formation and redefinition, about
multiculturalism, about the politics of theorizing the curriculum. Who is
authorized to speak in the classroom? How does theory practiced in
academic criticism reflect the kind of thinking we would like our stu-
dents to do? The participants not only asked questions, but they came
prepared to share experiences in the forms of bibliographies, new course
syllabi, redesigned curricula, and innovative classroom strategies. As
their discussions and syllabi revealed, these faculty a tv teaching and
learning in the "contact zone" of their classrooms; they are learning from
critical theorists, from the literature they read, from each other, and, most
important, from their students.

Perhaps the learning that we and our students can undertake in this
vide variety of contexts constitutes the central theme and the primary

purpose of this collection of essays. Explicitly or implicitly, each of the
essays here is concerned with the intelkctual work students and teachers
do together and with what that work can contribute to the profession's
"(on. eNation.- I hese articles thus explore crucial professional relation-
ships: between students and teachers, reading and writing, texts and
contexts, one course and other courses, the academic world and the
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world beyond the academy. Through these explorations, our profes-
sional conversation is moved in new directions, considering the way
pedagogies, curricula, and other institutional practices theorize litera-
ture and the literary knowledge that teachers and students produce.
More than any particular theoretical perspective that might be intro-
duced into a course, the way that course is taught, the place that course
holds in the curriculum, and the politics of textual, cultural, and personal
relations embedded in our pedagogics and curricula influence both what
is learned and what literary study is taken, by students and teachers
alike, to mean. This book is meant to contribute to this important
professional consideration, probing and clarifying the meaning of what

we do and thereby reconceptualizing the discipline of English studies to
account for all that we do, as scholars and educators responsible to the

future.
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1 Daring to Dream: Re-Visioning
Culture and Citizenship

Mary Louise Pratt
Stanford University

A few years ago, when the affluent Bay Area suburb of Los Altos passed

an "English Only" ordinance, the Chicano artist and poet Jose Antonio
Burciaga asked his neighbors to reflect on the irony of their choice:

teel that Los Altos should have gone all the way and changed its
Spanish name to The Highs, Highlands, or more appropriately, The
Tall Ones. All across the country defenders of ye olde English would
do well to authenticate, in English, all of the "foreign" names of our

cities and towns.
For example, here in California, we could begin by translating

Los Banos to The Bathrooms and Sobrantes to Leftovers. San
Francisco, of course, would be renamed Saint Francis of Assisi,
Atascadcro could become Mud Puddle, Manteca, Lard, Panocha,
Brown Sugar, and Aromas could become Smells, California.

Angeles? Ananeim already took away the city's baseball
angels, so how about Lost Angels or Lost Anglos? (1)

Not inappropriately, Burciaga entitled his piece "The Tall Ones Are
Ganging Up on Me." There are plenty of people today who, at least from
time to time, feel like "Lost Anglos" is the contemporary reality of the
United States. And since the political Right launched its highly orches-
trated and well-financed campaign in 1990 against educational reform,
plenty of scholars and teachers have shared the feelii ig that "the tall ones"

are ganging up on us.
In our good moments, those of us so beset know that the vehemence

of the reaction against educational reform means something of poten-
tially great significance is underway. It is very important not to lose sight

I his essay %VW, the keynote address ot the I io I M. I I 'milliner In,,tItuto tor I emhers
I iterature and lva', also presented at a torum on "American I iterary Plurahsms" at the
Modern I anguage Assotiation (..onyention, -,an I ramp-a o, in F hsemher WI, sponsored
by the ommission on literatures and I anguages ot the Americas My smiere thanks to
Rind lienmayor. ()a% id Palumbo-Liu, lose `,aldiyar, Renato kosaldo. lames t. lillord, and

lerman ,tillegos tor their ionnnents.
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of this fact. A few years ago, I had the remarkable experience of seeing
the planning documents for a first-vear culture course I co-teach pub-
lished (in strategically edited form) in the Wall Street Journal, along with
a vehement, ill-informed editorial attacking "The Stanford Mind." Af-
ter the initial shock and insult wore off, I found myself astonished that
such a thing as an undergraduate course syllabus could be of any inter-
est to the national business dailyeyen assuming a slow day on the
market! Unfortunately, like most academics, I lacked the media compe-
tence to take advantage of the occasion.

That was seven years ago. Now, it is clear that what some see as a
battle for the national will is also a process by which U.S. society is
reimagining and redefining itself. At this point, it is essential that intel-
lectuals pursuing the democratic renewal of society, institutions, and
culture make a concerted effort to insert some terms and ideas into the
public debate, terms that suggest where it ic we are trying to go and why.
Those of us arguing for democratic change face an opportunity and an
imperative to articulate out visions clearly and forcefully. What sort of
society are we looking for in these United States, in these Americas, on
this planet? What sort of culture and what sort of institutions do we wish
to inhabit? What do we see ac the relationships to be developed between
language and nation, among culture, education, and citizenship? If we
abandon assimilationism and the idea of homogeneous cultural wholes,
what %vitt be the bases for our social bonds? In California, these ques-
tions have been posed with a new urgency ever since the Los Angeles
uprising in the spring of 1992.

I-or many people, the search is tor ways to undo deeply held assump-
tions that tie difference to subordination and social heterogeneity to so-
cial inequality. ......erence, in other words, does not necessarily imply
inequalitywhere it does, it does so as the result of a historical process.
For some, it is a question of redefining social bonds so that homogene-
ity is not the only basis for solidarity or accountability. For many people
it has become imperative to be able to live out particular identities and
group histories as 17art of (we', citi:enship, rather than ac an obstacle to
citizenship--imperative to feel not just that one is entitled or allowed to
be here, but that one be/14N, here, that one is entitled to proprietorship
ot the nation's institutions as fully il'-, people of the traditionally domi-
nant or normative group.

In the P-Mtts, following MI the national and global upheavals ot the
I970s and late 1960s, Lertain sets of monolithic linkages came Unstuck
in metropolitan culture, both in imagination and realitynotably, link-
ages that lined up the idea ot a nation with the idea of a territorial state,
a language, a culture, sometimes a religion, and a (masculine-defined)

9
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citizen-subject who defends the territory, embodies the language and
culture, and serves the state. In particular, the three-layered monolith
of nation, language, and culture, which defined the modern nation-state
and the modern citizen-subject at the level of the imagined, came apart
in what seems likely to be a permanent and global way. This is one lens
for diagnosing the current upheavals both in actual social relations and
in the ways nations represent themselves to themselves. Often, these
disarticulations register themselves most dramatically in the realm of
language.

The Polyglot Citizen

All parents have moments when they confront the fact that their chil-
dren are growing up in a different world from the one they did. I recall
picking my daughter up a few years ago at preschool and hearing that
she had a new friend she wanted to ask over to plav. "Great," I said, "get
her phone number and I'll call her parents." -I can't," said Olivia. "Why
not?" "She doesn't speak English." "Well, should we ask her in Span-
ish?" I said. "Momma," said Olivia impatiently, "We don't understand
each other's Ill irguasze." (The intonation meant: "We understand every-
thing else, just not the language.") The two four-year-olds, I realized,
lacked an evectation of a common language as essential to construct-
ing a relationship and indeed proved in the times they spent together
that, tor four-year-olds, it was not.

The incident stuck in my mind because it happened not long after I
had attended a meeting of a professional organization at which two lin-
guistic matters had come up for our consideration. One was whether and
how to respond to the "English Only" initiatives that were being passed
all across the country with varying effects, from undermining bilingual
education programs to prohibiting workers from the using of their na-
tive languages in the workplace. At the '01111` meeting, we received a
briefing from some policvmakers outlining the urgent need in Ameri-
can business and government for more adult speakers of second lan-
guages. The proposal was to begin a massive national initiative to teach
foreign languages to adults vho held advanced positions in the areas of
business, diplomat. v, and national security.

So we had a situation where si m ti I talletfusly initiatives were being
taken (a) to eliminate Hlingualism arming schoolchildren (tor whom
nmItiple-longuage learning is poy,ible and perlectiblf.) and 01) to try to
k watt., bilingualism among mature adults (for whom toreign langu-
age learning k 0\ tromelv dittk tilt and virtually never perfectibkl! My
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fantasy at the time was to get the two groups together in the same room
(almost certainly revealing, of course, that they vyere in fact the same
people!). But that wouldn't do much good, really, because the crowd in
such a room would not have included a lot of people who needed to be
there for a valid discussion of what was possible and desirable in the
way of a national language policy. As anyone who has been working
on educational democracy knows, everything depends on who is in the
room where the decisions are being made, on whether those seeking
change and those expected to benefit from it are part of the process. (One
of the significant openings created by the upheaval in Los Angeles was
the appearance on mainstream TV of inner-city people analyzing their
situation and the society as a whole. Their clarity, articulateness, and
wisdom often contrasted with the ignorant wafflings of an officialdom
who lacked all familiarity with the dynamics at work.)

What a difference it would make, then, if a national language policy
were formulated by a group that corresponded to the linguistic realities
of the U.S.to the fact, for instance, that in California, half the children
entering kindergarten now speak first languages other than English. As
a scholar, a parent, and a teacher, I dare to dream about a public educa-
tion system that Sees this extraordinary multilingualism not as an edu-
cational handicap or a social impediment, but as an extraordinary
endowment to be cultivated and preserved. Imagine a school system that
made it a priority for children to become literate in all the languages they
knew and for every monolingual English speaker to learn a second lan-
guage early and well. In a generation, without giving up a shared knowl-
edge of English tnuoiN its eitiens, the national self-understanding would,
I suspect, be profouldly altered.

What could emerge might be a new national subjecta figure Renato
Rosaldo has called the poly0ot citiz.en. Let me use this term for a moment
to reflect on this society's present and its past. On the one hand, as a
purely linguistic entity, the polyglot citizen would be the result of chang-
ing realities in the U.S., notably the arrival of large, new immigrant popu-
lations-8.9 million in the 1980s alone, and that's the official figure. On
the other hand, as Burciaga tried to remind his neighbors in I.os Altos,
such a concept would simply incorporate into the national understand-
ing realities that have constituted American life and history for a very
long time. For, of course, multilingualism, intercultural contact, radical
social heterogeneity and discontinuity have been part ot human history
in the Americas tor a very long time, certainly since before ontact with

urope, and, of course, more dramatically since tlw shock ot I 1()2 and
its attermath. Despite ideologies of homogeneity and assimilation, the
polyglot American has been everywhere but never named aS a model
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for citizenship. (When you read Willa Cather's 0 Pioneers!, did you or
your teacher notice that every single character is bilingual, and there is
not a single native speaker of English in the book? Did you know that in
the 1850s, 60 percent of the newspapers published in the U.S. were not

in English?) in the Southwest, people have to be reminded constantly
that Spanish is not an immigrant language in the U.S., that Mexicans were
here for three centuries before Anglos showed up, and that the domi-
nant presence of English did not eliminate Spanish by the third genera-
tion, as the immigrant formula specifies.

In her courses on sociolinguistics at San Jose State University, lingu.-,t
Patricia Nichols does a simple and revealing exercise to orient her stu-
dents to the history of multilingualism in the United States (see "Lan-
guage in the Attic"). Nichols has students reconstruct their linguistic
biography to see how many generationc hack they go in their own farn-
ily before encountering native languages other than English. This is a
great exercise for something I call "unraveling the white synthesis" in
the classroom. For most students, including Euramericans, it is only two
or three generations back to bilingualism. In fact, among Nichols's stu-
dents, the group with the longest history as native speakers of English is
the African Americans. (Of course!when you think about it.)

The other things those linguistic biographies revealed, to Nichols's
surprise, was the violence of compulsory monolingualism. Many fami-
lies had preserved horror stories about linguistic repression and forced
language loss. In the United States, the polyglot citizen of all races has
'raditionally been subjected to considerable psychosocial violence. This
was one of the costs ot producing what I referred to above as "the white
synthesis." As Nichols's classroom experiment suggests, that synthesis
begins to unravel as soon as You tug it by a thread. Unraveling it is cru-
cial to the unraveling of white supremacy itself.

Linguistic repression and enforced monolingualism are also old re-
alities in the Americas. Walter Mignolo wrote recently about a literacy
campaign conducted by the Spanish in the I 550s, led by Franciscan fri-

ars (see "Literacy and Colonization"). One of their tactics was to imprison
children of the Aztec elite and prevent them from conversing with any-
one in their own language, "especially not their mothers" (67). The au-
thority ot literate culture, the friars surmiscd, could only be established
it tl le authority of oral culture was interrupted. (The Aztecs, it appears,
were not entirely naive abmit what was afoot. Commentators revealed
that some of them, suspecting the exercise, turned over not their own
children but those of subord ma les.) I hat history is still being lived out
today. In the tirst-year culture course a group of us teach at Stanford (the

one the Wall !-;I wet Ion roof wrote up), readings includc a sacred, mythic
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text of the Maya called the Popo! Vuh. This year, following the lecture
on this text, a student came up to the professor with some comments, at
the end of which li said, "My grandparents are Maya, you know. It's
the only languag- they know, but they insisted my parents speak only
Sp:.nish to get ahead, so I've never learned it, though I've heard it all
my life." Ironically, as he probably knew, north of the border, Spanish
is the language parents tell their children to suppress, for the same rea-
sons that his grandparents suppressed Maya. Of course, it was the
presence of the Popo! h on the curriculum, and a Chicano professor
behind the podium, that brought this student's Maya experience into in-
tersection wi'h the powerful structures of knowledge that reside in the
university.

The idea of the polyglot citizen is intended, of course, to refer to cul-
tural, and not just linguistic, consciousness. It does not mean simply a

polity whose citizens speak more than one language, but a polity that
and sees itself as, multiply constituted, as consist* of heterogeneity

at the level of the individual and the collective. Citizens are constituted
by the multiple and shifting parameters we all know by heart: region,
gender, class, race, religion. People are bound by histories, but histories
that they have lived out in zwry different wayq. As anthropologist Renato
Rosaldo has argued, fears that such multiplicity produces chaos are
unfounded. I leterogeneous societies can hold together just fine, though
what holds them together is not homogeneity. Rather, they are held to-
gether by the dense degrees of overlap between and among their vari-
ous identifications and formations. The other great fear is of
fragmentation or, as it is often called, "Balkanization." But this too can-
not happen because no one belongs to only one group. The polyglot citi-
/en, metaphorically speaking, identifies herself or himself as a point of
intersection of multiple threads that weave in and out to make the dense
fabric ot society. As the L.A. rap group Attlan Nation put it, "I didn't
cross the border, the border crossed me." Perhaps here there is a richer
and more inclusive model of citizenship than those which imagine so-
cial bonding as constituted by sameness and conformism.

NIulticulturalism: Five Propositions

I here Is at least one term that all participants in the culture debates have
a stoke in: multiculturalism. For reasons that will become apparent in a
intIment, I will make no attempt to deline this concept. III fact, I'll do
the opposite I propose to identify live of what I take to be the key

9 '°1
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dimensions of the term, thinking in particular 1 taoou. w.i.espread con-
cern over co-opted, bureaucratized, and watered-down versions of
multiculturalism. So acute are these concerns that powerful voices com-
mitted to cultural democracy and educational reform now often back
away from or even denounce multiculturalism, leaving colleagues who
have taken great risks in its name dangling in a limbo of (il)legitimacy.
The "Five Propositions" below are aimed at resolving some of the con-
fusion generated by the multifarious evocations of the term.

Proposition 1: Multiculturalism has at least four narratives of origin.
(a) Ciril Rights. Multiculturalism has its historical roots in the U.S. civil
rights struggles and continues the battles for gender and racial equality
that have been an ongoing part of U.S. social history since independence.
With respect to people of color, women, gays, and other disenfranchised
groups, one can characterize multiculturalism as a move from demand-
ing the right to be here to demanding the right to fie/o here, from de-
manding representation to demanding co-possession of the nation's
institutions.

(1') Immigration. Close to one out of every twenty-five Americans, by
official statistics, arri 1yet.. MCC within the last fifteen years from very dis-
parate parts of the world. 'Fhe actual numbers are probably greater. This
extraordinary immigr:llion has produced a cultural and linguistic land-
scape that is much more diverse than has ever existed previously. From
this perspective, multiculturalism is not simply a moN ement but a real-
itv. It is already here. Debates over education and diversity represent
the pangs of adjustment and the struggles over how to adjust our insti-
tutions to these new realities.

(c) G/obalization. The communications revolution, worldwide immi-
grant diasporas, and globali/ation of capital and markets mean that
everyone's reality has diversified culturally and linguistically and that
nearly everyone is experiencing increased demands for interaction with
other cultures and societies. This is vhere multiculturalism intersects
with international relations, where domestic projects in cultural diver-
sitv meet up with the demand tor greater global cultural competence,
often in the name of economic competitiveness in the global market.

(d) Academic "141t,ine-;s 1.1qtal.- Questioning, diallenging, and revi-
tali/ing established traditions and structures of knowledge is business
as 1.1Mal in the university. In fact, such processes of renewal are central
to the university's mission in society. Today's curriculum debates, for
example, are strikingly similar to the heated struggles that occurred
in the 1921)s over whether American literature should be taught in
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American universities. Many of the arguments used then against Ameri-
can literature are the same ones used now against "substituting" Euro-
pean classics with "inferior" works by women, people of color, or
non-Europeans. In any scholarly discipline, paradigm shifts are inevi-
table and desirable, for though they occasion discord, they are the wav
new knowledge is incorporated, the way history works on the institu-
tion. Without them, universities would be attempting to live outside
historvand would become instant anachronisms. There is, of course,
a commercialized version of this: in the books and journals market,
multiculturalism is a growth industry, and most big corporations today
have professional diversity managers.

Having suggested four narratives of origin, I would like to privilege
a particular orientation toward the future. The central core of the reform-
ist projects referred to under the label "multiculturalism," I would ar-
gue, is the struggle in the domain of culture against forms of
subort'ination that distort this society, that inhibit its thought and fail
so many of its inhabitants: racism and white supremacy, sexism and
heterosexism, ethnocentrism, intolerance and xenophobia, all based as
often on ignorance as on prejudice.

Proposition 2: Multiculturalism is not a goal o a stopping-off place;
like affirmative action, it is a strategy, not an end in itself In the case
of both strategies, it is crucial to keep in mind what they can and cannot
do. They should not be attacked or blamed, as they often are, for what
they cannot and never undertook to do. Affirmative action cannot elimi-
nate racism and sexism, and those who designed it never thought it
could. It was intended merely as an initiai mechanism for intervening
in situations understood to be distorted by racism and sexism. Yet affir-
mat!ve action itself is often blamed for creating stigmas that should re-
ally he attributed to the persistence of racism and sexism themselves.
Its "failure" to eliminate these prejudices has been effectively used by
supporters of racial and gender inequality to divide and weaken groups
committed to opposing inequality.

So it has been with multiculturalism, which is criticized, for instance,
because it is compatible with a kind of uncritical pluralism, with a smor-
gasbord approach to culture, and with forms of consumerism. Again,
such limitations have been used to divide groups committed to promot-
ing a democratic and heterogeneous culture.

It is crucial to recognize these movements as strategies rather than
goals and to keep one's eye on the prizes of equality, liberation, and so-
cial and cultural renewal. In the caw of both affirmative action and
multiculturalism, it is the burden ot th...ir critics to propose something
better.

29
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Proposition 3: Multiculturalism doesn't have a referent. Precisely be-
cause it denotes a strategy, it is a highly contextualized term. What it
"means" in a given instance will depend entirely on the contextwho
the participants are, what is at stake, and what is possible. Such factors
determine what constitutes a "multicultural" intervention in a given situ-
ation. If one recognizes the context-boundedness of multiculturalism and
its status as a strategy rather than an end goal, then one worries less about
compromised or co-opted gestures that seem designed to appease rather
than transform. The productive response to such gestures is not neces-
sarily to condemn or reject them as undesirable per se, but rather to dem-
onstrate their limitations and to push in every instance for additional
change. The fact of co-optation does not discredit the goals or trivialize
the stakes nor should it be allowed to.

A related but somewhat different point concerns what one might call
the horizontalness of political language in the electronic-media age. Po-
litical terms tend not to retain specific empirical, ideological, or moral
referents, but rather to spread horizontally across the political and ideo-
logical spectrum, altering their meaning accordingl .Y. TI..11.1ti terms like
democracy, dipersity,.freedom,.fairiwss, equalityand in ul ticulturalism--are
used across the entire ideological spectrum in public discourse. In part,
this horizontal spread is due to the Right's habit of appropriating trans-
formative or critical language as quickly as it enters public discourse. In
part, it is due to the fact that different sectors of the society are always
responding simultaneously, but differently, to changes in social condi-
tions. So, in response to, say, an increased Hispanic clientele, a super-
market owner might hire more bilingual clerks, move the salsa out of
the "international foods" section, stock new items like tomatillos and
plantains, or add cumbias to the muzak. Of course, one can easily argue
that such actions are not at all emancipatory but simply designed to in-
tegrate the new clientele,further into consumer society, and that would
certainly be true. But what follows from such a conclusion? That the store
owner should be expected to resist the impulse to respond to changes
in the clientele or be condemned for doing so? Would it not be absurd
to deny the obvious fact that the changes do make the store a more hos-
pitable place for the people who shop there? A more appropriate re-
sponse, I submit, might be to open a dialogue with the supermarket
owner and to ask for funds to support multicultural initiatives in the
education sphere on the grounds that there exists a shared understand-
ing of the changes taking place.

Proposition 4: Multiculturalism is not a substitute pr, nor a guarantee
of, economic justice. Its goals, nonetheless, will always be compromised
by the absence of economic justice. Multiculturalism is most immediately

;I
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about coil.-4-iiiitsuess and institutions. These are what is at stake in the
struggle, and these are the sites of intervention and renewal.
Multiculturalists ask, what kinds of institutiom are we going to inhabit
in the future? How do we propose to represent ourselves to ourselves
and to the world? How fully enfranchised will the populace be with re-
spect to education, language, culture, and expression?

While multiculturalism will not directly bring about economic justice,
it brings awareness of the workings and histories of inequalities and
fosters more representative institutions through which to correct them.
Multiculturalists call for scholarship that clarifies the links between eco-
nomic injustice and cultural disenfranchisement, that brings the histo-
ries behind both to national consciousness, and that explores alternatives.

Proposition 5: Multiculturalism does not "Balkanize"segregation
does. Multiculturalism seeks to multiply the number of socially defined
groups that have access to the society's dialogues about itself and to place
those groups in dialogue with each other. Inevitably, the dialogue is ini-
tially anchored in the groups' differences from each otherbut this does
not constitute Balkanization; in fact, it constitutes the opposite, for the
groups are in the same room and are talking and listening to each other.
The real Balkanization .s evAat we had beforethe legal and de facto
segregations around which this country's institutions were built. Noth-
ing could be more Balkanized than American higher education in the
19205 or the 1950s. The momentum of multiculturalism is meant to
counter fragmentation produced by social disenfranchisement and seg-
regation.

The Colonized Imagination

I suggested that the breakup of cultural monoliths in the U.S. involves
two processes. First, there ic the response to new realities such as the
communications revolution, the so-called immigrant implosion of the
Third World onto the First, the globalization of markets, and the suc-
cessful demands by women and people of color that their differences be
decoupled from legacies of subordination and recognized as the basis
for their belonging. Second, people in the U.S. (and in many other coun-
tries) are coming to grips evith old realities that have been elided from
ofticial history.

It is on this latter proces,, that I want to focii,, for the moment. I'm going
to give it a name that 111,1y ,,l1r1Irke ,,ome reader,: deco/mil-a/ion. kvhen
the debates over Western culture' broke out in the U.S. a few years ago,
I found in v,,elt reminded over CI nd over ot toy years growing up in
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English Canada in the 1950s, when pictures of the Oueen of England gov-
erned every home, courtroom, hockey arena and curling rink and re-
ceived our morning pledges of allegiance in the classroom; where culture,
history, art, reahty itself lived somewhere ekenot where we were, but
on the other side of the ocean, where Britain ruled. These, I later real-
ized, were the workings of the colonized imagination. Now, the United
States is a world imperial pover, and it is admittedly difficult to think
of it as having a colonized imagination. But I am convinced that, in the
domain of culture and national understanding, it does.

When it comes to culture, Europc has continued to possess the Ameri-
can, especially the Euramerican, imagination, to be its point of reference,
regardless of the realities that surround us here. So it was in the 1920s
that American universities debated intensely whether American litera-
ture should be taught there. So it was in the 1980s, at many American
colleges, that the book lists adopted as representing the cultural heritage
of American students included no Americans! These are symptoms, I
would argue, of a much more general state of mind. Even vhen they
know almost nothing about European high culture, a,-; cultural subject:,,
suggest, Americans remain to a significant degree colonial subjects for
whom reality and value live somewhere else. 1-hev are so constituted
by the national institutions of knowledge and culture, official and oth-
erwise. Euramericans tend to experience this phenomenon, as ever in
neocolonial contexts, as a' ienation, passivity, and a sense of disenfran-
chisement. Asked to define or describe their culture, for example, white
American students often react with pain and anger, for they tend to know
themselves as people without culture. They tend to envy and resent "eth-
nic" students who know themselves deeply a, cultural beings, because
in the absence of political and economic power, culture and community
have been the sustenance of life for them. In U.S. ethnic communities,
culture often plays the role it plays in anticolonial strugglesas a site
and source of resistance to domination. This is very different from the
sense of self-alienation and disenfranchisement which characterizes the
cultural self-consciousness of many Euramericans and which readily
leads people to use white privilege to ridicule culture and those who
"have" it. Much of this, I suggest, is the legacy of European colonialism
from which this country has still to emancipate itself. In a recent article
exploring the term "postcolonial," cultural critic Anne McClintock simi-
larly argues that the U.S. belongs to the group of what she calls
"breakaway settler colonies" which "have not undergone
decolonization" ("Angel of Progress" 92). Is it the colonized imagination
that makes the soil here so fertile for the growth of a passive culture ot
consumption, spectatorship, and simulation? In the public polemics
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about canons and book lists, it is the colonized imagination that speaks
when numerous writers, even distinguished intellectuals like C. Vann
Woodward, denounce books they have never read, writers whose names
they have never seen, simply because they are not European. It is, at least
in part, the colonized imagination that sends intellectuals from the
Americas to Europe for theories of societyeven theories about America,
like those of Eco, Baudrillard, Todorovor for terms like "Balkanization"
in which to mirror ourselves.

European cultural critics have created a tradition of talking about the
sense of unreality they encounter in the United States, about the mania
here for creating simulations, replicas, and artificial worlds like
Disneyland or Heritage liSA. (Eco wrote up his pilgrimage, document-
ing all the replicas of the "Last Supper" between San Francisco and Los
Angeles jsee Travels].) What is this mania for simulation which the Eu-
ropeans do not seem to understand (they tend to conclude Americans
cannot distinguish between fiction and reality because they have no his-
tory)? Perhaps it's what you get when you combine a technological su-
perpower with a colonized imagination that experiences "real" cultural
agency as being "somewhere else." Though this view runs counter to
perceptions of the U.S. as the ultimate global cultural imperialist, the two a
facts are not at all incompatible.

What current educational reform movements are engaged in can he
understood, in part, as a process of decolonization of culture and the na
tional imagination. This involves recognizing the unique historical and
cultural experience of the United States and the Americas and the claim-
ing of that experience in all its specificity and complexity. It involves not
erasing the European legacy (though that is the thing multiculturalists
are most often accused of), but situathig that legacy within the history of
life and society on this side of the Atlantic, being accountable to that
history from within.

What is to be gained from such a decolonization? The prospect of
society here knowing its reality more fully, judging itself more wisely.
It points to the possibility of a society more fully grounded in its own real-
ity arid history. This is the part I bring up most often when people ask me
what is in all of this for the white middle class. An extraordinary cul-
tural renewal, I say, an enrichment and an emancipationemancipation,
tor instance, from the sense of being at the mercy of consumption and
spectatorship; the possibility of a cultural subject that is more than a
consumer. An emancipated imagination is a rich and powerful thing.
Colonizers know this well, %vhich is why colonialism tries to deprive the
colonized of independent access to cultural institutions, particularly to
the means of representing themselves to themselves.
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The (U.S. in the) Americas

15

Earlier on I spoke about the fact that bilingualism, intercultural relations,
radical social heterogeneity and discontinuity are old realities in the
Americas, though not always part of official histories and national my-
thologies. This final point is about "the Americas" in the hemispheric
sense. Of all the possibilities for cultural renewal offered by the current
movements toward cultural enfranchisement, the one that strikes me as
most promising is the possibility that the United States will reimagine
and resituate itself in the Americasthat it will rewrite its history and
rework its self-understanding so as to recover the specificity and unique-
ness of the experience of this hemisphere. (Uniqueness and specificity
are not simple, celebratory terms here: the experience to be recovered
has horrendous dimensions which multiculturalists are always being
attacked for bringing up.) The unique, specific experience of this hemi-
sphere includes the history of the huge range of indigenous societies,
both before and since contact with Europe; the European invasion and
conquest and the establishment of white settler colonialism; the elabo-
ration of African-based cultures out of massive forced emigration and
slavery. European intellectual history, often accepted as the source of
American social understanding, has an extraordinarily limited capacity
to characterize the realities of the Americas, for its anchor points are in
the history of European society. European theory is not going to tell us
about colonialism, neocolonialism, dependency, and decolonization from
the receiving end. (For that we must look to Latin American and Carib-
bean thought.) European social theory only peripherally knows or even
cares about such questions as the structure of settler societies, the inter-
actions between Christianity and indigenous religions, the plantation as
a social order, the structure of intercultural relations on the frontier, in-
stitutional racism or the ways in which imperialism interacted with re-
ligion and patriarchs', the role land plays in the frontier imagination and
in the consciousness of long-term subsistance societies. Yet these are
matters of central concern to social understanding in the Americas.

As the examples suggest, the reidentification with the Americas which
I am describing is part of what I referred to earlier as the ih'colonization
of consciousness. As most Americanists (in the hemispheric sense) are
aware, it is not a question of setting such a process in motion: it is in
motion and has been for some time, accelerated by the social movements
of the 19(0, and foregrounded by the recent 1992 quincentennial. Within
the United States, significant and ()Hen brilliant scholarship has sought
to decenter the Euro-centered narrative 01 Western expansion a- the
backbone ot national history and to view things from an intellectual
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center of gravity here. As U.S. multiculturalists know, the body of Ca-
nadian thought on these issues is much larger and more sophisticated
than what has emerged in the U.S., partly because Canada has been deal-
ing openly with these issues for a longer time and partly because Canada
has staked its x'ery constitutional viability on the possibility of a diverse
and discontinuous conception of the nation-state. But I propose to end
by looking southward and offering, in list fashion, a few examples of
terms and concepts from Latin American and Caribbean intellectual dia-
logues on the social and cultural peculiarities of the Americas. See if you
don't think there are inter-American conversations to be held on the
subject of culture and American self-understanding.

(1) Criollo is the term in Spanish for a Euramerican. While this category
has never functioned in U.S. social thought, it has been a basic term in
Latin American vocabulary since colonial times, when it was used to
distinguish people of European descent who were born in the Americas
from those who were born in Europe and who, under Spanish colonial-
ism, were given the positions of greatest power and privilege. The cat-
egory has always functioned to distinguish the Euramericans from
Europeans, especially in regard to their relationship to Europe. Equally
important, it has functioned to distinguish Euramericans who, follow-
ing independence, formed the elites of most countries, from indigenous,
mestizo, and African-descended populations.

It can be enlightening to think of the United States as a multiethnic
country ruled by a criollo elite, with significant indigenous, mestizo (es-
pecially in the West and Southwest), and African-descended populations.
nu, term criollo is especially helpful in characterizing the ifrrendent rela-
tions the Euramerican elites have maintained with Europe. In the
multiethnic, heterogeneous social orders of the Americas, the European
referent, however alienated it may be from the lived American reality,
becomes the chief guarantor of criollo identity and the chief means of
legitimating their privilege over others to thenNelues. The term thus names
the alienated basis for white supremac% in the societies of the Americas.

(2) Creoh., the English translation of criollo, k a broader term that de-
notes anything born in the Americas out of its intersecting cultural heri-
tages. Cnvle refers specifically to the uniqueness of American-generated
phenomena, whether language, music, race, culture, or dress, to their
ilifti:roto: from European or Atrican or Asian or Amerindian "originals."
Creole, in a way, denotes the upstart, the unauthentic, mi ed -around
thing, that generates its own authenticity, often by being rooted in a
particular, very local place: la maica, Trinidad, Antigua, and so on. In
linguistics, cwole is the name given to languages that began as pidgins
hybrid, simplified languages invented to enable communication
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between historically discontinuous groups (like European slave traders
in West Africa, or U.S. soldiers in Vietnam). When such languages de-
velop into the full-fledged native language of a group, they are called
ereoles. The term thus embodies the improvised, transcultural character
that many see as a central fact of culture and society in the Americas since
contact with Europe and Africa.

American vernacular culture is often fruitfully analyzed as creole or
creolized in this way. The term has the potential to go beyond the nar-
rowness and alienation of hyphenated ethnic terminologies toward self-
conceptions rooted in American reality.

(3) Trimsculturation is a term originally coined in the 1940s by the
Cuban sociologist Fernando Ortiz, as he studied the workings of Afro-
Cuban society and its development in the tobacco and sugar economies
of the Caribbean. Anthropology had used the concept of acculturation
to describe the ways subordinated groups absorbed materials from domi-
nant cultures, but Ortiz found this term inadequate to depict the dynam-
ie., of Afro-Cuban culture which he observed. The traditional assumption
was that, in situations of contact between dominant and subordinate or
metropolitan and peripheral cultures, the subordinate or peripheral cul-
ture necessarily acculturates to the dominant or metropolitan culture,
gradually abandoning its own practices and traditions. The assumption
was that (a) culture tends to be a finite space in which new things must
necessarily displace old things and (b) subordinate and marginal peoples
absorb metropolitan or dominant cultures by something akin to osmo-
sis, e\ercising no choice or agency in the matter. Ortiz's argument, later
developed by the Uruguayan literary scholar Angel Rama, was that, in
fact, subordinate groups are anything but inert when it comes to deter-
minant relations with dominant and metropolitan CU t u re, Even in situ-
ations of e\ traordinarilv unequal power, they argue, subordinate groups
are highly sclectiPc and in absorbing materials from the metropo-
I is, and they develop many ways of maintaining CU ltu ra l integrity. When
processes of selection and invention are factored into the picture, what
once appeared as a simplistic dynamic of aCCU ltu ra lion is better charac-
teri/ed as a dynamic of trimsculturation. ( l'he absorption of Christian
elements into preconquest religions, traditionally called syncretism, is
perhaps the best known e \ample of such selection and invention. The
selective tendency ot .a ti n American intellectuals to absorb resistant a nd
critical currents ot European thought, such as llar \ ism and radical Chris-
tianity, is another.)

Transculturation is a vital concept tor characteriiing the dynamics ot
culture in the Americas trom a vantage point anchored in the Americas
rather than in Europe. lt forces into motion static pluralist paradigms
that multiculturalists often find so confining.
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(4) Heterogeneity is a term introduced by the Peruvian scholar Anto-
nio Cornejo Polar to describe society and culture in the Andean coun-
tries, where Euramerican (criollo) minorities cohabit national territory
with large indigenous populations whose language and traditions are
Andean and large mestizo populations whose life ways draw on both.
In contrast to the terms "difference" and "diversity" used in European
and North American discussions, Cornejo Polar uses the concept of "het-
erogeneity" and culturas heterogewns ("heterogeneous.cultures") to name
the conditions of drastic discontinuity and incommensurability that char-
acterize societies where colonial invasion has brought together peoples
with entirely separate histories, such as the Spanish and the Andeans.
When one side does not eliminate the other, such societies articulate
themselves in states of intractable conflict and profound incomprehen-
sion. The idea of a social synthesis or community is not an option, nor is
the idea of a single national form of expression or representation that
will speak to/ for all. There is no shared discourse or concept of mem-
bership, no shared symbols, not even any stable meanings, for the
signifiers constructed by one side will be transcultur ited and redefined
by the other. More than a case of the proverbial slipperiness of signifiers,
it is a case of profound semantic disjuncture. Such situations appear
extreme from the perspective of a normative model of social homoge-
neity, but, as Cornejo Polar argues, they are normal conditions of exist-
ence and social structure in the Americas, and we can't interVene in them
wisely until we have adequate theories of them.

In a way, Cornejo Polar's use of the term heterogeneity can be thought
of as radicalizing (though not in the political sense) the more descrip-
tive European-based vocabulary of difference, diff&ance, heteroglossia,
and polyphony so that it can express the physical and epistemological
violence that follows on the shock of contact and invasion. There are
many areas of the United States where the model of the cult uras
heterogewas would help us recover the specific ways the history of colo-
nial contact continues to determine reality.

I introduce these four concepts, criollo, creole, transcultu ration, and het-
erogeneity, along with the term decolonizatim, to encourage consideration
of what it might mean for U.S. Americans to work out theories of soci-
ety and culture which take American historical experience as the norm.
Such theorizing would be grounded in an open encounter with Ameri-
can realities and anchored in the shared experience of this hemisphere,
an experience that both divides us irrevocably from Europe and binds
us historically to Europe (as %veil as to the rest ot the world).
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A few years ago, my son's fourth-grade class was given a copy of a
letter Chief Seattle wrote to the president of the United States toward
the end of the last century, protesting the violation of land agreements
by white settlers. The settlers argued back that they needed the land to
survive. The fourth graders were asked, of all things, to think about it
and write up what they thought would be a fair solution. My son, a skep-
tic when it came to schoolwork, closed his door and, astonishingly, be-
gan to write. Pages flew, covering the floor. He emerged with a
two-sentence paragraph that said something like, "There is no fair way
to solve this problem. The Europeans must return to Europe and the
Native Americans must agree to stay in America." I told him I thought
he had probably reconstructed Chief Seattle's own conclusion. But what
was to be Manuel's solution, as a Chicano-Jewish-Anglo-Canadian-Cali-
fornia kid? How was he to situate himself with respect to that manichean
history? There was no language for it in his classroom, no language bet-
ter than that which Chief Seattle was able to lay his hands on over a cen-
tury ago as he sought to negotiate with the conqueror in the conqueror's
language. We can do better than this, I thoughtand for Manuel's sake,
we have to.

While the wholesale re-envisioning of society remains incomplete, few
of us have any trouble envisioning the work that awaits us as scholars
and educators. The picture is daunting and exciting. It is not necessary
to dream to encounter scholars and teachers excited by new possibili-
ties for understanding, driven by curiosity, eager to read the lost texts
and the new ones, eager to branch out of their specializations and to
devise forms of collaborative work that are accountable to heterogene-
ity and multiplicity. One need not dream to find teachers exploring new
pedagogics I'm multiethnic classrooms, pedagogics where the teacher's
role cannot be to unify the world or create homogeneously shared un-

_ Fverywhere, teachers are working to develop forms ofderstandings.
classroom leadership that Nvill shape, but not control, the de,.elopment
of understanding and foster in students a sense of excitement over the
responsibility of creating a new vision of one's society. One still does have
to dream, however, to encounter two elements still largely lacking at
present. The first of these is translators, who are needed in the dozens
to make the knowledge and insights from each part of the world avail-
able to others. Respect for the work of translation has not vet caught up
in ffie U.S. with the vital need for it. One can only hope it will. The sec-
ond elenient that still has to be dreamed could be called a science of cul-
tural tnetlidtion, hv which I me,m a dkciplined inquiry into the meow,
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by ,dlich intercultural understanding and communication are con-
structed and sustained. I believe it will not be long before such an in-
quiry consolidates itself. There is work to be done, lots of it. We know
something about what it is and how to do it. The thing now is to get on
with it.
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2 What We Talk about When
We Talk about Politics

John IVarnock
University of Arizona

In public discourse in the United States, we are schooled, assiduously,
in how to keep "politics" out of the conversation, even in situations
where politics is obviously the order of the day. If "politics" is mentioned
at all in the pronouncements of our legislators, it is likely to be demon-
ized. Recalcitrant compatriots are accused of engaging in "partisan"
pohtics, as if there ,.ere some other kind. Our legislators may from time
to time agree with each other, but events of the last ten years have made
it clear, if it wasn't clear before, that many Americans outside the corri-
dors of power can take little comfort from that fact.

There is one place, we are invited to believe, that ought always to be
especially free ot demon politics, a place where we are led to expect in-
struction, not rhetoric; "the transfer of knowledge," not "indoctrination";
general truths, not special pleading. That place is the classroom.

Certainly, we were invited to think of the classroom in this way by
the former chair of the National Endowment for the I lumanities, Lynne
Cheney. Again and again, in her speeches and publications, she in-
veighed against "politics" in the classroom.

The proposition has an a priori appeal. For one thing, allowing poli-
tics into the classroom offends our peculiarly American (we may like to
think) sense of fair play: it isn't fair that students, who are subject to their
professors, should have to profess their professor's particular political
beliefs to "get along." It isn't fair, either, that professors should be able
to subvert the political commitments of taxpayers when the taxpayers
are paying the bills. "The taxpayer" is, of course, a mythical creature.
Everyone pays taxes, but not everyone has the same politics, and it mav
occur to us that we need to ask which taxpayers are having their values
subverted. Again, the point is rarely raised when it is being claimed that
"the taxpayer" has been aggrieved.
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If "politics in the classroom" nwans teachers and professors demand-
ing from their students avowals of particular political commitments as
a condition of getting good grades, not many would defend it. In this
scenario, a particular set of political commitments is promoted by force,
or by a merely hortatory project. The politics are given, part of an
"agenda," and the teacher's goal is simply to manipulate others into
accepting those beliefs. The distaste that attaches to this kind of politics,
in or out of the classroom, is the same distaste that attaches to "rheto-
ric," as the term is commonly employed in contemporary public dis-
course. "Politics," like "rhetoric," is here something you can be accused
of.

But what if "politics in the classroom" means teachers and professors
considering with their students the causes and consequences of inequali-
ties of power in cultures past and present and the means by which those
inequalities may be maintained and challenged? If that is what we mean
by "politics," the motive for the argument against politics in the class-
room has changed radically. We oppose or support the first kind of poli-
tics in the classroom because we believe that it unfairly promotes the
interests of the powerful. But we will support or oppose the second kind
of politics in the classroom for just the opposite reasonbecause we think
it may help us see how to promote the interests of the powerless.

Me ex-chair's consistent failure to recognize this equivocation in the
word "politics" leaves us to wonder if she wasn't hoping that her audi-
ences might miss the equivocation so that the distaste some of us might
feel for the first kind of politics in the classroom might attach itself to
the second, and very different, kind. If people insist, as the ex-chair did,
that education should be free of "politics," and if they fail, as the ex-chair
did, to say what they mean by the term, it seems entirely possible that
they are trying not to free education from politics but to disable any criti-
cism of their educational proposals themselves as an exercise of power.

Escape from "Agenda": The Move to Knowledge

Me ex-chair was certainly correct in assuming that, in the United States,
many of us believe that a teacher's particular political lova ties and be-
liefs should not be imposcd in a classroom upon those who are subject to
the ,..uperior power of the teacher. We are likely to believe this about the
imposition of the teacher's "politics" even if we understand that students
are impowd upon, and in many theories of education, slwuld be imposed
upon, in myriad ways. "Politics," we think, is a special case. People
should be allowed to choose their "politics" freely. Education should
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educate, we say, not "indoctrinate," though upon reflection we may
decide that we need to make certain exceptions to that principle.

As a teacher of literature and writing of twenty-five years' experi-
enceoften with students who, left to their own devices, would not have
chosen to be in the particular class I was teachingthe idea that a pro-
fessor might "impose" a set of political loyalties and beliefs on students
strikes me as comical. I would guess that many of the parents who are
concerned about such teacherly impositions are all too aware of how
unsuccessful they themselves have been in imposing their own values
on their own children. You have to wonder why they think professors
particularly English professorswould be more successful than they
have been.

On the other hand, it is important not to overstate the independence
of students or the powerlessness of professors and teachers. Students'
powers of resistance to the blandishments of "others" are constrained
in many ways, not least by the fact that, if they are adolescents, they are
struggling to construct identities they can live with as adults. Further-
more, while teachers and professors may be characterized as ineffectual
in any "real" world, their powers are considerable vis-a-vis the students.
These powers are hardly absolute, and they may not be very strong at
all relative to the powers of, say, advertising. But they are not insignifi-
cant. We who are professors and teachers might like to think our pow-
ers come from what we know, and this max', to some extent, be so. But
surely the knowledge we may have "banked" must finally be seen as a
good deal less significant as a source of power than our institutional
standing. We can be silly and ignorant, vet still be accorded a great deal
of power as long a-, we continue to be embraced by one of the established
educational institutions. Teachers or professors who thin' their power
comes from what they know can always test this proposition by quit-
ting their jobs and hanging out a shingle.

In any case, very few of the professors and teachers I know want to
impose their "politics" on their studentsnot all, but most would be

..eL. to t.lat t.-iat was what they xyere doing. This scruple mayhorrifi 11,11
he taken as laudable (by liberals), or as lamentable (by critical commen-
tators who see this attitude as a feature of complicity with the reigning
order). In any case, professors who set about consciously to impo,e their
politics on their students are far rarer than the coverage accorded to com-
plaints from the right might lead us to believe.

The classic strategy employed by educators who wish not to impose
their politics is the move to "knowledge." "Knowledge," posited as the
foundation ot the educational enterprise, erases "politics" of the sort that
presupposes an "agenda."
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A classic instance of the use of this strategy is found in the proposals
of E. D. Hirsch concerning "cultural literacy," proposals eagerly em-
braced by the ex-chair, and also by the Exxon Foundation, which funded
Hirsch's Foundation for Cultural Literacy. Professor Hirsch propx.ed
that teachers should teach the "contents" of "cultural literacy." These
"contents" could be established "scientifically"that is, apolitically--
by running surveys to find out "what literate Americans know" (see
Cultural Literacy).

Hirsch did acknowledge that while the project of ascertaining the
contents of cultural literacy might be scientific, the undertaking to teach
those contents was "political," in that it amounted to an undertaking to
preserve "the nation." "The nation" had not just a different future, but
no future, he implied, if these "contents" were not taught. To this con-
servative political agenda, Hirsch added a liberal one by asserting that
children deprived of an education in cultural literacy would also be de-
prived of any prospect of making it in the modern industrial world.

Colonizers have always found a way to convince themselves that they
were doing their subjects good.

As Hirsch sets up the matter, the only obstacle to "effective commu-
nication" with the reigning order is this lack of common knowledge.
Eliminating educational inequality is thus made into a merely technical
problemone that teachers and students can be blamed for not solving
once the "contents of cultural literacy" are known. Utterly absent from
Hirsch's considerations are such matters as the "savage inequalities" in
school funding documented by Jonathan Kozol, and the possibility they
raise that educational inequality is neither an accident nor the product
of a poor curriculum, so much as it is the product of a system that pro-
duces and maintains that inequality (see Savage hiequalities).

Professor Hirsch was often accused, wrongly, of arguing that we
should teach the "canon." Actually, he was promoting, as he often pro-
tested, something much more like a vocabulary list. This seemed to those
of us who were concerned about the politics of Hirsch's proposals to be
anything but consoling. We might at least hope that literary works would
contribute to their readers' liberator), political educations despite how
they were taught (as Shakespeare's writing did in Huxley's Brave New
World); vocabulary lists have no such built-in resistance to the suppres-
sion of politics. Once we accept Hirsch's vocabulary list in the terms in
which it is offeredas the scientifically established knowledge that is
necessary to anyone who would communicate effectively with "literate
culture"all we have left to do is update these "contents" in minor re-
spects from time to time and to look for "effective" teaching methods.
We don't have to trouble our little heads about politics at all.
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To propose to establish a curriculum for cultural literacy in a way that
is "scientific" will be seen as reassuring if the alternative to "scientific"
is taken to be "arbitrary" or "by fiat." But it is not so reassuring if we see
the promise of a "scientific" approach as a way of suppressing the ines-
capable political dimensions of such a project and a refusal to accept the
task of working out, and with, those politics.

When we object to the mystifying way in which Hirsch proposes to
establish a curriculurb for "cultural literacy" and the mystified status he
gives such "knowledge," we need not also to be understood as object-
ing to ant/ such curriculum at the national or the local level. If an effort
to establish a curriculum for cultural literacy were made part of an in-
quiry into relations between knowers and what they know, teachers and
students, teachers and their sponsoring institutions, the sponsoring in-
stitutions and other cultural institutions, and if it were understood that
these relations necessarily involve domination, appropriation, resistance,
and what Mary Louise Pratt calls "transculturation" (see Imperial Ey('s),
then this proposed national curriculum for cultural literacy might
amount to something other than just another colonial project.

Curricularizing Politics: The Move to Theory

Another strategy for curricularizing politics.but one that is not nearly
so safe as the rnove to knowledgeis the move to theory. "Theory" can
have many meanings, and one of them is very much like the meaning
of "knowledge," as when we speak of a theory that has been "validated,"
which we tnay then go on simply to "apply." Sometimes "theory" has a
much more contingent quality than does "knowledge." A "theory" is a
way of seeing,, not the way, and this implies other ways of seeing, which
may be not only possible but preferable, depending on the situation in
which we find ourselves.

Fundamentalist thinkers will sometimes consider that they have
scored a point by characterizing some set of proposalsthose in the
theory ef evolution, for exampleas "only" theory. They are, of course,
presupposing an accessible realm of propositions that are not "theorized"
but "known," by faith, perhaps, or, if one is a certain kind of hardheaded
reali.,t, by empirical observation. The "theorist" does not operate in this
realm.

When we propose to deal with theory, then, we place ourselves in a
realm that may be less safe from politics than are the realms of "knowl-
edge." A theory may be discussed in a way that puts at issue more than
what is and isn't part of the "contents" of "cultural literacy" and how
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we may "transfer" them. From this point of view, we can understand
why the ex-chair and others like her in education have consistently done
what they could to demonize "theory."

Gerald Graff, on the other hand, has proposed that we accept the con-
tingency of "theory" in "English" and make a virtue of it. Graff recog-
nized that a number of different theoriessome quite incompatible with
each otherare at work in contemporary academic English departments
(see Beyond the Culture Wars). Over the years, though, he claimed, we in
"English" have hidden our professional disputes from our students in a
curriculum that is based upon the principle of "coverage," even though
it offers courses that differ not only in content, but in what is presup-
posed about the nature of "English." We know about these differences,
but we make no effort to come to terms with them in the curriculum.
Our differences with each other, said Graff, in what seems to me a very
happy analogy, have been like those family secrets parents keep from
the children, or think they do. We could revitalize English studies, he
claimed, if we acknowledged these differences forthriglItly and brought
them into the curriculum, perhaps by making our classes look more like
our conferences. In short, he says, we should "teach the conflicts."

Graff's proposals are obviously not as containable as Hirsch's. They
acknowledge conflict and thus open up the possibility of political aware-
ness. If we ask "Whose conflicts?" Graff's answer is clear: the conflicts
are those that may be located in the arguments of professionals in En-
glish studies. Well, the arguments of some professionals in English stud-
ies. Certainly not the arguments of teachers of English in the schools,
where the disputes that exercise academics can seem more than a little
strange. But not even of all academic professors of English, many of
whom have little time for the conflicts that Graff and others in the acad-
emy (including me) think are so interesting and significant.

For our present purposes, the question of "Whose conflicts?" is of less
import, however, than questions that might he raised about the words
"teach" and "the" in the formula. The "the" implies that what we will
be dealing with here is an objectifiable subject matter. Consider the dit
ference if the formula were "teach conflicts." Further, the word "teach"
suggests a relationship to this subject matter and to students that sim-
ply reproduces standard assumptions about the "natural" relations of
professors, students, and subject matter that themselves should be ques-
tioned. Consider the difference if the formula were, say, "locate" or "en-
act" or "embody" conflicts.

Graff's proposals are not as safe from politics as Hirsch's, but in their
apparent satisfaction with locating the conflicts that we a re to ad d ress
in what certain academic professionals in certain situations concern
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themselves with in their conversations with each otherthey may be
safer than some of us might wish.

Today, the word "theory" is often found in company with the adjec-
tive "critical," as in the title of this book. The adjective "critical" bespeaks
among other things an aspiration to make theory active, not merely the
kind of thing that might be "learned." Critical theory thus has an essen-
tial relation to practice, but not one in which it is merely "applied." Its
role is to help us reflect upon practice"cultural" practice, typically, as
manifested in everything from material culture, to advertising, to the
media, to the products of "high" culture. It aspires to help us discern
agendas in these cultural practicestypically the agendas of racism,
sexism, and classismand thus it offers itself as a way of doing politics
in educational settings that is not itself a mere matter of promoting an
agenda, which professional educatorsand not just critics of educa-
tiontend to consider unprofessional. As such, critical theory may also
offer a kind of consolation to those educators who, while they don't want
to promote an agenda, also do not want to serve passively as agents for
the reigning order.

Though critical theory is usually seen as something new, its educa-
tional goal has a long and respectable tradition: Aristotle urged the study
of rhetoric for most people as a way of enabling them to resist the rheto-
ricians.

Students, as well as professional educators, can become very excited
by this kind of study and exhibit a growing sense of their power to re-
sist sexism, racism, and classism in the myriad forms in which they are
incorporated into our cultural practice. But for those who wish to find a
way to "do" politics in educational settings without descending to the
mere promotion of particular political agendas, it seems apparent to me
that critical theory will not provide the answer. To begin with, the prac-
tices of those authors who establish reputations as critical theorists al-
most always participate in two biases built into our sense of what it is to
do good academic work: the bias against practice and the bias against
the local. It is telling that while critical theorists analyze and interpret
practice, they describe themselves as critical theorists, not as practitio-
ners. They write and teach with the goal of "understanding" certain prac-
tices, not with the goal of changing practice, their own or that of others,
except insofar as an understanding of the agendas of the cultural prac-
tices under scrutinywhich usually are neither personal nor localit-
self changes practice. Further, although the practices they study are not
always those of elite culture, they tend to be located at some distance
from their own practice and their own situations.
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I have seen brilliant critical theorists utterly baffled at questions about
how they reflect their critical theory in their teadling. Usually, the prob-
lem seems to be not that the brilliant critical theorist feels that this is a
hard question to answer, but rather that the question seems to be one of
stunning irrelevance, as if one were to ask Tolstoy how he reflected the
values of his novels in his relations with his wife.

In academic literary study, we tend to enforce the view that ethics is
irrelevant to and less important than poetics, and, by analogy, that prac-
tice is of less importance than theory. We do this not by accident but
because our standards of professionalism require it. In the schools, this
disjunction is also enforced, but in the schools the emphasis tends to be
on a sort of denatured ethics"interpersonal skills"rather than on
poetics. In both situations, this disjunction can lead us into embarrass-
ing situations which, like the brilliant critical theorist, we may or may
not notice as embarrassing.

On a brief visit to Piaget's Rousseau Institute in 1977, I read an edito-
rial in the student newspaper that asked how the professors reconciled
what they were teaching about development (that children learn to be
intelligent by acting intelligently, perhaps) with the fact that these les-
sons were being delivered in lectures to hundreds of note-taking students
in huge halls.

The point here is not to lodge an accusation of hypocrisy, with an
adjuration implied that what we need to do is to get our theory and our
practice into line. When practice is brought into line with theory, the
result can be inane, as when the student writes the essay according to
the formula for the five-paragraph theme, or comical, as when Malvolio
dresses the way he thinks a lover is supposed to dress. It can also be
horrific, as when Pol Pot displaces and kills millions of people in Cam-
bodia to enforce his vision of the way things ought to he.

When it conies to theory, including critical theory, it is crucial to keep
in mind the caveat memorably expressed by Kenneth Burke:

Even if any given terminology is a reflection of reality, lw its very
nature as a terminology it must be a selection of reality; and to this
extent it must function as a deflection of reality. (45)

In academic theorizing, our strength is our weakness. We are smart;
we can "understand" this stuff; we can use it to "bring out" what is not
obvious to others. Unfortunately, we sometimes write as if we believe
that our theories are to be understood entirely as reflections of the real-
ity we are dealing with, and not also as selections and deflections of it.
l'his failing is characteristic of us in the academy, not just of those be-
nighted souls who may not have developed to the point of being able to
understand their theories a,; theories. In the academy, the failing arises
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not out of simplemindedness, but Out of a susceptibility to the "poetics"
of theory (in Burke's sense; see Burke 25-43). We in the academy are
permitted and in some respects obligated to live and work in a domain
where we are, in fact, insulated from much of what "ordinary" people
have to deal with, especially if we are the sort of people who involve
ourselves in the conflicts Graff and other important critical theorists are
interested in. Our susceptibility to the poetics of theorywhich in an-
other light might be called a weakness for totalityis something we
academics are supposed to have. It is a quality that can make us useful to
parties who may stand to,benefit from our actions, irrelevantoutside our
specialized contexts, and dangerous when we get to be in a position to

enforce our theories broadly.

Politics (Weak Sense) and Politics (Strong Sense)

It seems to me that we can protect ourselves to some extent against the
lure of poetics in our critical theory by understanding that the politics
that critical theory will be able to comprehend is politics in the weak
sense, by which I mean those politics that we are able to "know," not
necessarily as "knowledge" or "final truth," but as a matter of conscious

awareness.
Politics (weak sense) is something that it might at least be possible to

keep out of a classroom, or at least out of the topics of explicit conversa-
tion in the classroom. We might at different times decide that it is also
desirable to keep it out of the classroom, perhaps because it might place
our students at special risk, or because we happen to be teaching a course
in calculus. At other times, we might decide that it is important to intro-
duce politics (weak sense) into a classroom where it is not "expected,"
even a classroom in calculus, just as Paolo Freire decided it was impor-
tant to introduce this kind of politics as part of his effort to "alphabet-
ize" Brazilian peasants.

Politics (strong sense), however, is the politics that works through us
in our actions, whether we are aware of this work or not, and in ways of
which we can be aware only partially and belatedly.

This is the politics that works in our selections and deflections, not
just our reflections, not just in virtue of who we know ourselves to be
hut who we wish we were or who we are afraid wemight be; not just in
virtue of what we know, but in what we know that isn't so, what we
wish were the case, what we wish not to know, what we consider not
worth knowing. Politics (strong sense) is always already with us in our
human relations, whether we think of these relations as with others or
ourselves. Our relations with our students can't not be affected by our
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politics (strong sense). We cannot keep them out of the classroom since
they are part of what brings us, our students, the classroom itself into
being.

It might seem that the politics I have designated here as "weak"
should he considered "strong" (because "known") and vice versa. Cer-
tainly, those of us who see the highest human achievement as knowl-
edge would tend to reverse the terms. But I wish to make the point that
the politics of which we are conscious must be but an instance of the
politics which we enact at all levels, conscious and other than conscious.

When it comes to knowing our politics (strong sense), we encounter a
conundrum that has been recognized with respect to knowing our own
culture. We must know our culture, in one sense, or it wouldn't be ours,
but in another sense, we cannot know it since it is the Yen' system of
significance by which we know. It is not a difficult matter to "criticize"
the "factual" statement that "Columbus discovered America in 1492."
If we were paving attention at all during the quincentenary, we learned
to question the word "discovered" (since human beings were already
here), and it may even have occurred to us to question the idea that "Co-
lumbus" did the discovering when it was probably a crew member who
first saw the "new" land, and because we have learned to question the
attribution of such feats to one person, since projects like that explor-
atory journey are inconceivable without the work of many hands and
the coalescence of many historical and social factors. We may even have
gone so far as to question the notion that the event happened in 1492,
since we have learned that even the calendar is not politically innocent.
It wouldn't be 1492 if the Mongols had conquered Europe, as they very
nearly did.

But having developed these political criticisms of what we might once
have taken to be innocent claim, where are we? What do we replace
that claim with? I invite readers to try out different sentences. I think
the undertaking will demonstrate that while we can think about pur cul-
ture, we must also think through it, and that in this thinking we will never
be entirely outside of it.

Considerations like these reflect only part of the challenge of corning
to terms with politics (strong sense). The challenge less often acknowl-
edged (perhaps because it might remind us of certain scandals in our
professional conduct) i the challenge adumbrated in the discrepancy
between our theory and our practice, or, if you like, between what we
preach and what i,y. practice. Unfortunately, as argued above, the ccan-
dais are not to be addressed merely by forcing our practice into line with
our theory. Forcing practice into line with theory is the aspiration of one
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who would totalize a politics (weak sense), not the aspiration of one who

would wrestle with the angel of politics (strong sense).
If we wish to make our classrooms a place for such wrestling, we can

begin by turning around the standard relation between theory and prac-
tice, to hold that practice (or, if you like, "action"), not theory, is the larger

notion, that while theory and knowledge can help us criticize and de-
velop practice, they must always be criticized finally in terms of prac-

tice.
It is important to remember here that what we are calling "practice"

is something that is, by definition, not entirely "known" to us. We are
recognizing that when we "act," we do so without knowing entirely why,

or wherefore, or what the outcomes will be. This is the stuff of comedy,

and of tragedy, and of much that does not attain to either olthese dis-

tinctions.
We may then want to see questions of pedagogy as questions of prac-

tice (or action) and not, as they may be even by critical theorists, ques-
tions of "technique," and thus as questions of limited interest, irrelevant

to the critical project. In categorizing pedagogical questions as questions
of technique, one shares the politics of Professor Hirsch, who insisted
that once the "contents" of cultural literacy were ascertained, many tech-

niques for teaching them might be developed. Professor Hirsch may have
wished to make (and indeed was making) a gesture of liberal tolerance
here, but more importantly, he was making the old move of locating
questions of pedagogy outside the realms of real significancecharac-
terizing them as merely technical questionshow to teach--as against
questions of substance--what should be taught. This is a classic move
by which politics-busters have forever attempted to secure their pro-
grams against the demon.

To those who hope to wrestle with politics (strong sense) in their ac-

tions in the classroom, knowledge of different techniques of teaching can

be helpful. But it is important to realize that no pedagogical technique,
as such, is a sure way of achieving this endnot "process teaching," not
"collaboration," not "group work." All these techniques can be given
over to other than liberatory purposes, as indeed can any technique.

As mysterious as this new relation to practice maybe in come respects,

I do not see it as a relation for which we must seek heretofore unimagined
models. It seems to me very like the relation between the writer and the
draft. The writer engaged with the draft knows there is no place outside
the evolving draft where he or she may stand and dictate outcomes. The
writer engaged with the draft knows that the tedious, the everyday, can
embody as much mystery as the momentous. The writer engaged with
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the draft knows that what the writer experiences as unexpected, un-
planned, grotesque may come to be seen as the result of a door open-
ing, a burden being laid down, a call answered. The writer engaged with
the draft understands that the struggle is sometimes to act, knowing that
while you know something, what you know is never enough and may
not even be so. And so it will have to be enough to believe that there is
something here, or not here vet but within reach, worth striving for,
something to do not just with oneself but with other people. And not
just with "who I am" or "who they are," but with what I, and other
people, might be, not somewhere over the rainbow, but in some place I
might make here, now, and there, then, in this language, this world.
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3 Theory, Confusion, Inclusion

Keith Hjortshoj
Cornell University

In that place, where they tore the nixhtshade and bhickberry patches from
their roots to make room for the Medallion City Golf Course, there was once
a neighfrn-hood.

"the opening senk,nce in Toni
Morrison's Sida

When I returned from the NCTE conference at Myrtle Beach in 1991,
sunburned and overstimulated, I immediately drafted an account Of the
ways in which the main speakers' arguments had helped to clarify my
own position, as an anthropologist who teaches writing in interdiscipli-
nary programs at Cornell, at the confluence of literary and social theory,
literary and cultural studies. Some of the themes of the 1991 conference
led me to explain, at the beginning of this draft, that I had been troubled
for several years by social constructionist pedagogics, especially in the
field of rhetoric and composition, that subject students to the authority
of hypothetical "communities" of academic discourse. Gerald Graff's
suggestion that we should 'teach the conflicts" within and among these
communities seemed preferable to the myths of consensus that subor-
dinate undergraduates to several conflicting delusions of grandeur each
semester. I went on to argue, however, that any pedagogy that locates
the construction of knowledge in privileged discourse communities re-
mains deaf to the intersubjective resonance through which learning ac-
tually occurs. In reference to Barbara Christian's observation that values
are embodied in the sounds of language, I was developing this concept
of intersubjective resonance, as the basis for a truly social construction-
ist pedagogy, when I learned that related discussions would continue
at Myrtle Beach in 1992, with contributions from other scholars and
teachers I admire. I set this draft aside, then, to find out how it would
look in the light that Mary Louise Pratt and l'eter Elbow might shed on
it.
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After the 1992 conference, nw arguments rang false to me in an un-
expected, interesting, and ironic way, as first drafts often do. The sum-
maries and critiques I had constructed still seemed accurate. The
theoretical position I had carved out for myself was still credible, I felt,
and still faithful to the way I teach. When I put that essay to rest, I had
come to believe that it represented the way the conference had led me
to reposition myself. It was a good story about theoretical realignment,
of the sort that passes for dialogue in our professional journals, and even
now I'm reluctant to part with it.

While I was reading this old draft, however, I also noticed that in
deference to the conference speakers and organizers, I had done precisely
what our students (or, at any rate, the cleverest ones) continually do for
us. By positioning myself in relation to the arguments of the main speak-
ers and to the stated goals of the conference, I had helped to maintain a
theory of learning and change that I don't acceptone I was even argu-
ing against in the essay itself. This theory of learning constructs an al-
most irresistible, circular genealogy of illusions that begins, we'll say,
when conference speakers construe their teaching experience and schol-
arship into positions that correspond with conference topics, much in
the way that teachers construct lectures, assignments, and reading ma-
terials for specific courses. These speeches and the discussions they
stimulate help participants to construct theoretical and pedagogical po-
sitions of their own, which they carry back to their institutions and use
to redesign their courses. The new directions from which these teachers
approach the classroom then shape the learning experiences of their stu-
dents. According to this model, theory governs practice, which struc-
tures the learning experience according to the teacher's intentions.

As long as everyone involved agrees to account for experience along
these lines, learning and change appear to occur along these lines as well.
So our students struggle to represent what they learned as a rendition
of what we intended for them to learn and to demonstrate that they
changed in the ways we hoped they would change: that what they got
out of the course was a version of what we put into it. In fact, students
are often more interested in one another than in their teachers, and they
often learn the most from one another too. Their most profound learn-
ing experiences can result from something another student says or writes,
from a passage in the readings that we consider unimportant, from the
answers they discover to questions we didn't ask, from questions they
ask that we can't answer, or from the silent ways in which they resist
us. When we ask students to tell us what they got out of the course, how-
ever, their assessments rarely include the types ot learning that occur
outside the conventional lines of transmission, in which theories of teach-
ing, the practice of teaching, and learning appear to make sense together.
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I found it interesting, then, that my initial account of the 1991 confer-
ence conformed so closely to the overt structure and purpose of the event:
that I chose to construe the effects of highly theoretical speeches in theo-
retical terms and that I defined my position in relation to those of the
main speakers. No one told me to do this. Participants were encouraged
to write and speak freely, from any perspective. Yet the structure of an
academic conference, like the structure of a course, implicitly distin-
guishes responses that seem relevant and coherent from equally authen-
tic responses that seem irrelevant or incoherent. MY first draft
represented a version of the truth that would make the easiest kind of
sense in this frame of reference. It also demonstrated that, like a good
student, I was paving attention and was smart enough to summarize and
criticize the speakers' arguments. Other versions of the truth are more
erratic and difficult to explain, but they also represent more authentic
accounts, I believe, of the peculiar, unruly ways in which we and our
students come to new understandings.

Much of what we notice is irrelevant, I suppose, to the communities
in which the experiences of individuals acquire social or cultural mean-
ing. Before a couple of thc morning sessions at the conference, I spent
some time on the footbridge to the beach watching a green heron, the
sneakiest creature on earth, stalking minnows from the bank of Oceall
Creek at low tide. There, just beneath the resort's snack bar and condo-
minium towers, this little heron went about its ancestral business, un-
daunted by the morning traffic of joggers and beachcombers, and
oblivious to the accretions of a history so bizarre, I thought, that this true
native of the area seemed alien, displaced, and irrelevant: not worth
mentioning, in itself, except as an odd example of irrelevance.

At the end of the conference in 1991, however, another unruly expe-
rience intensified my fascination with the ways in which the themes of
this conference played against its location, where everything larger than
an acre is called (and was once part of) a "plantation." Before we left
Myrtle Beach, my wife and I drove through the tidal marshes and river
deltas around Georgetown to the remains of the Hampton Plantation,
which Archibald Rutledge, the descendant of the original owners, still
occupied and farmed in the 1960s with the help of a hundred African
American laborers, many of them direct descendants of Hampton's
slaves. Around 197(1, Rutledge donated the place to the state, which in-
stalled a few picnic tabk ; and called it a state park.

When Marty and I arrived, no one was tl lyre but a sleepy park ranger,
dozing on the steps of the columned porch. The whole estate had an
abandoned, haunted look, the cavernous mansion and outbuildings
unrestored among the live oaks, pines, and cypress swamps, where hun-
dreds of slaves once cultivated rice and indigo. Rutledge himself lay
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under a slab along the path to the Santee River, which forms the south-
ern border of Georgetown County. Left to explore on our owq, we tried
to enter the kitchen building and encountered an enormous red-bellied
snake coiled by the door. When we called the park ranger to see it, and
moved too dose, the snake lunged and sent all three of us running in
terror across the yard. Hampton seemed pretty determined to remain
empty.

Rutledge wrote several books about the area surrounding the Santee,
and when I got back to Ithaca, I read a couple of them, along with Toni
Morrison's Sti la and The Bluest Lye, other novels by writers Barbara Chris-
tian recommended during the conference, some histories of Georgetown
County, and several volumes of slave narratives, including many ac-
counts trtim South Carolina. I began to read this material not to construct
or question any theory, and not with the intention to write, but to re-
lieve a freshly nagging sense that I was terribly ignorant of African
American literature and history. Once I got started, I just wandered, over
the next two months or so, from one reference to others almost at ran-
dom, to satisfy unfettered curiositythe undisciplined, irresponsible
cousin of scholarship. And this is the kind of reading I most enjoy, when
I let myself dig around here and there like an amateur archaeologist,
without plans or intentions, among texts that were never meant to be
read together. Reading in this haphazard fashion, you can't get lost be-
cause you don't imagine you are going anywhere in particular; and when
vou aren't looking for anything, whatever you find seems to have been
looking for you. I lere, I'll sort a few of these artifacts into a loosely chro-
nological order.

1 he Official antebellum history of Georgetown County describes the
politics, fortunes, marriages, and parties of a few extended families of
scuts and I luguenots who owned just about eve) vthing and everyone
around them. When these planters had figured out how to use the tides
to tlood and drain rice fields, through elaborate systems of channels and
sluices, their demand for labor stimulated the importatio of slaves to

harleston, which remained the largest North American port for the
African slave trade throughout the eighteenth century. Africans, these
rice planters found, were most likely to survive the ordeal of clearing
and farming malarial, snake-infested swamps, and the development of
the lucrative indigo production, in the Middle of the eighteenth century,
Inc reased the demand for African labor. By 1840, the river delta planta-
tions, in Georgetown County produced half of the rice grown in the

lilted states. In 1890, 98 percent of this massive crop of some 47 mil-
lion pounds Vs;c1', produced on only I plantations, each with a labor force
ot between l(10 to I,000 slaves. In that year, the population of Georgetown
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District consisted of 18,253 slaves of African descent, 201 free persons
of color, and only 2,193 free whites. Excluding slave quarters, there were
only 575 "dwellings," occupied by the same number of free families, in
the entire county (Rogers 253).

The contemporary testimonies of fugitive slaves from this area recall
some of the misery, brutality, and terror these people experienced. The
flat, factual accounts of their lives, published to fuel the abolitionist
movement, contrast in tone, most of all, with the language in Toni
Morrison's novelsthat gorgeous dignity and "muscularity" (as Barbara
Christian called it) of embodied language, written in the pulse of mov-
ing blood. Because she makes those embodied voices so vibrant and
accessible to us in fiction, Morrison also makes it easy to ignore the very
message she wants to convoy: that the actual voices of slaves were si-
lenced and ignored, distorted, objectified, and ultimately lost. Moses
Roper's eyewitness account (in 1830 of the sadistic execution of a fel-
low slave near Greenville, South Carolina (for the crimes of preaching
and escaping from a plantation in (;eorgia), sounds, especially in its use
of the passive voice, like a police report or a set of technical instructions:

The manner in which George was burnt was as follows: a pen of
about fifteen feet square was built of pine wood, in the centre of
which was a tree, the upper part of which had been sawn off. To
this tree George was chained; the chain having been passed round
his neck, arms, and legs, to make him secure. The pen was tlien filled
with shavings and pine wood up to his neck. A considerable quantity
of tar and turpentine was then poured over his head. The
preparations having been completed, the four corners of the pen
were fired, and the miserable man perished in the flames.
(Blassingame 25)

This description gathers its horrible power in the absence of horror,
imagination, anger, fear, or even inference. Roper establishes credibil-
ity with white audiences by adopting the detached persona of the ex-
pert witness who simply recounts the "facts," deleting all traces ofhuman
consciousness embodied in the moment he describes. Morrison, by con-
trast, represents her characters in the whole of that consciousness made
clear. In language that makes the most remote depths of experience ac-
cessibk, we hear even what Sula is imagining but not saying as she makes
love to Ajax, in "the drift of her flesh toward the high silence of orgasm":

If I take a chamois and rub ?vat hard on the hone, right on Ihe ledge of
your cheek bone, some of the black will disappear. It ,cill.fIake aivag into
the chafing,: and underneath there will he gold leaf I can see it shining
through the blaf k. I know it is there . . .

I low high she was over his wand-lean body, how slippery wa',
his sliding sliding smile.
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And if I take a nail file or even Eva's old paring knifethat will do
and scrape away at the gold, it will fall away and there will be alabaster.
Tlw alabaster is what gives your .fiwe its planes, its curves. That is why
your mouth smiling does not reach your eyes. Alabaster is giving it a gravity
that resists a total (130)

So facts become lifeless, fictions full of life, and the truths between
them inaccessible. Even if we could hear the fully embodied voices of
slaves now, across all that time and change, I doubt that we could un-
derstand them. When the Federal yriters' Project of the WPA tried to
record the memories of former slaves verbatim, in the vernacular, their
voices conveyed both the strangeness and the remoteness of lives that
had already, in the 1930s, become almost unimaginable)

Forty-four rice plantations lined the Waccamaw River, which flows
south, just inland from the coastal King's Highway, into Winyaw Bay at
Georgetown. The largest of these estates was Brookgreen, now a sculp-
ture garden and roadside attraction just a few miles south of Myrtle
Beach. This was one of six plantations owned by Joshua Ward, who, in
1850, produced almost four million pounds of rice with the labor of 1,092
slaves. Next to Brookgreen was The Oaks, owned by the governor of
South Carolina, Joseph Alston, and his wife Theodosia Burr Alston, the
daughter of Aaron Burr.' On his "Southern Tour" in 1791, President
George Washington spent an evening at Brookgreen, on his way to
Georgetown, Hampton Plantation, and Charleston. Overlooking the vast
expanses of green rice in the valleys of the Waccamaw and Pee Dee Riv-
ers, from the porch of the Clifton Plantation (also owned by the Alston
family), Washington remarked that he felt he was in a "fairyland." Later,
in Charleston, he expressed to the governor his astonishment that the
rice planters in the area had brought agriculture to such "perfection"
(Devereux 21-22).

"Mom Hagar" was born at The Oaks during the Civil War. When the
Federal Writers' Project interviewers found her at Murrell's Inlet, in 1937,
she was 77 years old and could recall only fragments of what her mother
told her about the lives of the slaves owned by the Alstons. Like others
r,corded for the W PA, these scraps of memory emerge from such a deep
%Yell of loss that images flash briefly against a darkness, as though ev-
erything in that time occurred at night by flickering candlelight:

Ma ,,ay some dent plan to run way. "Less run! Less run!" Master
ketch dent and tetch dem in. LW 'em cross barrel. Beat dem till they
wash in blood! Fetch 'ern back. l'lace 'em cross the barrelhogsket
barrel- Christ! They ramp wash in blood. Beat Ma sister. Ile sister
sickly. Never could clear task----like he want. MY Ma have to work
he self to death to help I Ienritta so sickly. Clear task to keep from
beat. Son w obersheer mean. Oaks labor.
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Stay in the field! (she sang]
Stay in the field!
Stay in the field till the war been end! (Rawick 2: 110-11)

By the time Archibald Rutledge wrote The World Around Hampton,
published in 1960, the vestiges of the plantation system in his own back-
yard had simply reverted to "nature," from his perspective. Although
he still referred to the black women who lived on his estate as "my good
girls" and recalled their shy pleasure when his father allowed them the
rare "privilege and honor" of taking refuge on the porch of The Great
House during a violent storm, Rutledge refers in the same passage to
"their natural freedom and happiness." Like the owls, the egrets, and
the alligators, the hundred loyal, happy black people who lived on his
estate just belonged there, had always been there. Their songs blended
perfectly with the sigh of the wind in cypress boughs and swamp grass
in the lazy, soft, unruffled flow of time. As the "Master of Hampton,"
Rutledge liked to think of himself as the steward, not the owner, of this
natural order. "There are many," he wrote, "to question my undisputed
ownership of the land, what is on it and under it: the Negroes who work
the land, the wild animals that make it their home, the silent ancestors
buried in the ancient churchyardall have claim to the place" (13).

While I was thumbing through the. USAir Magazim, on the way to the
NCTE conference in 1992, I found an article called "Rhett Butler's Home-
town," by Jo lee Edmondson, that brought Rutledge's nostalgia a step
closer to the ethos of Myrtle Beach. In the opening spread, a heart-shaped
film clip of Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh in a passionate embrace is
superimposed on a panoramic photograph of the avenue of oaks lead-
ing to the Boone Hall Plantation. If Rhett Butler had existed, the article
suggests, he would have felt right at home on one of these plantations
near Charleston, which still "recall the splendor of the Gone with the Wind
era." The carefully edited histories and descriptions of these estates do
not describe the plantation system, for the words "slave" and "slavery"
are never mentioned in the article. Nor are there references to agricul-
ture. Instead, the elegant remains of this system are supposed to remind
us of the movie, which has become their history. In effect, Boone Hall
Plantation has become "the quintessential Old South," as a caption de-
scribes it, because it resembles Tara.

Built upon all of these images and voices, the drained, landscaped
developments along Myrtle Beach look like sets for a different kind of
movie with imported actors: vacationers, retirees, and legions of white
teenagers who come to work at the restaurants, resorts, and golf courses,
or at the Bikini Bottom Car Wash up on the North King's I lighwav. Here
the descendants of slaves make brief, minor appearances in the roles of
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maNs and busboys. And across this improbable landscape, nothing
could pass more lightly, improbably, and unmemorably than a national
conference of 12nglish teachers who convene to talk about literary theory
and multiculturalsm.

Talk about theory always stimulates this shift of attention to my sur-
roundings. Our students tend to attribute similar reactions to boredom.
When discussions become abstract, they become fascinated with their
pens and notebooks, with their clothing and hair, with the details of the
room, and with one another. But I don't find theory boring, and I just
said that theoretical discussions stimulate interest in my surroundings,
along with curiosity, memory, and fantasy. One reason, which accounts
for our students' reactions too, is purely cognitive and linguistic. Every
abstraCt noun, such as "multiculturalism," attempts to represent thou-
sands of other nouns, more specific and concrete. That single word as-
sumes meaning in reference to an entire world of cultural variation.
Sustained discussions at the rarefied pinnacle of languagewhere the
world is subsumed by a few -isms and -timiscreate a kind of sensory
deprivation that should stimulate awareness of who and where we are,
and why, and what we are doing, and with whom. I think that's what
theoretical language is good for: it's a way Of inforriiihg and illuminat-
ing practice or of stimulating awareness and change. When you Turn on
that kind of light, you also need to open your eves and pay attention.

I was dissatkfied with my first draft, in part, because it described the
way theory sheds light on theory, as though an academic conference
were a bunch of floodlights installed in outer space. When we become
absorbed in those discussions, words such as student and class become
abstractions toohypothetical categories, "imagined communities"
even in our discussions of multiculturalism, differentiation, conflict,
contact, and inclusion. Teachers from research universities, liberal arts
colleges, and two-year community c()lleges throughout the country be-
gin to sound as though they are all talking about the same creatures in
the same contexts, much in the Yav that politicians talk about their con-
stituents. or about Americans at large. We begin to imagine that if we as-
semble the right theoretical apparatus and approach the classroom from
just the right angle, theory will govern practice. We %yin know in advance
what will happen vhen we get there, who our students are, Yhat they
need, and how they should change. Then, we begin to talk about using
this theoretical equipment for the purpose of "hammering," "chiseling,"
or "chipping" away at some kind of har. homogeneous substance, as
thGugh our primary goal were to converi our students into the effects of
our causes. In this dreamy, collective dislocation from our live," and jobs,
we begin to imagine that when we enter the classroom on the first day
ot the next term, we will really know what we are doing.
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When I start to believe that, I've found, my teaching and my students
always suffer. They suffer because there's a special kind of confusion
and vulnerability that occurs when people who hold power over our
lives behave as though they know what they are doing when they don't.
Political leaders continually affect us in this way. Doctors and lawyers
often do. And so do teachers, especially when they attribute motives,
values, and levels of ability to their students without really taking their
students into accountwithout asking questions, listening, and paying
attention. We can perpetrate this confusion just as easily from the Left
as from the Right, with or without cynicism. The term "safety net"
doesn't really catch anyone. Hypothetical "points of light" provide nei-
ther hope nor warmth. So theories of inclusion, in themselves, don't in-
clude anyone, and I could use them to exclude students just as easily as
I could use any other theoretical approach to teaching. I could also "teach
the conflicts," as Gerald Graff recommends, in ways that convince stu-
dents that these debates have nothing to do with them, or I could de-
sign a multicultural curriculum that leads students to believe that
multiculturalism is just a liberal political gesture to appease "minorities."

So I agree only in part with Mary Louise Pratt's suggestion, during
the 1992 conference, that theory alienates people because it accounts for
experience from an oblique angle, that it has to be alienating in order to
explain things in ways other than those in which things explain them-
selves. I recognize this potential value of theory to dislocate understand-
ing and disturb common sense. I think most of our students need, first
of all, to become more confused.

Rut so do we. It's just as important for us to let experience destabilize
theory and return us to that condition of creative bewilderment from
which new understandings emerge. When I start to believe that I have
everything figured out, I'm sure to he at least partly wrong. In practice,
I can maintain the integrity of my theories only by becoming increas-
ingly oblivious to the people and circumstances to which they are sup-
posed to apply. I think we need to remind ourselves constantly, therefore,
that our words and ideas resonate on the unknown, in chords different
from the ones we struck, it they resonate at all. That's why we need first
of all to include students, with recognition that we know almost noth-
ing about them, and then listen. Otherwise, we'll hear nothing but the
echoes of our own voices inside our heads, or their halfhearted, unprac-
ticed efforts to play along in harmony.

This was the mistake I almost made a few years ago with an African
American student, a senior sociology major, in an advanced expository
writing class. In response to the first formal, analytical assignments in
this course, Paul wrote in an extremely stilted, convoluted, billowing
style. His diction was inflated with what my students call "thesaurus
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words," and his efforts to construct elaborate sentences led to frequent
errors in punctuation (primarily by avoidance) and sentence division.
Paul began his comparison between two articles written for different
audiences with this passage:

These papers are a contrast in purpose of design. They contrast in
their purpose insofar as the article written for popular reading is
essentially designed with the main idea being of providing
entertainment and at the same time reaching and appealing to a
broad base of people.... Its base is in a material incentive. It ignores
the idea of unselfishness in that it does not merely simplify the
findings for popular digestion but involves itself heavily into
marketing for its own personal magnification. The consequence
being that we read further and further in an attempt to satisfy our
curiosity but with the catch that our curiosity is not allowed to be
satiated.

In a paper about his previous experiences as a writer, however, Paul's
voice became relaxed, lively, fluent, and sometimes genuinely funny. In
one passage, for example, he described his efforts to meet the expecta-
tions of an English teacher who had asked her urban students, in a pre-
college program for "minorities," to "characterize a snow pea pod" in
writing. "I resigned myself to the fact that this teacher was just off in
her own world," he wrote, "and filled three-quarters of a page with in-
formation I found in an encyclopedia. Needless to say, this did not suf-
fice. It seemed we battled and fussed for the rest of that semester." Paul
appeared to have lots of control over the language he used in this pa-
per, and the types of errors that appeared in his previous essays van-
ished.

Our students also theorize, as Barbara Christian reminded us, and
Paul appeared to be using two different theories for writing that led him
to adopt two, very different voices. My professional experience, in turn,
led me to adopt theories of my own about the causes of this variation.
The poise and precision of Paul's speech in the classroom suggested that
autobiographical and descriptive topics allowed him to maintain a lively,
comfortable connection between writing and speech. When he used that
voice in writing, his ear for language worked; he could accurately hear
the natural pauses and breaks in the flow of language, along with the
qualities of the words he used.

I concluded that Paul viewed the academic essay, by contrast, as a
highly structured, visual, literary objecta "thing" he had to fabricate
from language he wouldn't ordinarily use and thus couldn't effectively
hear himself using. According to this theory, which I attributed to Paul,
whatever language he would ordinarily use to discuss a topic seemed
automatically inadequatetoo informal, colloquial, and effortlessfor
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a type of writing he perceiv2d to require fancy words (such as "afore-
mentioned") in complex sentences and long, meandering paragraphs. I
assumed that he acquired this notion of academic writing from reading
social scientific articles and textbooks. The stilted, convoluted quality of
his prose resulted from what David Bartholornae described, in "Invent-
ing the University," as the "imitation or parody" of academic discourse
conventions that still seemed alien to him and altogether disconnected
from sp.ech. Because Paul was exposed to this style almost entirely
through reading academic texts, in voices that were not yet his own, he
couldn't-accurately jegulate the sound and flow of academic prose.

This is a very popular theory among teachers who flatter themselves
with the assumption that our students want most of all to write, think,
and become like us. In Paul's case, it just happened to be false. In the
following weeks, my efforts to help him produce a smoother, more con-
vincing imitation of academic writing failed miserably. When I tried to
re.structure a particular sentence, the entire passage collapsed around it
like a punctured balloon. I could help Paul to reconstruct a new passage
in my voice and style, but this work had no effect on the next ornate,
impenetrable essay he composed. What I had presumed to be a nascent,
misbegotten rendition of sociological prose seemed to have a stubborn
integrity of its own.

When I called Paul in to talk with me about this problem, he waited
politely and patiently for me to tell him what %vas wrong with his writ-
ing and what he should do to improve it. I was about to explain the theo-
ries I described above (and I suspect he would have pretended, at least,
to believe them), but something about them rang false. Instead, I just
admitted my confusion, read passages he had written in those two styles
out loud, and asked him if he could explain the differences. "Why do
you make academic writing so complicated," I asked, "when you can
obviously write smoothly and clearly in this other voice?"

Paul thought about this question for a while, and then his face lit up
with amusement. "I just realized," he said. "That's the way the men in
my family talk!"

Although Paul was raised in New York, he explained, his family was
from Barbados, where most of his male relatives were lawyers and public
officials. On formal occasions, or when they argued about politics, his
father, uncles, and grandfathers spoke in the inflated, deliberately im-
pressive voices of nineteenth-centurv English bayristersvery different
from the voices they used in casual conversation. Two other students
from Barbados have since told me that they called a version ot this style
of speech "Being Great": a kind ot playful formality they used in verbal
sparring matches with their friends.
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As a consequence, almost everything I had concluded about Paul's
writing xvas wrong. What I read as an inept attempt to imitate an ahen,
detached style of writing turned out to represent a displaced but deeply
familiar, playful style of speech. Paul had difficulty controlling this voice
in writing not because he had acquired it from reading, but because he
had never seen it written and didn't speak that way with his friends and
family. The language he used did not represent a deliberate effort to
appropriate (or, in Bartholomae's terms, to "be appropriated by") the
discourse conventions of our communities in the hope thal he might one
day be allowed to join them. Instead, he adapted, almost unconsciously,
familiar speech patterns to writing when he encountered situations in
which he felt he should sound formal, professional, and impressive. The
model he was trying to use was not culturally alien to him; it was cul-
turally alien to me.

When Paul recognized the origins of this voice, he could also hear its
contextual peculiarity, which he suddenly found very amusing. From
then on, he wrote all of his papers in what he called his "American voice"
instead, with greater success in all of his courses. This change occurred
only when I abandoned my theories and admitted bewilderment. Paul
immediately filled this space I left for him with his own lively intelli-
gence and presence. When I stopped trying to work on his writing, we
began to work together for the first time that semester.

This is the kind of moment in teaching that I've since learned to cher-
ish: when a new understanding emerges from misunderstanding, and
the student and teacher change at once. To experience it, though, you
first have to let yourself become openly confuseda condition that our
conventional rol .es -1.eau us to avoid or to conceal. You have to believe
that confusion, for teachers and for students, is a wonderful opportu-
nity.

Inclusion, multiculturalism, transculturation, and interaction aren't just
principles for constructing a reading list or a syllabus, or ways in which
we talk about teaching, or ideas we bring to the classroom, or invitations
we extend to our students. They are also experiences that students ei-
ther have or do not have in the classroom. So I found myself thinking
about theory from the opposite direction. If students of all types could
feel at once differentiated and includedfree to address and to challenge
me, or the readings, or one anotherwhat kind of approach to teaching
would create this environment? What kind of theory of teaching would
account for it?

From this inverted perspective, one of the most significant moments
for me in the IN2 conference occurred when I arrived late for a work-
shop that Cynthia Selfe led on the development of assignments. Because
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the participants had already formed a closed circle of chairs, I settled
down on the floor by the doorway, where I could listen without disturb-
ing the session. Cynthia immediately told me there was an empty chair
back in the corner, so I made my way to it and sat down outside the circle,
behind Peter Elbow.

That position felt comfortable enough to me, as a passive observer,
but it obviously bothered Peter. There wasn't room for me in the circle,
but he kept looking back at me and moving his chair to the side and back
in increments, until the people around him became uncomfortable and
began to move their chairs too, in little chain reactions of disturbance.
Gradually, silently, the circle expanded and opened until there was a
perfect space I was invited to fillcouldn't refuse to fill, really, because
the circle had already broken open to include me. And suddenly, hav-
ing felt content to sit outside the group, watching and listening, I wanted
instead to be a part of it and to participate. My attitude toward the con-
text and my relation to it changed because Cynthia and Peter, especially,
altered the context in a way that made room for me. Having entered as
a tardy spectator, I became an active participant.

As a little illustration of good teaching, this experience was most in-
structive to me, especially when I think of students who position them-
selves at (or off) the margins of the class, doing their best to become
invisible, as though they were watching everything through a one-wav
mirror. What needs to happen for the class to include these students?
Somehow, the idea of sharpening my theoretical tools for the purpose
of chiseling away at them, or at the power structure at large, doesn't seem
very helpful. If I pay close attention to what Peter and Cynthia didand
ignore much of what was said during the conference about students as
the objects of our ideological "projects"-1 get the opposite message. That
message tells me that if I want to include these students, I need to inter-
rupt my own "project" and assume, first of all, that it can't go on with-
out themthat it's theirs as much as mine. If I want them to join the class,
I have to move aside. If I want them to change, I have to be willing to
change as well. If I want them to learn, I need to learn too. If I want them
to speak, I need first to listen.

Notes

I. Cieorge Rawick assembk'd the traimcrirtions ot these WI'A interviews by
state into nineteen volumes, entitled I lu In,, U al/ Yi/,`e: :1 Composite

I or discussions ol the value and validit ot the VP:\ interviews, see es-
say', tw Escott and John Fdgar Wideman in /he ';lace's Narna we, edited by
I lenry I ouis (late,. and Charles I.. Davis.
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2. This uncomfortable marriage is the subject of Anya Seton's historical novel,
My Theodosia.
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4 The Unconscious Troubles
of Men

David Bleich
University of Rochester

One of the interesting features of the theory-glut in trendy academic
zones has been renewed attention to psychoanalysis. Derrida reread
Freud, other Francophile critics textualized his work, and American femi-
nists have tried to transform his Victorian boldness and daring about
individual psychology into contemporary social and political courage.
Through all of these rereadings, two original features of psychoanalysis
remain especially useful in today's postsecondary classrooms: its depen-
dence on language as a substantive feature of human relationships, and
the detection, through language use, of important feelings and forces of
which we were at first unaware: unconscious feelings, attitudes, fanta-
sies, assumptions, and so on.

In spite of the interest in the Fren: 11 use of Freud, only the feminist
revision of psychoanalysis retains both its basis and reference points in
lived experience. In the feminist critique of society, we recover a sense
of the linguistic locus of unconscious activity. In English coursesthat
is, those courses in which students examine carefully arid produce dif-
ferent forms of languagewe may not only make use of the feminist
critique as a subject in and of itself, but we may also make use of a long-
neglected feature of psychoanalysis: the presumption that risychoanalv-
sis will examine language use collectively in order to teach and learn
collectively about social relations.

My advanced undergraduate course, "Seminar in Writing: Telling the
Truth," had as its substantive concern writing and language use as "tell-
ing the truth," in the sense of making what is unconscious conscious in
public, as this process appears in a variety of contexts in daily and pro-
fessional life. As a hardly concealed subtext, the matter of a feminist cri-
tique of society was represented in one of the course's texts, Adrienne
Rich's On I ic, SeereR am! Silem-e, while d different viewpoint was
offered in Lynne Chr nev's pamphlet, writtei, for the government and
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outlining her sense of the humanities academy today, entitled, Telling
Hu, Truth. The feminist critique was purposely juxtaposed with more
familiar and traditional academic senses of telling the truth given by
Cheney. Between these two perspectives, a variety of issues were con-
sidered, including, for example, hedging, euphemism, and jargon as
ways of obscuring the "true" meanings, as well as different contexts,
which determine what "truth" is in different ways. This, at least, was
the "planned" curriculum.

Because of an accident of enrollment, this course "unconsciously" had
as one of its principal subject matters what is happening, recently, col-
lectively, to men as society reexamines traditional masculine roles. Par-
ticularly, "unconscious" came to seem an accurate description of the
trouble men feel as our assumed privileged status is measured for revi-
sion. By studying the work of some of the men in my course, one gets a
hint about vhat may be happening collectively on a larger scale. Some
men accept the need for political change, while others answer its chal-
lenges with personal defenses, describing their own "sensitivity," their
history of feeling responsive to the claims and interests of women and
other politically active groups. In most men, there is a new level of per-
sonal and social uncertainty, previously masked by such behaviors as
macho bravado and military truculence. Men's traditional unconscious
uncertainty about roles, authority, knowledge, and justice, for example,
previously obscured by fluent and simple assumptions about self and
society, is now becoming conscious.

The "accident of enrollment" referred to above was tl ie student popu-
lation of the seminar: six white men, two women, and me, the white male
teacher. In their presentational manner, five of the seven men were ex-
tremely talkative and loud; two of the men were soft-spoken and not
given to interrupting. The two 1,vomen were extremely reserved, visibly
reluctant to chime in, sometimes raising their hands to speak, but tend-
ing to stay silent while male shouting, including my own, proceeded. I
sometimes interrupted male shouting matches and urged the two
women to share their thoughts, which they did, more often than not, but
briefly. I lere is an instance, given by one ot the two female students, Ms.

\ Ir. would ask Bleich about the presidential election or vice versa
and suddenly there %Yds a debate on which candidate would win
and then a bet over beer wa., being tvorked out to ,we who could
guess the winner. tiomeone would ask what kind of beer and the
lowr should buy.... I suddenly found mvselt in lelt field. I didn't
know whether I should say something because I felt that I had been
gradually pushed out ot the conversation, out ot the circle, out of
the tield, and onto the bleachers as a spectottir. I was no Itmger a
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player. I was flustered because the males could introduce and carry
on any conversation they wanted to and I could not. I wanted to be
a participant because it was more fun.

Not a new story. On the other hand, the frustration this course had for
Ms. P led to a final essay detailing the above events and several others
that caused her frustration. Furthermore, in spite of the generally inhib-
ited feelings held by both women, each wrote hard-hitting essays that
were shared with the whole class and were discussed and debated in
public. Most of my efforts in the class were to make room for the women
to speak, hut probably too many times, as suggested above, I was part
of the problem. However, Ms. P observes the following:

I knew Bleich was aware of Ms. F's and my feelings. He was carer ul
of what he said and more attentive to what we said. I know that
Bleich was even -nicer" to us. He had raised his voice so often to
the guys, especially to Mr. C.,. When Mr. R mumbled, Bleich would
say, "Speak up!" but when Ms. I' whispered like a "mouse," he either
looked like he was straining his ears or he would say something in
d genfle yoke. 1 didn't mind the special treatment even though I
knew it was untair for the guys. I may have stepped into a man's
shoes xyhen I saw the unequal treatment hv Bleich vet I did not -,ay
anything; in fact I liked it. It w as great to be on the other end for a
while. I had the desire to agree with Mr. S vocally [about the unequal
treatment] but I also thought it was unfair at the same time how once
women or non-whites get preferential treatment, it becomes so
obvious and white men are quickly up in arms.

Into this atnosphere class members were invited to "tell the truth"
and to explore the ways our language helps us to conceal "true" things
from ourselves and others. There is no doubt that the men perceived the
women as secondary in some sense, even though the people treated one
another with respect. Much of my time was, in fact, spent making sure
that the women had the chance to speak and that their work was stud-
ied. At the same time, the men did feel that they could "learn" in public,
that the atmosphere was tinally safe for them to share thoughts and feel-
ings that do not normally emerge for discussion in school: the women
and the teacher were, by and large, to be trusted. In the following dis-
cussion, I will explore the work of three male students, trying to show
what counts as the disclosure-for-discussion of vhat is rarely discussed
about masculine psychology: how the "normal" masculine identity gen-
erally presupposes violence, misogyny, and homophobia, all connected
with one another but ultimately unmentionable as values which are
psychosociallv necessary to "normal" male identity in today's society.

Mr. B was one of the soft-spoken members of this class but was close
friends with the others, especially with the loudest and most politically
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conservative in the class. He was from a well-to-do family, and he went
to a fancy preparatory boarding school in the East before coming to this
university. Mr. B nevertheless led an offbeat life as a student: he was
particularly proud of his campus radio show in which he presented him-
self as an African American rap disk jockey. He was also an amateur rap
artist. In a sense, Mr. B was already "bilingual" or bicultural in that he
could easily shift back and forth between a white and an African Ameri-
can entertainment mentality. In his essay on hedging and euphemism,
Mr. 13 came to a new level of understanding about his own history of
language use and contributed significantly to our common project of
understanding the political roles and uses of hedging and euphemi3m
as linguistic tropes.

Mr. B first cites an episode of "Star Trek" which presents a race of
genderless people. In this tictional society, he continues:

Anyone who claims to have the feelings of either the male or female
gender is quickly arrested and "cured" (brainwashed) of their
"problem." As the show progresses we see one of the alien people
begin to express female feelings. She expresses an attraction for one
ot the inale heterosexual members of the Enterprise. (Reiker, for all
vou I rekkies.) At one point, she reveals her on. -,ssed feelings to
the man. She describes how she lives in fear of her own people. She
describes how she has no control over her natural desires and how
it is untair that her kind is persecuted. During this scene, she is
identified as the heroine ot the show. The audience sees the message
that people should not be punished for the sole reason of having
&Bert rit wants and needs.

Ix Ir. B reads the reversal of sexual orientation identities in this episode
as a "euphemism for the plight of the homosexual in the world today."
1\11y is this reversal to be understood as a euphemism instead ot just a
metaphor? I le explains.

In at wrdance with the government's FCC laws of censorship, we
t an see a man and a woman kiss on television, yet, we cannot see a
irli-.n and a man kiss. Therefore the episode is able to show us a
:-A.LciosexUal relationship much more easily than it could show us a
homosexual one. fhe show hedges around the issue by being able
to give a positive heterosexual example of homosexuality. Instead
ot disregarding the issue, the show uses hedging in order to discuss
it within the censorship boundaries....

By using euphemism, the viewer is not only able to hear an
opinion trom the homosexual point ot view, but is also ablelo see
an example ot the ugly persecution that goes with it. The euphemism
is able to draw upon a cominon theme in humanity.

I low about that phrase, "a posit ive heterosexual example of homosexu-
? In "!-,tar l'rek," heterosexuality is a euphemism for homosexual-
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ity. What might this mean? Weil, "passed away" is a euphemism for
"died." "Settled your account" is a euphemism for "paid your bill." "In-
ternal revenue" for "government's taxes" and so on. In each case, a "eu-
phemism" actually also means the very same thing as the item it replaces.
If, with Mr. B, you read heterosexuality as a euphemism instead of a
metaphorthat is, instead of as a reversal of some sortwe may per-
ceive, at some level, unconscious though it may be, that heterosexual-
ity, like homosexuality, can be understood as one orientation among
others and as neither more nor less right for all people than is homo-
sexuality. Reading heterosexuality as a euphemism made it possible for
Mr. B to announce his sense of the equivalence of the two categories, as
opposed to the conventionally perceived unequal status of the two so-
cial identities. This, in any event, is how I read Mr. B's reading of the
television episode. With this reading in mind, consider, now, another
instance of hedging and euphemism which Mr.' B offers in the same es-
say: his retrospective reading of his own interpersonal language in high
school. Here is his report:

I was a student at a boarding school. During my Junior Year I met a
female named Marge. She and I began to see each other regularly. I
had sexual intercourse for the first time with Marge. In fact, wt.. had
it regularly. During the time we spent together (one and one-half
years), Marge and I bonded closely.

Mr. B relatec in the next few paragraphs how he would try not to admit
in public, when asked by his friends, that he was seeing Marge regu-
larly "because 1 %vas not mature enough to be able to deal with a rela-
tionship that included love and sexual relations." He felt he had to
pretend not to be involved. He writes:

Over time, thk pretending grew. Shrugging off responsibility and
claims to my serious relationship made other immature males think
I was some kind of "stud." Euphemisms for love became rampant.
Nty false chow of apathy turned me into a cocky bastard. I began
hearing questions like, "Are you fucking her?" "You bet I'm fucking
her," I would respond. Even though this answer seems harsh to me
now, it was definitely a euphemism (for my male friends) in high
school. "I'm fucking her" wac a much more acceptable and prevalent
term than "I love her." .. My entire nonchalant attitude in front of
my I riends %VW, 0 sexist ellpliemism tor love, something I could never
publicly express tor tear of being ridiculed.

Once again Mr. 13 ,,urprises me svith his sense of what a euphemism is.
It had not occurred to me to read men's bragging about sex as a euphe-
111k111. Yet many have observed that men have trouble facing their ac-
tual feelings of tenderness. If Mr. B's account is to be believed, hetero-
sexual men's harsh speech about sex and %vomen is actually a softening

tsj
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of vhat to men are much more difficult verbal acts: describing feelings
of tenderness, dependency, and vulnerability to passion.

Mr. B's juxtaposition of instances is extremely suggestive, to wit: He
observes that both heterosexuality in the "Star Trek" episode and het-
erosexual bragging are euphemisms for homosexuality on the one hand
and tender feelings toward women on the other. In a recent, short book,
Homophobia: A Weapon of Sexism, Suzanne Pharr outlines how
homophobia derives from sexism, a conclusion similar to what I see in
Mr. B's juxtaposition of euphemisms. What is particularly noteworthy
in Mr. B's case is that his insight came from an inquiry into the ways
hedging and euphemism are used in society today. He was considering
a familiar language-use style, and he found instances in both popular
culture and in his own life that, first, changed slightly the sense of what
a euphemism is, but, more importantly, enlarged its meaning in a way
that gives insight into how sexuality is now changing its identity in so-
ciety: feelings of understanding and tolerance for homosexual behavior
and respect for tenderness in heterosexual relationships have been con-
cealed in similar ways for similar reasons. Young men, even privileged
white males like Mr. B, can, by interrogation of their own language-use
styles along with their own cultural texts, find enough space in the class-
room to participate in the wider movements of cultural change. Because
Mr. B is himself somewhat unusual, in addition to his being a bona fide
member of the most privileged group in America, he is in a good posi-
tion to influence his less-understanding friends. Perhaps another, if un-
certain, index of change in the gender-identity consciousness in young
men could be the unusual announcement by Mr. B of "the first time" he
had intercourse, an announcement I have never seen before in student
essays and have rarely heard even in the intimate confines of my own
all-male conversations among adolescents in the 1950s.

Mr. B's moment of growth reflects one item that is only part of what
is unconscious among men, vet almost always what is at the forefront
of women's thoughts: the likelihood that heterosexual men will become
violent toward women and with each other when communication
doesn't Yield quick solOionsand sometimes, even, for no good rea-
son at all. Worse, the tendency to be violent is admitted as a solution
itself, or at least as an acceptable choice, in anv dispute. I ieterosexual
violence has an erotic component in both heterosexual and homosexual
situations. The language citod above by Mr. B"Are you fucking her?"
suggests this feeling, as do other slang words used in the same situa-
tion, like "banging," "poking," "nailing," and so on. I lowever, consider
this passage trom Robert Cormier's The Cliowlate Win , which character-
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izes Emile Janza, a bully in the all-male parochial high school that is the
main scene of the novel:

For instance, when he %vent to the john at school he seldom flushed
the toiletand got a kick out of picturing the next kid who'd go in
and find the mess in the bowl. Crazy. And if you to!d anybody, it
would be hard to explain. Like how he sometimes felt actually horny
when he roughhoused a kid or tackled a guy viciously in football
and gave him an extra jab xyhen he had him on the ground. How
could you tell anybody about that? (42)

Two items are pertinent in this passage: "he felt actually horny" and the
tacit sense that this feeling can't be told or explained. The passage de-
scribes what we recognize as sadism, which is not merely pleasure in
another's pain but sexual pleasure gained through the act of inflicting
the pain. In this instance, the pleasures are homoerotic, and the inflict-
ing of the pain is, in a sense, a sexual act.

There is reason to understand the heterosexual tendency to violence
in just this way: as a repression of homoerotic feelingsin the novel, the
repression being the sense that it "can't" be explained or is otherwise
"crazy." Relative to women, male heterosexual violence is a repression
and perhaps even a conscious suppressionof one's own feelings of
tenderness and /or vulnerability, as in the case of Mr. B above. This ten-
der feeling, in turn, is clearly related to hornoerotic feeling: the impulse
to be tender is common to both sexes, as when parents and siblings have
the same kind of tender feelings toward family members of either sex.
The case of Emile Janza suggests that male physical strength is used vio-
lently toward others in order for the individual to conceal from himself
the socially unacceptable fact that he may have tender feelings for both
sexes. In the novel, Janza has affectionate feelings for other young men
in the "ruling" school jui ita. That one should become sexually excited
in the act of inflicting pain on someone else is the perverse outward
manifestation of the feeling that it is perverse to be tender and even more
perverse to feel tenderly toward other men. In this context of men's psv-

.00toa.. g.ven nvchology, consider the discussions of the language of f Il

Mr. F, another member of our "Telling the Truth" seminar.
Mr. F wrote his discussion of language use in high school football in

a loose partnership with Mr. 5, another student in the seminar. They
explored "two sides of the coin," namely, Mr. F's discussion of the lan-
guage actually used by the coaches to motivate the teams, which was
combined with Mr. S's discussion of how he and his father conversed
around their many games of tennis with one another. Their common
introduction cites the following exhortation as being ordinarily given bv
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coaches of male athletic teams: "Be a man; don't play like a damn pussy."
This command combines the two sides of Mr. F and Mr. S's study: the
exhortation toward physical bodily violence described by Mr. F and the
conscious, almost passionate, attempt by Mr. S's father to use tennis to
separate himself and his son from the three women in their family. In
other words, this study suggests the combination of interpersonal physi-
cal violence, misogyny, and homophobia that names what I am refer-
ring to in this essay as the "unconscious troubles of men."

Mr. F is a biology major and respects the standards of detachment that
are used in writing descriptions of work in the biology laboratory. As a
result, he tends to report things with only a minimum of comment and
to let the "factual" narrative speak for itself. First, he describes his
coach"a good ol' bov from Oklahoma, with a pack of chewing tobacco
in his pocket and a really big mouth"as a man whose own athletic
career was ended by an injury in high school. He then cites several of
the principles of motivation regularly given by this coach and which,
after six 'ears, "remain embedded in my mind": "If they don't score, we
don't lose!!!"; "Go out there and knock his jock off"; "I want you to rip
them some new assholes!!"; "If he holds you again, rip his fucking head
off"; "If they score more touchdown, I'm gonna run your guts till
you chuck [vomit)." At the end of his account, Mr. F observes: "I realize
this may seem a bit violent or hateful, hut when I was on the field dur-
ing a game, I wanted for the other team to lose and hurt more than I
wanted to win. This was not my normal attitude, but ... football changed
my mind set.'

Perhaps a surprising disclosure in this group of comments is that the
shame of losing is a greater motivator than the pride of winning. It is as

%vinning were normal and losing were some form of degeneration or
,:orruption of this normalcy. As is %yell known, in this society, all major
sports programs, from the major colleges to the professionals, require a
certain degree or frequency of winning to remain viable: people do not
pay to watch a losing team. In society, this situation helps to explain, in
part, the desperate character of the coach's exhortations. Economic co-
2rcion and male gender identity become part of a single fabric of values
:hat govern our society.

Mr. F describes how the individual player, himself in this case, learns
that it is not only permissible, but required, to hurt others, simply to
maintain the sens:: of normalcy. Mr. F comments on the need to avoid

)sing:

I)uring the gmne the main threat Ito cati,A. to low] wa,, their
quartorback. chance to end the threat (take the quarterback
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out of the game) was given with the coach's play call ... [in whichl
the two defensive ends [would I crunch the quarterback; I was one
of these defensive ends. As the ball was snapped and we rushed in,
the quarterback noticed the other defensive end first and this
exposed his back to me, I couldn't resist, I speared him in the lower
back with my helmet and I could hear a grunt leave his lungs along
with the rest of his air. As the trainers came on the field to help the
quarterback off, with his now broken rib, my coach and fellow
teammates were ecstatic. I just seriously injured another person and
mv peers were saving, "Nice fuckin' hit!!" I must admit, I too was
happy with my performance, I realize how violent it was, but I so
loved a "Nice fuckin' hit." I was a very violent player.

I shortened this long and breathless account: uncharacteristically for Mr.
F, there were repeated comma splices, as if he could not contain his ex-
citement, even in writing this account, long enough to punctuate accord-
ing to his usual standard to date.

This was his final essay of the semester. For Mr. F, the mere retelling
of these events recreated the actual excitement generated by the combi-
nation of pleasing the coach, avoiding humiliation, and gaining the ad-
miration of the teamsomething was gained in high school; something
is gained now by Mr. F, even in this retelling. There is a momentary re-
experiencing of the sadistic pleasure of having produced the grunt, the
loss of air, the broken rib, in another person. Spearing (hitthg with one's
helmet) is illegal and understood to be a weapon on the football field,
yet the coach's counsel was to do anything to avoid losing. I, 'avers
tacitly understand that any penalty is far less damaging than, in this case,
merely letting the "threat" of losing remain legitimately in the game. Mr.
F's account suggests that football is actually governed by standards and
practices that are outside the accepted rules. These standards and prac-
tices are like those of xvar and are the opposite of what we take to be
sports.

Mr. F was also the victim of this style of behavior on the field. Here is
his account:

The game was againsi the defending state champions . an all black
team .... We were playing an away game in a stadium that was by
far filled predominantly with African-Americans. Anyway, he [ the
opposing defensive lineman I started the little chat while waiting for
the snap of the ball, -I'm gonna run your 1.1S., over cracker!!" a cracker
being a derogatory term for white people. So I responded in my
usual instigating manner with an e tremely racist offensive remark,
-Isn't your mother my maid?" Needles, to say, this pissed him oti
and with his forty pound weight advantage, he proceeded to "knock
my ass oit the ball- along with snapping iny head back with his
forearm. I dec ided not to instigate verbally again.
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Reflecting upon the racist comment I made, I realize that my
language use had again changed because of football. I was in no wav
racist and his mother did not look anything like my maid because
we didn't have a maid at the time, but something inside my head
told me to piss this guy off and I guess my statement did just that.

Of course, Mr. F is not an innocent victim. This account documents how
all the players, not just those on one side or the other, were participat-
ing in the regular practice of stepping outside the boundaries of the game
in order to avoid losingactually hurting or destroying the opposition,
not simply defeating it.

Mr. F's remark was sexist as well as racist: it alluded to the humiliat-
ing place held in society by black people in general, as well as the
extrasubordinate place of black women. Mr. F knew this would "piss
off" his opposite number because of their common understanding that
the terms of battle are men only: having an opponent's mother as one's
maid implies having dominion over that opponent's Ivomen relations.
Obviously, the actual fate of black Ivomen is of consequence to neither
player. The issues are who has power over whom and who has power
over whose women. Mr. S's comments on this part of Mr. F's essay are
also noteworthy:

Mr. F claimed his language %vent through a change when he spoke
to the opponents during the ganle. It was his tactic of motivation to
insult the other team. This was his justification for "slipping" when
he retaliated to his opponent. But I believe his reply "Isn't your
mother my maid?" implied more than just a change of scenes. It
indicated the constant reminder ot the unconscious racism that
plagues our tiodet%. Although he said these words in the heat of
battle, it was his %vay of gaining the upper hand on his "black"
opponent. This easily could have been done without answering with
a racial comment. I le could have said, "You overweight piece of shit.
I'm goin' to knock you so hard you're not goin' to know what hit
you. You slow mother-tucker."

Noteworthy, of course, is that Mr. S's presumed better alternative strat-
egies for insulting the opposition include deriding his body, his physi-
cal ability, and calling him a "mother-fucker," a term that implies that
the mother either desires or has no choice about participating in the in-
cestuous situation. In proposing this term as a point of solidarity between
black and white men (itself a questionable assumption), Mr. S disclosed
the unconscious sexism we are discussing, even as he accurately observes
Mr. Fs unconscious racism. To further document his point, moreover,
Mr. S might have commented on what can only be a sudden lapse of
logic on N1r. F's part: would the opposing lineman's mother have had to
actually "look like" a Nrticular persoi for Mr. F's wisecrack to have its
etlect7
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Mr. 5, like Mr. F, wrote a description of family life that discloses his
struggle to remove himself from the perversions that mark the scenes
of male athletic effort. However, neither writer stopped to wonder about
the frustration he may be having; both gave their accounts with a sense
that they are now enlightened and beyond the struggles of their youth.
Where Mr. F "resolved" his struggle by moving out of football, on
through water polo with its female coach, to settle finally on
weightlifting, where the cheering is only of the encouraging kind, Mr. S
"resolved" his presentation of his family and gender-identity struggle
by finally paying attention to relations with African Americans, dem-
onstrating that he had no history of racism and that he had been, in fact,
speaking the same "hip-hop" language of his black friends on the bas-
ketball court. Ultimately, while both Mr. F and Mr. S presented materi-
als which showed theirtrouble with masculine gender identity, neither
finally faced this trouble in his work in this coursebut if you asked
them, each would say he'd been unusually candid, to the point where
he overcame whatever trouble he may have had in the past.

Here, now, is how Mr. S describes his relationship with his father:

My relationship with my father revolved around sports. We never
talked about the world. We never conversed about my education
e wept with grades. And, we never, never talked about the family.
That was the forbidden topic. If I brought something up with relation
to the family, I was crossing over the boundary. I learned to keep
quiet when I had a problem. My conlw,ion had to be solved with
my own intelligence.

Mr. S is the youngest child in his family. He recounts that his father was
aggrieved because, having had two older children who were both female,
he had to suppress all of his previous interest in and thinking about
sports within the family. When Mr. S was old enough, he attracted his
father's strong attention, but mainly with regard to his being a partner
in sports as well as in conversation about sports: "I guess he believed
sports were men's games. Women could try it but they could never be
good, I mean really good." Because of this principle, Mr. S's father did
not involve himself with his daughters, either in sports activities or in
other ways. Mr. S reports that his sisters were always longing for their
father's attention, but instead he directed his attention toward Mr. 5,
though only in the one narrow sense: the path, through sports and com-
petition, to separate familythat is, female family membersfrom the
world of men and le sports.

As Mr. S descril)Lis it, even when this separation wa,-; achieved, it wa,
in a heartbreaking way, itselt unsatistving. marked as it WO', by the titis-

I the rest of the family felt toward the father. Much as Mr. F ob-
served that "it seemed as if my IQ dropped about tittv points when I
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was in the company of my teammates"his speech "filled with curses,
slang, and yes, a more violent tone"Mr. S observed that "I always said
'ain't' when 1 wasn't around my mother. I acquired the habit from my
father who, although very well educated ... [at] Cornell University and
Harvard Law School, seemed to use the word frequently when talking
about sports." His mother, correctly perceiving the crigin of Mr. S's
changed speech habits, "took it upon herself to blame Inv father for my
bad habits." However annoying his mother's reminders may have been,
they were additionally painful because the discourse between Mr. S and
his father was itself troubled:

The conversations between my father and me usually lasted for
about two hours but they always ended on a bad note. Whatever
topic we were on, it always led into my tennis game, and this was
my forbidden subject. I hated talking about this particular sport
because it represented more than a game. It involved my entire
family. . . . It resembled gambling in the sense that my father
neglected his other responsibilities in life for his selfish pleasures
lof playing with his son and paving tarp sums for his tennis lessons
and training].

Mr. S cites many revealing instances of actual conversation between
his father and himself, and even though this was the late 1980s, his
father's tone and approach to Mr. S sound like that ot Willy Loman's in
the 1940s: "You never see a Jimmy Connors looking up before his hits.
You're not going to get anywhere playing the way you are." Even though
Mr. S's father pays cash for his son's expected athletic achievement, the
ideal is no different from Willy's hopes for Biff's athletic stardom. For
Mr. S, his father's financial sponsorshipto advance his own wishes for
his soncontributes the element of coercion that sullies even this all-
male sports relationship. In addition to the sense of obligation instilled
in Mr. S due to his father's idealism and sponsorship, another factor also
damaged the integrity of Mr. S's athletic identity:

-Dad, do we have to talk about tennis? I'm sick of hearing about it
...." My voice would begin to rise every time the subject of tennis
was the focus of conversation. I become very impatient talking about
the game that dominated mv life since I was seven. I wasn't sure
why, but I refused to take criticism from my father... I felt I couldn't
enjoy the game if he was part ot it. It took something away from my
advancement in the sport.... My progress Was so hindered by his
involvement that I contemplated quitting the sport. But also, I hated
the idea that I WaS better than him.... It was difficult to think ol
my father in a less than dominant role. It was too fantastic of an idea.
I low ould I be better than hint, the man who governed my lite? ..
My skills were being hidden to appease my lather.
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Mr. S describes how both "the game... dominated my life" and how he
could not imagine his father "in a less than dominant role." In a sense,
there was a total governing of Mr. S's life by his father through sports
and through tennis in particular. While his father's actions did not over-
whelm Mr. S altogether, the space of his own autonomy was nonethe-
less small and emotionally reduced, a reduction marked, in part, by
reduced languagea stutter ("sometimes it took me three or four times
to get out the first word when I was conversing with my family about
sports"), the use of "ain't," and his own reduced usage, "bees" for "be-
cause."

As Mr. S reports it, his mother responded to this reduction, but in ways
not fully explained by Mr. S in the essay:

My mother ... wasn't bothered by my stuttering as compared to the
misuse of my language. She seemed to accept the fact that the stutter
was a lack of maturity. But I didn't understand why she didn't put
forth an effort to analyze it.... I became embarrassed by the thought
of stuttering. I fon nd it easier to avoid any discussion that involved
sports.... The only time I felt free was at school and on the courts
with my friends. That was the only place where I talked all the jargon
(including hip-hop, or Black English, in this casel without hesitation.

In other words, Mr. S believes that his mother did not connect his stut-
ter to his relationship with his father, to whom she connected his other
language reductions. But he seemed to feel that all of his peremptory
(unconsciously initiated) actions with the language were bound up in
some way with the element ot, say, sports servitude to the masculine
ideals and psychology of his father.

I noted earlier that in responding to Mr. F's essay, Mr. S considered
the inertia ot Mr. F's racism but did not reflect on the sexism that accom-
panied it. His essay suggests that, in spite of his awareness of the pain-
ful struggle with his father's narcissism, he senses that there is something
wrong at home and can't quite identify it. Mr. S demonstrates this just-
below-the-surface problem while telling of two moments in his family
%vhere the sports imperative conflicted with another social event. Mr. S
was about to see the first Rambo movie, F Blood, with a few of his
friends, but his father reminded him of a previously scheduled tennis
date they'd made:

was confused by the thought that I couldn't do my own thing. I
wasn't happy with this obligation to mv father. At that moment, I
felt more like a puppet than his own son. I le was pulling the strings
and I had no defense. His presence was too great for me to revolt.

here w as no wa I kollId L 11,Ingc the things that orrupfed the
house.

7
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His sister observed his agitation, and when she asked what was disturb-
ing him,

yelled at her to relieve some of the frustration. IVIv mom always
hated when I treated my sisters in this way. She said it was just
another influence from im father. To take the anger out on the
woman.

Although Mr. S probably knows not to get angry at innocent parties in
cases like this, only six months before his essay was written, he told of
events that involved this same sister, who was graduating from a very
fine undergraduate school. His whole family went to the graduation, and

My parents were most proud of her accomplishment. But their
display of joy was short-liked when I decided to play basketball at
the gym. My whole family followed me to the courts and on my
sister's graduation weekend, we watched me play basketball. It was
true that we were all bored, but this was obviously not the answer.
It was an exact replica of how things were. I was the center of
attention trying to impress everybody who watched, as my sister
looked on wondering how this was possible. She graduated from
one of the toughest schools in the country and she wasn't even
acknowledged for her accomplishments.... Her emotions were
controlled by the familiarity of the situation. The scene was so
depressing....

Although it is clear from his own narrative that Mr. S is deeply impli-
cated in creating this depressing scene, one cannot discern just how dis-
turbed he is by what happened. It looks as if he had his own response to
the boredom, did not himself demand that everyone follow, but uncon-
sciously understood that his father would follow, his mother would fol-
low his father, and then so would his sister. The women would not take
an initiative, as Mr. S L. ..A, on their own without first consulting the oth-
ers. I offer this reading of the narrative because of Mr. S's repeated men-
tion of the familiarity of the situation, his sense of its representative
character, and his belief that his sister was able to cope with it at all be-
cause of its familiarity.

This is a demonstration of the unconscious character of "the things
that corrupted the house." Mr. S is unconsciously inhibited from oppos-
ing his father. I s.iv unconsciously here because he did not need to op-
pose his father in this story. Because of this inhibition, described earlier
in the essayin fact the Rambo story just preceded the graduation
story--it looks as if he is acting on his own to relieve the boredom. But
being unconsciously fixed in the "exact replica of hoy things were," Mr.
S actually lakes the initiative to recreate it. Lvell his own understanding
of his sister's needs is not enough to change anything. I le implied in his
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essay that one need not even worry about how badly his sister may feel
because she

no longer needed a father figure. She had adapted to her situation.
She had no more expectations.

What a remarkable claim: to observe on the one hand that his sister
"looked on wondering how this was possible," and on the other to de-
clare that she "adapted to her situation."

In other words, it is not enough to say that Mr. S's father is the villain
or the cause of whatever may be corrupting Mr. S's household. It seems
that Mr. S is receiving the actual heritage of his father and using it on
his own and that to some degree, at least, other family members do not
or cannot take the initiative to change a situation that causes them frus-
tration and pain. My claim is only that Mr. S is unconscious of his own
relatively strong role in perpetuating the corruption that he otherwise
finds so disturbing. His playing of basketball at that moment is itself the
result of the long momentum of his adolescence; it is the result of his
habitual use of the athletic field, with its "reduced" language demands,
its freedom to use other languages to build solidarity with black men
his own age so as to escape home and family. Mr. S wants himself and
us vaguely to understand this interracial bond as a progressive step
against racism. But he is not aware that this step is, in turn, the grounds
for remaining uncon,,cious not only of Mr. F's sexism, but of his own
responsibility to become a different kind of a person on behalf of his
sister's needs for attention and recognition, needs which, as cited above,
Mr. S is well able to identify and sympathize with.

It might be the case that all three of these young menMr. B, Mr. F,
and Mr. Sare thinking along lines that can help them grow toward less
troubled values and futures. But we cannot tell at present. The dramatic
material that these writers disclose is the new combination of insight and
inertia, self-examination and smugness that causes many men to feel
troubled without being able to decide why. Perhaps most important from
the perspective of those who are striving to combine awareness of so-
cial critique and the teaching of English, we find that attention to the use
of oral and written language is virtually certain to guide us to the un-
conscious struggles takilig place tyithin ourselves and between one an-
other, struggles now "coming out" to us as individuals and as citizens.

Finally, I want to recall now how this discussion was mado possible
by an accident, and not by theoretical and curricular planning be ond
our senw that this was an English course with its attention to writing
and language use. I he issues raised in this course and in this essay got
their pedagogical force from the fact that we in our class had to cope with
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a continuing run of contingencies: class members' responses to and opin-
ions about the readings and about one another. The classroom atmo-
sphere welcomed the reduction of inhibition. But what we did with the
readings and with each other's writings could not be decided by either
theoretical or curricular principle. Each class member had to speak and
write out of social and political consideration, foresight, and respect for
an ever-changing interpersonal situation. One might call this a "contin-
gent curriculum" in consideration of the fast pace of social and political
change that almost all English courses are now trying to face. Our con-
tingent curriculum retained our interest in truth telling, but this subject
was focused by the class demography, interest, and effort: we got to
sports, homophobia, violence, and how to tell the truth about them.

Of the title elements in this volume, pedagogy emerges as the critical
term. To take teaching seriously is to do, perhaps, the opposite of "theo-
rizing" it: once in class, see who is there, think of what people want,
examine what people actually do, and find the curriculum, backwards,
in retrospect, after the moment has been seized and class members have
faced one another over time. In part, this essay is the retrospective de-
scription of my curriculum. Mr. S smcluded his essay with a redefini-
tion, perhaps, of our course's curriculum, observing that "It seems all
sports are played on the same field." We were unconscious of this
thought when we went into the course. Now we are conscious of it: the
curriculum is what we know after the course is over. That's something
to write about. It may even be telling the truth.
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5 Teaching Literature:
Indoctrination vs. Dialectics

Min-Zhan La
Drake University

Let me start with a scenario that might ring a bell for those of you whose
teaching has been influenced by the theories of feminist, Marxist, and
poststructuralist critics. You are teaching an introductory-level, writing-
intensive literature class. The central goal of the class is not only to ask
students to read and write about a body of texts but also to (1) help stu-
dents perceive the politics of interpretation and to (2) help them delib-
erate over the kinds of political decisions each of them makes when
reading and writing. To that end, you have asked the class to read, dis-
cuss, and write about several critical essays which deal with the nature
of language and interpretation. About midterm time, to remind your
students that one of the goals of your course is to work against some of
the formalist and intentionalist a-isumptions underlying their habitual
ways of approaching a text, you jokingly threaten your class that you
will fail students who end their midterm papers with disclaimers such
ac "This, I believe, is the true meaning of the text" or "As we all know,
different people interpret texts differently. The above is just my personal
interpretation of the text." And you and your class laugh.

I have noticed that when my clasS and I laugh at moments like this,
we usually laugh loudly but nervously. We laugh, I believe, to tell one
another that we know not to take mv threat literally. That is, by this point
in the term, we are "in" eisough to get the joke: the authority of Truth
with a capital "T" or the sovereign "personal" has lost its hold or. us at
the level of theory. The uneasiness of our laughter, however, comes from
our realization that our having gained the ability to critique the assump-
tions behind these disclaimers does not necessarily mean that wewould
know hov to fight against our habitual reliance on them xvhen we read
and write about a specific text.1 hat is, vowing not to use such disclaim-
ers does not automatically lead us to carry out the activities we have come
to value: ( ) to consider a i,vhole range of alternatives to one's habitual
yays of approaching a text; (2) subsequently, to take a position among
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these diverse and otten contradictory approaches; and (3) to reflect on
the politics ot the position one is taking.

This essay explores ways of using assignment writing to help students
bridge the gap between theory and practice, between their developing
understanding of the politics of interpretation and their ability to apply
such an understanding in their actual writing. I'll do so by posing three
types of assignments, which, I argue, are based on different assumptions
about why some of our students continue to have difficulty reflecting
on the politics of their own views in their actual practice. Thus, each type
ot assignment would serve different functions at different points in a
writing-intensive literature class. I will explore the pedagogical impli-
cations of designing assignment sequences which incorporate all three
types by discus,..ng each one's ability to involve students in the dialec-
tics of theory and practice and to help them enact a critical dialogue when
reading and writing. That is, to enable students to participate actively
in a negotiation with "others" across the ideological spectrum by not only
respecting the "differences" between "self" and "other," but by not be-
ing a t r,,id to confront all forms of inequality, including forms of indoc-
trination, intellectual as well as political.

When teachers like me encounter the type of disclaimers I mentioned
earlier, one common explanation of why students use them is that they
are complacent about their own viewsWhich they have often inher-
ited from some sort of authority figure, such as a critic, teacher, or par-
entand that they are too lazy to look for alternative ones. With this
explanation in mind, some of us look for assignments which will help
students perceive the limitations in their existing ways of approaching
a text and develop new understandings of what is involved in the act of
interpretation. Thus, we often ask students to read and write texts which
explore the nature of interpretation, assignments such as the following:

Assignment A

1.or this assignment, read Steven Mai flout's essay "Interpretation"
WI un ,i1 lerm ti,r I derail/ tit udv 121-34).

Write a paper in which you first discuss Your understanding of
\laillout's claim that "interpretation is always a politically-
interested act ot persuasion" (127). Hien, use the working definition

llout otters on page 121 "interpi etation" is "acceptable and
approtimating translation"to analvie the politics of claiming that
one is merely setting forth "the true meaning" ol a tett or claiming
that (Inc is merely setting forth "one's personal interpretation" ot
text

I Ins assignment asks students to carry out two activities: to formll-
Idit' ',Mlle understanding ot the politics ot interpretation through read-
Inv, and ii is ussing Mailloux's essay and to use their developing
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understanding of the politics of interpretation to critique certain assump-
tions about the nature of reading and writing which are common among
themselves. The chief goal of this type of assignment is to help students
become better versed in their understanding of the nature of interpreta-
tion. Used appropriately, this understanding could help students to cri-
tique their habitual views, such as their submission to the power of the
Author, the Critic, or the sovereign "personal" when trying to interpret
a text. It might help them to see the need to reflect on the ways in which
all forms of interpretation are politically interested, including their own.
Thus, it foregrounds the dialectics of theory and practice by asking stu-
dents to view their critical practices from the perspective of a particular
theory.

But since the question of how we might interpret is raised as the topic
tor the paper, and not as a method that the students must act out in their
actual reading and writing, I don't think doing Assignment A, alone,
would necessarily help students translate such a theoretical understand-
ing into their actual critical practice. Let me use another assignment,
which I think is also common in literature classes, to illustrate what I
mcan:

Assignment B

World domination, as everyone knows, is divided between demons
and angels. But the good of the world does not require the latter to
gain precedence over the former (as I thought %vhen I was young);
all it needs is a certain equilibrium of power. If there is too much
uncontested meaning on earth (the reign of the angels), man
collapses under the burden; if the world loses all its meaning (the
reign of the demons), life is every bit as inlpoY.able.

Milan Kundera (The isook of
Laughter and Forgetting 61)

For this assignment, write a paper in which you discuss what this
statement about "angels," "demons," and "power" might be said
to mean within the context of Part 1 hree (53-76) of The Hook of
Laughter and Forgetting.

In the past few weeks when discussing Mailloux's
"Interpretation," workshopping some of the papers written by
members ot this class in response to the essay, and reading I lurston's
Hien. Eves Wcre IVatchin God and Jacob Riis's !low the Other I lall
hoes, we have considered the importance of.keeping in mind the
politics ot interpretation, including one's MVP, when trying to read
and write about a text. Make sure that vou continue to do so when
doing this assignment.

This assignment is one which I have used a few times after an assign-
ment similar to Assignment A. The purpose of having students do As-
signment B is to see if they can apply to their reading the understanding
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they've developed when doing A. Aside from asking the students to
translate their theoretical understanding into actual critical practice, an
assignmo-it like B also foregrounds the dialectics of theory and practice
by helping students to use their practice to put the theory to the test.
Thus, their experience in using the theory might provide them with a
critical edge from which to resist their potential indoctrination from the
theory promoted by the critic (Mailloux) and by the teacher (me) who
assigns the critical text.

I have two reasons for frequently asking my students to write about
texts like Kundera's right after they have written an essay about the
politics of interpretation. First, I look for texts which force the students
to deal with what Bakhtin calls the "living heteroglossia" (The Dialogic
Imagination 272). Throughout Part Three of The Book Qf Laughter and For-
getting, and especially in the paragraph cited in the assignment, Kundera
uses the metaphor of "angels" to criticize fanatics who maintain that
there exist some "uncontestable meanings" in the things they endorse;
he uses the metaphor of "demons" to criticize those who find absolutely
no meaning in anything; and he explores the burden of living in a world
dominated by either an "angelic" or a "demonic" attitude toward insti-
tutionalized meanings. This use of the words "angels" and "demons"
appears alien to most of my students because of their previous exposure
to Western Judeo-Christian discourse. Thus, their reading of the book
has to take place in response to the gap between Kundera's use of these
words and the ways they are accustomed to using them.

Second, I look for texts which problematize various popular stances
that a majority of my students identify with. For example, in Part Three
of his novel, Kundera uses the inlagery of angels and demons to critique
not only the political dictatorship of Russian and Czech communists after
the 1968 Russian occupation of Czechoslovakia, but also to critique the
cultural practices of people from cultures like that of my students. One
of the subplots in the chapter involves two American studentswhom
Kundera names after the angels Michael and Gabrieltaking a summer
course on the French Riviera. As part of the course, these two American
students, Michelle and Gabrielle, are assigned an oral presentation on
Eugene lonesco's play Rhinoceros. They proceed to prepare their presen-
tation in the same way a lot of my students prepare their papers at the
beginning of the term: they rack their brains for what the teacher has
said about the play. After one of them remembers that the teacher had
said the play has "comic effect," they use "comic effect" as the master
code to decipher everything in the play (Kundera 55-56, 64). Every time
one of the two comes up with a question about the play which could
potentially push them beyond that master narrative, the other smugly
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puts an end to that line of inquiry by reminding the other that their
teacher, Madam2 Raphael, believes the play has "comic effect." Using
the metaphor of "angels," Kundera explores the similarity between these
students' submission to the authority of Madame Raphael and the ways
in which some Czechoslovakians responded to the political dictatorship
of the Russian and Czechoslovakia governments during the late 1960s
(Kundera 74). Thus, the book explicitly challenges a popular master
narrative disseminated by the America media, which usually alternates
between euphoric celebration of Western democracy and demonization
of communist dictatorships. Some of these reports had left deep impres-
sions on my students, such as the media's coverage of the student pro-
test in Tiananmen Square and the collapse of the Berlin Wall. In
highlighting the parallel between a student /teadler relationship set on
the French Riviera and the Russians' colonization of Czechoslovakia,
Kundera directly challenges the kind of dualistic thinking that under-
lies such political master narratives. Thus, students are forced to take a
position between two conflicting authoritative voices on issues of power
and domination: the voice of the Author, in this case Kundera, and that
of the popular media.

In short, I choose texts with these two aspects because they pose chal-
lenges for students as they attempt to test their notions of the politicsof
interpretation, which is what Assignment B asks them to do. However,
it has often been the case that, when doing Assignment B, most students
tend to skirt around rather than take up the two challenges posed by
such texts. Most students tend to focus their attention on the narrator's
critique of the dictatorship of the Russian and Czechoslovakian govern-
ments. Very few connect that aspect of the book with the narrator's criti-
cism of the teacher/student relationship of Madame Raphael and her
American students. The few students who discuss the plot line involv-
ing the teacher and students tend to interpret the narrator's portrayal of
the girls' angelic" qualities as referring to their goodness and purity and,
then, to contrast them with what they see as the demonic qualities of the
communists, even though the narrator explicitly uses "angelic" imag-
ery to portray both the students and the blind followers of the commu-
nist government. In many ways, the following passages from a pa per
written by a student, whom I shall call Ken, exemplify the approach taken
by students who demonstrated a fairly sophisticated understanding of
the political nature of the act of interpretation when doing Assignment
A. That is, this paper characterizes the kind of gap between one's theo-
retical understanding and the actual practice of o critical perspective
which is likely to surface when students like Ken are asked to do As-

signment B:
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Kundera states that good and evil must achieve a certain
equilibrium of power or life loses its meaning and "man" is unable
to function. He tells us that total submission to one cause or idea is
harmful and people must have the right to challenge
institutionahzed meanings. Kundera illustrated this by contrasting
Michelle and Gabrielle's roles in the circle they form with their
teacher Madame Raphael and the role of ''Kundera" ( a character in
Part Three) outside the circle of Russian government and its
Czechoslo akian followers. In this context, the circle represents the
harmful security that a group can have.

. .. Michelle and Gabrielle focus their energy on pleasing
Madame Raphael and doing well for the class. They nend all of their
time trying to understand her ideas ,ind doing what she wants. The
girls do not explore their own ideas and feeling', ... They were so
concerned with doing "good" that they were absorbed by Madame
Raphael and became archangels.... In the pa-,sage on page sixty-
one, Kundera says that if there is too much uncontested meaning
on earth, man collapses under the burden. This is saying that if no
one contested meaning then we would all be like slaves, doing
exactly what we were told whether we thought it was right or not.

"Kundera" focused on not being part of the circlethe
communist people dancing in rings to keep themselves together and
to keep unwanted people (like "Kundera") out. "Kundera" felt he
belonged with the people xvlio were against the evil government and
its followers, which is demonic in nature. He says on page fifty-eight
that he will never betray to the communists his friends who helped
him when the government would net let him work. This is saving
that he is contesting the reign of the demons.

rhese two stories shows Kundera's thought that extremes, either
"good" or "evil," \yin ruii a lite. All people must find a mid-point
at which to live.

Let me make clear that what bothers me about this type of reading is
not just that my students performed an "approximating translation" of
the text, which I find unacceptable because of the difference in our po-
litical interests. Rather, what I find disturbing is the students' seeming
lack of awareness that they have made a deliberate decision to "misread"
the text, not to mention the absence of any reflectiveness on the politics
of haying made such a decision, especially given the fact that they have
just responded to Assignment A. For example, there is no evidence in
Ken's paper that he is aware of a potential gap between the codes of the
vriter (Kundera) and the reader (Ken) when approaching the story of
"Kundera" and the government. While Kundera consistently uses "an-
gelic" imagery to depict both the behavor of the two American students
and their teaeher and that of the Russian dictators and their Czechoslo-
vakian followers, Ken only acknow!edges Clic, use of imagery in the'
ton ner. Furthermore, ht.' attache's adjectives such as "demonic" and "evil"
to the behaviors of the latter group without either acknovleelging or
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reflecting on the politics of such a switch in coi.e. Ken's paper suggests
that, even if we succeed in increasing our students' understanding of the
political nature of interpretation, they might still have difficulty enact-
ing such an understanding in their writing.

We might want, therefore, to consider also using another type of as-
signment, one which provides an occasion for students to act out a
method of interpretation that situates the making of meaning in the midst
of heteroglossiathe potential distance and conflict between the lan-
guage of the author and that of the student writer, as well as between
the political interests of the student writer and those of the teacher or
the other members of the class:

Assignment C
For this assignment, reread Part Three of The Book of Laughter and
Forgetting. Then Ivrite a revision of the paper you wrote for your
previous assignment.

Before beginning this paper, take notes in answer to the following
questions (Please attach .our notes to your paper):
(1) Prior to reading Kundera's book, in what type of texts and social

contexts have you most often encountered words such as
"angels," "demons," and "communism"? W'hat type of
n,eanings were usually attached to these words on these
occasions?

(2) ln the paper you wrote for Assignment B, to what extent have
vou used these' words in the same way that they are used in the
texts and Conte\ ts you discussed above? ro what extent do they
differ?

(3) Reread the passage on page 61 and Chapter 3. Take notes on
elements in the text which indicate that the narrator is using these
key words in very different wave than eon did when you write
the paper and/or in the kind of texts and contexts you are
familiar with.

(4) To what extent would the narrator's usage be considered
acceptable by people who tend to use these words in the sense
you are familiar with? 1,\'hy? Unacceptable? Why?
Given your thoughts on the above questions, what part of your
initial interpretation in Your last paper would you like to take
back, qualify, change, or develop? !tow? Vhe ?
10 what extent might the decisions you made when revising
Your last paper be said to have advanced the interest(s) of a
specific social group? Which group? IN;hot interest(s)? flow?

A,,,,ignmenk like the' one I call Assignment '%. challenge the notion of a
reader or writer who is capable ot taking only one tixed position toward
the text, say the position taken by Ken Yhen doing Assignment B. I t
the student to use revision as an occasion to reimagine alternative posi-
flow, and, con,,Nlientiv, to repo.-ition himself or herself in relation to a
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range of possible positions. For example, the first question asks the stu-
dent to take notes, before writing the revision, on the kinds of connota-
tions he or she habitually associates with words such as "angels,"
"demons," and "communism" and to locate such connotations in rela-
tion to a specific body of texts and social contexts. Such notes aim at
helping students contextualize the kind of codes or master narratives
which are famfliar to them, as well as those which are likely to be in-
voked by some 3f the key words in Kundera's book. The second ques-
tion then asks the student to reflect on the degree to which he or she has
identified with this particular set of codes when writing the previous
paper. Questions three and four ask the student to examine the poten-
tial distance between the codes and master narratives the student writer
is familiar with and those employed by the narrator and Kundera. Then,
questions five and six ask the student to approach that distance from
the perspective of the politics which underlie the conflict between these
two sets of codes and the conflict between the student writer's initial
interpretation of the text and the interpretations of the teacher and other
students that surface during class discussions of the text and the student
papers written in response to Assignment B. That is, the questions help
the student to take a position toward these two ways of using words from
the perspective of social interests and concerns.

In trying to address questions one and two, Ken became aware that
he had used the words "demon" and "evil" in the same ways as most
people around him when they talk about communism in relation to
American democracy. Yet, in discussing the relationship of the two
"girls" with their teacher, he had changed the way most people he knew
would use the words "angel" and "good." Questions three and four led
Ken to speculate on why he was willing to go along with Kundera's use
of these words in the context of only one of the stories. Ken wrote that it
xyas easy for him to see eve to eve with Kundera's point that blind ea-
gerness to do "good" is not necessarily best for the "good of the world"
in the case of the "gi rk" because:

1 disliked Michelle nd Gabrielk, who are bonded to Raphael and
feel they are above their peeN. They reminded me ot my sister. I

identitied with Sarah, who was brave enough to kick the girk during
their oral presentation and made the v;hole class laugh. When I was
fourteen, I was completely oppressed by overprotective perents. I o
show them they ( ould not control me like they thought they could,
I kicked, and -.ha% en nv hair into a mohawk and dyed it white Ihey
knew then! I too, had contested meaning.

Ken goes on to ,-,av that he probably uncoimciowdy ,,witched codes xvhen
di,"cm,ang t he story ot the "com u ni,d,. because he "truly believe,. that
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communism is bad," and that it is only the "good deeds" of people like
"Kundera" and the "good examples" set by countries like the United
States that have brought democracy to countries like Russia and Czecho-
slovakia. As a result of taking notes in response to these five questions,
Ken acknowledges, in his revision, the ways in which Kundera uses the
imagery of the angel to depict the classroom scene on the French Riviera
and the political scene in communist Czechoslovakia, thus establishing
a parallel between a student/ teacher relationship in a Western culture
and the government/citizen relationship in the Eastern bloc. Then, Ken
uses his earlier reading of the political scene to reflect on and qualify the
political stance he had taken toward "communism" (evil) and "democ-
racy" (good) in his earlier paper:

Kundera is saving that the Russian communists and their followers
are not very different from Michelle and Gabrielle in their concern
with doing "good." Kundera likes "kickers" ("Kundera" and Sarah)
who dare to contest dictatorship. I think that the degree of harm
these two groups of "angels" can do to the world is different. To that
extent, I believe that the communist "angels" are much more evil
than the school "angels." I don't think Kundera will agree with my
black and white view of democracy and communism. Maybe
Kundera is saving that in a democratic country like ours, there are
also Madame Raphaels in the government and a lot of us are more
like Michelle and Gabrielle than Sarah. 'Fhis shows Kundera's
political interest, which I ignored when I first read the book because
I IV Int to believe in American democracy....

There is still quite a distance between Ken's translation of the text and
mine. I find a lot of his comments on the book hard to accept. Yet, I %yant
to argue that his revision is successful in the context of the course and
the three assignments. His writing is beginning to show efforts to apply
his understanding of the politics of interpretation to both Kundera's and
his own approach to the political scene represented in the book.

To encourage my students to further explore the relationship between
theory and practice, I usually follow Assignment C with a class discus-
sion aimed at getting them to reflect on and theorize about the method
by which they have performed their two readings and to work out the
connections between the method they have just enacted and the critical
perspectives discussed in essays such as Mailloux's "Interpretation." For
example, we might use the two papers and notes Ken wrote for Assign-
ments 13 and C to articulate methods tor addressing the ways political
interests mediate our interpretive acts in the process ot reading and
writing. Students are io,re likely to be able to continue practicing such
a method in their tuture writing because they have synthesi/ed it on the
basis of their own performance. As the term progresses, when I hand
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out writing assignments similar to Assignment B, I will also invite stu-
dents to design, in groups, assignmel ts modeled after Assignment C
that is, I encourage them to take the initiative to use the method built
into B and C to monitor their interpretive acts. I think that following
assignments like A with ones like B and C is useful precisely because,
together, they form a mini-sequence of assignments structured on a dia-
lectic between practice and theory. The sequence provides the students
with occasions not only to understand the politics of interpretation but
also to practice that understanding and to theorize about their own prac-
tice. The dialectic between practice and theory built into the sequence
counters the danger of the mere indoctrination of a theory of langu,,ge,
which is latent when an assignment such as A or B is used by itself.

At the same time, attention to the dialectics of theory and practice can
also push the teacher to locate some gaps between her own theoretical
perspectives and pedagogical practice. For example, reading students'
interpretations of Kundera's book and listening to them talking about
their experience in doing Assignment Cespeciallv their difficulties in
making socially responsible decisions when negotiating with the codes
ot a more powerful "other"have prompted me to revise my assign-
ments as %veil as my reading of Kundera's book. To encourage students
to talk back to the critic. I added a section in Assignment C which asks
them to use their experience in applying a theoretical stance to comment
(on a separate sheet, after they have finkh ed their revision) on both the
limitations and strengths of that stance. Papers like Ken's have also
taught me to reflect more carefully on the politics of my own interpreta-
tion of Kundera's book and the effects of those politics on my assign-
ment writing as well as the kind of interpretations the assignment elicits.
For instance, Ken's identification with the "kickers" made me rethink
the appeal of Kundera's portrayal of the two American students, which

initiallv found "powerful." Does the "power" of Kundera's depiction
tell me more about my susceptibility to portraits of students as helpless
dupes than about the power of teachers like Madame Raphael to indoc-
trinate students? It so, does it also point to a potential gap in my theo-
retical interest in resistance theorythe belief that the dominated want
to and can confront powerand my actual perception ot "students"?
'.....onsidering these questions has helped me to be more attentive to the
subversive interests of my students and more watchful of the discrep-
ancy between how I abstractly and actually perceive things. Student
papers w rine.. in response to these assignments have also called im at-
tention to the way in which my own reading of Kundera's book has
clelimited the readings ot students. I.or example, through assignment
writing and class discussion, my interest in the educational and politi-
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cal dynamics of power seems to have focused students' attention on cer-
tain sections of the book but away from others, such as Part Two, in
which the behavior of several characters challenges some of the master
narratives concerning the relationship of mother/child and husband /
wife to which I subscribe. This realization has pushed me to follow As-
signment C with another assignment, Assignment n which asks stu-
dents to locate aspects of the book which were "overlooked" in class
discussion and their previous writings and to revise their papers with
these aspects in mind. The purpose of this type of assignment is to ex-
plicitly invite the students to move beyond my own socially interested
reading and thus to negotiate with my power as the teacher. Explicitly
inviting students to negotiate with authority figuresincluding me as
teacher and the critic of my choicehas, ironically, also enabled me to
become more comfortable in voicing my observations on forms of sex-
ism in Kundera's writingsuch as his portrayal of a male character's
admiration for a woman ally's ability to tolerate contradictions in terms
of his desire to "rape" her (75), which students like Ken, with his view
of "girls," seem to find acceptable.

The importance of accompanying assignments such as A and B with
C and D is especially relex ant in the context of recent debates over "po-
litical correctness." Conservative critics like D'Souza gain currency by
presenting themselves as the defenders of academic freedomthat is,
they tend to couch their in terms of an academy dominated by a
group of radical teachers who impose their version of politically correct
texts and interpretations on colleagues and students and, in the process,
suppress the freec:om of speech of those who dare to disagree. For teach-
ers like me, who are intere,,ted in calling students' attention to the poli-
tics of interpretation, the core of our conflict with these conservatives is

never merely over determining and disseminating a body of politically
correct texts or interpretations, although it is undoubtedly in our inter-
est to expose our students to such texts and interpretations. The center
of the conflict is, rather, to call our students' attention to the politics of

reading and writing, to help them locate their decisions over what texts
to read and how to read these texts in the context of the power struggle
among conflicting cultures. Therefore, it is important that we find ways
of making clear that in our classrooms, "PC" stands for power and con-
flict, politics and commitment, as well as political correctness. The cen-
tral message tor a claY,room such as ours is that no position, textual or
otherwise, (an be taken in isolation trom the power relationships among
diverse cultures with conflkting political interests. 1Vhi le there are good
reasons for why the teacher needs to make her view 1 wliat is the po-
litically correct position clear to the students it is also important that we,
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as teachers, make it clear that, for each of our students, the ultimate de-
cision of what is politically correct is and can only be theirs. It is their
responsibility and not ours to make that decision, although it is our re-
sponsibility to ensure that they reflect on the politics of their reading and
writing in the very process of generating it.

It should not be surprising thatin a culture which privileges prod-
uct over processour struggle to help studi'mats reflect on the prouss
by which they have come to their viewpoints or the particular political
commitments they have made in enacting such viewpoints when read-
ing and writing is reduced by conservatives to the mere indoctrination
of a particular viewpoint. Neither should it be surprising that, in a cul-
ture such as ours, our students come to us with more experience in im-
bibing and regurgitating viewpoints programmed and disseminated by
the institution and those with institutional power and that they seldom
come to us with any exposure to methods which they can use if they want
to explore new, alternative, alien views or to form positions out of a range
of contradictory views which transform all of them. Therefore, one of
the challenges facing those of us who are committed to oppositional
pedagogy is to provide occasions for students to explore and theorize
such methods. That is, we need to look for assignments which make it
impossible for students to generate a reading without also having to
consider alternative viewpoints, without having to reflect on the poli-
tics of choosing one, but not other, viewpoints. We need to experiment
with ways of designing assignments which call attention to the process
in which political commitments are made in the context of polyvalency
the power struggle among conflicting cultures.
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6 Standing in This Neighborhood:
Of English Studies

Daniel Moshenberg
George Washington University

It is often said that there are more than six centuries ot English
literature. It is not often said that there are less than two centuries
of English literacy. Of course, "English" in those two statements has
different meanings. The first refers primarily to the language. the
second to the people. But then it is the ordinarily unexamined
relation between these meanings that can reveal a central prol..ilem
in English studies. The idea of literature, throughout, has been so
closely connected with the condition of literacy that it can hardly
be said that this deeper relationship needs to be forced. Powerful
social and cultural conventions control or displace what is otherwise
an obvious connection. What then is "English literacy," for
professional students and teachers of English? Is it their own
condition and that of people much like them, currently and
retrospectively applied? Or is it the diverse and changing conditions
of their whole nominal people? To approach two centuries of English
literacy means restricting ourselves to a bare majority. General
literacy has a bare century, and within that many are still
disadvantaged. In relation to what is seen as "our" literature, where
then do students and teachers of English stand?

Raymond Williami
(lViitin in tiot iety 212'

Where do students and teachers of English stand? In his essay, "Beyond
Cambridge English," Williams describes and reflects upon the "awkward
qand" he made, an uneasy contract between literacy and literature (Writ-
ing in .;ocich/ 212). Instead of considering either the stands that we, stu-
dents and teachers of English, make or the legal and political standing
of English studies, I want to look, simply, at "where" we stand. As te.:ch-
ers and students of English elaborate a new critical le \ icon of borders

I ht. 1,11t., thOnk ',11',11 I MIscl, '1.1111111W 1Nhenburg. and 1 (gt mi. tov t

wading,, ontl trit.n&hip. and thy q1(..t.tbigt. \ .p.hingion I. in% ,,itt ruing Prow atil

`-wmittai- lot support I hIN I. part 01 a lars2,et plow( I lontalt entitled, "Being
in .1 Neighborbilotl. and 11.1 mg n ith I .111I1
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and boundaries, emerging from earlier critiques of the operations of ter-
ritory and of community, I want to see how all that stuff plays in the
places in which I live. What happens to concepts such as the inopera-
tive community, sites of articulation, and borderland epistemology when
they are linked to the ways in which my neighbors and I get from here
to there? What does the neighborhood offer us, the teachers and students
of English?

In "Notes toward a Politics of Location," Adrienne Rich savc,

1, \lien I was ten or eleven, early in World Var II, a girlfriend and I
ir,ed to write each other letters which we addressed like this:

Adrienne Rich
14 Edgeyale Road
Baltimore, Maryland
The United States of America
The Continent of North America
The Western Ilemisphere
The Earth
The Solar System
1 he Universe

You could We your mvn house as a tiny fleck on an ever-widening
landscape, or as the center of it all from which the circles ewanded
into the infinite unknown.

It is that question of feeling at the center that gnaws at me now.
At the center of what? (Mood, Bread, ,niti Poetrii 211-121

Where is Edgeva le Road? How can we learn to see 14 Edgevale Road
as an integral part of something of which it is not the center? This is Rich's
question as she constructs a world geography of women's bodies in
motion and struggle. I propose a linked interpretation in which we read
the social space between the second and third lines. Although Rich en-
joins us to "begin ... not with a continent or a country or a house" (212),
I want to proceed with the neighborhood that identifies Edgevale Road
to those who know Baltimore.

The location 14 Edgevale Road is in the heart of Roland Park, a
wealthy, tree-lined neighborhood, a neighborhood that used to be called
"e\clusive"and you know %Yhat that means. Because I know Baltimore,
having lived there once for over two decades and having immediate
family still living there, I can tell you that Rich's childhood, her life as a
girl, was profoundly affected by the unwritten component ot neighbor-
hood. I am not suggesting that that ten- or eleven-year-o!cl girl con-
sciously suppressed her neighborhood; she merely followed the proper
formal ac dictated by the U.S. Postal Service. People don't put their neigh-
borhoods in their addresses; neighborhoods as corporate, state-autho-
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rized entities do not exist. They only exist in the minds, languages, cul-
tures, and habits of everyone who lives in the area. What happens if we
locate ourselves in writing, in addressing one another, as we often do
when we speak, by the neighborhoods in which we live? What happens
if we write the names of our neighborhoods on the envelopes, across the
maps, between the lines on the pages?

People don't just live and work on streets; those streets rise and fall
in the context of their named neighborhoods. Certainly, Adrienne Rich
knows this, as a cursory reading of her earlier "Teaching Language in
Open Admissions" makes clear. In this essay, Rich describes her life in
the SEEK program in the City College of New York. She describes the
"three ways in which the white middle class could live in New York:
the paranoiac, the solipsistic, and a third" (On Lies, Secrets, and Silenc('
54). The third is love. As a lover of the city, she exclaims,

The streets wen.. rich with human possibility and vicious with
human denial (it is breathtaking to walk through a street in I Ast

larlem, passing among the lithe, alert, childish bodies and attuned,
observant, childish faces, playing in the spray of a hydrant, and to
know that addiction awaits every brain and body in that block as a
potential killer). In all its historic, overcrowded, and sweated
poverty, the Lower East Side at the turn of the century had never
known this: the odds for the poor, today, are weighted by heroin, a
tact which the middle classes ignored until it breathed on their Own
t. hi ldren's li \ es as well. (54-7i5)

What are the naming practices here? The unnamed Roland Park is
nietonymically recalled as Edgevale Road. East Harlem, named, is
metonymically traversed, in the present tense, as "a street" and "that
block." And the Lower East Side operates as a transhistorical metaphor
for East Harlem, a vay of reading, through the similarities of poverty
and housing, the differentiated present of heroin. When does the neigh-
borhood sublime, the "breathtaking," become murderous? Where exactly
is Bensonhurst in English studies? Flow does the name of Yuset Hawkins
affect our understanding of. the sublime? People live and die on unnamed
stro.ts in Last I larlem, on the Lower East Side, as well as on named
streets in unnamed Roland Park. I he neighborhood is where we live; it
is, and its name is, a site of cultural-political practice.

Ellis method ot reading as interyentionary revision, this complication
of a simple address into a differentially related social e ent and mean-
ing, is what Ernesto l.aclau and Chantal Nloufte call artic ulation. For
Laclau and Moutfe, articulation is "any practiLe establishing a relation
among elements such that their identity is modified as a result ot the
articulatory practice" ( 0=0. Rut what is articulatory practice?
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The pract'ce of articulation ... consists in the construction of nodal
points which partially fix meaning; and the partial character of this
fixation proceeds from the openness of the social, a result, in its turn
of the constant overflowing of every discourse by the infinitude of
the field of discursivity. Every social practice is thereforein one
of its dimensionsarticulatory. As it is not the internal moment of
a self-defined totality, it cannot simply be the expression of
something already acquired, it cannot be wholly subsumed under
the priaciple of repetition; rdthc:, it always consists in the
constructions of new differences. The social is articulation insctdr
as "society" is impossible. (113-14)

Lawrence Grossberg suggests that

articulation is the construction of one set of relations out of another;
it often involves delinking or disarticulating connections in order
to link or rearticulate others. Articulation is a continuous struggle
'o reposition practices within a shifting field of forces, to redefine
tht_ possibilities of life by redefining the field of relationsthe
contextwithin which a practice is located. (54)

Articulation is the process of "analyzing an event .. . [by (re)-
constructing or, in Foucault's terms, fabricating the network of relation-
ships into which and within which it is articulated" (Grossberg 54). It is
a way of reading texts, events, the world, history, "the struggle for lan-
guage and the struggle against perfect communication, against the one
code that translates all meaning perfectly" (Haraway 176).

Let me offer a brief example. In his delineation of relationships among
articulation, culture, and cultural studies, Grossberg writes, "A particu-
lar site is defined by 'the exterioritv of its (neighborhoodsl (Grossberg
53)) How am I to read, or understand, Ineixhborhoodst? How can I not
read the brackets and their "over-inscribed" contents as an invitation to
"fabricate" a contextual network? My articulation of Grossberg's state-
ment begins with the question, "What can I make of ItleighborhoodsP"

Flow does Grossberg rewrite cicinity as InciNlibmItoodsl? I am not con-
cerned with the matter of accuracy in translation, with the silencing claim
of worthlessness. I am interested in the relations between these two terms
as they begin to conctruct a practical context, the precarious "blank
sNee" from which I read and thus speak the.,e iexts.

Michel Foucault published his version of this sentence as follows:

Cest dainir -11 emplacement singulier par l'ext6rioriti de ses
voisinages; c'est--plutOt que de vouloir rMuire les autres dui silence,

prOtendant qui` letir proptv-,c,,t S ain de di4inir cel (-pace
klanc d' 0(1 je park', C q iii rrend tonne lentement dans on d iscou is
que sens si pr&a ire, si incertain ent ore. (/ 27)

What changes from blei3Oborhoodq to to z,oisiiiiNcs, what chi:-

lot:cm:es do these t hangc., make, and I lusy would you characteri/e the
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ensemble? For example, how does the shift in number from plural
voisinages to singular vicinity affect the attempt to define the particular-
ity of the "blank space"? What are the political geographies of twighbor-
hoods and of z4einity? Which disciplinary discourses are invoked or
employed in each of the three terms? Which personal experiences are
called upon as you read the three terms? Finally, what name(s) would
you give to the networks emerging from your reading of the zone of
contact formed by fneighborhoodslvicinityvoisinagesand vith which
"struggles," to recall Grossberg's formulation, would you link the
network(s)?

These questions offer preliminary access into articulatory practices.
To answer them here would take too long; I simply note that a prelimi-
nary distinction between neighborhood and vicinity, according to at least
three dictionaries, is the difference between a place where people live
near one another and the quality or state of being near one another.
Crossberg then points toward the problematics and the politics of meta-
physics, the inscriptions of being and presence.

From this, articulating English studies would mean constructing new
differences, new antagonisms, in a constantly, self-consciously
nohredundant here and now. For Raymond Williams, here and now is
located on the line that separates and unites literature and literacy; for
Rich, I am suggesting, the here-and-now impossibility of "society" can
be seen in the ungraspable dimensions of the cosmos and in the space
between the remembered places.

This is about reading history. In Archer and Costello's Literacy and
Power: The Latin American Battleground, Paolo Freire tells a story from his
days working with the Workers Party in Brazil. lie describes how easy
it is to assume one's own historical illiteracy. Freire says,

fhe other day I talked with I. ula [Luis da Silva I atter a television
conversation where a very good intellectual 'sa id to him. "Lula, it is
a surprise to me because I know vou do not have time to read hut
still you speak very seriously about the historical moment of Bra/it
especially the situation today."

rhen Lula said, "I really don't read."
I said to him after that I disagreed with him. I said: "Lula, you

are for me one ot the best readers of Bra/il today, but not readers ot
the word, readers of the world. That is, you are reading the history
you are making every day. You are understanding it, grasping it to
the extent that you are making it also. Please, don't say anymore that
vol.! are not reading. You can say that you are not vet reading bottks.
But you are reading history."' (Archer and Costello Igo/

I low does one read history? For Freire, sime Peda:oxy of Ow Oppressed,
reading history has meant engaging in the production of critic.11 con-
sciousness through an ongoing acti ity that involves the cultural pi ac-
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tice of renaming the world as a necessary part of individual and national
liberation struggles. In "Teaching Language in Open Admissions," Rich
described this process succinctly: "Language is ... a weapon, and what
goes with language: reflection, criticism, renaming, creation" (On Lies,
Secret, and Si lenec 68).

What kind of weapon are we talking about here? When does language
as renaming the world, as reading history, go ballistic? Freire's response
relies on the written and lifework of Amilcar Cabral, the African revo-
lutionary philosopher and participant in the liberation of Guinea Bissau.
In a speech entitled "The Weapon of Theory: Presuppositions and Ob-
jectives of National Liberation in Relation to Social Structure," offered
January 6, 19(6, to the First Solidarity Conference of the Peoples of Af-
rica, Asia, and Latin America, Cabral noted that

the national liberation ot a peopk is the regaining of the historical
pt.rsonality of that people, it is their return to history through the
destruction ot the imperialist domination to which they were
subjected.... The basis ot national liberation ... is the inalienable
right at every people to have their own history; and the aim of
national liberation is to regain this right usurped by imperialism,
that is to tree the process of de\ elopment ot the national force,..
It.ahral 130)

For Freire, Rich, and Cabral, the role of culture is understood within
the conte\t of the ambition of national liberation. To talk of language,
or theory, or culture, as a weapon is to locate oneself within the contested
terrain of domination and resistance, of hegemony and antagonism.
According to Ngugi wa Thiong'o, the Gikuvu Kenyan novelist, play-
wright, and popular educator, the writing of the African :evolutions of
the IghOs (and presumably the liberation struggles in the Western Hemi-
sphere that looked to them for theoretical and tactical guidance) are a
footnote to Frant, Fallon's I Vretchnt NW rarth, especially the two cen-
tral chapters, "The Pitfalls of National Consciousness" and "On National
Culture" (WrithN ANain),( N'encolonialiqn 6-8; Decolonising the mind (13-

64).
I want to come home with this skeletal genealogy, FreireRich

CabralNgugiFanon. I:anon ends "On National Culture" with my
neighborhood pra \ is:

II a person is know n b her ads, then w e will say that the mast urgent
thing today tar the intellectual is to build up the nation. If this
building up is true, that is to say it it interprets the manitest will at
the people ,md cal, the eager Atrit people.-, then the buildnig
al nation is al net essitv accompanied by the disco\ cry and
encouragement at universoliiing values. I-ar lrom keeping aloot
train other nations. theietore, it is national liberation \\ WI leads
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the nation to play its part on the stage of history. It is at the heart ot
national consciou.sness that international consciousney, lives and
grow,-;. And this two-fold emerging is ultimately only the source ot
all culture. (Fanon 247-48)

At the heart of national consciousness, international consciousness
lives and grows. I take that sentence literally and receive it as a call to
one version of a fairly traditional form of the articulation of the study of
literature, the neighborhood. I suggest that this genealogical cadre in-
vites us to work with the people who live at and construct the heart of
national consciousness and, as traditionally trained intellectuals, to con-
nect the local with the international, both by bringing the contacts and
by soliciting the international aspects of the local.

It is this last notion that I suggest is actually very traditional. As a
discipline, English literature/literacy studies have always been divided
between accumulators and speculators. On the side of accumulation, we
have had those who want to add on more units, be they more national
units or more disciplinary units. I see this as the basically liberal discourse
of cultural literacy. On the speculative side, we have bad the philologi-
cal tradition that wants to excavate, or solicit, "hidden" or "repressed-
elements within a word or term. While I see this as part of a radical tra-
dition of critical literacy, epitomized by the FreireRichCobral
NgugiFanon cadre, it also includes scholars such as Leo Spitzer.

call the latter tradition Tadical because, as it pulls material out, it
heightens the tension of submersion and struggle as a method. Accord-
ing to Laclau and tvlouffe, this kind of cultural criticism is both the in-
strument and the short-term goal for those working toward a radical arid
plural democracy: "This moment of tension, ot openness, which gives
the social its essentially incomplete (Ind precarious character, is \\ hat
every project for radical democracy should set out to institutionalize"

9O). Williams, at the end of "Beyond Cambridge English," offers En-
glish studies as a practical means of understanding and enacting articu-
lation as connection: "In English studies, and in its convergences with
other humanities and human sciences, there is so much active knowl-
edge, so many active skills, which are cry valuable in themselves and
which really can connect with a vorld of practice and choice and
struggle" (Writing in Society 226).

Where does all this connecting go on? For kVi Ilia ms, the neighborhood,
as linked to and vet distinct from the community, waS the primary on-
tested place of significant, working-class, progressive connections.

In Williams's exjyrii.'nue as a student and teacher of English, the neigh-
borhood was the physical and social space specifically rejected by tradi-
tional, institutional English studies. On at least three occasions, he told
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the story of his discovery of that rejection: once in a 1958 essay, "Cul-
ture Is Ordinary" (see Resources of Hope); once in an interview conducted
in the summer of 1977 (Politics and Letters 67); and once in a lecture, "The
Importance of Community," given to the Plaid Cymru Summer School
at Llandudno, on 13 July 1977 (see Resources of Hope). In Politics and Let-
ters, Williams offers the shortest version of this story, which he identi-
fies as an "incident ... which anticipated what was eventually my key
disagreement with him [the English critic, F. R. Leavisl" (67). Twenty
years after the incident, Williams recalls:

(Wolf) Mankowitz and I went to hear L. C. Knights give a talk on
the meaning of "neighbour" in Shakespeare. Leavis was leaning
against the wall at the back of the room. When Knights said that
nobody now can understand Shakespeare's meaning of neighbour,
for in a corrupt mechanical civilization there are no neighbours, I
got up and said I thought this was only differentially true; there were
obviously successive kinds of community, and I knew perfectly well,
from kVales, what neighbour meant. Mankowitz ... then attacked
me bitterly for sentimental nonsense. Leavis was nodding
approvingly while he was doing so. (Politic.: and Letters 67)

In "Culture Is Ordinary," Williams recalls this event as one in which
"I even made a fool of myself, or was made to think so" (Resources of Hope
9). Here, he relates some of his experience of neighborhood:

When my father was dying, this year, one man came in and dug his
garden; another loaded and delivered a lorry of sleepers for
firewood; another came and chopped the sleepers into blocks;
anotherI don't know who, it was never saidleft a sack of
potatoes at the back door; a woman came in and took away a basket
of wa,,hing. (9)

Finally, in "The Importance of Community," Williams offers more
detail as \yell as definition. In response to the proclamation of the in-
comprehensibility of neighborhood, Williams arose:

Well, then I got up, straight from Pan(..v, so to say, and said I knew
perfectly well what "neighbour," in that full sense, means. That got
hk,,edit was a remark so against the common sense that here was
something in literature which was not now socially a ailable: the
notion of that kind of recognition of certain kinds of mutual
responsibility. Now this was not to idealize my own place. I do not
mean that people ... all liked each other. I do not mean that people
didn't play dirty tricks on each other sometimes. I do not mean that
people didn't have disputes. I mean that there was nevertheless a
level of social obligation which 1%.',1`, conferred by the fact of seeming
to live in the same place and in that senW to have a utinmon identity.
And from this sense there were acts ot kindness beyond calculation,
forms of mutual recognition even when they were wild
misinterpretations of the world outside. Nly father had to go to the
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local pub to stop them taking up a collection tor me N hen I won a
scholarship to Cambridge He had to explain to them that having
won a scholarship 1 had enough money to go. People assumed that
going to a strange place like that ... I mean the one thing they could
identify about Cambridge was that you'd need a lot of money up
there. And so a collection was taken up, to try to look after me.
(Reources of Hope 114)

Williams felt that "a distinct working-class way of life . . . , with its
emphases of neighbourhood, mutual obligation, and common better-
ment, as expressed in the great working-class political and industrial
institutions, is in fact the best basis for any future English society" (8).
His tale of public humiliation at the hands of the leading lights in Cam-
bridge English studies in the late 1940s indicates that neixhborhood might
also be seen as the best basis for any future English studies, precisely
because it complicates the representation of the social as a uniform to-
tality. Some people, living in neighborhoods, und( rstand the concept of
neighborhood, despite the advances or incursions of industrial, or
postindustrial, capital.

Adrienne Rich's childhood suppression of her Roland Park neighbor-
hood operates within the rules of one version of English studies, tha t in
which the state and civil society become fused. You live at home, and
your home is in the city. What might it mean to resist this fusion, to sug-
gest that I live in a neighborhood, and, specifically for teachers and stu-
dents of English, that that neighborhood might inform mt. work?

I work with the Tenants Support Committee in the Arlandria /
Chirilagua neighborhood of Alexandria, Virginia. It is a small place,
populated primarily by low-income African American and Central
American people, most of whom used to tvork on construction sites and
in restaurants; in hotels, offices, and in housekeeping; or as babvsitters.
The housing and other property is owned primarily by absentee land-
lords tvho seek to "improve" the neighborhood through mass evictions,
personal harassment, poor maintenance, and rent increases.

Here is the international consciousness at the heart of the national
consciousness. Of course there is the mix of languages, predominantly
Salvadoran campesino Spanish; Middle Atlantic, working-class Black
English; and Middle Atlantic, middle-class White English. There is also
the international consciousness of struggle at the heart ot a national con-
sciousness that calls itself democracy.

But listen to Detroit African American community activist James
Boggs's description of that democracy:

he truth is that the democracy of %vhich American-, ha e been so
proud k ba-,ed on the wor,,t kind ot in the world, .11.
sN stem that is based on the .N, steuu,itie &'\I'loit.utuon ot ,mother race.
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Racism is the philosophy which pursues or condones the systematic
oppression of another race because that race is inferior or subhuman.
If the American people had not been racist, they could never have
boasted about American democracy all these vears. (Boggs 123)

Working at the neighborhood level, we are trying to create an appro-
priate international-local model for democratic culture in the service of
national liberation. In large terms, this means constantly wondering
whether national liberation means emancipation of or from the nation.
Immediately, it means reading and renaming the ways in which we co-
inhabit small places. This occurs in three stages. In the first, we see and
study each other and learn to read history in a new mode. We acknowl-
edge that we are in the same place and different, in this case African
American and Central American, and that we can construct a neighbor-
hood out of that. We begin our study with the everyday domestic prac-
tices of neighbors, with the knowledge we already have of our
neighborhood and with the insistence that working people, and espe-
cially women, are something other than victims. In the second, we learn
to step out of the small place, to make our views public, to publish them.
This involves creating opportunities for public speaking, such as rallies,
celebrations, classes.

The third stage involves full community action. On Tuesday, March
I 2, 1991, the Tenants Support Committee hosted a luncheon for the
homeless of Arlandria. With little prior notice, about eighty people
showed up, mostly men, mostly Salvadoran, along with print and broad-
cast journalists. After an hour of eating and circle testifying, about forty
of us marched about a mile and a half down to the Alexandria Office of
Human Services to ask for or demand assistance. The primary push was
for a shelter in our neighborhood. We had been told before that we
couldn't have a shelter because there really weren't any homeless people
in the area. Well, there we were.

lere the two paradigms of English studies articulationaccumula-
tion and speculationcome in. The Office of I luman Services brought
out eight or so Spanish-speaking bureaucrats to talk at the crowd. While
we preferred Spanish-speaking to non-Spanish-speaking bureaucrats,
this did not resolve the issues of housing and food. The city officials
continued to speak the language of scar, ;tv of resources and of poor
geography. ou know the language of poor geography: "What you say
is interesting, but tlhlt'`, not really our department. You have to go some-
where else, somewhere higher, somewhere where decisions are made."

lis is the cartography of myth and simulation that Barthes, Wittig,
Baud rillard, and Virilio have already instructed us in.
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This was intoned, in one form or another, twenty or thirty times. It

takes a while to learn the language and the discourse. Finally, one of us

said, "Listen. We're talking about a crisis. The recession has hit this neigh-
borhood in a big way. People are desperate. Times have changed; I re-
peat this is a crisis, and we want to know how you are going to change
with the changing times. We want to know how you as individuals and

as a group are going to act."
This is interventionarv revision. The top functionary leaned forward

and explained that resources were scarce and that they weren't going to
do anything. Another one explained that while it is difficult to imagine
someone calling the police to be taken to a distant shelter, if someone
was on the street and clearly in distress, the police would take them. This

was offered as helpful information.
Finally, we were told, in Spanish, that even if we brought a hundred

people down to the Office of Human Services, that would not prove their
existence. They would have to go to shelters all over the city and be

turned down or be found frozen near to death on the street and trans-

ported by police, if they were to be counted.
So what? My point here for English studies is simple. The terms of

inclusion and exclusion are inadequate to the history that I read every
day. People are not being kept out; they are struggling against being
%viped out, evicted, eliminated, or, if they are lucky, jailed. In A rlandria,

we are constantly confronting the attempts of state and pa rastatal insti-

tutions to deny the very existence of people living here. In the story
above, it's the homeless. A local community college charges out-of-state
fees to immigrants %vho have legal residence and work permits, even
when they demonstrate that they have been living in the state for years.
We bring a group of prospective Hispanic applicants to interview the
people in charge; they form a culture circle to investigate and write a
letter. The city claims apartments are "overcrowded." We form a neigh-
borhood research project and find that apartments are not overcrowded;
they are undersized. Despite our efforts, landlords have insisted on
building only one-bedroom apartments. In the end, the landlords go
bankrupt, and we assume cooperative ownership of 300 apartment units.

FlIc examples are everywhere and everyday, because the neighborhood

is African American, Salvadoran, and poor.
The examples within the neighborhood also link with examples in

other, similarly attacked neighborhoods. For example, in little I 993, the

Alexandria Redevelopment and Housing Authority (AM- IA ) floated a

proposal to sill off an entire, traditionally African American, k)w-income
neighborhood known as the "Berg." ARI IA claimed the process was

1 0
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democratic because "at the third stage of deliberations, after the concept
is developed and the City Council is informed," the residents would have
their turn. When the residents and their supporters took over the June
1993 ARHA Board of Commissioners meeting to express dismay and
anger at their exclusion from the decision-making process, the chair
"patiently tried" to explain "the process" and how it works. He was
greeted with howls. Residents and supporters tried to explain "the pro-
cess" from their perspectivepersonal and collective histories of mass
dislocation, of deteriorating dwellings, of the meaning of hope in a cul-
ture of institutional and individual violence directed against them as
African Americans, low-income people, women, women heads of house-
holds, children. Thee spoke of their deep desire to stay put in a neigh-
borhood that is theirs, that no one wanted before the wealthy and white
started moving into adjoining neighborhoods. Thee spoke and shouted
about the dignity of permanence, of respect for their history, of staying
still.

Although no one threatened any of the commissioners with physical
violence, the commissioners freaked out. Concerning the meeting, the
commission chair later told a local newspaper reporter, "I've never wit-
nessed anything like .atl a. .n my adult life. I thought I was in 'Jurassic
Park'" (Jacobson A / A 1). When he went two days later to the City Coun-
cil, he Nvas surprised be residents' "extreme" response to being described
as "beasts."

Rhetorit ally and strategically, this particular story, which continues
as I write these words, echoes Paul Virilio's descriptions of popular de-
fense in an age of military cultural hegemony. Atter all, when landlords,
be thee public agencies or private corporations, threaten to evict entire
populations. they are reenacting a specifically military drama. In this
context, according to Virilio,

The principle aim of any truly popular resistance is thus to oppose
the establishment of a social situation based solely on the ilkgahtv
of armed force, which reduces a population to the status of a movable
slacc, a commodity. The domestic condition is scarcely better than that
of an animal herd, and in fact, the proletariani/ation of the ...
working classes only reproduced the progressive reduction of the
deterritoriali/ed countryman to the coliitition if womble or immoz'able.
(Virilio 34)

I he struggle here is for the double sense of the bur that lies at the root
ot neighbor, that is dwelling and being. We need to develop both a rheto-
ric and methodology within the English studies communities that ac-
knowledges the violence that is being perpetratedas a constitutive and
primary element of the national culture--and sRi dic-, the various re-
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sponses The Rodney King videoand its ongoing aftermathis a nar-
rata e of state-authorized violence against an African American male
trying to get home. Likewise, as Patricia Williams has noted, the extended
story of Howard Beachfrom the assault on December 20, I 986, on
through to the representation of events and the trialis about neighbor-
hoods, racism, and how our domestic, contemporary brands of cultural,
or civil, society pass laws. For Williams, the investigators, legal and oth-
erwise,

assume that black people (and I have never heard the same public
assumption about white people) need documented reasons for
excursioning into neighborhoods where they do not live, for
venturing beyond the bounds of the zones to which they are
supposedly confined' (Alchemy of Race 68).

I propose an Afrocentric base for reading English from a neighbor-
hood perspective. If we are talking about English studies and neighbor-
hoods, we can begin with those places of the African-derived working
classes, because they continue to serve as a self-conscious political and
cultural model for neighborhood. In the United States, for example,
most black neighborhoods have existed only as long as whites hax e

permitted them to; blacks have been this society's perpetual tenants,
sharecroppers, lessees" (Williams 71). The African American struggle for
decent and secure housing is a historical struggle for neighborhood, one
that has been denied by the courts as much as by the realtors. When it
comes to African Americans moving into a predominantly white neigh-
borhood, the courts have established boundaries that distinguish be-

tween the rights of a few individual black families to move in and the
"threat" of a whole bunch of black families moving in. As Derrick Bell

notes, "Courts have tailored tenant racial balance to levels consistent with
the refusal of whites to live in predominantly black residential districts"
(Bell 152). When do individuals become too much of a mass, and what
happens then? What happens to notions of authorship, readership, text,
when they are located on borders that proliferate throughout predomi-
nantly African American neighborhoods?

Consider Lorraine I lansberrv's A Raisin in the itti as a kind of exem-
plary text. What are the exact neighborhoods involved? Vhat are the
racial, gender, and class bases for central terms such as freedom, iden-
tity, personhood? What do tiou make of the differences between Adrienne
Rich and bell hooks on the subject of 1 orraine 1 lansberry? For Rich,
writing in 1979,1 lansberrv is "a problem to me. .. because even (1', I read

A Raiin in the Sim I am aware of the inner and outer contradictions
spawned when a writer who is both black and female tries with passion-
ate intent to make a statement which can be heard by those who are
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neither" (Blood, Bread, and Poetry 141. Rich goes on to explain that as a
white, lesbian, feminist writer, she can sympathize with the struggles
Hansberry may have faced against external and internalized censors.

bell hooks, on the other hand, begins "Liberation Scenes: Speak This
Yearning" with a different construction of the problem of Lorraine
Hansberry:

When it was fiNt produced, A Raiqn in the Sun was in many ways a
counter-hegemonic cultural production. The play 'interrogated' the
fear within black people that being out of our placenot conforming
to social norms, especially those set by white supremacywould
lead to destruction, even death. On a basic level, the play was about
housingthe w a \ racial segregation in a capitalist society meant that
bla(.k folks were discriminated against when seeking places to live.
It made it clear that the Younger family was not interested in being
a part t )1 white culture, in assilnilation; they wanted better housing.
(hook- I ).

Me problem is housing. The problem of housing, in African Ameri-
can United States, is neighborhood development or constitution or con-
struction. The neighborhood can offer a base for an English studies
program committed to a multicultural praxis that is always eager to ex-
plode race-neutral interpretation as it provides a cultural and institu-
tional place for hooks, Hansberrymd Rich, as feminist women, to
converse and act.

If we consider the neighborhood from the working-class, African
American base, the struggle for decent and atfordable housing that be-
comes th. struggle for safe and legitimate neighborhood is underwrit-
ten by the political narrative of land. Even in urban areas, the African
American struggle for space is described as a desire, or yearning, for land.
I .and as a constitutive community trope binds African Americans to the
"grand narratives" of Native American, I lispanic American, Asian

merican, and certain European American communities. These are the
subaltern and suppressed narratives that crisscross the nation and the
idea of the nation, as well as the texts we read and write and the class-
rooms in which we teach and study English.

the cultural study of the struggle for space is a study of language,
speech, and voice production within a critique ot ownership and resi-
dence. It makes dialogics dialectic by insisting that every dialogue oc-
curs in a place in which articulation entails not only the visible actors
but also, often, invisible owners. In the Washington D.C., metropolitan
area, for example, the majority of neighborhoods of color are owned by
white, male, absentee landlords. Is the preponderance of efficiencies and
one bedroom apartments in Arlandria a consequence of simple (and
inaccurate) economic projections, or does this superabundance of too-
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small apartments also speak to the gender, race, and class of the land-
lords evho never took a walk down the street, who never asked the resi-
dents what they wanted, or what they might even pay more for? The
plan was to remove African American and Salvadoran working-class
people, mostly families. Reading neighborhood ownertenant relation-
ships puts everything into a historical relation that helps us avoid the
trap of what Patricia Williams calls "the pain of word bondage," the
notion that "the best way to give voice to those whose voice has been
suppressed Lis] to argue that they had no voice" .cmiI of Race 15().

Reading textual and pedagogical practices through a neighborhood
base further implies

a recognition that the dimensions of spate and time matter, and that
there are real geographies of social action, real as well a-,
metaphorical territories and spaces ot power that become vital as
organi/ing forces in the geopolitics of capitalism, at the same time
as they are sites ot innumerable difterence- and othernesses that
have to be understood in their own right and within the overall logic
or capitalist developinent. I listork al materialism is finally beginning
to take its geograpin seriously. (I larvey 3570

wc, as students and teachers of English, begin to take our geog-
raphies seriously is a matter of where we stand and how w e, in each
instance and across a given span of time, articulate the sites of our stand-
ings. I am not arguing tor, nor against, sending students into "socially
marked" neighborhoods to perform some sort of "field research." I am
suggesting, more simply, that the neighborhoodmd neighborhoods, can
serve as interpellative resources for the design and understanding ot
individual cources and curricula, as well as of texttlal interpretation and
interpretative methods.

For example, Ichere I live, wc are trying to create opportunities to
promote the international consciousness at the heart ot the national cul-
ture. Concretely, this means studying and teaching English in the con-
text of the rights a ei literacy promoters of contemporary Central
American popular ,,ucation projects, of the' SCLC Freedom Schook
the South, or of the ANC Solomon Nlahlangu Freedom College in "Tan-
zania. It means placing my Salvadoran and African American neighbors'
cultural-historical traditions 01 critical literacy, postliteracy, and popu-
lar education at the center of my work and negotiating that centei with
those of others evho come from different places. It means extending cri-
tique,. of literary production and cultural materialism to neighborhood
publications, including newsletters, flyers, and group letters, and bring-
ing those analyst's to class. I t means trying to talk, e cry time you and
meet, about culture, education, and democracy in our own neighbor-
hoods and in the neighborhoods represented in the works we study and
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produce In a classroom, it can mean something as simple as conceptu-
alizing the participants as membeis, or rememberers, of neighborhood
cultures; that we come together as residents as well as readers, writers,
critics, scholars; and that the relationships between our literary practices
and our residential practices might bear intensive scrutiny.

When we take stands inside and outside the university, our scholar-
ship informs and is informed by neighborhood praxis. Instead of seeing
ourselves as institutionally circumscribed intellectual workers, we can
learn to see ourselves as popular culture workers. One model for this
transformation is provided by Amilcar Cabral, in a speech entitled "Na-
tional Liberation and Culture," offered at Syracuse University in Febru-
ary 1970. Having explained the ways in which national liberation is a
cultural process, Cabral then specified the culture work that needed to
be performed:

development of a people's culture and of all aboriginal positive
cultural values;
development of a national culture on the basis of history and the
conquests of the struggle itself;
development of the technical and technological scientific culture;
development of a universal culture, aiming at perfect integration in
the contemporary world and its prospects for evolution;
constant and generaliied raising of feelings of humanism, solidarity,
respect, and disinterested devotion to the human being. (Cabral 153)

For Cabral, there are no small places in the sense that Jamaica Kincaid
offers: "For the people in a small place, every event is a domestic event;
the people in a small place cannot see themselves in a larger picture, they
cannot see that they might be part of a chain of something, anything"
(Kincaid 52). Neighborhoods are neither isolated havens of myth and
magic nor naturally abandoned backwaters. The reason for English stud-
ies, understood as local internationalist articulation, is to stand, as stu-
dents and teachers of English, among people struggling, politically and
culturally, to stay alive and secure in one place, to live and become as
"just human beings" (Kincaid 81).

Note

I. According to (a-ossberg's footnote 21. this citation comes from "M. Fou-
cault, I he .1n ItaMoN ii of Kilo. 'ledge, p. 17" (Urossberg 44)8). On page 17 ot the 1"172
edition of I he .1 rchacolo,o, of Knowledge, Foucault's "original" sentence reads, "It
is an attempt to define a partit ular site by the e\ terioritv of its vicinity; rather
than trying to reduce others to silence, by claiming that what they say is worth-
less, I have tried to define this blank space from tvhich I speak, and which is
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slowly taking shape in a discoui se that I still (eel to be so preLat ions and so LI 11^
Su e" (1 oiaault Ait hacology 17)
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7 Redistribution and
the Transformation of
American Studies

Eric Cheyfitz
University of Penncylvania

1Vhat counts today, the questimi which is locnning on the hod/on,
is the need for a redistribution of wealth. f iumanitv must reply to
this question, or be shaken to pieces by it.

Fanon ttVretchoi of the
arth 98)

['anon cornposed this statement in 1961 in The Wretched of the Earth. To-
day, thirty-four years later, the question stands with the same force and
remains unanswered. It is the central question. The debates over
multicultural curricula that in recent years have focused public atten-
tion on university campuses, and more recently on primary and second
ary schools, are, I want to argue in section 11 of this essay, driven by
Fanon's question. But Fanon's question is not only the question of a
highly visible Third-World revolutionary, of a black man from
Martinique. It is also the central question of a highly visible American
liberal, a white woman from Illinois, lane Addams, who, in Tim/ ly Years
at I lull House, her account of the beginning of the settlement house move-
ment in the U.S., theorized her project in the following way:

he Liettlement, then, is an e\ peri mental ettort to aid in the
solution of the -Alija! and industrial problems which are engendered
by the modern conditions ot life in a great city. It insists that these
pniblems are not confined to any one portion 01.1 city. It k all attempt
to relieve, at the same time, the overaccUlllulation at one end of
society and the destitution at the other; but it aY,1.11111.., that this
overaccumulation and destitution is most sorely felt in the things
that pertain to social and educational privileges 0 ,eciitti 1 ear, (18)

The di tference between the redistributive projects of Fanon and
Addams is clear. For Fanon, a Mar \ ist intellectual and activist, redistri-
bution means economic redistribution through socialist revolution. For,

t
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from a Marxist point of view, it is upon such basic redistribution that
the redistribution of what Addams calls "social and educational privi-
leges" depends On the other hand tor Addams, who theorizes progres-
sive change within a democratic-capitalist vision, the redistribution of
"social and educational privileges" must be imagined as an issue that
can be, to a significant if not total degree, separated from the redistribu-
tion of economic privilege. Addarns worked for the reform of the eco-
nomic system of the United States, most effectively through her support
of and work for progressive labor legislation and her participation in the
burgeoning labor movement, particularly as it affected women and chil-
drenshe was one of the first officers of the Women's Trade Union
League founded in 1903 (see Foner 228); she did not envision or act for
the system's transformation as did, for example, the socialist movements
of her day. In this respect, Christopher Lasch, who generally admires
her social agenda, can place her within the United States liberal tradi-
tion, where this agenda could lend itself to co-optation through incor-
poration into what Althusser calls "the ideological state apparatus" by
the very forces it opposed:

... the new liberalism advocated by Edward A. Ross, I lerhert Crolv,
Richard T. Ely, Newton D. Baker, and even by Jane Addams and
John Dewey sought not so much to democratize the industrial
system as to make it run more efficiently. These reformers wished
to substitute "education" for older and cruder methods of social
control, techniques that appeared to them not only offensive in
themselves, since they rested on coercion, but ine v.:usably inefficient.
(l..ach 10)

The projects of both Fallon and Addams are multicultural in vision
and action. Fanon worked across the cultural boundaries of Europe and
the Third World, from the Caribbean to Africa. Within the Chicago neigh-
borhood of sweat shops where Hull House was established, Addams
worked with a range of cultural and ethnic differences inclusive of Eu-
rope and the Middle East, and, beyond this, she supported the agenda
of African American equality, though she compromised this support in
her support of the Progressive Party in 1912.= Both Fanon and Addams,
however, saw cultural difference finally subsumed under the political
and cultural unity of their visions. Addams put it this way:

... the things which make men alike are finer and better than the
things that keep them apart, and ... these basic likenesses, it they
are properly accentuated, easily transcend the less essential
differences of race, language, creed. and tradition. (I iventit 1.car, at

84)

At the end of his crucial book on tacism, 131ta-k Skin, IVhde A1asks. Fanon
put it this way:
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tmd myself suddenlv in the world and I recogni7e that I have one
right alone That of demanding human behavior trom the other (229)

Today, working through a paradigm of difference in a world ot increas-
ingly conflictive ethnicities (as capital becomes increasingly international,
human groups are becoming increasingly nationalized and Balkanized),
we may be powerfully skeptical of or at least puzzled or troubled by the
notion of some "common humanity" invoked by Fanon and Addams,
even as we try to imagine this humanity anew in terms of the
poststructuralist interplay between identity and difference.

Both Fanon and Addams, I also want to emphasize, are American, in
the crucial sense that we can no longer identify America with the United
States but must see the United States as part of the Americas, North and
South. This point will become specified in the third and fourth parts of
my essay, where I want to propose, theoretically and practically, an
American studies curriculum framed by the questions of redistribution
posed by Fallon and Addams and figured by the radical opposition of
their answers to these questions.

II

Allan Bloom's book, The Closing of the Amerioni Alnid, which attacks what
he construes as the historic drift of U.S. values into a radical relativity,
figures most visibly in what have become known generally (in the years
following its publication) as the "PC" debates. Those debates, whatever
issues they have raised from free speech to a f fi rmative action, have been
driven by the forces that have taken on the name of "multiculturalism."'
Because of its visibility and position in establishing the Right's perspec-
tive in these debates, I want to use some passages from Bloom's book as
e \emplarv of the issue of redistribution that, for me, generates these
debates. And I want to emphasize that the way I read these passages in
what follows composes the kind of pedagogical strategy that drives the
curriculum I suggest in parts ill and IV.

As a way into the discussion of redistribution, I Yant to define as far
as possible what I mean by the political designations "Right" and "Left."
In my understanding, the Right consists of those discourses that in one
way or anotherfrom the politically conservative, even reactionary, to
the politically liberal (terms I use here in the contemporary sense)ra-
tionali/e or naturalize, in a mode fundamentally derived from the found-
ing ideology of the United Statesthat is, "liberal" ideology in the classic,
not contemporary, sense ol the term (though the two senses overla p)
what I will read later in this essay as a generative contradiction, a con-
tradiction contained in the phrase capitalist democracv. Thus, fund-
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amentallv, a work of self-ascribed contemporary political liberalism,
Arthur Schlesinger's The Disuniting of America (though at critical mo-
ments Schlesinger, with a decidedly anti-Bloomian tone and emphasis,
enthusiastically pronounces his belief in multicultural values) does the
same work as the conservative Bloom, which, it is clear, understands
itself as a classically liberal discourse. (It should be noted here that Bloom,
at least in his rhetorical strategy, which is typical of the rhetorical strat-
egy of the Right in the PC debates, is not simply against any kind of
multiculturalism. He is against the kind that suggests or argues for a
relativity of values. Another way of putting this is that he supports a
multiculturalism firmly under the control of what he understands as
Western values; that is to say, no multiculturalism at all. In fact,
multiculturalism does not propose, as Bloom reductively argues, a
simple relativity of values. What it does do, in its strongest forms, is call
into question the "natural" hegemony of any particular value system.)

In The Disuniting of America, Schlesinger, apparently out to reform
multiculturalism, makes African American studies the paradigm for an
unreformed multiculturalism and then makes Afrocentrism the para-
digm for African American studies (compounding the distortion by
making Leonard Jeffries the paradigm for Afrocentrism). Thus, when
Schlesinger states, "The excesses of Afrocentrism are now threatening
to discredit the whole field of African-American studies" (96), he makes
his condemnation, of hi,; partial construction of the part of a part, figura-
tively stand in for the condemnation of the whole. The polemical tactic
employed here, consciously or rot, hardly conforms to the model of
objective history that Schlesinger argues for in his book. In fact, from
beginning to end, like the Bloom book and its other progeny (Dinesh
D'Souza's Illiberal Education and Roger Kimball's Tenured Radicals)all
of which base their arguments on radically decontextualized and often
unsubstantiated anecdotes, even as they criticize what they character-
ize as the distorted scholarship of the Left--Schlesinger's argument lacks
fundamental integrity. In effect, it rationalizes the racist status quo, which
it seems to oppose, by scapegoating multiculturalism (through the highly
partial logic I have just summarized) for the historic brutalitieseco-
nomic, political, cultural, and socialot U.S. capitalism against minori-
ties and women. So yhen Schlesinger, in an enthusiastically progressive
moment, proclaims, "Let us by all means teach black history, African
history, women's history, I lispanic history, Asian history. But let us teach
them as history, not as lihiopietistic commemoration" (99), the generosity
of toiw seems forced and rings hollow for it springs from a classically
liberal paternalism that reserves tor itself the right to determine what
"history" is. lii is liberal paternalism, which tspouses "multiculturalism"
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in order to undermine multiculturalism, is characteristic of the position
of the Right in the PC debates.

Both the Bloom and the Schlesinger books, and this is true of the
Kimball and the D'Souza books as well, demonstrate what happens
when arguments about culture are cut off from the political/economic
contexts that generate them; and let me emphasize here that politics cut
off from economics is not politics but "pure" culture masquerading as
politics (Bloom is continually invoking the political as an essential cat-
egory of thought, but it is a pristine "political" to say the least). What
these purely cultural arguments produce are a hallucination about equal-
ity, which is read in these arguments as equally distributed throughout
the polity. This hallucination then allows those who produce the argu-
ments to blame the "victim" for the policies that have led to the victim's
disempowerment because, if everyone is equal and vet some have failed
to succeed, then those who have failed must necessarily bear the respon-
sibility for their failure. This kind of argument, for example, with its own
particular twists, forms the basis for the foundational first chapter of
D'Souza's book. Following the logic of such an argument, the chapter is
aptly entitled "The Victim's Revolution on Campus," and it is echoed
by other chapter titles in the book: "More Equal than Others," "The List
Shall Be First," and "'tyranny of the Minority." What these titles sug-
gest is a crucial psychological component of the argument I am describ-
ing, one which enables a responsibility-free blaming of the "victim." This
component reads: the relatively disempowered are actually in pover
because they or their representatives have overturned the just mecha-
nisms of equality for those of an unjust affirmative action, which is now
in need of reformation, that is, a return to the status quo. Thus, the vic-
tims, who are, contradictorily enough, seen at the same time as victors
in a stridently oppositional language that lacks any sense of dialectical
interplay (they are at once totally passive "victims" and totally aggres-
sive "victors"), are victim-victors because they have abused this equal-
ity, either through malice, ignorance, or combinations of both. So
Schlesinger, like Bloom and D'Souza, can write of the segregation of
minorities on college campuses as self-segregation, a free choice made
outside of the context of a continuing history ot abusive white power
and minority resistance to that power. Within die contexts of these purely
cultural arguments, communal political/ economic issues get reduced to
purely personal issues, issues between decontextuaiized, and hence for-
mally equal, "individuals."

For exampk, in Illiberal him at ion, D'Sou/a reduce," the comple\ of
affirmative action issues that have taken shape in recent years on thi,
Berkeley cam ptv, ot the link'ersity of (...cllitornia to a verbal cartoon he
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constructs from the decontextualized fragments of conversations he
claims to have held (he offers no field notes or field methodology to the
reader to verify, that is, contextualize, these conversations) with two
"Iclontrastledr (34) individuals: "Thuy Nguyen, a cheerful woman who
turned out to be a student at UCDavis" and who had come "to this
country in 1980 as a Vietnamese boat person" (33), and Melanie Lewis,
a "middle-class," "vivacious," African American woman 1,yho is a stu-
dent at Berkeley and "a strong supporter of preferential treatment for
blacks," though "she could not remember a single incident in which she
was a victim of prejudice" (34).

At the center of this story, as we might expect, are clean, whole num-
bers:

Nguyen revealed that her high school Gl'A was 3.8 (out ot
po,;cible 4.0) and her SAT score was 1,000 (out ot a possible 1,600).
She had a decent list of estracurriculars. Although her grades were
e\cellent, her relatively mediocre SAT put Nguyen below the mean
at Berkeley; she was not assured of automatic acceptance. Berke lev's
average SA.1. score is around 1,200. (33)

Nguyen, who, D'Souza tells us, lived the hard life of a refugee and
whose family came to the U.S. with "nothing" and "even now... hold
menial jobs," who speaking virtually no English when she emigrated
"ten years ago," now "seemed just as articulate as any of her peers" (33)
did not get into Berkeley, whereas Lewis did with virtually the same
numbers (her grade-point average was "slightly lower" at 3.6), produced,
it is shown the reader, at least in part, by an advantaged socioeconomic
and cultural position.

Nevertheless, Nguyen, whose "modesty and courage," D'Souza tells
us, "it was easy to admire," does not complain about what We are to
understand as this clear inequality, whereas Lewis, whom We are to
understand as the clear beneficiary of it even as We are told to "sympa-
thize" with her because affirmative action kept her from "getitingl credit
for her accomplishments" (35), continues to complain about a racism that
is clearly nowhere evident in her life. Indeed, this unmotivated complain-
ing becomes for D'Souta "an unwitting argument agairist affirmative
action, because it raises the question of how preferential treatment can
possibly help such a person," who "will still be oppressed" (35) no mat-
ter what she achieves, simply by virtue of being L lack. But, we should
note, this table of the black woman and the Asian woman was pointed
against affirmative action from the beginning: "The examples of these
two vomen . reyeai how a lii rm a t ive action has iargelv abandoned its
original objective of giving a break to disadvantaged students to enable
them to enjoy the same opportunities as their more fortunate peers" (35).
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Thus, D'Souza, following the strategies of the Right on which 1 have been
remarking, can discredit affirmative action (the political manifestation
of multiculturalism) while appearing to be for it, in a putative, pristine,
or original form, of course.

D'Souza's fable, grounded in a profound meanness of spirit that
masks itself in a liberality of tone, does its work of discrediting affirma-
tive action /multiculturalism, by individualizing, that is, erasing the his-
toricity of, particular ethnic /racial groups, in this case Asian Americans
and African Americans. It then asks us to take these racial cartoons as
fairly representative of the groups they distort. The first effect of this
allegory, for those who buy into it, is to enable the denial of the ongoing
history of racism against blacks in the United States, a history manifested
in radically unequal forms of capital distribution. For, as the driving logic
of the allegory goes, if Melanie Lewis is representative of these blacks
and she "Ican1not remember a single incident in which she was a victim
of prejudice," then it follows on the allegorical plain that such prejudice
does not exist. Therefore, the oppression that Melanie Lewis says all
blacks experience must be a hallucination (the allegory, in its general
manifestations, does not, of course, deny slavery; it denies its ongoing
force, effectively derealizing this force, which it reads as coming to an
end with what it also reads as the success of the Civil Rights Movement
by 1970). Further, the logic continues, if this racism is a hallucination,
then the perception that blacks in the United States have of their historic
and ongoing inequality is itself a hallucination. Ergo, ._1I 1 I.:.ac_s, whatever
their protestations to the contrary, are in fact equal, a "fact" enforced
allegorically by the middle-class status of Melanie Lewis. "See," the al-
legory seems to be saving, "all blacks are, like all Americans, middle
class." But it is not saying this literally, for that would be preposterous.
Rather, it is saying that all blacks, like all Americans, should be middle
class, and if they haven't achieved this status, then this lack of achieve-
ment must be located in some individual lack or failure to take adyan-
tage of this equality, a lack or failure apparently Mort widespread in
some groups than in others, rather than in the historical development
of institutions that, as we will read when we arrive at Federalist 10, natu-
ralize economic inequality even as they proclaim their devotion to po-
litica I equality, without realizing the inseparability of these two forms
of equity.

-I he kind ot fiction about equality which informs the Right's allego-
ries that go under the title of "Political Correctness" makes affirmative
action / multicultural km appear ck a 11 unjust distributive intervention
subverting the unitorm equity ot a system based purely on individual
merit. In tact, the U.S. system has always been based on groups

1
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competing legislatively for the Venefits of affirmative actions, ever since
the white, male property holders who wrote the Constitution affirmed
to their class's advantage, as I will detail in my reading of Federalist 10,
the inequalities in propertyinequalities that Addams, a hundred years
later, saw reflected in the cultural sphere, and Fanon, a hundred and fifty
years after the fact, saw in all spheres. And this affirmative action was
founded, as we know, on the erasure, to begin with, of Africans, Indi-
ans, and Euramerican women, as well as those white working-class men
who could not afford to hold property, from this legislative competition.
These erasures, we should emphasize, are still in search of an equitable
writing that fully comprehends that the articulation of individual merit
is dependent on the ability of communities or groups to institute affir-
mative actions, .mechanisms of capital accumulation, on the behalf of
their members.

What naturalizes/ normalizes for a significant audience the kind of
allegory that D'Souza tells us about affirmative action/multiculturalism
is that the kind of thinking this allegory represents is itself enforced
throughout the educational institutions of the United States. It is what I
would call an "individualizing" habit of thought that bases itself in what
it takes to be the unproblematic category of a "universal experience" or
"common sense," which operates from an unacknowledged or
unexamined metaphysics. The primary postulaie of this metaphysics
which naturalizes or universalizes the specific race, gender, and class
interests of the dominant ideology is that individuals precede groups
and therefore always transcend the power and the constraints that con-
stitute these groups. This is invariably, if not always, the habit of thought
I encounter in students when we begin our discussions of race, gender,
and, particularly, class, as they operate historically in the United States.

It is, for example, the habit of thought informing Schlesinger in a cul-
minating moment in his argument about Afrocentrism:

Low self-esteem is too deep a malady to be cured by hearing nice
things about one's own ethnic past. 1 listory is not likely to succeed
%vhere psychiatry fails. Afrocentrism in particular is an escape from
the hard and evensive challenges of our society--7the need for safer
schools, better teachers, better teaching materials, greater investment
in education; the need tor stable families that can nourish self-
d iscipline and aspiration; '11e need for jobs and income that can
nourish stable families; the ieed to stop drugs and crime; the need
to overcome the rat ism still lurking in the interstices of American
society. (101 21

ln the curious syntactical structure ot this sentence, Afrocentrism,
reduced from a n intellectual movement to a problem in individual char-
acter development (a problem in "self-esteem"), is not <1 particular ef-
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fect of or response to the conjunction of capitalism and racism in the
United States, represented by Schlesinger's list of social dysfunctions,
but is this conjunction's cause (and the racism, we note, is not posited
as central hut as "lurking in the interstices of American society," like a
mugger in the shadows of urban night). Further, we should note that
this list of dysfunctions appears for the first time about two-thirds of the
way through The Disuniting of America and is passed over without any
analysis of its relation to the cultural situation that is being blamed for
it in this topsy-turvy logic (a logic we find, unsurprisingly, in D'Souza
as well, where affirmative action is not seen as an effect of and a /twit/-
mate response to the unequal distribution of capital eni'orced by racism,
but, in effect, as racism's cause). Thus, in this instance, and this instance
is exemplary of the Right's strategy in the PC debates, cultural issues
are separated from political / economic issues, with the result that the
phrase capitalist democracy remains coherent. And it is the defense of capi-
talist democracy that Schlesinger is undertaking in this book, as his con-
cluding pages makes clear:

Our democratic principles contemplate an open society tounded
on tolerance of differences and on mutual respect. In practice,
America has been more open to some than to others. But it is more
open to all today than it was yesterday and is likely to be even more
open tomorrow than today. Ehe steady movement ofAmerican lite
has been from exclusion to inclusion. (134)

But the narratives of growing economic discrepancies between the rich
and the poordiscrepancies that impact disproportionately on certain
minorities (principally Hispanic, African, and Native Americans) and
womenthat one can read daily in the newspapers contradict this pro-
gressive vision of history. And we should note that these discrepancies
have radically destabilized the white middle and working classes as well.
"Downsizing," that wonderful euphemism for the displacement of pro-
ductive human life by protit, has spread rapidly from the permanently
depressed, those groups who have been economically marginalized his-
torically, to those Euramerican blue- and white-collar workers who in
the post -World War 11 era right through the magically distracting reign
of Ronald Reagan thought they could dream the American dream for-

ever. So, to take two crucial e\ amples culled Irom recent stories in the
New York Times: the Census Bureau reports that "[title percentage of all

Americans working full time but earning less than the poverty level tor
a family ot tour, about 513,000 a year, has risen by 50 percent in the past
1.3 year,- (DeParle All; and a study done tor the C arnegie Corporation
(il New York "notes that three million children, nearly one-fourth of all
American infants and toddlers, live in poverty" ((.hira A 1 ). To maintain

cf.
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in the light of narratives like these that "Nile steady movement of Ameri-
can life has been from exclusion to inclusion" is surely a sign of delu-
sion, a sign that one has disarticulated the economic from any notion of
political justice, and thus disarticulated the political from the cultural,
in order to maintain the coherence of the phrase capitalist democracy.

However, perhaps the kind of disarticulation I am describing can be
read most forcefully not on the Right in the PC debates, but in the dis-
course of one of the most visible opponents of the Right in these debates.
I refer here to Stanley Fish, in his book, There's No Such Thing as Free
Speech, and It's a Good Thing, Too. As Fish tells us in a preamble to a sig-
nificant section of the book: "Chapters 3 through 7 were written for a
series of debates between Dinesh D'Souza and me that began in Septem-
ber 1991 and ended in March 1992- (51). These debates are reminiscent
in their own small way of the show put on a few years back by Timothy
Leary, former drug guru of sixties hippie culture, and Gordon Liddy,
former operative of the Nixon administration in the Watergate affair, in
which the two staged themselves ac representative figures of the Left
and Right, opposing each other fiercely if histrionically for the public,
while professing a personal respect and even affection for one another,
suggesting in the process, however inadvertently or unconsciously, that
political differences can always be reconciled in personal, that is, indi-
vidual, relationships. In its totality, then, the Leary/ Liddy spectacle w as
structured by what I have referred to as an "individualizing habit of
thought," in this case disarticulating the political and the personal, the
political and the cultural, by suggesting that what is essential is the in-
dividual, while the political is no more than an illusion, the theatre of
shadows in Plato's cave. The viewer, one takes it, was not meant to no-
tice that the personal here wa,-, a-, much a part of the show as the politi-
cal.

In hic preamble to chapters 3 through 7, Fish reminisces about his
professional and personal relationship with D'Souza:

lowever harsh the accents either of us tell into on stage, our
personal interactions were unfailingly cordial kVe dined together,
traveled together, and played tennis whenever we could.... In \lay
I danced happily at his (0'cou/a's1 wedding, and we have since
appeared together on a panel discussing I-irst Amendment
questions, about Yhich we are pretty much in agreement. (In tad,
the areas ot agreement between us are wider than one might ha\ e
expected.). Neither ot us, I thinl,. changed the other's mind on the
issues we debated, but it is fair to sa'' that both ot us sharpened our
ii guments in the iou rse ot the ra pid -lire thrust and parr \ that
charaderi/ed our exihanges . It w as short-hvod, but it was a great
show C-.;2
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The nostalgic tone of this, located as it is in a reverie of male camara-
derie (the good fight fought between equals that transcends in its per-
sonal aspects any ideology), strikes me as unmistakable, although it also
strikes me that, in fact, D'Souza's ramshackle argurnents in illiberal Edu-
cation are no match for the deconstruction of them that Fish carries out
with admirable cogency in his book R_ut "it" would not be a "great show"
if One's opponent was perceived as overmatched, so, I suppose, under
the terms of the spectacle, one must provide publicity for the other side.

If this gesture of camaraderie were simply an aside in Fish's other-
wise strong opposition to the Right in the PC debates, however, I woulc.
not be bothering with it. What I want to argue, then, is that the dynam-
ics of the (side which I have been describing structure Fish's opposition
to, or deconstruction of, the Right, so that in the end, the goals of Fish
and the Right appear curiously in concert. And these goals are precisely
to maintain the status quo.

In the introductory chapter to his book, Fish summarizes the essays
contained in it and interprets their overall import. His critique of the
Right in the PC debates proceeds in part on a premise that informs my
own critique. l hat is, the Right conducts its attack on multiculturalism
by deconte\ tualizing, which ic to say, dehistoricizing or depoliticizing,
a particular terminology in order to make it appear that this terminol-
ogy has a transcendent, universal, or neutral status. And Fish, as I have
done, identifies this terminology of "fairness," "merit," and "neutrality"
as "the vocabulary of liberalism, and it is the structure of liberal thought
that is my target in every one of these essays" it)). Underpinning Fish's
critique of liberalism is a notion that has become a commonplace in a
certain segment of the humanities: that "the truths any of us find corn-
pelling will all be partial, which is to sav they \yin all be political" (8).

Fish's evocation of the political as a universal category, however, turns
out to be in the service of the erasure of the political as a political cat-
egory; that is, as a force active in the differential specificities of the ma-
terial world:

rhe CY,Ivs in the second halt of the book pretty much take the
unavailability ot nonpolitical mode, of being as a given and go on
to the ne\ t queqion: Vlmt tollmv,.? What does thi,, mean tor the way

e live? Nlv almwer is "not cry much," and it is an an,,wer that will
be distre,,sing both to the forces on the intelkitual lett and to tlwir
opponent,. (191

Indeed, Fish deconstructs the transcendent agenda of liberalism not to
oppo,,c the liberal political agenda politically but "to remove the sting
ot the accusation from the word po/itics and redefine it as a ,,ynonvin for
what every one inevitably does" (19). Because the political is everywhere,
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the logic goes, the political is, effectively, nowhere. This logic, let me
emphasize, is purely formal, decontextualized, dehistoricized,
depoliticized; it is precisely the logic of the liberalism of which Fish stages
himself as an oppc ,,ent. This logic allows Fish to argue for the status quo
in both legal and literary studies and to read liberalism and the Left as
"mirror images of each other," precisely because he has suspended any
historical reckoning in his argument. That is, like his stage opponent,
D'Souza, and the other members of the Right, Fish disarticulates the
political and the economic, thus containing the "culture wars" within
the space of a purely formal theatricality, where the question of the co-
herency of the phrase capitalist democracy is never raised (one notes that,
in the index of Fish's book, the forms of the two words do not appear).
And because Fish never questions the coherency of this phrase, his an-
swer about the ,!iiquity of the political, far fronl "distressing both ... the
forces On the intellectual left and ... their opponents," accomnlodates
itself quite comfortably to the agenda of the latter. Given the ubiquity
of the political, Fish's attenlpt to project himself into a third or "neutral"
position in the PC debates must fail.

It has been and remains the work of the Left, the historic Lefts, on the
other hand, to articulate the disarticulations of the cultural, the politi-
cal, and the economic, thereby articulating the incoherencies of the
phrase capitalist democnicy in order to suggest concrete ways of imple-
menting social justice both in the United States and also vorldy, ide.

From the perspective of the Left, the issue of redistribution is read
quite clearly as generating the PC debates, though no one, as far as I
know, has read it as a theoretical and historical constitutional issue,
tvhich is the claim I make for it. Michael Denning, for example, observes
in passing: "Underneath the Right's uproar over multiculturalisnl and
Western civilization, one finds a persistent and insistent argument
against affirmative action, an argument about who should have access
to the resources and cultural capital controlled by the university" (34).
And Ruth Perry puts it even more succinctly: "For that's what the stakes
are lin the PC debates]. . . how to redistribute power, knowledge, and
resources in this country" (78).

From the perspective of the Right, on the other hand, as illw... argue
in the generative case of Bloom, the issues underlying the PC debates
have always been Constitutional. What remains repressed in the Right's
social vision, as I will also argue (and as I have argued in the case of
Schlesinger and D'Souza), is the conflict over redistribution that founds
tlw Constitution. George Will, for e\ ample, writing of INnne Clwney,
the head of the NEI- I under Reagan and Bush, says: "She even more than
a Supreme Court justice, deals with constitutional things. The real Con-
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stitution ... is the national mind as shaped by the intellectual legacy that
gave rise to the Constitution and all the habits, mores, customs, and ideas
that sustain it" (25-26). Like that of Will, the loudest voices on the Right
in the PC debates have without reflection equated capitalism with de-
mocracy, an equation, as I will suggest, that is a sign of the repression of
the conflict over redistribution that founds the Constitution. Thus, any
one who tries to raise questions about this equation is suspect, for the
Right, whether in the equivocal sublimations of Schlesinger or the in-
sidious allegories of D'Souza, reflexively equates any form of anticapi-
talism with being totalitarian and anti-Western (as if socialism wasn't
itself part of a Western tradition or as if the West hadn't developed to-
talitarian forms of government itself). So D'Souza can claim in a typical
moment of pure ideological thinking (thinking that exhibits neither a
sense of history nor theory) that

liberal arts students, including those attending Ivy League Schools,
are very likely to be e\ posed to an attempted brainwashing that
deprecak's Western learning and exalts dr Marxkt ideology
promoted in the name of multiculturalism. Even students 1,vho
choose hard sciences must often take required courses in the
humanities, where they are mo,st certain to be inundated with an
anti-Western, anti-capitalist view of the world. ("The Visigoths" 12)

It is the historical and psychic origins of D'Souza's oppositions that I now
want to explore.

In the "Preface" to The Closing of the American A flint, Bloom articulates
the constituency upon which his educational philosophy is founded. This
constituency is composed of -the kind of young persons who populate
the twenty or thirty best universities" and who consequently "have the
greatest moral and intellectual effect on the nation." These are "students
of comparatively high intelligence, materially and spiritually free to do
pretty much what they want with the few years of college they are privi-
IcAed to have" (22). Bloom's paratactic syntax represses any questions
about the hypotactic relation between material and spiritual freedom,
while it supports a vision of cause and effect that is radically reductive
to the concerns of a single class, a class whose interests he also implic-
itly and unproblematically homogeniies in the process.

The result of this vision is that the relation of education to social jus-
Oa' become', i 111 media tel and formatively a non-question: I-here are
other kinu,. of students whom circumstances of one sort or another pre-
vent from having the Ireedom required to pursue a liberal education.
l'hey have their own needs and may very well have very.ditferent char-
acters from those I describe here" (22). While Bloom doesn't specify the
composition of the intellectual elite he has in mind, this elite has been

:
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historically composed of predominantly white, middle-class, Protestant
males. Even as this elite has been compelled by feminist and minority
interests to open its ranks, particularly since World Wai II, this opening
has not been large enough to change this elite's historic control of cul-
tural and economic resources. In any event, this control could not be
changed by any simple numerical shifts, but would require a change in
the present ideology, which, as I try to explain in what follows, has not
been or cannot be flexible enough to articulate questions of redistribu-
tion in a way that would make them central to the interlinked economic,
political, social, and cultural agendas of the United States.

Bloom's characterization of the "other kinds of students" in the pas-
sage just cited is implicitly racist, and thus exclusionary, in the
profoundest meaning of the term racism, for he figures these "others"
almost as another species: "other kinds of students" who "have their own
needs and may very well have very different characters from those I
describe here." Bloom's characterization also curtly writes off the ma-
jority of Americans by abrogating any questions about the "circum-
stances" that "prevent [themi from having the freedom required to
pursue a liberal education," questions that would interrogate the rela-
tionship between material and spiritual freedom and the appearance of
such qualities as "high intelligence." (We can read just how profound,
by which I mean deeply unconscious, Bloom's racism is in the section
of his book on "Race" [see Bloom 91-971, where he both blithely inflates
the numbers of black students and faculty in his -major" universities;
unashamedly blames blacks, as previously noted, for the de facto social
segregation on university campuses; and attacks affirmative action pro-
grams with the stereotypes that have become typical of the racist reac-
tion against them [stereotypes that infer that blacks, and particularly
African Americans, just don't have the intellectual equipment to succeed
in higher ed ucation

klaving written off the majority, while still claiming to lv ri te in the
name of a true or founding U.S. democracy, Bloom, caught up in the kind
of unrigorous contradictions that always mark the repression of "the
other," proceeds to write, with apparent unconsciousness, his elite, in-
tellectual minority as the "dominant majority. . . [which] gave the coun-
try a dominant culture with its traditions, its literature, its tastes, its
special claim to know and supervise the language, and its Protestant
religions" (31). Bloom confuses dominance with democracy by tak ing a
part for the whole: those relatively few who control the economic re-
sources ot the country and hence the workings ot its major cultural in-
stitutions become the whole country.

1 9
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This confusion comes from a fundamental U.S. confusion, that ot capi-
talism and democracy. 1 call this confusion fundamental because it in-
forms the founding document of the United States, the Constitution, and
inaugurates the separation of political rights from the economic sphere
that keeps the prospects of social justice for all ever deferred even as the
rhetoric of "America" continually promises these prospects. This con-
fusion is most forcefully and rigorously articulated in Federalist 10, the
most famous and arguably the most fundamental of the Federalist pa-
pers, the one that broaches and deals with the problem of faction, what
we might term the earliest articulation of complaints about "affirmative
action" or interest-group politics. It is Bloom's remarkably unrigorous
reading of this paper that grounds the fundamental confusions of his
own argument. And so I want to take a look, first, at the paper and, then,
at Bloom's reading of it as a way of introducing the question of redistri-
bution as not only driving the PC debates but making them a useful fig-
ure for understanding the relation of U.S. education, at its moment of
encountering multiculturalism, to U.S. history.

In Federalist 10, James Madison definesfaction in the following way:

By a faction I understand a number ot citizens, whether
amounting to a majority or minority of the whole, who are united
and actuated by some common impulse of paY:ion, or of interest,
adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and
aggregate interests of the community. (405)'

Further, Madison defines "the most common and durable source of
factions .. . las1 the various and unequal distribution of property. Those
who hold, and those who are without property, have ever formed dis-
tinct interests in society" (406). In the remainder of the paper we find
that the kind of faction the Founders fear most is not the minority fac-
tion, which can be defeated "by regular vote" (407), but majority faction.

The notion of a inajoritv faction mav strike contemporary readers of
Federalist 10 as paradoxical. For how in a democracy, which is how "we,
the people" have come to think of the United States, can the majority,
whose will is supposed to govern, be considered a faction, a special in-
terest? Isn't the will of the majority identical with what the Founders
termed the "public" or "common good"? This was certainly the notion
held by an antifederalist like "Brutus," who argued in the pages of the
New York journal during the (onstitutional debates that the system of
representation proposed would lead to the displacement of representa-
ti% e democracy by oligarchy, that is, by a particular kind of minority
faction. But as Federalist It) tells us, the Founders interdicted this iden-
tity between the %yin ot the majority and the public good. Hie public
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good, everywhere evoked by them as the ground of their decisions and
nowhere defined by them, paradoxically transcends the interests of any
group in the body politic and vet must somehow be represented by the
representatives who come from these groups, whether elected directly
or appointed by the elected. The public good would seem to be a kind
of eternal consensus that, like Socrates's idea of the good, can nowhere
be exactly articulated but is everywhere understood, at least, in the words
of Madison, by "a chosen body of citizens, whose wisdom may best dis-
cern the true interest of their country, and whose patriotism and love of
justice, will be least likely to sacrifice it to temporary or partial consid-
erations" (409). The public good is beyond the ken of ordinary people
and vet somehow must be discerned by them if they are to recognize
and elect the people who can represent it. This is another way of articu-
lating the paradox that structures the philosophy that drives the U.S.
Constitution.

This paradox articulates a conflict that is historically inherent in the
Constitution and in the governments it has generated: the conflict be-
tween democracy, trust in the vill of the majority, and the republican
form of government that the Founders agreed upon, which was intended
both to represent this will and guard against it in its form of faction, in
order to protect what society might define as the legitimate interests of
minorities. From a contemporary perspective, the paradox or conflict
represented by Federalist 10 can be read as generating the legislation that
has come to protect the political rights of ethnic and racial minorities as
well as women. This is the reading of the paper made strikingly legible
by Lani Guinier, whose reading was then ironically repudiated by Presi-
dent Clinton because it was not consistent, in his misreading, with the
democratic principles of the republic (see "Who's Afraid"). Certainly
anyone who knows Constitutional history must agree with Guinier's
reading, with the understanding that this contemporary reading is em-
bedded in the Founders's reading of the term minority, which interprets
the term yithin the context of class interests based in property owner-

and, further, suggests that the conflict between democracy and
republicanism figures a conflict between democracy and capitalism, a
conflict between political rights and the economic sphere, that is both
articulated and repressed in what I will term now "U.S. ideology."

As Federalist 10 makes cle'ar, the Founders did not want to control
the problem of factions by tampering with its principal cause: the "un-
equal distribution of property." For they believed that this cause of fac-
tion was inherent "in the nature of man" (406), that "the rights of
property originate" in the "diversity" ot "the faculties ot men" and that
the "protection of these faculties is the nr,1 object of government" (405;
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my emphasis). Indeed, influenced by the specter of recent rebellions by
indebted farmers in western Massachusetts, Madison, at the end of Fed-
eralist 10, condemns a "rage for paper money, for an abolition of debts,
for an equal division of property" as "improper or wicked project[s],"
"diseases" in the body politic that "a Republican remedy" is meant to
cure (411).

To risk a certain kind of compression in historical analysis for the sake
of space, I would propose that Federalist 10 represents the naturalization
of a class system based on inequalities of wealth that is still with us and
growing more inequitable all the time, as the statistics of growing dis-
crepancies between the top and the bottom tell us. In naturalizing this
system, Federalist 10, or the U.S. ideology it represents, implicitly equates
capitalism with democracy by powerfully blurring the conflict between
republicanism and democracy that the paper articulates. Further, in
equating capitalism with democracy, U.S ideology has historically sev-
ered political rights from the economic sphere; that is, this ideology rep-
resents the realm of economics as a natural or ultimately self-regulating
realm, untroubled by, or unrelated to, the political realm, where issues
of equality arise and are adjudicated. So, clearly, while certain matters
of economics have been governmentally regulated since the founding
of the U.S., no sustained national debate on redistribution of wealth has
occurred because of the limits inscribed in the possibility u such a de-
bate by U.S. ideology, though such debates have begun at certain his-
torical moments: the intertwined development of the U.S. labor and
socialist movements from the second half of the nineteenth century
through the 1930s; Martin Luther King, Jr.'s recognition of the tie between
the economic sphere and political justice just before his assassination;
Jimmy Carter's call for an economic bill of rights prior to his defeat by
Ronald Reagan; or the agenda of the Rainbow Coalition in the late I 980s,
as just a few examples. The presence of such beginnings, along with lo-
cal visions and enactments of what! would call "redistributive commu-
nalism," of which Native American societies are the oldest ongoing
example, suggest that while U.S. ideology has throughout its history been
powerful, it has also been and continues to be contradicted. I will turn
to the cultivation of these contradictions as the basis of a multicultural
American studies curriculum. But first, I van( to turn to Bloom's read-
ing of Federalist 10 to suggest how these contradictions are repressed.

As I have noted, Bloom rewrites an elite economic /cultural minority
as the majority, and so represses the central conflict represented and
theerctioilly resolved by Federalist. 10. !laving manufactured a majority
from a minority, Bloom then manufactures an anti-American intellec-
tual / academic minority that opposes the legitimate agenda ot the ma-
jority he concocts:
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Much of the intellectual machinery of twentieth-century
American political thought and social science was constructed for
the purposes of making an assault on that majority. It treated the
founding principles as impediments and tried to overcome the other
strand of our political heritage, majoritarianism, in favor of a nation
of minorities and groups each following its own beliefs and
inclinations. In particular, the intAectual minority expected to
enhance its status, presenting itself as the defender and spokesman
of all the others. (31)

One way of reading Bloom's revision of United States history is to
understand the "intellectual minority" he conjures up as the enemy of
the people as an ironic, if unconscious, double of the Founding Fathers,
that intellectual minority which becomes Bloom's "majority" through
his transfiguration of power into numbers. This reading can tell us some-
thing about the unconscious processes by which the Right in the PC
debates has projected a detnonized, powerful, and subversive Left that,
in the Right's vision, has co-opted the intellectual life of the United States
through its control of the universities, throughto use ironically some
of Bloom's language cited previouslv"its special claim to know and
supervise the language," a claim .and a knowledge that in this fantasy it
has wrested from the legitimate Founders.

In the unconscious political imagination of the Right, then, the Left
appears as fallen Founding Fathers, satanic sons and daughters, who
have transformed ute majoritarian agenda of the legitimate Fathers into
an illegitimate minority agenda, where the demands of race, gender, and
class are rioting. We are dealing with a Manichean vision here, where
this new social and political thought that Bloom alludes to is a simple
-reversal of the founding intention Nvith respect to minorities" (31). "For
the Founders, minorities are in general bad things, mostly identical to
factions, selfish groups who have no concern as such for the common
good" (31). But, as we have read, things do not appear to have been so
Manichean in the Founders' minds, where, in the first place, we might
note, "minorities" do not have the same definition that they do in Bloom's
anachronistic use of the term. For the Founders, as I have noted, "mi-
norities" as a term kvas restricted to the idea of special economic inter-
ests specified in Federalist I 0ind so implied questions of class, whereas
for Bloom the term carries the contemporary definition that expands its
meaning to issues of race and gender as well. Bloom's usage tries to put
the Founders on his side in ways they coukl not have imagined.

Further, and crucially as we have read in Federalist 10, minorities were
Ho! tor the Founder,' "in general bad things." They were, however
troublesome, "natural" things based in an unequal distribution of prop-
erty that %vas itself based in the "diversity" of "the faculties of men." And,
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we remember, it was "the first object of government" to protect this di-
versity over and against a putative majority faction that might seek to
overturn this system in proposing and carrying out an equal distribu-
tion of property.

Now, the kind of reading of Federalist 10 that Charles Beard has given
us in his Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, a
reading in keeping with the political critique of "Brutus" cited previ-
ously, might say that the Founders were not interested in minority rights
in general, but in the rights of a particular minority, of which they formed
a part, the minority of relatively large property holders; and that, in
addition, they implicitly identified this minority with what they termed
the "common good." In this reading, the reference we have read to "a
chosen body of citizens, whose wisdom may best discern the true inter-
est of their country" is both self-reflexive and self-interested, and serves,
in equating the "common good" with this minority, to translate what
are minority interests into a transcendent will of the majority, which is
opposed to an earthly or fallen majority that is represented by this mi-
nority as merely another faction, that is, as equivalent to no more than a
minority.

I would argue that Bloom's reading of the Constitution, which, con-
verting a minority into a majority, grounds his attack on
multiculturalism, follows unconsciously the strategies of identification I
have just outlined, and in so doing represses the contradictions in the
founding document, with little regard for either its historical or theo-
retical situation, contradictions that if read raise the questions of redis-
tribution that I claim are at the core of the multicultural debates.

LII

In The Closim of Ilw American Alind, Bloom acknowledges the political
function of a curriculum: "Every educational system has a moral goal
that it tries to attain and that informs its curriculum. It wants to produce
a certain kind of human being"(26). It is neither the Right nor the Left
who politicizes education. Education is political, as Socrates knew quite
well. The question that confronts us, then, is not that of depoliticizing
edilt.ation, hut of Ivhat political form we want our education to take
that is, the question that confronts us is: What kind of human beings do
we want to produce? Fhe curricula we devise are answers to this ques-
tion.

Let us say "we, the people" ot the United States, want to prod LILT

human beings Yho are acutely and critically aware of multiculturalism
because, simply enough, we live in (1 multicultural world, as we have
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historically, and we need to be aware of it. Our curriculum must work
then to define the term multkulf uralism in all of its ciptipocality, a word I
use in its most literal sense to define both the productive and destruc-
tive conflicts of multiple voices in historical and visionary terms." Within
the educational context of the United States, multiculturalism means the
representation of "minority" interests in the curriculum ("minority" in
terms of numbers and /or power, as in the case of women), interests as
inscribed xvithin the conflicts of race, gender, and class. And as I have
suggested in this essay, if we trace the term minority back to our found-
ing document, the Constitution, we find that it is embedded in the issue
of redistribution of wealth that itself articulates and is articulated by
complex figures of the relation between majorities and minorities.

Both historically and theoretically, the terms majority and minority are
inseparable, as we have read in the entangled ironies of the "common
good" inscribed in Federalist 10. What this implies is that "our" projected
curriculum will not inscribe a canon or canons within it. For such inscrip-
tion carries with it the outo/ogicid separation of majority and minority. This
canceling of canonicity as a principle, though not as an area of historical
and theoretical study, is the way of having our curriculum figure in its
form, which at this moment is certainly Utopian, a redistribution of cul-
tural wealth. For canons have traditionally figured a radically unequal
distribution of this wealth. Let us be clear. We do not stop reading the
"classics" with this move. Rather, we make visible their historic cultural
entanglement with a whole range of texts that have traditionally been
rendered invisible by the politics of canon formation, and in doing this,
we obliterate the notion of the "classic." This, however, does not stop
us from ascribing value to texts. What it does do is make us as conscious
as possible of the politics of such ascription, its strategies.

The American studies curriculum I am theorizing is founded, then,
in the issue of redistribution, which it claims is the generative force in
the production of the United States as a contnidictory field of endeavor,
a field where capitalism and (01'ot-tacit, traditionally taken to be syn-
onyms, work not simply in concert but also in conflict. This curriculum
also claims that the historical locus of this conflict lies in the linked Eu-
ropean imperatives of the enslavement of Africans and the disposses-
sion of American Indians, both of which corn mence in the fifteenth
century, and in the resistance to these imperatives and their aftermaths,
which are still with us. While, clearly, all issues of American race, gen-
der, and class are not confined to this locus, I would argue that at one
point or another they touch it, and so this locus is the most comprehen-
sive base for our curriculum.
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In this curricular vision, the United States is not an exception to Eu-
ropean expansion, a "New World," but its apotheosis and alibi, as I have
argued at length elsewhere (see Cheyfitz, Poetics of Imperialiqn). Within
the traditional curriculum of American studies, the curriculum governed
by the notion of "American exceptionalism," the United States is identi-
fied as "America," a figurative space of pure and always progressing
freedom that, under the pressure of U.S. ideology, is read without irony,
that is, literally. Within the curriculum I am articulating, this identifica-
tion is broken. The United States is no longer "America" but is only part
of the historic Americas, with their European and ultimately global en_
tanglements, a space of conflictive narratives, where no master narra-
tive governs, except, of course, the master narrative of redistribution. This
narrative, let us say with a sense of irony and paradox, is the master
narrative that contradicts the notion of master narratives. For it projects
its own centrality neither as organic nor transcendent but as functional
or strategic, remaining open to continual revision through the contra-
dictory or conflictive movement of the ;vices who narrate. For this mas-
ter narrative, paradoxically enough, is equivocal, not univocal. Let us
say, merely by wa x. of illustration, that the voices of this narrative might
be figured by the conflictive concert of the texts of Fanon and Addams
or by a reading of Federalist 10 that cultivates its contradictions in the
name of equivocality rather than represses them in the name of
univocality.

We might name this curriculum "The American Literature of Social
Action and Social Vision," in that it will seek to articulate in its syllabi
both the forces that have maintained such unequal distribution in the
Americas historically and the forces that have resisted, continue to re-
sist, and might be imagined to resist and transform this inequality. To
accomplish this articulation, this curriculum must be rigorously histori-
cal, theoretical, and interdisciplinary. And it mu0 Pc act ii'istUtopian
figure working toward political factboth in terms of affirmative-action
initiatives within the university and community-action initiatives that
link the university to the community at large which needs its resources
as resistance to those forces that maintain inequality, of which, currently,
the university is one. The university, then, must begin by resisting it-
self. Nlulticulturalism as pure curriculum, that is, social vision without
action, risks becoming an alibi for the status quo. I la/el (._arby says it
with force:

Ve need to our.ek ..crious que-.tion... about OW
UltIAIC and our 1.. the enipllikk on ffitUidi di \ ersity niakinc,

in \ kibk. tin. politic-. ot race in thk incre,kingly ,-.0gregated nation,
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and is the language of cultural diversity a convenient substitute tor
the political action needed to desegregate? ...While the attention of
faculty and administrators has been directed toward increasing the
representation of different social groups in the curriculum or the
college handbook, few alliances have been forged with substantial
forces across this society that will significantly halt and reverse the
declining numbers of black, working-class, and poor people among
university student bodies or faculty. (13-14)

The warning and the challenge of her words to our curricula are clear.

IV

Let me conclude this essay with one example of the kind of curriculum
I have been theorizing. In the spring of 1992, a group of about twenty
students, with the support of a few faculty and administrators at South-
ern Methodist University (where I taught in the Department of English
from 1990.-1993), began a tutoring project, with the acronym of ICE (In-
ter-Community Experience), principally for primary school children in
an east Dallas community, composed of Mexican American and Afri-
can American families, with the large majority of the people in the former
group. These families, some single- and some two-parent, work at jobs
that keep them close to the poverty line. But Habitat for Humanity, which
supports the tutoring project, has been developing the area, and so a sig-
nificant number of these families live in decent housing. The project also
has the support of the largest church in the area, the Munger Avenue
Methodist Church, which is engaged in community outreach.

What distinguishes this project from the typical volunteer efforts that
we find on university campuses (and SMU has a very committed vol-
unteer program under the guidance of Beatrice Nealy, 1,v1 ao aI .so supports
this project) are two things. First, during the academic year, at least four
of the students, at least one of whom is fluent in Spanish (as are a few
other tutors in the program), live in a house in the community and so
can get to know the fa 111 ilie; on a day-to-day basis and interact with them
on a number of community issues. And second, the tutoring project is
integrated into the regular SMU liberal arts curriculum through a three-
credit course, a seminar taught by SMU faculty tor the tutors in the
project. The seminar is taught once a week for three hours in the eve-
nings at the Munger Avenue Methodist Church. Lynn Johnson, an ur-
ban historian who has also now left SN1U, taught the course in the spring
of 1992; I taught it in the fall of 1 9(42, when I joined the program as its
second faculty advisor.

Ideally, the course should be team-taught (and given the amount of
work required from faculty and students, should be worth six credit
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hours), so that while one faculty member is leading the seminar, the other
can be working on a regular basis in the community with the tutors, who,
dividing the time, staff the tutoring program on a fiye-day / two-hours-
a-dav basis (there are also frequent Sunday field trips for the children).
This team-taught structure, which would require more faculty to teach
in the program, would allow for an optimum coordination between the
seminar and the tutoring, as well as providing greater continuity from
semester to semester in the tutoring program and more time for the de-
velopment of the program, including its extension into other areas, such
as English as a second language (the community has expressed a press-
ing need for this latter curriculum, which, clearly, among other things,
would allow many of the parents to participate more fully in the formal
education of their children). At the time I left SMU, because of routine
teaching demands and the lack of general faculty interest in the program,
the committed faculty could only maintain a minimum presence in the
tutoring program and the community, even as the seminar asked the
student tutors to relate, both in their writing and in class discussion, the
theoretical and historical problems that the seminar addressed to their
experience in the community. And I want to emphasize here that news
I get from an informed source at SMU does not bode %Yell for the pro-
gressive thrust of the program:

Next \ ear 11994-951 the ICE Board w ill fall under the purview of
the Dean [James R. Jones, Jr.a man who in my experience speaks
progressively and acts regressively); he will select the other membets
of the Board, and the faculty will serve in an advisory capacity only.
It's dear that the Dean intends to use ICE as a powerful fundraising
tool. So a new chapter in the ICE Program begins. 'Me bottom line
is that a few people are doing great \vork and making a difference,
but it is maddening to see how power has come to appropriate
progressive energies.

From the beginning, it was my sense of the upper acIministration at SMU
that it used the ICE program to give the university the veneer of pro-
gressiveness that it lacked at its core, a lack well-evidenced by the re-
fusal of the administration to commit substantial funds to the
development of needed multicultural programs in women's and ethnic
studies, particularly in the areas of hiring African American and His-
panic American faculty.

The title of the course I taught in conjunction with the tutoring was
"The American Literature of Social Action and Social Vision." Let me
,,ay that, ideally, the course would have included members of the east
Dallas community whose children we were tutoring but that this ideal
(for various reasons included in bult not limited to the problems of trans-
lation suggested immediately above in my mention of the need for an
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ESL prk,gram) can probably only be realized in the long-range intensifi-
cation of this project, an intensification I doubt will come about for the
institutional rea,ons just elaborated. My constituency for the course,
then, were the tutors, twenty SMU students, largely middle-class men
and women from, predominantly, the South and Southwest, largely
Euramerican, though with the participation of one Chicano, one Afri-
can American male, and one woman from South America.

The course focused on issues of redistribution as these issues are ar-
ticulated in the interplay t) cultural and economic forces. Necessarily,
for a group of university students and faculty engaged in teaching forms
of literacy to a group of people alienated from the cultural and socio-
economic situation of the university, issues of language and power both
globally and locally were central to any discussion of redistribution.

Before proceeding to sketch in the texts for this course, let me add that
what I am sketching is a composite. For prior to teaching the course in
the tutoring project, I taught the course in various venues, both in con-
junction with the work of social action and independent from it.

l'he course begins with a discussion of some documents that have
dominated and continue to dominate what I have termed elsewhere in
this essay "U.S. ideology." My reading of Federalist 10 in conjunction
with the multicultural debates is one way of opening such a discussion.
Two texts that 1 have cited in the course of my reading, the fall 1992 is-
sue of the Radical History Rcvicw and the anthology Beyond PC, provide
useful materials tor the discussion. Other dominant documents tllat the
seminar e\ amines in this critical context are, for example, John
Winthrop's "A Model of Christian Charity," l'enjamin Franklin's Auto-
bioNraphy, The Declaration of Independence, and Jane Addams's Twenty
Years at Hull HoiNe.

The question framing this examination is: What are the limits of
capitalism's imagination as it responds, historically and theoretically, to
issues of social justice? These limits, I propose, are inscribed by the fun-
damental separation of politics and economics in U.S. ideology that I
have mentioned. I-his separation, I ask the students to consider, has re-
sulted in the institutionalization of poverty both in the United States and
around the world, through the continuing legacy of colonialism sup-
ported by the United States. And this institutionalization appears to be
increasing and intensifying, even though, as Michael I larrington pointed
out forcefully in what VVI'l the classic text on poverty for the 1960s, The
()Hier America, which the seminar reads, poverty costs a lot more money
than ending poverty through tull employment would t onsidering this
depeloinnent ot poverty an w nd the world, in turn, raises questions about
what Max Weber understood in Prote,tant I Ilnc and the Spirit olCapt-
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talism as the irrational basis of capitalism's claim to the "rational," both
in the ,-;en,-,e of quantitative rationali/ation and in the sense of ethical
reason. Franklin, as a self-styled exemplar of the rational in both these
senses, is particularly vulnerable to a close reading in this context, as
kVeber has shown us. After reading the Weber, part of the work of the
seminar is to consider how Franklin makes his claim to reason (a claim
that he offers with a certain irony) through the erasure of race, gender,
and class conflict.

In raising questions about the limits of capitalism's imagination, I have
found no book more strategically useful than Patricia J. Williams's The
Alchemy of Race and Rights, which from the explicit perspective of an
African American female lawyer, a perspective Williams generously
opens to all her readers, powerfully probes the way issues of race, gen-
der, and class Motivate the "neutrality," or "reason," of U.S. law.

As the title of the course suggests, the seminar is not simply concerned
with articulating the limits of capitalism's vision of social justice, but with
offering alternative American visions, visions that transgress, or contra-
dict, these limits, as both the l-larrington and the Williams books do. I
have found The Graywolf Aminal ripe: A hilli-Cultural Literacy a useful
beginning here, offering, as it does, a selection of Asian American, Afri-
can American, Caribbean, Euramerican, and Hispanic American writ-
ers of both genders. From this point, the class can concentrate on period,;,
ari,as, and issues of particular urgency.

Because, but not only because, we are engaged in a tutoring project,
the seminar reads Paolo Freire's Pedagogy(/' the Oppressed, which has been
so generative in developing revolutionary teaching methodologies in the
Americas. And this text leads us into a discussion of the ways that U.S.
capitalism has historically helped institutionalize poverty in I.atin
America and the socialist revolutionary responses to this institutional-
ization. We read, for example, two texts on the civil war in Salvador that
is currently at a formal if not definitive end: Manlio Argueta's novel
about peasant resistance to U.S.-sponsored repression, One Oay of /./fr,
and, to provide an historical context for the novel, Robert Armstrong and
Janet Shenk's LI Salvador:The Face of Revolution. Eduardo Cialeano's Open
Veins of Latin America: I- icy Centuries of the Pillage of a Continent is an elo-
quent narrative that can be read as an historical introduction to this sec-

tion of the course. And as a theoretical introduction to these materials,
1:anon's The lVrelched of the Furth can be read at this moment and related
to issues of redistribution raised by both Addams and Harrington.

hrough these readings students can begin to think about the struc-
tural relationship between poverty in and outside of the U.S., and they
can begin to encounter the hktorical and theoretical force of socialism
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at a time when U.S. ideology is proclaiming the triumph of capitalism
around the world. At this moment, the class reads The Counnunist Mani-
festo, written and published by Marx and Engels in 1848, and compares
and contrasts it to some examples of American literature written dur-
ing the same period:- Specifically, we read Thoreau's "Civil Disobedi-
ence" along with the first chapter of Walden ("Economy") and Emerson's
"Self-Reliance," which seems to me to be very much about how the in-
tellectual work of everyone is alienated in the notion of "genius" We read
these works within two contexts: the contemporary one generated by
Frederick Douglass's Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An Ameri-
can Slave, Written by Himself, and Harriet Jacobs's Incidents in the Life of a
Slave Girl, Written by Herself; and a modern one provided by Emma
Goldman's essay "Anarchism" (and for Goldman, anarchism was a form
of socialism, as the essay makes clear), which in part asserts its author-
ity through the work of Emerson and Thoreau. Reading Emerson and
Thoreau in these contexts is one wav to begin the work of dislocating
the classic topos of U.S. ideology, "individualism."

Our study of socialisms brings us to its specifically U.S. forms and in
particular to the forms it took during the 1930s. The text we currently
read in this excursion is an anthology of fiction, poetry, and theory:
Writing Red: An Anthology of American Women Writers, 1930-1940, edited
by Charlotte Nekola and Paula Rabinowitz. This text is, pedagogically
speaking, economical, for it allows a focused discussion of class issues
within the contexts of gender and race as they concern black and white
women in particular.

Finally, the course ends by focusing on what, from a Euramerican
perspective, as I have argued in The Poetics of imperialism, is the most
radical form of redistributive communalism, that found in "traditional"
(a term that involves a complex politics ol vision and revision) Native
American communities. For historical and theoretical context, the class
reads a selection of essays by Native American scholars and activists
found in the collection The State of Native America: Genocide, Colonization,
and Resistance, edited by M. Annette Jaimes. In closing we read Leslie
Marmon Silko's novel Ceremony, with its story of American Indian re-
sistance to the kind of individualism enforced by Euramerican capital-
ism.

Every curriculum and every syllabus within a curriculum are neces-
sarily partial. We must count on others to complete us and the comple-
tion is never done. What I have just offered, then, is both a literal instance
of work that is done and a figure for work in progress. Before I left SMU
for the University of Pennsylvania, I thought of the class as becom-
ing part of a cultural studies program that I had designed with other
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interested SMU faculty from the Departments of English, History, An-
thropology, and Theater. One of the projected functions of this program
was to mobilize concerned faculty in support of recruitment of minor-
ity faculty and students, particularly in Dedman College (the liberal arts
college of the university), where such recruitment in terms of faculty has
been almost nonexistent, and in support of the existing programs in eth-
nic studies and women's studies, which traditionally have gone begging
for money and, in the former case, faculty. My point here is simply to
illustrate how American studies/cultural studies programs might func-
tion as organizing tools for crucial educational issues both within the
university community and in relation to the community in which the
university resides and on which it has an impact, both positive and nega-
tive.

In conclusion, I should add that from our conversations with the east
Dallas community, those of us who have worked in the tutoring pro-
gram find that the community welcomes it and would like to see it re-
main and grow. My own teaching and writing activities have been
energized by the activity that 1 have sketched in this essay, and I am
grateful to the people (,students, faculty, administrators, children, and
parents) who shared this activity with me. I continue to believe in t!ie
surprising energies that are released in people as they begin to engage
themselves and the world critically, that is, as they begin to denatural-
ize their own perceptual processes, to historicize, which is to say, to theo-
rize and politicize them through the urgent work of what I have
suggested as American studies.

Notes

I. Since the time when I wrote this essay, lohn Cuillorv's book Cultural Capi-
tal: The Problem of Literary Canon I orination has appeared, which discusse,, canon
formation as a question of the distribution of cultural capital, the means of pro-
duction necessary to reading and writing, that is, literacy. Guillorv's argument,
which has certainly helped sharpen mv own, points in important ways to the
socioeconomic entanglements of the current "crisis" in the formation of the lit-
erary canon, that is, to culture as politics, even though at times this argument
seems more focused on its own formal operations than it does Oil the political
operations it says it has in view. This kind of narcissistic focus manifests itself
in Guillorv's lack of awareness of or refusal to engage the radical and progres-
sive work that is being done in pedagogical theory and practice both nationally
and internationally at all levels of the "school," which he posits as the primary
site of his critique..I his lack or refusal tends to position Guillory, as the narrator
of his discourse, as a kind of isolated, educational guru, vho sees what virtu-
ally no one else sees, producing, typically, this kind of statement: "So long as
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this movement ['to open or expand the canon'l fails to recognize the social rela-
tion between writing and speech, or the institutional relation between literature
and composition, it will not be capable of understanding the historical forces
which compel the literary canon to manifest itself as linguistic capital" (81). But,
of course, the relations that Guillorv refers to are not news in the radical or pro-
gressive educational community, which has been aware of them for many years
(one could begin by invoking the influential name Paolo Freire, which does not
appear in the index of Guillory's book). Nor is there some homogenous "move-
ment to open or ex pand the canon" (81) as Guillorv's rhetoric continually sug-
gests. There are instead a range of institutional sites at which the canon and,
crucially, the idea of canonicity itself are being contested in various ways, some
of which I articulate in this essay. By positioning his narrator in isolation from
these specific political /theoretical forces, Guillory impoverishes the cultural
capital of his own discourse by severely limiting the range of its exchanges.

2. For Addams's explanation of her compromise, see "The Progressive Party
and the Negro."

3. Tim Brennan has remarked on the centrality of multiculturalism in focus-
ing the PC debates:

Erom the point of view of nonacademic power, the humanities
debates ... were particularly (it unconsciously) about race and the
Union, about !ear of immigrants from the world's Southern (and
Eastern) regions coupled with the new openness among educators
to teach the "non-West." These fears are not so much about an
invaded aesthetic value as a ruptured polity with its nightmarish
demands for an equality that would jeopardize tlfe profits of
discrimination. It is, therefore, multiculturalism that has been the
chief target of the anti-PC partisans and the one that held the others
together in people's minds, even if it %vas never announced ac
playing this role in the numerous exchanges of the ensuing struggle.
(631)

4. I am using The Debate on the Constit ution: Federalist and Antifederalist Speeches,
Arth les, and Letters During the Struggle over Ratification, Part One. 'rho page num-
bers in the body of my text are (ruin the 1993 edition.

5. See in particular "Brutus" the New Yolk bnirnal 29 November 1787 (The
Debate On the Constitution, Part One 423-30).

6. hir an elaboration of the term equivocal, see Cheyfitz, The Poetics of Wiwi-

7. Eor an important discussion of the relationship between socialist revolu-
tion in mid-nineteenth-century Europe and "classic" American literature, see
Reynolds, European Repo/Winn.; and the American Literary Renai.,canee.
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8 Organizing the Conflicts
in the Curriculum

Gerald Graff
University of Chicago

In one sense, the war over the literary canon is over. It is becoming in-
creasingly clear that the usual alternatives in which the debate is posed
should we teach the traditional canon of Western culture, or a
multicultural canon reflective of the increasing diversity of our society
are misleading. The next generation is going to be exposed both to the
traditional canon and a new and more multicultural canon. Debates will
continue to go on about how much of this should replace how much of
that, and certain schools, departments, and colleges will resist change
longer than others. But the cultural diversification of the curriculum is
powered by the cultural explosion of publishing, the demographic re-
alities of the larger culture, and the most important new trends in the
disciplines. For these reasons, I do not think it is likely to be reversed.

On the other hand, debates over the merits, implications, and proper
strategies of diversifying the curriculum are not likely to go away. In this
sense, the curriculum debate is not over at all, but ic likely to be with us
for a long time. I have been arguing recently, and I will restate some of
the argument here, that we are missing a major opportunity if we do not
turn our energies to making positive educational use of these debates by
incorporating them i ito our object of study. If we do not begin viewing
the debates as an opportunity instead of a disaster, they will not only
continue to generate ill antagonism and rage, but will make education
more confusing to students.

For even though the cultural diver,,ification of the curriculum has
enormously enriched the content of education, there is no evidence that
this diversification in and of itself has done anything to alleviate the fun-
damental learning problems of students. On the contrary, there is rea-
son to think that in the past, whenever there have been increases in the
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cultural and intellectual diversity of education, they have only posed new
problems for the many students who have trouble making sense of the
clashes of viewpoints and values to which they are exposed. Including
new texts and approaches in our classes is a necessary and salutary thing,
but it is not the only thing, and in some ways it is no more than a start-
ing pointfor those students who have had problems reading the texts
of the traditional canon are likely to have just as many problems read-
ing those of the newly opened and revised canon.

There is a danger of losing sight of this fact amid the sound and fury
of the culture war. It is easy to get so caught up in the fight for one list of
books against another list of books that we forget that for many of our
students the problem is books, period, regardless of which side gets to
draw up the syllabus. It is easy to get so caught up in the conflict be-
tween traditional and revisionist canons that we forget that for these
students the very words "traditional," "revisionist," and "canon" are
mysterious and intimidating.

What is true for literature courses holds for composition courses as
well. However the controversies over freshman composition may have
been resolved at places where they have erupted, like the University of
Texas, the fact remains that the freshmen who find it a struggle to write
compositions about traditional topics will find it no less of a struggle to
write compositions about issues of racism and sexism. This is not an
argument for giving up the battle to bring those political issues into the
composition course. It is, however, an argument for recognizing that to
many students a theme assignment on racism or sexism will look pretty
similar to a theme assignment on God or patriotic duty: to those students,
a theme is a theme is a theme, just as an English course is an English
course, regardless of whether the topic is provoked by the work of an
Allan Bloom or a Catharine MacKinnon. At least this is the case for those
students for whom the distance between any two intellectuals like Bloom
and MacKinnon seems far less great than the distance between those
intellectuals and nonintellectuals like themselves. For these students, the
generic terrors of the English essay, which force you to try to sound like
the intellectual you know you are not and perhaps do not want to be,
are a far more fundamental problem than whether to take either Bloom
or MacKinnon as a model.

The rule that applies here I call Graff's Law of the Low Visibility of
Intellectual Differences: it holds that to non-eggheads, any two eggheads,
however far apart ideologically, will look more similar to one another
than to people like themselves. What is easily lost sight of, in other words,
is that it is academic intellectual culture as such that intimidates or
alienates many students today, as it intimidated and alienated earlier
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generathms of students long before any canon revisionists or
antirevisionists came on the scene. It is not books per se that have al-
ways given students problems, but the special ways in which books are
analyzed and discussed in the intellectual vocabularies of the academy.
When students have trouble with these vocabularies, that trouble is likely
to have very little to do with the particular texts or other materials be-
ing taught, and attempts to solve the problem simply by changing the
texts and materials have always ended up being superficial.

We expect students not simply to read texts in the academic setting,
but to find things to say about texts, to engage in book-talk or intellec-
tual-talk, to contribute to an intellectual discussion, to join an intellec-
tual community and produce its special kinds of discourse. Some, of

course, say there is our problem right thereour teaching is overly in-
tellectualized, overly fixated on getting students to sound like us, to rep-
licate the forms of academic discourse. But this anti-academic line of

argument seems to me self-defeating and a betrayal of students' inter-
ests. Students need to master academic discourse not only in order to
make their way through the university, and not only in order to getahead
in an information-oriented culture which increasingly rewards those who
can use analytic and argumentative forms of speaking; they also need
to master academic discourse to become more critical as thinkers and
more reflective as citizens. The problem as I see it anyway is not that we
are trying to turn students into intellectuals but that we are not succeed-
ing very well. It is not that we are perversely trying to recruit students
into our academic intellectual community, but that we are not doing it
as effectively as possible.

I believe a large part of this failure stems from our own ambivalence
about our academic intellectual community, our uncertainty about
whether we really want students to become intellectuals like us or not.
Being ambivalent about our own discourse, we partly withhold that dis-
course from studentsand then we punish them for failing to possess
what we have withheld from them

To take an example of what I am talking about from the study of lit-
erature, we generally do not expect undergraduates in literature classes
to read literary criticism, even though, when you think of it, literary criti-
cism is precisely what we expect them to produce. Some teachers actu-
ally discourage undergraduates from reading criticism and they certainly
discourage them from reading literary theory, on the grounds that criti-
cism and theory can only distract students from literature itself. This is
disastrous reasoning, since it is students' lack oi a critical and theoreti-
cal vocabulary for dealing with literature itself that makes literature so
frightening to many of them, keeping them tongue-tied in the face of it
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and sending them to Cliffs Notes to get the critical discourse that is not
taught to them in class. By a bizarre paradox, the defenders of literature
itself turn out to be keeping Cliffs Notes in business. But what we are
withholding from students in these cases is not only criticism and theory,
but the discourses of the intellectual community, those discourses that,
as I say, we then punish students for not being able to speak.

I trace the problem, however, not to any deficiency on the part of in-
dividual teachers, but to our collective failure to construct for students
the intellectual community that we expect them to join. Here is why con-
centration on the individual components of the curriculumtexts, au-
thors, traditions, theories, and so forthis counterproductive unless
attention is also paid to how the components fit together, whether they
form an intelligible conversation or set of conversations in the minds of
the students who,experience them. Students do not just study texts, ideas,
and other materials in a vacuum; they study these things as part of a
socialization into a set of community practices, practices which, to those
not already familiar with them, often seem as mysteriouc and arbitrary
as an initiation into a secret club. The club analogy is not a bad one, de-
spite its overtones of snobbery, for entering the intellectual world is as
much an initiation rite as joining a social club.

If the mysteries of the intellectual club remain out of reach for many
students, I believe a good deal of the blame falls on educational institu-
tions for representing the club very poorly. And here is the essence of
my complaint about the established curriculum, both the old curricu-
lum before the flood and the new improved curriculum being reshaped
by multiculturalism. If this new curriculum does not do more than in-
corporate new texts and subjects, if it does not put the old and the new
texts and subjects into a new and .more coherent shape, then like the old
curriculum it will end up doing more to obscure than to clarify the na-
ture of the intellectual club for students.

For even in its reformed state, with the new women's studies courses
and cultural diversity requirements in place, tl ie curriculum still repre-
sents itself to students not as a collective or club-like social practice at
all, but as a series of courses. Even when these courses are excellent and
culturally diverse, and even when they achieve a club- or community-
like atmosphere within themselves through a "collaborative learning"
format, they remain structurally isolated from other courses and from
the rest of the academic intellectual community. The sum total of stu-
dents' exposure to a series of good courses rarely adds up to a helpful
sense of what the community of a given discipline is all about, much less
the community of the intellectual life as a whole.
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I have elsewhere told some exemplary stories that illustrate this point.
There is the student who took an art history course and whose instruc-
tor observed one day, "As we now know, the idea that truth can be ob-
jective is a myth that has been exploded by postmodern thought." It so
happened this student was also enrolled in a political science course in
which the instructor spoke confidently about the objectivity of his disci-
pline, as if the news that objectivity had been exploded had not reached
him. What did you do, the student was asked?

"What else could 1 do?" he replied. "I trashed objectivity in the one
course and presupposed it in the other."

Another story concerns a student in a history course where the teacher
insisted on the superiority of Western culture in developing the ideas of
freedom, democracy, and free-market capitalism that the rest of the
world was now clamoring to imitate; she was also taking a course with
a literature teacher who described Western culture as a hegernonic sys-
tem that had unjustly arrogated to itself the right to police the world.
When asked which course she preferred, her response was, "Well, I'm
getting an A in both."

For some today, the moral of these stories tvould be that students have
become cynical relativists who care more about grades than about learn-
ing to form convictions. In fact, if anything is surprising it is that more
students do not behave in this cynical fashion, for cynicism is precisely
what the curriculum asks for. A student today can go from a course in
which the universality of Western culture is taken for granted to a course
in which it is taken for granted that such universalism is fallacious and
deceptive. Such discrepancies can be exciting for students who come to
the university already skilled at synthesizing ideas on their own; oth-
ers, however, become confused and, like the two students I just de-
scribed, try to protect themselves by giving each teacher whatever he or
she seems to want, even if it contradicts what the last teacher wanted.

Nor is it even easy to infer what the teacher wants, for this can be hard
to guess in an environment in which there is increasingly less unspoken
common ground. Since students do not want to be exposed as naive, they
will often hesitate to ask questions about the assumptions that are taken
for granted in a course, finding it less trouble to conform.

Take something seemingly as trivial as the convention of using the
present tense to describe literary and philosophical ideas while using the
past tense for historical events. As Susan McLeod has pointed out, for a
historian, Plato saiii things, for a philosopher or literary critic he says
them. McLeod observes that practiced writers become so accustomed to
these tense shifts that they seem innocent, but they may well reflect

q "s1
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potentially controversial assumptions about the disciplines. Presumably
Plato speaks in the present in philosophy and literary criticism because
in these fields ideas are considered timeless; only when we move over
to history does it matter that Plato is dead. English teachers write "tense
shift" in the margin when student writers betray uncertainty on this
matter, but how do we expect them to "get" it when they pass through
the x'erv different time zones of history and philosophy /literature with-
out seeing any engagement of the issue? The issue could only be engaged
if the teaching of history were somehow connected with that of philoso-
phy and English.

One of the oddest things about the university is that it calls itself a
"community of scholars," yet it organizes itself in a way that conceals
the intellectual links of the community from those who do not already
know what they are. The courses being given at any moment at a school
or campus represent any number ot rich potential conversations across
courses and disciplines. But since students experience these conversa-
tims as a series of monologues, these conversations are only rarely ac-
tualized, and when they are it is only for the minority of students able
to make the connections on their own.

Then, too, when students are exposed to disparate assumptions that
never engage one another, they m,w not even recognize that these as-
sumptions are in conflict. If a student does not know that "positivism"
has in some circles become a hostile buzzword for "objectivism," he or
she may not become aware that the art history and political science teach-
ers in my above example are in disagreement. If a student goes from one
teacher who speaks of "traditional moral themes" to another who speaks
of "hegemonic discursive practices," it may not occur to that student that
the two teachers are actually referring to the same thing. These students
are being exposed to some of the most important cultural debates of their
time, but the conditions of exposure are such that it may be impossible
to recognize them as debates, much less to enter them. It is as if you were
to try to make sense of a telephone conversation by overhearing only
one side.

No conscientious educator would think of deliberately creating a sys-
tem designed to keep students dependent on their teachers. Yet this is
precisely the effect of a disconnected series of courses, which systemati-
cally deprives students of a clear view of the community comprised by
those courses and thus throws them into dependency on the individual
teacher and what he or she "wants." We talk a lot nowadays about "em-
powering" students, but I would argue that the very structure of a dis-
connected set of courses d isem powers students and makes them
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dependent on teachers, even when individual courses have empower-
ing effects.

This last point should indicate the bearing of nw argument on the
question of "oppositional discourse." Though current theorists of oppo-
sitional pedagogy invoke the ideal of democratic education, too often
they conceive their project as a direct transmission of "transgressive" ideas
and practices. The followers of Paulo Freire's "pedagogy of the op-
pressed," for example, assume an audience that is already converted to
an oppositional social programinstructors who desire to become
"transformative intellectuals" and presumably lack only the lesson plan
to find out how it is done, and students who are interested in (or at least
not resistant to) becoming radicalized. Presupposing an already con-
verted clientele of teachers and students, this model only provokes re-
sentments among ideologically mixed faculties and student bodies like
the ones most of us know. The goals of oppositional pedagogy seem to
me to have more chance of being realized by the strategy of making
political debate more central i n the curriculum rather than trying to turn
courses or curricula into extensions of radical thought. Such a strategy
makes for a more coherent curriculum as well as a more democratic
culture.

I recognize that my critique of curricular fragmentation rehearses
some old and familiar complaints. In some ways, I have only been echo-
ing today's educational conservatives, who lament the atomization of
the curriculum into a pluralistic cafeteria counter of disparate items. And
up to a point, the conservatives are right. They have exposed the conse-
quences of a century of liberal pluralism in educational thinking, which
has operated on a principle of live and let live. Liberal pluralism says,
in effect, I won't try to stop vou from teaching and studying what you
want if you don't try to stop me from teaching and studying what I want.
Conservatives are right to point out the bad educational consequences
of this live-and-let-live philosophy, which has resulted in a curriculum
that offers a great diversity of subjects but virtually abdicates the respon-
sibility to help students make sense of it. The trouble is that, having iden-
tified a real problem, the conservatives would cure it by superimposing
a higher order on the curriculum, an order that they like to call "the tra-
dition" or "the common culture," but that is essentially their idea of or-
der and common culture, which is only one contender among many.

Modern educational history has been (me of alternating pendulum
swings between the liberal pluralist solution, everyone do their own
thing, and the conservative solution, everyone do the conservative's'
thing. We would wem to be in a conservative phase of the pendulum
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swing at the moment, with cultural literacy programs in the schools and
core curricula in the colleges. But I believe it would be closer to the truth
to sav that both the liberal pluralist and the conservative solutions have
run out of gas. Everyone doing their own thing has made a mess of the
curriculum, but cleaning up the mess by returning to a traditional cur-
riculum would make a far worse mess, if only because it would have to
be imposed by force.

The liberal pluralist and thi conservative visions are actually only two
sides of the same coin, for neither vision is able to imagine any positive
role for coilf1i( 1 within the curriculum itself. Conflict for the conserva-
tives is a symptom of nihilism, decline, the disintegration of the com-
mon culture. But liberals are almost equally ill at ease in the face of
conflict. Liberals like to glorify "diversity," but when diversity leads to
conflict they too are at a loss. And today the conflict has become so deep,
antagonistic, and overtly political that the old conflict-avoidance strate-
gies no longer work as well as they used tothat is, parceling out the
curricular spoils to the conflicting factions and then keeping them in
separate departments, courses, and offices so that no unseemly disagree-
ment can break out. The dirty linen is showing anyway despite the si-
lent agreement not to wash it in public.

That is why it seems to me that the best way to deal with the present
educational conflicts is to start turning them to our advantage, not sim-
ply by teaching the conflicts in isolated courses, however, but by using
these conflicts as a new kind of organizing principle to give the curricu-
lum the clarity, focus, and common ground that almost all sides agree
that it lacks and to engage our students in our most fundamental dis-
putes. Conflict as a form of common ground? It sounds at first like a
strange and threatening ideawe think of conflict as something that
divides us when what we want is to come together; it smacks of tradi-
tional agonistic male competition. We need to distinguish, however,
between unproductive conflict, which fails to rise above the level of an-
tagonism and put-downs and the kind that can bind people into a new
kind of community. In this latter sense, the term "conflict" is not opposed
to "community" but presupposes it. I believe the conflicts that are now
compounding the confusions of students have the potential to help those
students make better sense of their education and their world.

Trying to practice what I preach, I have lately begun reorganizing
some ot my literature courses around the current culture \var. As we
know, the last several years have seen a sudden increase in the number
of articles, editorials, and ngry polmics attacking the ideology ot "po-
litical correctness" that allegedly has been running roughshod over d is-

n t in the a cademiL humanities. Every time a new attack or
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counterattack appeared during a semester, I would add it to my Xerox
packet and assign it (one advantage of teaching this way is you never
have to worry about running out of material).

It so happened that the first week of our quarter coincided with the
reprinting of an essay of mine in Harper's in which 1 described a debate
in the faculty lounge between a traditionalist and a feminist professor
over Matthew Arnold's "Dover Beach."' In the piece I suggested that the
students whom the traditionalist professor complains about who are left
cold by "Dover Beach" might have found the poem more interesting and
accessible had they been able to witness his debate with his feminist
colleague, who questioned the gender assumptions about the poem.
After all, "Dover Beach" hadn't been doing all that well with students
before any feminists and deconstructionists arrived on the scene.

suggested that the traditionalist's feminist colleague was doing both
him and "Dover Beach" a favor by attacking the poem in a way that made
both the poem itself and his traditional way of teaching it more mean-
ingful than they were before. Traditionalists should be grateful to theo-
rists for giving their position more legibility than it had before. I have
discovered to my surprise that it is much easier to explain the universal-
ity claimed by traditional canonical authors like Matthew Arnold once
you introduce the feminist challenge to this idea, since students ri.ow have
something to compare it with. By the same principle of contrast, I have
found that reading non-Western novelists like the Nigerian Chinua
Achebe makes it easier for my students to understand the "Western"
qualities of a writer like Joseph Conrad. Whereas previously the concept
of "Western" seemed putilingWestern as opposed to what?theY
110W have a point of comparison.

I concluded in my Harper'q essay that the best way to rescue poems
like "Dover Beach" was not to try to protect them from tk critical con-
troversies about their value, but to use those controversies to give them
new life. 1 also concluded that, far from diverting students' attention from
reading literary works in themselves, such controversies were a good
way to give students entry into those works by raising the question of
what it means to read a literary work "in itself" and how one goes about
it. .1.he debate over "Dot er Beach" that I had described in my article could
be used to introduce the traditional skills of close reading while at the
same time inviting the questions about those skills that the new theo-
rists raiseto what extent does the close reading ot ally text inevitably
involve the reader's culturally induced assumptions? To what extent is
textual representation a ot power and conflicts ot power?

WW1 struck by the eagerness with which my students entered into
the debate over "Dover Beach," some taking the feminist's side, sc mie
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the traditionalist's, some arguing that neither position was adequate or
that the issues themselves needed to be refrained. In one class, the most
severe criticism of the feminist's interpretation came from a student who
was taking a feminist theory course and who found her interpretation
of "Dover Beach" simplistic and reductive. As in any good discussion,
the original polarization of Left vs. Right was displaced as third, fourth,
and fifth positions emerged and as those who began on one side ended
up on the opposing one or somewhere else entirely. One student ac-
knowledged that though he was not convinced by the feminist's critique
of "Dover Beach," struggling in his paper to refute her interpretation
made the poem seem more interesting to him than when he had read it
in high school, where it had been presented simply as an example of
poetic greatness.

It was clear that my class' interest in the debate over "Dover Beach"
came partly from the public prominence of such controversies, which
have made the issues of the humanities suddenly seem more real to stu-
dents than they have seemed in the past. But I believe their interest also
came from the fact that they had been exposed to these clashing theo-
ries and interpretations in a fragmentary way throughout their college
careers and were finally getting a chance to see what was at the bottom
of them. And contrary to widespread fears, the revelation that their teach-
ers are at odds did not seem to destroy the students' respect for them. It
was as if the sight of their teachers becoming passionate and angry made
us seem a bit more human, less the image of remote imperturbability
that so often makes teachers seem strange and forbidding to students.

So much for how in my own teaching I have been feeling my way into
organizing literature courses around the culture war. But for reasons I
suggested earlier, I think we need to move beyond the confines of the
individual course and begin using such debates as a means of overcom-
ing the isolation of courses, departments, and university divisions and
opening up a dialogue between them.

In a way, I was already moving beyond the confines of my course
insofar as I identified the different positions in the debate over "Dover
Beach" as ones my students could recognize in their other teachers. Your
colleagues do not have to be physically present in your classroom in
order for you to teach their debates with one another or yourself. But if
I am right in arguing that students need to experience an intellectual
community in order to be able to join one, then there are limits to how
much you can accomplish through even the best solo performance.

I low, then, (an we begin to link our coursesissuming this has to be
done with a minimum of cumbersome a d m in istra t ive red tape and w ith-
ou t limiting the freedom of choice of teachers and students? I believe
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one very promising model is at hand in our professional conferences and
symposia, which have a great deal of untapped educational potential.
Conferences make creative drama out of intellectual activity in a way
that the more restricted setting of the course does not. One senses in the
heightened atmosphere of conferences that the eagerness with which
they are attended stems from their ability to provide the kind of intel-
lectual community that is so sadly missing from the home campus and
the everyday routine of teaching. The conference format, however, can
be used to inject some of that community into that everyday routine.

Too often, we tend to think of these conferences as preliminary to what
we do in "the classroom," when the kinds of conversations we have there
would often be more illuminating to our students than any strategies
we take home from them. In fact, we teachers feel we learn a great deal
from these conferences, we are increasingly making them a part of gradu-
ate education, and there is nothing about them in principle that would
prevent us from adapting them to the interests and needs of undergradu-
ates.

Here, then, are some specific conference ideas that can be used to turn
courses into conversations and conflicts into communities. Imagine, say,
that as few as two or three instructors or as many as a whole depart-
ment or college agree that in the fifth, the eighth, and the eleventh week
of a semester, they will suspend their regular class meetings and hold a
series of multicourse symposia, each of which will be based on one or
two common texts agreed on in advance by the instructors. All the stu-
dents in the courses involved will he expected to take part.

An ambitious department or college might even declare a theme for
a whole semester: a semester that was actually about something such as
the battle over the humanities or political correctness would figure to
generate tremendous excitement and community without in any way
forcing anyone to conform to anyone else's beliefs, and the theme could
change from one semester to the ne). t to keep diverse interests satisfied.
(Faculty should be free to decline to adapt their courses to the theme,
though dropping out would now acquire meaning, for once.)

Some possible topics for these symposia:

I. "Writing and Culture": This symposium would combine compo-
sition and literature courses around the issue of utilitarian VS. aes-
thetic concepts of writing, a conflict buried in the great division
between literature and composition. A good text might be the open-
ing chapter of Robert Scholes's book, Teut Hal Power, which points
out that the very identities ot composition and literary study are
defined by the invidious hierarchy of low practical communication
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in composition and high aesthetic communication in literature (see
Scholes 1-17). If the budget allows, Scholes or some other author
(whether a critic or creative writer) could be invited to speak at the
symposium.

2. "The Multiculturalism Debate: Pros and Cons," or, a variant: "Po-
etry, Nationality, and Gender": The publicity flier for the new
world studies program at Queens College, New York, suggests an
excellent topic for this one: "Do women writing poetry in Egypt,
Latin America, and the United States have more in common as
women or as poets?" Poets and critics could be invited from out-
side.

3. "Are Art and Scholarship Political?" or, "TWConflict over Politi-
cal Correctness, in the Disciplines and in Student Life": Heart of
Darkness, Achebe's critique of it, and his Things Fall Apart would
be a natural for this one.

4. "Academic Cultures and Student Cultures": Lots of possibilities
here; the very concept of "student culture" bridges the gulf between
student discourse and academic discourse, encouraging students
to think like anthropologists about their own lives and to take stock
of their often ambivalent relations to the acadenw.

S. "Truth, Objectivity, and Subjectivity in the Sciences and Humani-
ties": This one sounds dry, but a good conference would figure to
make it less so.

6. "High and Popular Culture": This could be based, perhaps, around
a classic novel and the film treatment or on readings of literature
and readings of advertising.

rhough they would take their starting point from contemporary de-
bates, such conferences could be aimed at exploring the history of what-
ever debate is chosen: Is the current challenge to traditional culture
unprecedented? How might the twentieth-century culture war compare,
say, to the seventeenth-century battle between the ancients and moderns
(as dramatized in Swift's Rattle of the Books) or to later conflicts over the
advent of romanticism or the modern avant-garde? How does the present
debate over "the canon" compare to the debates which raged in periods
when that term referred to religious ..-ather than secular texts? Ideally,
these issues would not draw attention a way from literary and other texts
but would provide points of entry into them that students now tend to
lack.

It is obviously au( ial that steps be taken to combat the deadly syn-
drome in which professors speak only with professors and students sit
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by passively as spectators. To prevent this from happening, students
should be assigned definite roles with increasing degrees of involvement:

Conference 1: Students write papers about the conference.
Conference 2: Students give formal papers or critical responses in
the conference.
Conference 3: Students organize the conference, choose the topic,
plan the program, invite inside and outside speakers, and so forth.
Students figure to become less timid, more intellectually aggres-
sive in such a communal situation, having some models to imitate
of how disagreements are acted out and negotiated while a single
professor is no longer the sovereign authority in the room. As one
instructor put it after teaching an introductory course with several
of his colleagues, "Our students were able to disagree with us be-
cause they saw us disagreeing with each other."

An advantage of the conference idea is that almost any group of teach-
ers can implement it at any time, without the need for exhausting fac-
ulty meetings, changes in requirements, and bureaucratic red tape.
Instead of wrangling fruitlessly for hours trying to agree on the content
of a new introductory course, a department or college might be wiser to
convene a conference on "The State of the Discipline Today" and chan-
nel the wrangling into a discussionkeyed to a list of readingsthat
will introduce students to the issues the department would not have been
able to agree on anyway.

I want to conclude by addressing some objections that have been made
to these proposals. It has been objected that teaching the conflicts in this
fashion would only add vet another obligation onto the shoulders of
already overworked and burned-out teachers. But teaching the conflicts
is not a matter of adding a new obligation, but of doing something we
are already doing now in a way that would help us as well as our stu-
dents get more out of it. It is not a matter of an adding another extra task,
but of performing existing tasks in relation to our colleagues rather than
in a vacuum. Nor is it a matter of add* theoretical debate to teaching
literature but of embedding the teaching of literature in our theoretical
differences. It is really the existing system ot disconnected courses that
is the prescription for burnout, since it results in immense duplication
of activity while leaving teachers with no means of helping one another.

A second objection is that teaching the conflicts involves a kind of
relativism or skepticism: the university throws uj is hands and says,
"Ah, well, it's all relative...." But this objection wi 11 uses relativism with
disagreement. The real prescription tor relativism is to expose students,
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as we do at present, to a series of disparate perspectives which never
engage one another. Disagreement is the opposite of relativism: we
would not engage in it unless we assumed there was some consensual
truth to be gained at the end of the process. When truth is contested, it
is by entering into debate that we search for it.

A third objection is that today's undergraduates do not possess the
basic cultural literacy that would be needed to understand today's ma-
jor cultural debates. What good would it do to expose students to a de-
bate over poetry in Egypt and Latin America if he or she thinks Egypt is
a planet and Latin America a neighborhood in New York? It is true that
we do need to know some information in order to enter into it. But the
best way to learn the facts about Matthew Arnold and "Dover Beach" is
not to memorize such items as dead information but to be exposed to
an interesting discussion that gives you the incentive to want to learn
those things.

A fourth objection is that power differences and hierarchy would
make debate impossible. Would an untenured assistant professor risk
challenging the department chair? Would part-timers risk challenging
senior faculty? The answer is yes, I think, at least some of the time in
some departments. You can fail to get tenure by not challenging your
superior, by not speaking up. Power differences would not be eliminated
by the sort of thing I am recommending but would become part of the
agenda of discussioninstead of, as usually now, building up repressed
resentments.

Finally, I have been told that we do not want to turn the curriculum
into a shouting match and further polarize an already overly polarized
discussion. But the fact is, the curriculum is already a shouting match,
and it can only become a more antagonistic one if we do not find pro-
ductive ways to engage our differences. The hostility in the atmosphere
at present is all the more reason for bringing the conflicts to the level of
open discussion rather than let them further deepen and fester.

I would respond similarly to those who scold me for using pugilistic
or other adversarial images and tell me that conflict is inherently male.
Feminists who object to adversarial discourse can only do so
adversariallyI think we need to talk about this double bind. On the
other hand, the question ot how controversy and debate are gendered
in our culture is serious and important. It would make an excellent ques-
tion for a multicourse symposium, with suitable texts perhaps by Carol
Gilligan, Deborah Tannen, and others.

The point that all these objections miss is that we are already "teach-
ing the conflicts" right now. We are teaching the contlicts every time a
,-tudent goes from one teacher's course to another or from one depart-
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ment to another. I am only suggesting that we stop teaching the conflicts
randomly and haphazardly and start doing it in a controlled way that
gives students a chance to join our conversations. We are already teach-
ing the conflicts now, but to do it well we need to do it together.

Note

1. See Graff, "Debate the Canon in Class"; this essay is (IA cerpted and adapted
from a longer essay, "Other Voices, Other Rooms"; a further revised version
appears in Beyond the Culture War 37-41.
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Langu.age

Jacqueline Jones Rovster
Ohio State University

In 1892, Anna Julia Cooper, a teacher, scholar, community activist, and
the first African American woman to be named president of a college,
stated:

Our money, our schools, our governments, our free inqitutions, our
systems of religion and forms of creeds are all first and last to be
judged by this standard: what sort of mel a 1nu women do they grow?
How are men and women being shaped and molded by this system
of training, under this or that form of government, by this or that
standard of moral action? You propose a new theory of education;
what sort of men does it turn out? [emphasis mine] . . . I care not for
the theoretical symmetry and impregnable logic of your moral , ode,
I care not for the hoary respectability and traditional mysticisms of
your theological institutions, I care not for the beauty and solemnity
of your rituals and religious ceremonies, I care not even for the
reasonableness and unimpeachable fairness of your social ethics,
i f it does not give us a sounder, healthier, more reliable product from
this great factory of men [her emphasislI will have none of it. I shall
not try to test Your logic, hut weigh your resultsand that test is
the measure of the stature of the.hdlness of it man (her emphasis]. (Cooper
282-83)

Just as Anna Julia Cooper believed in 1892, I believe a century later that
the fundamental reason for valuing a course of study and for teaching
as we do is that we like the kind of human beings that it makes. By the
same token, then, the fundamental reason for a change in teaching, in
course content, in te\ t selection, or in a curriculum is that by one pro-
cess or another, the current framework is ineffective, or inefficient, or
inadequate, or perhaps even incapable of making the kind of human
beings that we deem it important, necessary, reasonable to make.

If such a perspective can be used, even momentarily, as d reasonable
point ot departure in looking at the intersection of theory and practice,
then the initial question is not what or how do we teach, but what kind
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of person do we want to make? Initially, the question is not what bal-
ance of traditional English, American, or other literature there will be,
nor even how much time will be devoted to building knowledge rather
than skills or to developing a sense of identity and self-direction rather
than enhancing levels of performance and achievement. Initially, the
question is, given the realities of the world in which we live, what kind
of people do we ideally want, need, must have to emerge from a par-
ticular course or course sequence after they have experienced it? What
do we want to guarantee? What do we allow ourselves to hope for?

Like Anna J. Cooper, i believe that this is really the hard part. I be-
lieve that this is the measure that we are really held to. I can make a case
for valuing works like Pau le Marshall's Brown Girl, Brownstmtes. I can
suggest strategies and resources for teaching, but the more critical case
to make, in my opinion, is how such texts might help us engender ways
of thinking, ways of being, ways of behaving that sunport, ideally, how
we would prefer human beings to be. Such a perspective allows for a
whole range of possibilities for how to choose and 'shape content and
how to facilitate growth and development.

So, what kind of person, essentially, would I like to see emerge an-
nually from our literature courses across the nation? The answer begins,
of course, with the way that I see the world. What's out there?

When I look across the global landscape, I see that we are facing what
my people (i.e., people of African descent) call tryin' times. kVe face dif-
ficult conditions and complicated choices. We are having to live with
the mess that we've made of things. There are the legacies of slavery,
imperialism, and colonialism. These chickens are coming home to roost,
and we're getting quite loud about it. There are the legacies of the un-
bridled, undeliberated uses of our natural resources. We have now, on
this small blue planet in the middle of nowhere, the potential to use up
ourselves and everything else and then to have no place to go. There are
legacies of war, aggression, inequity, and injustice. Around the globe,
including in our own United States of America, we are experiencing, in
untold numbers, homelessness, hunger, disease, illiteracy, poverty, as
well as the devastation of ever-present drugs and violence.

I see despair and hopelessness and an increasing need for four C's
no, not the Conference on College Composition and Communication
hut compassion;communication, cooperation, and courage. The funda-
mental human challenge has written itself boldly on our walls: We must
be able to live, learn, work, gr ow, and prosper in the midst of others who
111a1V he (Vitt! different from ourselves. Our little world is in a IlleYN,
mess-that was created, ill large Nrt, by our own hands. If we are to 'MIS-
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vive we will most certainly need to draw on all Our human talents and
potential. We will need to think our way out, talk our way out, and sup-
port ourselves physically, spiritually, intellectually as we do so.

At this very minute, we need to demonstrate some special skills:

I. We need the ability to resist closure, i.e., to resist the urge to come
to conclusions too soon. Instead, we should concentrate more on
being careful observers who intend to hone our abilities to look in-
side and outside ourselves to other ways of seeing and experienc-
ing the same situation. In other words, we need to be able to listen
to our own voices and to the voices of others; to think; to examine
carefully values, opinions, and behaviorour own as well as those
of others.

2. We need the ability to express our thoughts, feelings, ideas, and
concerns, clearly, effectively, and we also need the ability to re-
spond to the thoughts, feelings, ideas, and concerns of others re-
spectfully, conscionably, effectively.

3. We need the ability to be analytical about everything, to see what
situations and circumstances are and are not, as well as what they
could be. Imbedded in this skill is a recognition of the need to look
consciously for both similarities and differences. In doing so, we
can learn to take into account history, context, power, privilege, en-
titlement, authority; to take into account the specifics, not just the
generalities of human lives, conditions, experiences, contributions.

To my mind, the combination of such skills helps to stretch our imagi-
nations to unknown limits. With well-used imagination, we have a bet-
ter chance of adjusting more flexibly to the hard work of living and
breathing in the presence of others. Within this schema, then, I see En-
glish studies (which I define here as the study of literature, literacy, and
language) filling a critical role. It is an area that seems perfectly suited
to all educational levels (see, for example, The English Coalition Confer-
ence), but particularly to the college level, to support the development
of the types of flexibility that would allow human beings to participate
in a world in which compassion, communication, cooperation, and cour-
age might operate systemically, vibrantly, and productively.

In recent decades, many teachers, researchers, and scholars have
noted, particularly in the face of the contemporary scene, a need for re-
flection in English studies. In actuality, however, we are really just be-
ginning to reconsider how and why we think of ourselves as a discipline
in the ways that we do, and we are really just beginning to explore the
broad landscape of possibilities for how we might operate in terms of
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curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment. Across the nation, we are strug-
gling with the apparent reality that the old constructs just aren't keep-
ing pace with either academic or social needs. In particular, our
understanding of what constitutes a text and what constitutes knowl-
edge is changing. What is also changing is our understanding of the
impact of power, authority, and responsibility on people, knowledge,
and action.

If we recognize these winds of change, and if we consider the cur-
riculum as the entity that must modify itself in response (the tree that
must learn to bend in the wind to preserve both itself and us), then this
image allows us to see a particular moment of change not just as revo-
lutionary, but perhaps more often than not as evolutionary. We are able
to see that a change in shape or a shift in direction originates from prior
conditions. These conditions, as they transform themselves, then, encour-
age change or, in some instances, demand it. Always, tensions exist, but
we can use these tensions to invite, make room for, and nourish new
ways of thinking.

I believe that viewing this process as evolutionary rather than revo-
lutionary is a proactive, rather than a reactive, stance. It conjures images
of growing, developing, unfolding, rather than images of chaos and
destruction. Assuming a place for both continuity and change allows for
the possibility of flexible and productive models in response to press-
ing needs. An evolutionary stance encourages us to bring both critical
and creative thought to bear on problems and conditions since the goal
is to evolve, not to revolt. It allows us to put aside some of our anxieties
because, in the wide-ranging view of past, present, and future, the ques-
tion of what to teach can be recognized not as a new one but a continu-
ing one. We see clearly that it is a question that we have had in the past.
it is a question that we have now. It is a question that we will have again
and again and again as both the contexts and the impulses for learning,
acculturation, and human survival change, as in our situation today.

With this wide-ranging view, we can envision this moment in our
discipline as the retelling of an old story for a new generation. With this
focus, curriculum becomes a mechanism for storytelling, a tool by which
we shape and direct a story of truth and beauty, achievement and ac-
countability, a story that points out pathways to knowledge and under-
standing. Using this perspective, we can recognize that the ways we
conventionally use the word change often imply a need to tell a different
story, a new story, another story. lf, however, the goal is to think anew,
with more enlightening theoretical constructs, then a primary task, as
demonstrated, for example, by many contemporary scholars who speak
from a race, class, gender, or cross-disciplinary perspective, is not to tell
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a new story but to tell the same story differently. The effort is to recon-
sider voice, audience, context, purpose; to take into account the
convergences and divergences of crosscurrents; to raise questions like:
Whose story, whose curriculum is it or is it not? What is the pretext,
subtext, metatext? For whom was the course or the curriculum crafted
or not crafted? How does the tradition out of which this curriculum, this
literature, this story comes connect or not connect with other stories,
other traditions, other curricular or scholarly impulses?

Clearly, the type of change that we are talking about is not a lateral
one. The suggestion is not that we just put in Brown Girl, Brownstones
and take out something else. The change is not simply exchanging one
story for another. Lateral changes somehow seem not to account ad-
equately for the complexities of either storytelling, as I have come to
appreciate it, or the complexities of the contemporary context from which
the' current needs for change emerge. The essence of this suggestion is
not displacement. It is more than just changing the artifacts, the books,
the texts. New texts are not enough to renew, to repitalize, or to reconfigure
a curriculum. As I cee it, the demand is more for a change in vision, in
pedagogy, in the sequencing of experiences, in assessment, and, ulti-
mately, in content.

A Cautionary Tale

My take on the difference in the task between just changing from story
to story and changing the whole way that we envision storytellingthe
curriculum-making processis rooted quite clearly in my personal ex-
perience of going through a coUrse in graduate school which professed
to be American literature after the Civil War. This course told its story
through novels, starting with John William Deforest's Aliss Rapenel's
Conpersion: Front Secession to Loyalty and including more familiar works
like Stephen Crane's The Red Ralik' of Courage, Theodor: Dreiser's Sister
Carrie, Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner's The Gilded Ay, Willa
Cather's A-In Antonia, Frank Norris's McTeague, and six or seven others
that I don't especially remember now. The course did not include assign-
ments, or discussions about, or references to any texts other than ones
from this particular American literary tradition. There was also no ini-
tial acknowledgment of the place from which the professor claimed his
intellectual authority or of his haying created a world among other
worlds. I le did not acknowledge other Americas or the oppressions
which. permitted Ills America. He did not recognize other traditions or
other stories which could have been used as point or counterpoint. What
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would have happened, for example, had he created a little intertextuality
by using Our Nig, or diotc/, or Contending Forces? How might students'
understanding of "American" literature have been broadened or deep-
ened?

The professor gave, however, no indication of multiple experiences
of the same or similar events. He showed no sensitivity as to how his
anointed world, his privileged world, might intersect with or impact
upon other lives. He did not even acknowledge the particularities of the
lived experiences which made the chosen texts "true," or representative,
or imaginative. He did not acknowledge "good" by articulating con-
sciously that his choice of analytical criteria deliberately excluded an
acknowledgment of context. What this professor did was to privilege
twelve texts from one set of American experiences without even a pe-
ripheral glance at other analytical possibilities or at the Americans who
were not represented or privileged through his choices, or even at those
individuals, in a.. II ..w.r specificity, who were there in his classroom.

Even so, the classroom of his world was thc world for me until the
very last day of the course. On that day the teacher turned to me and to
a friend from my undergraduate institution (we were the only two Af-
rican Americans in a room Nvith no other racial minorities present), and
he said to us something like, "Maybe vou can tell us if there was any-
thing happening with black people during this time." At that moment, I
realized (although I certainly didn't have the vocabulary for it at the time)
that, in that classroom, 1 had had to create for myself an imaginary place
from which I could observe an image that I knew, from iuv own experi-
ence, was a distorted one. I had somehow found a wav to listen and pre-
tend that the story being told there was "representative" 01 American
reality. I had had to create a space which allowed me to leave most ot
myself outside the door and to exist in an environment which gave no
credit to me or to the fact that something, anything might have been left
out of this classroom conversation.

What this teacher's question on that last day did for me was to knock
me right out ot that comfortable seat and rernind me that the class was
not designed with my history, my culture, my people in mind (although
mv people, the Americans that they are, are his people), and that our
history, our culture, and even our literature are indeed part of his his-
tory, his culture, and his literature too. Our worlds collided. I n one sense,
we were both victims of the oppressions of race and gender and igno-
rance. In another, he didn't notice the extent of the injustice, the ineq-
Mt\ , and the ignorance, but I did. I herein lies tme tension between Nvhat
we have come to call margin/center relationships and the Multiple visions
that marginalized people must always carry with them in this world--
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while others remain significantly unconscious and insensitive and un-
accountable.

The result, of course, was that neither he nor the class was able to
benefit from the multiple experiences of converging lives, and I was
unable to benefit from a well-informed, culturally conscious classroom
leader who was authorized enough, empowered enough, and respon-
sible enough to help me think again about American literature as if I too
were an American, as if I too were a central part of the dialogue, as if
my experiences belonged to the experience of a classroom focused on
American literature, as if nw experiences as an American counted and
that there was indeed a place for my American iife. I am not suggesting
that we must always, deliberately politicize even' classroom experience.
I do believe, however, that classrooms are very much political places in
the ways that we negotiate space, participation, power, and authority,
as well as in the ways that we establish value. I am suggesting that the
least we, as the makers and shapers of classrooms, can do with courses
and curricula is to acknowledge openly, for ourselves and our students,
that politics have always been and are still inextricably bound to the
conceptual framing of classrooms and curricula because values, visions,
and assumptions are inextricably imbedded in the intellectual author-
ity which supports their framing.

Not only did I not benefit in this American literature course from be-
ing exposed to theoretical or pedagogical constructs that encouraged me
to bring my American self to this subject matter, I also did not benefit
from being exposed to theoretical or pedagogical constructs that admit-
ted their own strengths and their own limitations. In fact, such questions
just never came up in class until they were hinted at by the professor
(who, I suppose, was making some effort to be liberal) on the very last
day when he asked my friend and me to speak for our race. In the case
of the professor, I believe that he considered himself a good person with
good intentions. What 1 understand now from my experiences as a stu-
dent, as a teacher, and also as a scholar is that good intentions are no-
where near enough to relieve us of the responsibility of being
well-informed and thoughttul.

A Look at the Future

I believe that ther.e i s a message in this l i t t l e anecdote for a I I of us, given
the demographio, of thi,, country, given the hktorical realitie, ol con-
verging ,,v,,tem,, of opprey.,ion in thk country, given the critical need to
ma \ imi/e talent, and abilitie,. in thk country. I believe that meaningful
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curricula, which have within them well-deliberated course content, peck.-
gogy, and assessment, swing at will by the ways in which we acknowl-
edge the genesis of our intellectual authority and by the ways in which
we allow for the sharing of the multiple experiences that constitute our
national reality and, by extension, realities around the globe. Multiple
accounts, like multiple readings of a single text and critical questioning,
enable us to see converging and diverging worlds. They help us to fash-
ion conceptual frames that are broad enough and deep enough to hold
what I like to call expandable insights as we explore, analyze, and make
meaning of the chaos of knowledge and also the chaos of human beings.

Such processes help us, I believe, to see a text, or situation, or prob-
lem space in bolder relief and also to value difference for the personal
and intellectual benefit not only of those who operate in the margins,
but of those at the center as well. A basic challenge in our classrooms
may incieed he in finding ways to encourage people who are always
automatically placed or who place themselves so arrogantly at the cen-
ter to unlock the barriers to their own marginality, their own "other-
ness." We really need to talk to these people. Good learning in the context
within which we find ourselves is not just paying attention when women
talk about gender issues, or when people of color talk i.out issues of
race and ethnicity, or when people with limited resources talk about the
impact of economics. All of these issues belong to all of us. We're not
being generous to others by being sensitive to other people's concerns.
They are not just other people's concerns. They seem never to stay that
docilely in place. One of the most critical questions, as articulated so well
by Toni Morrison in her collection of essays, Playing in the Dark, for people
who are white, Anglo-Saxon, male, middle to upper class, Protestant,
heterosexual, physically able, or privileged in other ways, is the extent
to which their privileges exist either because of, in the context of, or at
the expense of others who are not one or more of those things.

We must search for ways to rise to an occasion that demands the rec-
ognition of how each human being in relation to other human beings is
sometimes, if not always, "other" for any number of reasons. We need
to get people out of central territory so that they can see what's really
there and not there, so that they can see that even people who take tre-
mendous comfort in occupying central territory show evidence them-
selves of distinctions that are worth notingif we are ever going to
recognize that there is no such thing as a generic human being, a generic
American, or a generic student. Even when we look pretty much the
same, we're not.

We could actually be bold and inlay ine a culture which can grow and
prosper fr0111 the collective authority of our individually "felt senses"
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of "other," rather than just from the specifically delineated and often
arrogant sense of "center" that we traditionally find in educational set-
tings. Our challenge, then, is to create an evolutionary space that sup-
ports an interfacing of people, knowledge, and context; to fashion a
curriculum that responds positively and productively to current needs,
which recognizes that conditions and circumstances change, that encour-
ages critical and creative thinking, and that can make it possible for us
to take risks, live through the process, and come to understand with a
more powerful lens. Our challenge is to create a curriculum and peda-
gogy that can help us not to feel overwhelmed by future needs because
they also enable us to expect change, to expect strength to emerge from
change, and to expect to have to keep focusing and refocusing our vi-
sion.

In the search to understand ourselves more fully, which I believe to
be a fundamental advantage in the study of literature; to understand our
connections to the known and the knowable more fully, which I believe
to be an advantage of having cultural variety in literature; to transmit
what we understand to our young more meaningfully and more pro-
ductively, which I believe to be more likely with a dialectical vision
we must give considerable thought to a careful accounting of multiple
realities. We must focus with more precision on what the world needs
from students and on what students need from us so that they become
yvell-equipped to fill those needs. We must think more flexibly about
what it is that we want a course or a curriculum to do and why we want
it to do that. Based on which and whose assessment of needs? In response
to what demands? In keeping with what visions, values, attitudes? On
what intellectual authority'? Toward what ends, outcomes, expectations?
Visions, values, attitudes, outcomes, expectations all inform how and
why we shape and direct our teaching and constitute the genesis of in-
tellectual power, authority, and also responsibility.

So, the questions are where are we and where do we go from here?
What should the curriculum, the story, the texts account for? What else
needs to be accounted for in our conceptualizations of curriculum if the
texts, the embodiment of our ways of seeing, being, and doing, are to
work productively, meaningfully. It seems to me that we face challenge,
we tace opportunity, and we face choice. One choice may be to do some-
thing like changing the canon, the texts, the stories; adding some texts;
maybe even taking some away-, including a few, perhaps, that are being
retold in various ways. We could choose to do thatalong with other
things, like (hang* the theoretical con,:tructs which produce canon!, and
clianNinN the -drategie, that we iNe to teach, to help students to learn, and to
assess lecels of pertialnance and understanding. We could actually try to be
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innovative, adventurous, and open to possibilities and try to think dif-
ferently about the whole curricular enterprise. We could look for new
ways of being, not just new ways of doing. We might even consider that
the opportunity to think anew is one that we should not miss.

Obviously, I am not really foolish enough to think that I have the magic
answers to anything. What I'm most confident about is that I've got some
darn good questions. My hope is that, among whatever other strengths
any of our decisions may yield, we choose curricular mechanisms and
designs which invite, affirm, and celebrate both consonance and disso-
nance, margins and centers. I hope that they model and shape visions
that embrace inquiry, growth, development, and change as normal phe-
nomena, phenomena I-, tvliich our students can and should adjust.

I hope that our choices sustain multiple images that are balanced by
race, ethnicity, class, gender, etc. I hope that these constructs minimize
our tendencies toward dualistic thinking, hierarchies, binary relation-
ships. I hope, even, that they blur dichotomies like margin and center. I
hope that these mechanisms and designs increase our peripheral vision
so that our classroom, departmental, and institutional visions of what
we are doing are more flexible and more inclusive. I hope that they
broaden the assumed territory of learning and achievement so that we
are looking not just on the lines, as we have so much in the past, but also
between the lines, under them, around them, over them, beyond them.
I hope that we name our search a search tor depth and breadth and sub-
stance, and I hope that we accept this quest w.th the confidence that in-
deed there are such riches to be found and generated.

I hope that the spirit of change is a generous one which seeks and
expects to find strength and to give credit in ways that affirm, push to
new limits, and empower. I hope that we have the courage and the com-
passion to work through with our studcnts their discontent and discom-
fort as they face realities that they may not choose to face by their own
volition. I hope that we can operate with the courage of our convictions
despite the knowledge that the task is complex, the pathways are often
rough, and the struggle to traverse them is inevitably intense and infi-
nite.

One Small Step at a Time

In giving myself the same challenge that I give to others, I have tried to
act as a teacher-researcher in my own classes. The etfort is twofold. One
part is to imagine ways of approaching the complex task of re-visioning
what a course might he like and experimenting in small ways to deter-
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mine how I can compress the distance between the ideals that I hold as
teacher, writer, scholar and the realities that I recognize in teaching, learn-
ing, and living. The second part is to be as consistent as I can about hold-
ing nw own feet to the fire, forcing myself to be vigilant about conscious
(caching.

In essence, in recent years I have forced myself to turn each classroom
into an open inquiry. By doing so, I have gained more comfort with be-
ing straightforward with students about what I see myself trying to do
in the courses and why. I am much more consistent than I used to be
about taking the time to let them in on my picture of things; to invite
them to share their picturesif they have any; to invite them to respond,
to be straightforward about what is happening to them in the course in
terms of its impact or not on their thoughts, beliefs, knowledge, or un-
derstanding; and to invite them to make their own sense of the experi-
ence. In other words, I spend much more time than I used to talking with
students about teaching, learning, knowledge, and understanding.

Basically, I have learned two lessons. The first is that "sometimes I
win, sometimes I lose, sometimes the game gets called for rain," hut al-
ways I remind myself of the bidirectional path between theory and prac-
tice, the interchangeable space of what it means to be teacher and what
it means to be learner, and the never-ending nature of the educational
endeavor.

The second lesson is that I get more satisfaction as a teacher having
IC, make decisions in a complex world by letting questions, rather than
answers, be my guide. The questions that I have found to be most use-
ful from course to course are:

I. I low should I construct my students' field of vision so that they
have the chance to see the boundaries of the texts that I have cho-
sen and perhaps even their own limitations as thinkers and read-
ers who have or have not been prepared to operate in certain ways?

2. I low have I defined the terms of their reading experience? What
counts? What does not count?

3. What is the purpose of the "literature" / the sources of information
and insight that I am using? I low will these sources help to do what
I value most fundamentally, i.e., to develop in my students a pas-
sion for language, an understanding of language well-used, an
understanding ot analytical frames as constructed tools, and an
understanding of the limitations of one's knowledge?

I rind that these three basic questions significantly affect the specific
choices that I make in a given course. My answers about focusthe
Ca r ved out vdce of inquiry--and the sources of information and insight
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vary. I have discovered that "pairings" are extremely useful for thought
and discussion. For example, I teach a course called "The Essayist Tra-
dition among African American Women." I distribute across our class-
room conversation several contrasts from which we discuss resonance,
consonance, and harmony:

1. pa.r .ne voices of African American women in novels, poems,
and /or song ("creative" writing) with their voices in essays (non-
fiction prose).
I pair the voices of mon who established our sense of what it means
"to essay" (e.g., Montaigne, Emerson, Thoreau) with the voices of
nineteenth-century African American women as they created a
space within such a conversation for their own manner of "essay-
ing.

3. I pair the voices of the African American women who laid a foun-
dation in this genre with those who, in our contemporary context,
are remaking that foundation.

4. 1 pair the "reading experience" of written texts (essays) with visual
texts (photographs, films, videotapes) and /or oral presentations.

The point for me is not in choosing a particular set of texts (there are so
very many from which to choose) or in having the "contrasts" be of a
particular kind (difference and similarity can emerge from all kinds of
sources). It is, rather, to keep in focus how I answer my three basic ques-
tions while establishing, course by course, the guidelines for how I make
such decisions regarding which texts and what classroom activities. I find
this type of decision making liberating since, regardless of how I define
the "core" reading experi.ence, I am free to draw boundary lines of one
sort or al.:other tio that my students and I can have the joy of ci-osF

them.

The Refrain

I believe 'hat whatever we do with theory and practice in our classrooms,
it should not leave us, as the Ghanaian-born poet, Abena Busia, savs
within the context of talking about vhat it means to live in exile:
"stranded on the shores of Saxon seas" (5).

Our mission is not to preserve lVestern authority at all costs. It is to
preservi humanity. If we can hold in our sights the notion that the im-
perative is to prewrve the vit. hness ot our human selVe`, and the univrse
on which we depend, then we just might be able to envision, perhaps,
that diversity, flexibility, and change need not al tk'd \ s give notice ot
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colliding worlds. Community can grow out of the dialectic. We can be
different and still be valuable. We can have different points of focus,
different points of departure, and still be engaged quite substantively
in the same noble enterprise. Sometimes, if given the opportunity, the
community that emerges from a multiplicity of perspectives can
chronicle the coming of worlds in which we actually make room for dif-
ference without death.

What's more, I believe that if we can convince ourselves of these pos-
sibilities, then we might just be able to hold our students' attention to
the task long enough to convince them of these possibilities as well..A
more wide-ranging view of ed-cational processes over time can enable
us, teachers and students, to imagine that our feelings of disintegration
and chaos are at once an illusion and an ever-present reality. I believe
that the collective of these things can help us make sense of this never-
ending task that we call education, not just for ourselves, but for our stu-
dents. These approaches push us to see that learning is dynamic and that
its systems and structures should also be part of a process in which we
are never finished but forever becoming.

The warning is to move with care, recognizing as Busia say-, that "this
razor's edge of human choice is all we have ever had" (74).On our shoul-
ders is the responsibility of deciding well, not just in good faith but in
good conscience, vith good information and considerable thought. We
must now go beyond access. We must go beyond intent. ), .ust even
think beyond the singularity of the teaching of literature, or developing
literacy, or making curricula. We must act with the courage of our well-
deliberated convictions, with a compassion that underscores a recogni-
tion of our interconnectedness with others, with the desire to talk and
to Iktert well, %yith an understanding that survival is a cooperative ven-
ture. After all, it seems to me that our very lives depend on it.
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As new texts have entered the literary canon and the university curricu-
lum in recent years, they have been accompanied by /defined by read-
ings Or interpretations and discussions that have acted to signify their
cultural value and to legitimize the presence of these texts in the larger
public as well as within the more critical arbiter of culture, the academy.
Readings of texts and subsequently of their writers become almost as
important as the texts themselves because they act to locate the text /
writer within the culture. Recent discussions of critical theory raise ques-
tions about the nature of these readings. Michael Berube, for example,
asks "whether academization is the life or death of 'culture.' Is institu-
tional literary study a means to the preservation of culture(s), or does it
mark the death-by-assimilation of vibrant, challenging writers, move-
ments, and modes of thought?" (18). Posing the issue in these terms
opens the way for consideration of the interrelations between public and
academic receptions of texts, between prof.ssionalism and
a ntiprofessionalism in English studies, between genres of writing, be-
tween critical theory and pedagogical practice. Such considerations high-
light the processes of and the complexities inherent in incorporating
certain texts into the canon, hut they leave unaddressed the institution-
alization of particular readings of texts. How do interactions of literary
theory, professionalism, textual features, public reception, and conven-
tions of publishing shape the kinds of readings we teach in our class-
rooms? And in the caw of historically marginalized writers, how do we
negotiate these readings of texts with our readings of cultures?

We propose to explore these questions by considering institutional-
ized readings ot three recently canonized texts, bora Neale I luNton',,
['heir Lye,' Were WWI* God, Leslie Marmon Silko',-; Ceremony, and
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Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior. By institutionalized read-
ings we mean those interpretations promoted by individuals possess-
ing "cultural authority"; such readings frequently appear in classrooms
as part of the (re)production of culture. Institutions, as Mary Douglas
reminds us, "do the classifying," and institutionalized readings, drawn
from the discourses of those with cultural authority, classify the ways
we come to regard texts and, often, the writers who produce them. Here
we focus on the readings institutionalized by publications and /or peda-
gogy.

Written by women from historically marginalized groups, each of
these three texts includes features that raise questions about genre and
publishing conventions. While the first two are categorized as novels and
the third as autobiography/nonfiction, each defies easy categorization.
Their Eyes includes features that some readers call folklore (see Jackson;
Byrd; and Gloster) or, in more recently fashionable terms, "the illusion
of oral narrative" (Gates 1%). Ceremony eschews chapter divisions and
blends poetry with prose in its seamless narrative. The generic status of
The Woman Warrior has been contested sine: its publication, with critics
arguing that it does not conform to conventional definitions of autobi-
ography (see Wong).

Institutionalized readings, by nature provisional, receive authority by
fulfilling purposes specific to given contexts. Accordingly, the readings
applied to these texts do not remain constant but shift with time and cir-
cumstance, as the multiple readings of Their Eyes over nearly six decades
demonstrate. The earliest readings, in the form of reviews by Richard
Wright, Alain Locke, and Ralph Ellison, conceptualized Their Eyes as a
romance, concentrating on Janie's relationship with the three men in her
life. More important, these early reviewers constructed Their Eyes in
terms of absenas or what it lacked. Wright, the harshest critic, excori-
ated the novel for having "no theme, no message, no thought" and
Hurston for having "no desire whatever to move in the direction of se-
rious fiction" (25). In similar vein, Alain Locke faulted Their Eves for ik
failure to dive "down deep either to the inner psychology of character-
iiatjon or to sharp analysis of the social background" (10). Wright, Locke,
and Ellison, who served as cultural arbiters of the Harlem Renaissance,
sought to create a unique cultural aesthetic and found Hurston's text
wanting because it failed to conform to their definition of black creativ-
ity. By framing 1- I urston's novel in these terms, her critics could turn her
acknowledged git't with language into a fault, claiming that it enabled
her to pander to a white audience. I lowever, %N,'hite critics, bot Ii academic
and journalistic, gave Their Lip,' no attention. l'his combination of ne-
glect and a reading of absence', plunged Their f:yr, into obscurity.
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Few critics attended to Their Eyes for over three decades, and the few
who did described it as folklore, highlighting Hurston's training as an
ethnographer and drawing connections with her more anthropological
texts, such as Mules and Men. James Byrd, for example, comments that
the novel contains "competent handling of folk material, especially the
peculiar idiom of folk speech and the 'big old lies' of Negro folk charac-
ters" (37). This reading constructs Hurston as a collector and purveyor
of folklore, and it makes a case for the verisimilitude of the novel's lan-
guage rather than looking to any aesthetic features. Details of Hurston's
life, particularly her Southern roots and her ability to represent the cul-
ture of "her people," lent credibility to these folklorist readings of Their
Eyes. In concluding his account of Hurston's "genuinely authentic" novel,
Byrd asks "how this Northern-educated author came to know the Black
and white folk of the South so well" and responds with a quote from
Hurston's autobiography that she "was born a Southerner and had the
map of Dixie on my tongue" (41). Such readings simultaneously exoticize
Hurston and reinforce the Wright /Locke i Ellison view that Their Eyes
lacks artistic seriousness. Positioning Hurston as one of "them" and from
that distant place while at the same time claiming her as one of "us" (with
a Northern education) suggests that Their Eyes represents history, not a
unique cultural aesthetic and "artistic" cultural product. As we will ex-
plain shortly, The Woman Warrior received a similar reading.

Conventions of publication supported this folklorist reading of Their
Eyes. The single page of unsignec. prose that serves as an "introduction"
to the first edition asserts that "This is the story of Miss Hurston's own
people, but it is also a story of all peoplesof man and of woman, and of
the mystery that the world holds" (our emphasis). This sentence, the last
on the page, instructs the reader to approach Their Eyes as an introduc-
tion to (an)other culture, and holds out the possibility of universalizing
the difference of "all peoples." The second sentence of the introduction
"I ier writing is of the essence of poetry, deeply communicative, pos-
sessed of a primitiz,e rhytInn that speaks truly to the consciousness even
before thought can form" (our emphasis)lends further support to the
folklorist reading by suggesting that the language, which operates at a
preconscious level, does not represent aesthetic choice and sensibility
but a kind of automatic reproduction of patterns derived from an alien
population. The major portion ot this introduction traces the plot out-
line of Janie's interactions with the three men in her life, thus highlight-
ing the novel's romantic aspect. Critic Evelyn 1- lelmick, who interweaves
details ot I lurston's lite ("a stormy love affair that threatened to over-
%vhelm her") with commentary on the novel, emphasiied this reading
as she de; la red, "And the story is, from beginning to end, a love story
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of Janie, a romantic, sixteen-year-old quadroon, who dreams of mar-
riage" (8).

Neither the folklorist nor the romance reading generated great criti-
cal interest, and, having failed to attract what Bérube calls an "ongoing
research program," one that generates a reliable number of "entries in
each year's MLA bibliography" (60), Their Eyes dropped out of print until
1965, when it was reissued by Negro Universities Press. This edition
included the same one-page introduction, but the novel entered a dif-
terent social context than it had thirty years earlier. Social and political
movements of the I 960s focused new attention on the work of African
Americans. Journals such as Phylon and The Crisis, which had long pub-
lished criticism of African American writers, \ vere joined by others that
addressed a broader audience; MLA convention programs began to in-
clude sessions on African American authors. Darwin Turner's III a Mi-
nor Chord included Their I:yes in its survey of black literature, and critics
began to focus on different angles, such as the significance of time and
the racial self-hatred evidenced by the Mrs. Turner character (see Giles;
Rayson).

While this increased and varied critical attention shifted its status
somewhat, a more significant transition in readings of Their Eyes was
effected by three African American women: Mary I lelen Washington,
lune Jordan, and Alice Walker. In 1972, the same year that the short-lived
Fawcett edition of Their Lim.; \vas issued, Washington published an es-
say entitled "The Black Woi:.an's Search for Identity," which considered
Their Lyes in terms of its meaning for African American women rather
than its ability to represent folklore competently or its entertainment
value as a romance. By so doing, Washington initiated a new way of
reading Their Eve. June Jordan followed in 1974 with an article that, at
long last, undercut Richard Wright's critical objections to Their Eves.
Arguing that white media manipulation insists on one artist to repre-
sent the black aesthetic, Jordan offered a more pluralistic alternative.
While acknowledging Wright's power in inscribing protest and hatred,
she asserted the importance of liurston's affirmation of community and
love of African Americans in Their Eyes. This combination of suggesting
new possibilities for interpretation and releasing Theit Eves from its bond-
age to Wright's negative view opened the way for mans' new readings.

Walker's 1975 article furthered Jordan's project of reading Their Lyes
as "the prototypi \ al Black novel of affirmation I asl ... the most success-
ful, convincing, and exemplary novel of Blackloye that we have. Period"
( 6 ) . Walker's account of her 1973 search for I 1 u rston's grave, before
Walker herself had gained the cultural authority she now enjoys, includes
high praise tor Their I ties and declarations of its significance to Walker
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and other African American women writers. Walker constructs Hurston,
as Henry Louis Gates, Jr. later phrased it, "to establish a maternal liter-
ary ancestry" (186) and prepares the way for her later assertion regard-
ing Their Eyes: "There is no book more important to me than this one"
(86). Placing "In Search of Zora Neale Hurston" in Ms magazine prob-
ably contributed as much to new readings of Their Eyes as what Walker
said about the novel. Ever since the 1937 reviews, which appeared in New
Mass's, The Nation, and Saturday Review, everything written about Their
Eyes had appeared in small-circulation academic folklore journals or jour-
nals intended primarily for African American audiences (both Washing-
ton and Jordan published their articles in Black World, for example). By
publishing the article in Ms, Walker (re)introduced Hurston to a wider
and relatively highly educatedpublic and accomplished the cultural
work of initiating a dialogue between academic and public audiences.
Walker performed this dialogue in her article by including excerpts from
Robert Hemenway's about-to-be published biography of Hurston along
with quotations from Langston Hughes and both a librarian and student
familiar with the Hurston collection in Yale's Bienecke Library. These
multiple voices, along with two photographs (one occupying an entire
page) of Hu rston, a picture of Hurston's gravestone, a chronology of her
life, a list of Hurston's books in print at the time, and Walker's paren-
thetical note after Their Lyes"Originally published in 1937, this no\ el
is Hurston's masterpiece" 18141brought Their Eyes to the public while
simultaneously opening the way for new readings of it within the acad-

y.
Later in 1975, the N1LA convention program included a session on

Hurston which included these titles: "Dkcoveries in the Hurston Biog-
raphy" by Robert Hemenway; "The Fiction of Zora Neale Hurston" bv
Barbara Smith; and "Zora Neale Hurston, Folklorist" by Trudier Har-
ris. Whiie this last title indicates the continuing vitality of folklorist read-
ings of Then. Eyes, the x'ery existence of this session, coupled with Mary
Helen Washington's report that participants in this session circulated a
petition to get Their Eyes back into print (x), shows readings of this novel
taking new directions. The petition, the growing number of articles, and
the regular (beginning in 1975) Hurston sessions in the MLA program
were supported by and helped to generate a new edition of Their Eyes.
Published in 1978 by the University of Illinois Press, this edition, with a
cover design featuring "the porch" and the pear tree, invited a more
complicated reading of the novel. In her foreword to this edition, Sher ley
Anne William', laments that I lurston was "remembered more as a char-
acter ot the Renaissance than as one ot the most serious and gifted art-
ists to emerge during this period" and credits Ilurston with "the literary
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skill to convey the power and the beauty of ... heard speech and lived
experience on the printed page" (ix). In summarizing/ forecasting the
plot, Williams gives prominence to Janie's relationships with Killicks,
Starks, and Tea Cake but also suggests readings that position Their Eyes
in relation to more prominent texts. In discussing Janie's experience on
the muck, Williams writes: "Janie has come down, that paradoxical place
in Afro-American literature that is both a physical bottom and the set-
ting for the character's attainment of a penultimate self-knowledge (think
of Ellison's Invisible Man in his basement room or the hero of Baraka's
The System of Dante's Hell in the Bottoms)" (xivxv). No longer simply
the record of an exotic culture, Their Eyes is thus read as an aesthetic cre-
ation worthy of comparison to that of prominent African American male
artists.

Nine years later, the University of Illinois edition advertised itself in
a banner superimposed on the cover"1987 / 50th ANNIVERSARY/
STILL A BESTSELLER"suggesting that Their Eyes was and had always
been a popular success. As Philip Fisher reminds us, cultural work of-
ten involves forgetting as much as remembering"a last step, the for-
getting of its own strenuous work so that what are newly learned habits
are only remembered as facts" (4, and this advertisement performed
part of the cultural work necessary to establish Their Eyes as a popular
as well as an academic success by erasing the history of its critical ne-
glect. This edition also encouraged mediation between academic and
popular readings with its back cover blurbs from Doris Grumbach of
Saturday Review and Susan Blake of American Book Review. While Their
Eyes gained in popular appeal, it continued to generate an increasing
number of variant readings. Issues such as female quests, sexual poli-
tics, authority and authorization, metaphor and voice, violence and or-
ganic consciousness, and structures of address joined folklore, romance,
community, and self-realization as points of departure for readings of
this novel. A Hurston biography, collections of essays, and book-length
studies also appeared, lending authority to Hurston's status as author
and, thereby, to Their Eyes.

he 1990 Harper Perennial edition of Their Eyes, which framed
lurston's text with a foreword by Mary I lelen Washington and an

afterword by I- lenry Louis Gates, Jr., along with bibliographies of works
by and about Zora Neale Hurston and a chronology of het lfe, further
institutionalized emergent readings. While Washington affirms that "this
is a rich and complicated text and that each generation of readers will
bring something new to our underst,mding of it" (xiii), she highlight,' a
teminist reading that focuses on the issue of voice. Gates offers a more
pluralistic reading, claiming for Their /.1/0, a "multiple canonization in
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the black, the American, and the feminist traditions" (190), but he de-
fines it as "a bold feminist novel, the first to be explicitly so in the Afro-
American tradition" (187). The attractive (expensive), multicolored cover
design featuring Janie beneath the pear tree reinforces a more metaphori-
cal reading of Their Eyes and enhances its cultural authority by display-
ing its capitalistic value.

As this account shows, complicated interactions of public and aca-
demic receptions of the text, the presentations of various editions,
convergences with feminist theory and postmodern views of language,
multiple constructions of Hurston, sociopolitical circumstances, and the
visible professionalization of a significant number of African American
scholars all played a role in creating multiple readings of Their Eyes. The
dramatic shift from reading this novel as "having no theme, no message,
no thought" to reading it as multiply canonized "in the black, the Ameri-
can, and the feminist traditions" (Gates 190) demonstrates the provisional
and shifting nature of all institutionalized readings.

Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony represents another kind of institu-
tionalized reading. Published in 1977, this novel received immediate
critical approval. The New York Review of Book asserted, "Without ques-
tion Leslie Silko is the most accomplished Native American writer of her
generation.... A splendid achievement," and this sentence has adorned
all subsequent paperback editions of Ceremony. N. Scott Momadav's
Pulitzer Prize-winning House Made of Dawn (1968) prepared both public
and academic readers for novels by Native Americans, so Ceremony
found a readv audience. A number of reviewers reminded readers of
Ceremony's (and Silko's) exotic appeal. Kirkus described it as "an emo-
tionally convincing picture of a culture unfamiliar to most" (18). Choice
affirmed that Silko "has confidence in her genre and confidence in her
peoplethe characters and people she lives among" (684). Barbara
Jacobs, in a less flattering review, asserted that "though the plot is some-
times as confused as Tayo's thoughts, the rhythmic chants and simple
prose are compelling" (1147). Despite this generally positive response,
Silko's novel has never achieved the kind of celebrity status accorded to
Hurston's Their Lyes. A small number of articles on Ceremony appear in
the MLA bibliography each year, but the number does not approach
those on Their Eyes. During the period between 1982 and 1992, for ex-
ample, I lurston had 143 entries while Silko had only 6 1 . By themselves,
these numbers indicate little, but the journals and readings they repre-
sent fill out the picture. Articles on Silko have appeared in journals such
as AlLI US, The Journal of Ithnic Sludie,, American Indian Quarterly, and
Critique. With relatively ...mall circulation,', these journals do not reach
the broad audience,' available to the PAHA article,' on I luNton..There
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has been no celebratory edition equivalent to the 1990 Harper Perennial
edition of Their Eyes, although the Penguin edition of Ceremony, issued
after Silko's Almanac of ME' Dead appeared, looks more thoughtfully pro-
duced (expensive) than earlier editions, and it contains the addition (on
page 179) of a full-page rendition of Old Betoni's stars. The places where
work about Ceremony has appeared, and the terms in which it has been
represented by publishers, indicate that it has not vet become, at least in
the terms that Their Eyes has, a book on which public-academic dialogue
focuses, a book for all readers.

Yet readings of Ceremony have been institutionalized. In 1983, the
MLA issued Studies in American Indian Literature:Critical Essays and Course
DesiNns, the second volume in a series initiated by its Commission on
Languages and Literatures of America. Edited by Paula Gunn Allen, this
volume includes suggested designs for courses that include Native
American literature, critical articles on novels such as Ceremony, lists of
resources, and discussions of oral literature and autobiography. Ceremony
receives prominent attention in the introduction as one of the few nov-
els by a Native American woman, and Allen also comments on the need
for those teaching Ceremony to attend to "Laguna traditions, history and
present conditions" (x). Among the critical essays included is Allen's
"The Feminine Landscape of Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony," which
emphasizes the significance of the land in Silko's novel: "We are the land.
To the best of my understanding, that is the fundamental idea that per-
meates American Indian life; the land (Mother) and the people (Moth-
ers) are the same" (127). Allen explains Tayo's illness as a "result of
separation from the ancient unity of person, ceremony and land" (128)
and asserts that his cure derives from reuniting Tavo and the land. No
doubt Allen's cultural authority, both as an academic and as a represen-
tative of the Laguna people, helped institutionalize this reading of land-
scape in Ceremoilli: a number of other critical articles followed suit by
considering Silko's portrayal of the land (see, for example, Garcia;
Nelson; Smith; and Swan).

Allen also helped generate another of the institutionalized readings
of Ceremony by describing Tavo's ability to carry out the ceremony as
deriving from "his status as an outcast who, at the same time is one of
the Laguna people in his heart" (131). This reading of Ceremony as the
story of Favo the half-breed, as a narrative of liminality, has been devel-
oped by Diane Cousineau and Gretchen Ronnov among others.
Cousineau reads the half-breed as i rejection of hierarchy and dualistic
opposition. Ronnow does a Lacanian reading of Ceremony that takes plea-
sure in layo's lack ot a totally cohesive, unified self. She conclude,' that

ayo learns b \ the end of the novel "that Otherne,,,, contain,' the fulle,,t
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possibilities of Presence" (88). In its various forms, this reading of Cer-
emony plays upon Silko's personal condition as being biculturallv Na-
tive American and Anglo by connecting Tayo with the author's own
Laguna-European roots. Nearly all the readings that emphasize the half-
breed issue make a connection with the status of the author.

Other institutionalized readings emphasize textual features, particu-
larly orality /oral traditions. Questions of genre become prominent in
such readings, as critics look at Silko's representations of traditional
poems and stories. Konrad Gross, for example, describes Silko as at-
tempting to "subdue the novel to the conditions of orality and to
indianize it by assigning to it a ritual pattern. . . . [lit [Ceremony] goes
against the widespread contemporary belief that the purpose of novel
writing is to play with various realities, not to master reality" (99). By
framing the innovative qualities of Ceremony in terms of deviation from
contemporary critical fashion, Gross does not encourage additional read-
ings of this novel. Although it would be possible to interpret the lan-
guage of Ceremonyas Barbara Johnson, Elizabeth Meese, and others
have done with Their Eyesin terms of its creativity, its poetic figures,
and its postmodern qualities, the readings of its orality have emphasized
difference and exoticisim.

Mythical /spiritual dimensions of Ceremony take prominence in other
readings. Apparently taking seriously Paula Gunn Allen's admonition
to develop appropriate background in Laguna history and tradition,
critics who set forth readings of the spiritual /mythical lard their accounts
with footnotes from ethnographers. Typical of these, Edith Swan's "Heal-
ing via the Sunwise Cycle in Silko's Ceremony" includes quotations from
anthropologists Franz Boaz, Elise Parsons, and Leslie White, among oth-
ers Swan argues that "Ghostwav, the ceremony conducted on Tayo's
behalf by the Navajo medicine man Betoni," (313) constitutes the center
ot the novel. Sketching the details of his ceremony, complete with charts
that trace Laguna cycles of time and space, Swan concludes that "Tavo's
becoming is complete, a new balance achieved, and he has forged his
place in the schematic order of Spider Woman's metaphysics" (326).
%ilhatever the motivations hehind this and similar readings of Ceremony,
it evoked a highly negative response from Paula Gutm Allen. In a 1990
article, she writes,"I believe I could no mork., do (or sanction) the kind of
investigation of Ceremony done by some researchers than I could slit my
mother's throat. Even seeing sot ae of it published makes my skin crawl.
I have vet to read one of these articles all the way through, my physical
teaction is so pronounced" (383). This visceral reaction from a critic with
Allen's cultural authority casts all mythical /spiritual readings of Cer-
emony in a negative light. Allen's reaction includes a warning against
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those who pursue such readings. Even as she acknowledges her own
previous injunction that instructors ground themselves in historical and
ethnographic material relevant to the novel, she writes: "But to use the
oral tradition directly is to run afoul of native ethics, which is itself a
considerable part of the tradition. Using the tradition while contraven-
ing it is to do violence to it. The ethical issue is both political and meta-
physical, and to violate the traditional ethos is to run risks that no
university professor 'signed up for in any case" (379). Allen's critique
extends beyond these readings and readers to Silko herself: "tilhe story
she lays alongside the novel is a clan story and is not to be told outside
of the clan. I have long wondered wlw she did so. Certainly, being raised
in greater proximity to Laguna village than I, she must have been told
what I was, that we don't tell these things outside" (384). By question-
ing Silko's motives and ethics, Allen undercuts the authority of Cerenwny
as well as its author. If Silko betrays her people by telling a clan story to
outsiders, does she deserve her readers' trust?

As was true for Dwir Eyes, readings of Ceremony have evolved from
complex interactions of textual features, multiple constructions of the
author, sociopolitical circumstances, and public and academic receptions.
While recent criticism of Their Eyes has been generative and led to addi-
tional readings, the reductive readings of Ceremony's oral features com-
bined with Allen's powerful objections to mythical/spiritual readings
have prevented a similar burgeoning of critical attention to Ceremony.
Furthermore, CereMon y has lacked serious and sustained extra-academic
attention, and the resulting lack of dialogue between public and aca-
demic readci-s may also have limited its readings. Whatever the reasons,
this novel appears to be, for the moment, receding from both public and
academic view. Nearly all the articles published on Ceremony in the past
three iears have embedded this novel in discussions of thematic issues
or of other novels by Native Americans, and none of these articles posi-
tions Ceremony in the cehter of the current critical discussions as Gates's
and Washington's article; do Their Eyes.

The appearance of Mvine Hong Kingston's The Wonwn Warrior in
1976 spawned a set of institutionalized readings that helped constitute
Asian American literary studies. Of course, Asian American literature
existed before 1976, and Frank Chin, Jeffery Chan, Lawson Inada, and
1--,hawn Wong led the project of recoverin)., Asian American literary texts
by editing one of the first collections of Asian American writing, AiiWeeee!
An Anthology of Asian-American Writers (see Chin et al.). I lowever, it is
Kingst(m's The lVoman Warrior which has had a dramatic impact on
American literary studies, becoming, in the view of many, the exemplary
Asian American text and one of the multicultural texts that has
contributed to expanding the canon. Kingston herself has secured a place

1 t)
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in the contemporary American literary scene, bolstered early on by criti-
cal acclaim in the popular media and public sphere as evidenced by pres-
tigious book awards like the National Book Critics Circle Award for The
Woman Warrior (1976) and the American Book Award for China Men
(1980), as well as by being the recipient of NEA and Guggenheim fel-
lowships (see Li; and Wong).

The institutionalized readings of The Woman Warrior have taken shape
with the steady increase of publications since this work first appeared.
Selections from The Woman Warrior (most often excerpts from "No Name
Woman") appear with regularity in the leading anthologies of Ameri-
can literature and college readers. At least 88 critical essays on The Woman

Warrior have appeared in the MLA bibliography since 1982, and the
Modern Language Association recently published a guide to teaching
The tVoman Warrior as part of its "Approaches to Teaching World Lit-
erature" series (see Lim), placing Kingston in the company of such ca-
nonical figures as Chaucer, Shakespeare, Melville, and Whitman.

Unlike Hurston and Silko, then, Kingston garnered almost contem-
poraneous popular and academic recognition within a relatively short
period of time. Perhaps this unusual reception results from The Woman

rior's ability to fulfill the expectations, requirements, and desires of
both the larger public market and a more specialized critical industry of
literary studies. Kingston's text appeared at a time when the United
States was engaged in discussions about women's rights and "minor-

rights. The literary canon wa,, under fire for its narrow view of
"American literature," and the MLA's Commission on the Language and
Literatures of America (which brought out the 1983 volume on teach-
ing Native American literature) actively sought to foster institutional
recognition of minority literatures.

Market forces and a receptive audience, whether public or academic,
play an important role in the institutionalization of a reading, particu-
larly when that reading fulfills the audience's expectations of the text.
The public reception of The Woman Warrior was filled with desire for the
exotic and the oriental as exemplified by Jane Kramer's New lark Times
re\lew:

CI- 'nese-Americans imyst tind it even more bi/arre that we have
dkmissed the mystery of China tor the mystique ot the Chinese
revolution. fen years ago they bewildered us and we ignored them.
Now we peer at them in their American Chinatown,,, deTerate to
discover it they belong to Peking or laiwan--as if the an-,wer to that
one question were all we needed to complete our understanding.
Ion \ ears ago they were the it lie of immigrant America. I he\
were the Unnew waiter, the Chinese laundryman. Now they are
part o; OM new rhetoric, and they are still anonvmou,.. (1 )

1 S
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Kramer's review describes an enthusiasm foi things Chinese (during this
time of the opening up of the People's Republic of China) that echoes
with consumer desire for cultural products. Kramer does make the dis-
tinction between Chinese and "Chinese-Americans" (hyphenated as if
to suggest 4 duality), but she has constructed a particular type of Chi-
no,e American. She has in mind the Chinese immigrant who has only
recently found a life in America, ignoring the fact that five or six gen-
erations of Chinese had already been living in America, had been citi-
zens for some time, and had not been confined by the imagined
boundaries of Chinatowns. Thus, Kingston and her hook are reduced
to representing things Chinese, thereby fulfilling the expectations of a
public looking for the exotic and oriental. The public was eager to insti
tutionalize Kingston and The Woman Warrior because, in many ways, it
fed their expectations and confirmed their beliefs about this "foreign"
culture which has remained mysterious even on America's own shores.

The New York Time.-; was not alone in producing such a review (simi-
lar reviews appeared in mainstream national publications like Time and
New!;week). Kingston herselt believed that two-thirds of the reviews of
The IVonian Warrior were in some way praising the stereotypes that she
aimed to bring into question, remarking "What I did not foresee was the
critics measuring the book and me against the stereotype of the exotic,
inscrutable, mysterious oriental" ("Cultural" 35). Kingston also recog-
ni/ed early on that there would be "institutionalized" readings of her
text: "The women's lib angle and the Third World angle, tl ie Roots angle"
("Cultural" 35). However, what she did not count on kvas being located
outside of America, or perhaps, inside hut not of America. The produc-
tion or reproduction of the oriental in these reviews acts in many %yavs
to maintain a certain cultural hegemony. On the one hand, America en-
thusiasticaliy and genuinely expresses its interest in Chinese culture; on
the ot'-er hand, by constructing an essentialist Chinese culture, these
reviews ignore the existence ot something called "Chinese American,"
the production of a "new" culture within the intersections of the Chi-
nese and the American. The public is willing to accept only limited rep-
resentation of a "minority, and what it does accept imr,t fit the cultural
representations that have already been assigned to it.

Perhaps even more disturbing is the reduction of a diverse culture to
the writings of a single rer,on. Kingston herself is frustrated when she
is expected to be the single representative of her race and is more dis-
turbed when she hears non-Chinese people caving to a Chinece person,
"Well now I know about you because I have read Maxine !long
Kingston's books" (Islas I I ). Kingston sees this problem only being
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addressed with the emergence of more Chinese American writers,
following the example of African American writers who have, in her
eyes, "already surmounted the problem" (Islas 11). Kingston's acknowl-
edgment of African American writers and her hope for Chinese Ameri-
can writers echo June Jordan's assertion that there can be diverse interests
and multiple projects in a community. Just as Hurston was criticized
early on by Richard Wright and others for pandering to whites, Kingston
has been charged by writers like Frank Chin with playing to a "white"
audience (and marketplace) and perpetuating stereotypes. Chin has been
right to the extent that the public has accepted a certain construction of
Kingston and Chinese America while ignoring the possibility of a diverse
community. But Kingston's huge presence has contributed to the pro-
duction of new Asian American literature which, in turn, creates a more
"literate" audience, more critical readers, and more readings.

While the public reception of The Woman Warrior has been problem-
atic, the equally problematic academic reception has been generative for
the relatively young field of Asian American literary studies. Despite the
criticism by Chin that she does not represent "real" Asian American art,
Kingston in many ways becomes the lone canonical figure to at least
provide the field some force with which to establish itself in literary stud-
ies. However, there is also a tension between Asian American literary
studies and the larger institution of the academy. Asian American liter-
ary studies often finds itself offering correctives and challenging orien-
tal and exotic representations that make their way into the curriculum
under the guise of cultural pluralism. Just as the reviewers fed a public
market hungry for a text like The Woman Warrior, so academic critics who
create readings of Kingston feed a critical industry that allows and sup-
ports their existence. The construction and institutionalization of read-
ings ic in many ways not a gatekeeping function but one of survival as
material must be recovered or produced in order to maintain an economy
of literary criticism and instruction. Thus, while there is much debate
about the ethics involved in interpretation (especially when consider-
ing "marginal" writers), it often comes down to material interests, cul-
tural capital, and the sustaining of a critical industry.

The appearance of a study guide, then, might suggest that Asian
American literature has found a place in the academy. The MLA guide,
Approaches to TeachinN Knt,oton%; The Woman Warrior, suggests that
Kingston's le\ t can be used in a variety of disciplines: English and Ameri-
can literature, American studies, ethnic studies, women's studies. How-
ever, each of these disciplines has different interests and in pursuing
them will ol ten emphasiie aspects ot the to the point v here there
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can be only a single reading, a single mc-ning in the book. And while
Kingston recognized that her book would be read from certain "angles,"
the reification of the text in the academy concerns her:

Young women on campuses carry The Norton Anthology of Literature
by Women like a talisman, like a shield. Just so, they carry The Woman
Warrior; they call it "the book." "We're studying the book in class."
"Will you discuss the book with us?" I don't like all this overpraising
of my daughter and rudeness toward my sonsespecially since my
writing has gotten betterwiser and more skillful--as I've gone
along. ("Personal" 24)

In some ways the production of a study guide only acts to further reify
the text. While its purpose is to aid in the instruction of material that may
be unfamiliar, there is a danger that the guide itself will act in the repro-
duction of racist representations as those who use it may not consider
fully the range of readings not included. The guide can offer diverse
readings of "the book," but no matter what disclaimer is made (perhaps
even by Kingston), there will be a desire to see the guide itself as a "tal-
isman," as a "shield," as the authoritative and authenticating text.

The guide divided into two parts. Part One is concerned with ma-
terials, discussing the history of the actual text, providing suggestions
for critical and background studies, and other work which can aid in the
classroom. Part Two is called "Approaches" and is divided into three
sections: "Cultural and Historical Contexts," "Pedagogical Contexts,"
and "(,:ritical Contexts: Genre, Themes, Form." While the entire section
provides approaches to teaching The Wontan Warrior, the division into
three smaller sections clearly defines particular readings. The section on
"Cultural and Historical Contexts" is concerned primarily with address-
ing the cultural issues in the text, acting to counter the "misreadings"
that so often accompany it. The section "Critical Contexts" discusses
textual and theoretical features, emphasizing the aesthetic and rhetoric
of the text rather than reading it as strict ethnographic study.

lowever, the section on "Pedagogical Contexts" is perhaps the most
revealing example of institutionalized reading as we see how the text is
introduced and received in particular classroom situations. For example,
the essay by Judith Melton, "The Woman Warrior in the Women's Stud-
ies Classroom," reduces the discussion to issues of Chinese patriarchy
and the struggle for temale identity in a bicultural environment. The
context of a women's studies class makes thk understandably the focus,
but this can also be harmtul if such a focus acts only to reinforce stereo-
tv pe,, of Chi nese culture and emphasi/c certain cruel practices, such as
lootbinding, as being an essential (_ hinese characteristii . Another essay,
Paul Mcliride's "Me Woman Warrior in the I listorv Classroom, " reads
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the text as "microhistory," as though it is the personal experience of
Kingston which becomes a representative experience for Chinese Ameri-
can women. Although Kingston tells her own individual story, McBride
sees Kingston's text as "usherlingl us into the otherwise inaccessible
donlain where microl-1 and macrohisi.ory met, where the individual
understands and reacts to the relentless forces of history" (98). In other
words, her experience can be translated into the experiences of others
in a larger historical context.

While Melton and McBride are only offering two readings in a guide
offering a variety of readings, their inclusion in a section called "Peda-
gogical Contexts" warrants some concern. First, their presence suggests
that they present exemplary pedagogical strategies for the teaching of
the text. But second, and reflective of the hegemonic force of American
culture, these readings signal a still pervasive reduction of things .orien-
ta I. Granted, the disciplines Melton and McBride are reading for
(women's studies and history) have different interests than literary stud-
ies or ethnic studies, but they allow their desire to fulfill particular ex-
pectations which preclude them from a more critical engagement with
the larger cultural text that accompanies The Wman Warrior. As a result,
readings of The Woman Warrior, both orientalist and corrective, have been
institutionalized. The irony is, of course, that without this institutional-
ization, without the critical debate fueled by such re,idings, a critical
industry of literary studies and a public market would both cease to exist.

As this examination of institutionalized readings of Their Eyes, Cer-
emony, and The Wonmn Warrior indicates, many forces and circumstances
interact to produce readings, and these readings continually shift and
change. While academics play an important part in institutionalizing
readings, they do not operate unilaterally. As the cases of Their Eyes and
The Woma,; Warrior show, the conventions and economics of publishing,
along vith the interplay of public and academic readings, contribute to
the way text; are read. As the instance of Ceremony suggests, absence of
the public-academic dialogue may contribute to a decrease in readings
of all sorts. John Rodden asserts that we are all "institutional readers"
because the reading proce,,s does not occur in a vacuum: "our responses
to literature, as to everything else, are influenced by our historical-insti-
tutional affiliations" (70). This does not mean that all readers enjoy equal
status or that there is no conflict among classes of readeis. Much ot the
current hostility expressed by the public press toward the academy can
be seen as a reaction to professors yho construct themselves as profes-
sional readers. As Michael BC.rub0 observes, the general public see, the
notion ot a professi(ma I class of "readers" as suspicious because it is a
"disenfranchisement of their rights as readers ot English" (22). Lawrence

pLJ
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Levine, Shelley Rubin, Karen Halttunen, and other students of Ameri-
can culture have shown that anxiety frequently energizes the (middle-
brow) public's attention to readings institutionalized by the academy,
but that hostility often underlies that anxiety. Furthermore, even though
it remains largely unacknowledged and untheorized, anxiety also shapes
academics. A clear line of anxiety runs from graduate school orals
through pretenure evaluations to professorial concerns about the status
of the critical industry, creating a link between what Jonathan Freedman
calls "those unlikely twins, the middlebrow and the academic" (21).
Recognizing, implicitly or explicitly, their similarity to, even as they
declare their difference from, the middle-brow public, academics
struggle to create viable identities for themselves. Their authority as
professional readers comes into question when the public resists or un-
dercuts their declarations. As the cases of Hurston and Kingston dem-
onstrate, institutionalized readings do not always emerge in the heights
of the academy to be handed on to a passive but receptive public. Our
investigation shows that the institutionalization of readings frequently
involves complex transactions between public and academic constitu-
encies, transactions in which the role of the public (middlebrow) reader
cannot be described as trivial.

Thc complex interactions between public and academic spheres be-
come even more complicated 1, ith texts marked by racial and gender
marginality. In considering each writer, we have noted a theme of con-
struction and contestation of identities. Though the public and academy
often seem posed against each other, they do seem to share a project of
constructing writers to fulfill the expectations and desires that they have
already placed upon them. We see in Hurston, Silko, and Kingston writ-
ers who have constructed identities in their works, either "fictional" or
personal, but in many ways unique and not representative of whatever
group claims them as representative. An anxiety drives both the middle-
brow public and the academic when they confront subjects that are not
easily classified and understandable until they construct them as such
and can then incorporate them into their own projects. Institutionaliza-
tion, then, becomes a process of transforming complex identities into
texts that can be processed and disseminated more easily into larger
public and academic spheres.

I-hese interactions between public and academic spheres bear politi-
cal implications. Just as we cannot di lord to ignore the concerns of the
public whom we educate and who, in turn, supports the critical indus-
try upon which our cry livelihoods depend, so we cannot overlook the
complicated dialogues between public and academic readings that hell.,
constitute the institutionaliied readings we (re )prod uce in our class- jP
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rooms. Rather than presuming that our cultural authority confers un-
limited power, we would do well to consider ho . and where the power
signified by institutionalized readings circulates. Our students can of-
fer help in this consideration. Occupying as they do a liminal position
between public and academic spheres, they simultaneously enrich our
understanding of the public worlds from which they arrive as they be-
come (in varying degrees) part of the academy.
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11 A Flock of Cultures
A Trivial Proposal

Robert Scholes
Brown University

Irettch tiftempt to ,et A Ir. "The Great Autcricart
N'oi,c1.- 3 A fountains pre..;,.

The pigs were ranged on one side, the dogs on another, and then
from a third a flock of cultures crept up from time to time. (Anderson
et al. 50)

It is tempting to read the French printer's creative typography as an al-
legory of contemporary education: pigs on the right, dogs on the left,
and a flock of cultures timidly trying to find a place among them. Are
all those creatures perhaps feeding on the rotting carcass of Western
Civilization? Other interpretations may well occur to vou. Feel free
this is not a classic text; it lacks authority and intentionality. My own
reading of it, however, reminds me of what a contested field education
is today, how polarized and politicized it has become, how difficult it is
to speak reasonably and effectively about a coherent core of study for
college students. Nevertheless, this is just what I propose to undertake.
Specifically, I hope to explain just why such concepts as "Great Books"
and "Western Civ" cannot really solve the problem of our "flock of cul-
tures," and then I shall go on to make a "trivial proposal" for a different
core of humanistic study for college students. The arrogance of such a
gesture is all too apparent. In my own defense I can only say that it is
accompanied bv a comparable amount of humility. I do not.expect to
solve our problems here, only to advance our discussion of them beyond
the point of mutual accusations and recriminations.

Our problem as I see itthat is, the problem of colli-ge instruction in
general and ally humanistic core for such studies in particularcan be
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put in the form of two questions. It is my hope that those concerned about
education, whether they are on the "Right" or the "Left," might agree
that it is reasonable to see our problems in this manner. One question is
how we can put students in touch with a usable cultural past. The other
is how we can help students attain an active relationship with their cul-
tural present. These two questions are intimately related, of course. We
cannot answer one without taking a position on the other. Therefore, I
shall try to consider them both, though my "trivial" proposal is con-
cerned mainly with the second. To approach the matter of usable cul-
tural past, I shall have to begin with questions of canonicity. This may
at first seem like just another assault on "Western Civ" and the "Great
Books." but I ask for N'our patience. This is a different kind of critique, I
believe, and it will have a different outcome than is usual. To begin with,
however, we will need to have a clear understanding of the cultural role
of canons.

Without going into a full etymological investigation (which I have
undertaken elsewhere), let me note briefly that our words cane, canon,
and cannon are derived from the same Greek root, which had a primary
reference to a type of reed or caneand that most of their variations in
meaning can be seen as metaphorical or metonymical extensions of the
properties and uses of the reed and the palm. It seems reasonable to
speculate that the straight and segmented form of certain canes led to
their use in making lines and measurements. The first measuring sticks
or rulers were probably canes. Certainly the meanings associated with
the word canon in its Greek forms show clearly eno,gh how measure-
ment extends to control, criticism, and even taxation. Our English word
ruder, though not connected etymologically with cane or canon, will serve
to illustrate how measurement and governing always seem to go to-
gether, since the word means both measuring stick and one vho gov-
erns.

The tubular inner shape of canes has ako been extended to cover all
sorts of similar objects, as the meanings of the French and Latin word
01110,1 clearly demonstrate. Our English restriction of the spelling can-
non (with two n',0 to distinguish the guns from other sorts of canons is
a very recent development in the history ot a very old world. These are
different spellings onlv, not ditterent words. C.uns and ruling are asso-
ciated in more ways than one. "I he English, of course, seem particularly
responsibk. for institutionali/ing the cane as the instrument for beating
docility into subject peoples and Greek into schoolboys. "I"he 01.P illus-
trates the use ot /me ,1 verb with a quotation from 1 \'ictorion news-
paper: "I had a little (.,reek caned into me.'" \lam' a nati e in India had

a.. well other canonical text,' (ailed into him by the cur
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ricular arm of the British Raj. The Empire was based on its cannon, canon,
and canesto a startling degree.

The use of the word canon to mean a body of sacred texts comes to us
from Latin rather than Greek, and specifically from the Latin of the Ro-
man Church, where it is an extension of the notion of a caner, as rule or
law. The most common extension of this sense of the word in literary
studies has until very recently been in reference to the works written by
a single author. In the bibliographies of PMLA, articles with the word
canon in their titles most frequently have used the word in just this sense.
We speak of the Shakespeare canon or the Defoe canon, meaning no more
than the works really written by these authors as opposed to those that
might be erroneously attributed to them. Inevitably, however, some of
the religious connotations of canonicity flow into this secular use. Where
there is a canon, there is both power and sanctity. Above all, however,
there is discip!ine. A textual canon is always a disciplinary function. A
canon is in every sense a phallocratic object.

First the law, then the sacred text. As religious practices and beliefs
are institutionalized in a church, the canonical texts are separated from
the apocrypha, or the angelic from the satanic verses, as matters are put
in the Islamic canon. Canonical texts are held to be fully authorized, in
the sense of ultimately attributable to God. They are, therefore, not only
sacred but authoritative, truthful. What is excluded from the religious
canon turns into mere literaturea principle that we should note, for it
says much about literature as a discipline, or as a field of study that, for
good or ill, is not quite disciplined. Perhaps I should at this point make
my own position clearer. I have no case to make against either canons
or disciplines. They are the essentials of academic life, and I am an aca-
demician. I only want to emphasize that canons and disciplines need one
another. They go together. And discipline, like canon, is a word that
scarcely conceals its potential for abuses of power. We need disciplines
in order to think productively. We also need to challenge them in order
to think creatively..

The tightening of thought that constitutes a discipline inevitably is
accompanied by a tightening of control over some canon of ,exts or
methods. For exampleIs Plato tried to move Greek thought closer to
monotheism, hy., found it necessary to turn I lamer into an apocryphal
text, a text that tells lit.", about God. It is clear that rid to and Socra k",
admired I lomer and knew the I lomeric texts the wav some Christians
1,11l1W their Bible, hut I lamer was exposed as literature rather than scrip-
ture in Plato's Rcpubli, ,ind suffered the consequences. Plato, ot course,
did not share our concept at literature, which is itselt al product of the
onsalidatian at literary study as a branch ot aesthetics in the late eigh-
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teenth and nineteeath centuries. What his example illustrates is that the
tendency to canonize and apocryphize is a feature of monotheistic or
totalizing forms of thought. In particular, as disciplines constitute them-
selves, they institutionalize discourses, regulating not only admission
to canonicity but also the right to produce texts with authority, the right
to interpret, and, in this manner, they often control the permitted kinds
of interpretation as well. Not only is this a feature of churches as insti-
tutions, it is also a feature of sciences and other belief systems that emerge
out of monotheistic religious practice. Excessive rigidity, howevei is
dangerous for disciplines and institutions, which often forget the roots
of canonicity are in a flexible plant.

While we are thinking of the emergence of canons and disciplines,
we should remember that sciences as well as religions are subject to this
pattern of development. We sometimes forget that our empirical sciences
emerged d:alectically out of Thomistic Christianity, substituting autho-
rized observation of nature for authorized interpretation of scripture, but
requiring the same assumption of a universe governed by a single set of
rules. These sciences ultimately came to challenge certain religious dog-
mas, of course, but they did so by constituting themselves around a dis-
course of authority, as Kuhn and Foucault have helped us to understand.
The attempts by practitioners of "creation science" to have their views
recognized as scientific have so far foundered on this very dialectical
rock. Marxism, too, which in its early days repeatedly claimed the sta-
tus of a science, has never justified those claims and now hovers between
religion and literature. In the physical and biological sciences, of course,
there ic little reverence for texts as Such. These are disciplines that cen-
ter themselves around a method or canon of rules rather than a canon
of sacred texts.

We can distinguish science and religion, then, as institutions that share
a need for authoritative control of textuality, but differ importantly over
whether this authority resides in a canon of methods or a canon of texts.
This formal study of literature as a branch of the arts emerges only after
the rise of science has demonstrated the way a discipline can coalesce
around certain carefully defined objects and methods of study. The study
of literature as discipline (as opposed to the study of (.reek and Latin
grammar and a mixed bag of classical texts) began with English works
like Lord Kames's Elcmcins of Critiei,qn but %Va..; really consolidated by
the German Romantics in texts like Schiller's letters On the ACsflielk Liliv-
union of Man, Schelling's Plulo,opliii of Art (especially the last section on
"The Verbal Ads"), and the section on poetry that closes I legel's Lee-

urc,, or! nue Art. In these texts, and in their less systematic English coun-
terparts by Coleridge, Shelley, and others, the notion of literature as a
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branch of the fine arts, characterized by "Imagination"the absolutely
critical wordbecame sufficiently clear and stable to support a field of
study.

Literary study, however, has never quite defined its objects as neatly
as the sciences have defined theirs. It has hovered between the forms of
canonicity proper to science and those proper to religion, sometimes
regarding its objects of study as specimens, hut more often giving them
the status of quasi-religious texts, not grounded in the Word of God
e \activ, but in the Imagination, which.. as Coleridge so explicitly argues,
is analogous to and partakes of the creativity of God the Creator. In
making this move, the Romantics and followers like Arnold were actu-
ally reversing the Platonic process, putting Literature at the center of
culture by claiming that Imagination enabled literary Artists to shape
in language or plastic matter versions of Absolute Truth. This Romantic
move also resulted in the establishment of canons oriented to a single
language and culture, because such canons were felt to embody the Spirit
of a particular nation or people. In this manner, English, or French, or
(Ierman literature could be seen as a body of material that needed sort-
ing out into canonical and noncanonical texts; those that embodied the
proper Spirit and those that did not. This sorting, and the exegesis of
the chosen texts, accordingly became the projects of a quasi-priestly caste,
gradually organized around their national literary canons into academic
disciplines. Our present English departments are, among other things,
the inheritors of a discipline partly organized by this cultural history.
I-hex are also partly organized by an older tradition of rhetorical study,
which they acquired 1.vhen they sublated the rhetoric departments in
many American universities about a century ago. Rhetoric has been or-
ganized around a canon of methods, with texts used mecely as examples.
English literature organized itself around a canon of texts, relegating the
methods of rhetoric to a minor role. The stir and struggle we are pres-
entlY experiencing may indicate that this traditional hierarchy is begin-
ning to become unstable.

In drawing out the connections between canons and forms of institu-
tionalized 'et I 11 laV have seemed to be headed toward some quasi-
Foucauldian critique ot pow er itself, along with a plea lor the elimination
of all canons. Nothing could be further from my intent, however, since I
ain persuaded that the connection between institutions and canons is
inevitable. Furtl iermore, our awareness of the existence of canons and
our understanding ol the process by which they are maintained and al-
tered makes it possible for us to influence Lanons through the institu-
tions that support them and to change the institutions through their
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canons. What I am opposed to is the pretense that there may be some
cosmic canon that transcends all institutions because it is based on an
unexaminable and unchallengeable Absolute. This, I contend, is the case
with notions like "Great Books" and "Western Civ," in which a flock of
cultures march under the banner of a canonical eagle. I also want to sug-
gest that some shifting between canons of text and canons of methods
has been a regular part of cultural history, so that we should regard it as
a normal feature of our lives. I want to suggest that we are at a point in
cultural and textual studies where a realignment between these two types
of canonicity may be pedagogically sound and helpful. At this moment,
however, my main point is that there has never been a canon of "Great
Books."

There is no canon of "Great Books," in my view, because there is no
intellectual core to the notion of "Great Books" in the first place. Liter-
ary study, though far from being a quantifying science, obtained a de-
gree of coherence by organizing itself around Romantic concepts of Art,
Imagination, and Spirit. Other textual studies organize themselves by
time, by genre, or by other systems of connection among their objects,
just as biology has organized itself around the concept of life, the cell,
and so on. But such notions as those of "Great Books" and."Western Civ"
have no disciplinary focus, and hence, no academic core. There is, just
to consider the most basic matters, absolutely no notion of bookish Great-
ness that has any coherence whatsoever. Allan Bloom would tell us, I
suppose, that all the Great Books exhibit something called Greatness of
Soul, but the concept of Great Souls is just as vaguein both adjective
and nounas what it is supposed to define. Nor is the notion of West-
ern Civilization much of an improvement. There can be no notion of tex-
tual greatness, I am arguing, apart from a set of texts organized by a
discipline. Of course, there have been great philosophersbut only since
philosophy has been a discipline could we perceive them as such. Nor
is their "greatness" ot the same kind as that of Mozart, Shakespeare, or
Tintoretto. All these are "great" only in contexts, partly narrative ones,
that allow them to be perceived as such.

Western Civ, I maintain, lacks the coherence for pedagogically sound
instruction. Such coherence as it might have, I would add, collies from
a philosophy that even its adherents no longer claim to accept. One of
the things we need to remember when considering concepts such as
"Western Civ" is that they originated in the Furocentric thinking of
German philosophers. The greatest of these, of course, ivas F legel, who
,-,",terriclti/ed the notion of cultural progrey, from Fast to kVest in \va vs
that still haunt most of our thinking on these subjects:
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The History of the World travels from East to West, for Europe is
absolutely the end of History, Asia the beginning.... [A] !though the
earth forms a sphere. Ilistory forms no circle around it, but has on
the contrary a determinate East viz., Asia. Here rises the outward
physical sun, and in the West it sinks down; here consentaneously
rises the sun of self-consciousness, which diffuses a nobler brilliance.
The History of the World ic the disopline [emphasis added] of the
uncontrolled natural will, bringing it into obedience to a Universal
principle and conferring subjective freedom. The East knew and to
the present day knows only that One is Free: the Greek and Roman
world, that some are free: the German World knows that All are free.
(Philosoplm of History 103-4)

What Hegel meant by the German world, in this instance, was Europe
after the fall of Rome, a Europe that had been overrun by Germanic tribes
moving from east to west: the Angles, the Saxons, the Franks, the Goths,
the Lombards. He also meant a Europe in which ultimately Protestant-
ism would come to elevate the materialism of the Roman Catholic
Church to a more spiritual level, finally realizing Christ's message that
every human soul is free and worthy of developmen':. He describes this
process, in a memorable passage, as subjecting Christianity to "the ter-
rible discipline of culture":

Secularity appears now the was writing of the six1eenth century] as
gaining a consciousness of its intrinsic worthbeconos aware of its
having a value ot its own in the morality, rectitude, prnhity and
dctiyity of man. The consciousness of independent vdlidity is
aroused through the restoration of Christian freedom. The Christian
principle now passed through the terrible discipline of culture, and
it first attains truth and reality through the Reformation. .1.his third
period of the German World e \ tends from the Reformation to our
own times. (334)

I am introducing I legel into this discussion of Western Civ and Great
Books for a number of reasons, which I must now try to explain and
clarify. As I have already partly indicated, I believe that our tendency to
speak in terms of Western Civ is derived from the degeneration of

legelian ideas into the repertory of "common sense." I call this degen-
eration because, in this passage from systematic thought to folk wisdom,

legel's ideas have been separated from the rationale that drove them.
By putting them back in their I legelian context, I hope to show both what
they have lost in this transition and how we shall have to adapt and
modify them to make them useful again for curricular purposes. Let me
begin this complex process by pointing out that for Hegel the idea of
studying the %Vest without the Fast would bt' ludicrous. The basic prin-
ciple involved here is I legel's view of history as a dialectical process, in
which the new al way's results from the negation and sublation of the old,
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in which certain elements of the old are retained within the new synthe-
sis. By seeing the West as the dialectical heir to the East, Hegel incorpo-
rates understanding of the East as a necessary part of the study of
Germanic (or Western) culture. Here is a typical passage in which he
specifies the sort of exchange involved in this process:

In the struggle with the Saracens [the Crusades], European valor had
idealized itself to a fair and noble chivalry. Science and knowledge,
especially that of philosophy came from the Arabs into the West. A
noble poetry and free imagination were kindled among the Germans
by the Easta fact which directed Goethe's attention to the Orient
and occasioned the composition of a string of lyric pearls, in his
"Divan," which in warmth and felicity of fancy cannot be surpassed.
But the East itself, when by degrees enthusiasm had vanished, sank
into the grossest vice. (3601

The East had its time of spiritual flourishing, and sank, as every culture
in history is doomed to do, in Hegel's view, until history comes to an
endan end he hoped and believed was being attained in his own time.
The fact that history did not end in his time, and that it has taken some
surprising turns since then, constitutes part of our problem in putting
Hegelian ideas to work today. In terms of Western Civ, however, there
are two other aspects of Hegel's thought that we should remember. In

recognizing the enduring achievements of the great literary figures of
the past, Hegel also insisted on their pastness. In this view the continu-
ally increasing distance of the literary past from the present makes the
need for a properly modern literature more acute:

No [tomer, Sophocles, etc., no DanteAriosto, or Shakespeare can
appear in our day; what was so magnificently sung, what was so
freely e\ pressed, has been expressed: these are materials, ways ot
looking at them and treating them which have been sung once and
for all. Only the present is fresh, the rest is paler and paler. (..lest/wfics
605)

For Hegel the whole of "Western Civ," the "discipline" of Western
culture, is almost unbearable to contemplate. The only thing that redeems
this spectacle is the sense that it has a purpose, that it is progressive,
because it is the history of Spirit realizing itself through the rise ot hu-
man consciousness. But we need to catch some echo of his own voice on
this matter:

Without rhetorical eviggeration, a simply truthful combination of
the miseries that have overwhelmed the noblest of nation, arid
polities, and the tinest essemplars ot private virtueforms a picture
of most tearful aspect, and eNtites emotions ot the profoundest ,md
most hopeless sadness, ciiiinterbalanced Lonsolaton result
We endure in beholding it a menidl torture, allowing no defence or

a
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escape but the consideration that what has happened could not be
otherwise: that it is a fatality which no intervention could alter. And
at least we draw hack from the intolerable disgust with which these
sorrowful reflections threaten us, into the more agreeable
environment of our individual lifethe Present formed by our
private aims and interests. In short we retreat into the selfishness
that stands on the quiet shore, and thence enjoy in safety the distant
spectacle of "wrecks confusedly hurled." But even regarding History
as the slaughter-bench at which the happiness of peoples, the
wisdom of States, and the virtue of individuals has been
victimizedthe question involuntarily arisesto Yhat principle, to
what final aim these enormous sacrifices have been offered.
(Philosophy of I listen/ 21)

Without that final aim, which in Hegel's case is a theological onethat
of the Absolute realizing itself through humanity's increasing under-
standing of the world and the role of the Spirit in itthe spectacle of
Western Civ is quite simply unbearable. Nhat is wrong with our present
adaptations of this notion of Western Ciy, I am arguing, is that, on the
one hand, they do not acknowledge the horror of the spectacle but
present it as a series of glorious achievements, and on the other hand,
that they finesse the question of history and of historicism in particular.
The past two centuries of historical events have certainly demonstrated
that history did not end with Hegel. And surely, philosophical thought
during ta Iose years has combined with political and social events to make
it virtually impossible for us to sustain a Hegelian belief in the direction
of history by a providential Absolute.

It will be useful in this context to compare Hegel's view of cultural
history as a "slaughter-bench," redeemed only by the progressive domi-
nation of Spirit over matter, with Walter Benjamin's view of the same
terrain, which is consciously set against the historicism and idealism of
Hegel's followers. Benjamin asks "with whom the adherents of histori-
cism actually empathize":

Me answer is inevitable: with the victor. And all Rilers are the heirs
ot those who conquered before them. Ilence, empathy with the
victor invariably benefits the rulers. I listorical materialists know
what that means. Whoever has emerged victorious participates to
this day in the triumphal procession in which pre,-ent rulers step
over those who are lying prostrate. According to traditional practice,
the spoils are carried along in the procession. They arc called cultural
treasures, and a historical materialist views them with cautious
detachment. For without e \ception the cultural treasuros he surveys
have an origin which he cannot contemplate without horror..Fhey
owe their 0\ isient e not only to the etforts of the great minds and
talents ho have i waled them, but also to the anonymous toil ot
their iontemporaries. I here is no document of civilization yhich is
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not at the same time a document of barbarism. And just as such a
document is not free of barbarism, barbarism taints also the manlier
in which it was transmitted from one owner to another. A historical
materialist therefore disassociates himself from it as far as possible.

le regards it as his task to brush history against the grain. (256-57)

Benjamin, it should be noted, does not deny the greatness of the minds
that have created cultural treasures. Even when trying to speak as a "his-
torical materialist," he must acknowledge the flashes of Spirit that ani-
mate the treasures of Western Civand so, I believe, must we. But such
flashes are not intelligible, not even perceptible, without a context.
Hegel's own "greatness"and I would be the last to deny itcan only
be comprehended, measured, and criticized in a context of other system-
atic thinkers. Without the threads of filiation that bind him to Plato and
Aristotle, to Fichte and Schelling, to Marx and Freud, and above all,
without a sense of what dialectic or systematic thought actually may be,
Hegel may only seem, as he did to Goethe's daughter when he came to
dinner, to be "an unclear thinker."

The point I am trying so laboriously to make is that any presentation
of Europe's cultural past must itself be laboriously thought out and care-
fully presented. When disconnected texts are presented in surveys of
Great Books, one of the first things lost is history itself. When texts that
speak to one another--that address the same problems, that work in the
same medium or genre--are studied, then such courses can make sense.
They will make the greatest sense, however, if they take a narrative struc-
ture that finally connects them to the present. To return to the example
I have been working with, Hegel is important to us because our thought
is still shaped by ideas he formulated so powerfullyand because we
need to reject some of those ideas in order to understand our own situ-
ation.

In my view, every discipline should offer courses in its own history,
or in some coherent segment of that history ending with the present time.
But there can be no coherent overview of the historical whole, no single
historical core of Great Books embodying something called "Western
Civilization." And if any single discipline's history were to be privileged
as the best embodiment of the ideal Western Civ fails to reach, that would
certainly be the "1 listorv of Art from Egypt t, America"which is regu-
larly ignored in courses called "Western Civ. I would privilege sculp-
ture and painting because they are so palpable, so representable, so
suited to a generation attuned to visual texts. In the history of art, what
my teacher George Kubler called so beautifully "the shape of time" can
he grasped as a I structure to w hit.h othet historical events and texts can
be attached. I loweverand here my discourse \yin take its final turn
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toward the specific and practicalI also want to argue that historical
studies themselves should be preceded or accompanied by another core,
designated to help students situate themselves in their own culture, and,
in particular, designed to make the basic processes of language itself
intelligible and fully available for use. Toward the establishment of such
a core, I now wish to make the "trivial proposal" mentioned in my title.

This proposal will be trivial, perhaps, in the sense that it will make a
much smaller claim than that made by Great Books or Western Civ cur-
ricula. It will be trivial, however, in another sense: trivial in that it is an
attempt to rethink in modern terms the trivium that was the core of
medieval education. This %yin also be a radical proposal, in the sense that
I propose to go back to the roots of our liberal arts tradition and rein-
state rhetoric, grammar, and dialectic at the core 'of college education.
These three subjectsgrammar, dialectic, and rhetoricyou remember,
constituted the preliminary studies to the medieval quadriyium of arith-
metic, geometry, astronomy, and music. Our culture is too complicated
for education to be quadriyial. now, but not for a trivial core. To envi-
sion such a thing, we need only rethink what grammar, dialectic, and
rhetoric might mean in modern terms. My own rethinking of these terms
has taken the form of seeing all three of the trivial arts as matters of
textuality, with the English language at the center of them, but noting
their extension into media that are only partly linguistic. I offer the re-
sults here, with a certain humility, as trivial in vet another sense. This iS
crude, provisional thinking, meant to stimulate refinements and alter-
natives rather than to lay down any curricular law.

This modern trivium, like its ancestors, would be organized around
a canon ot concepts, precepts, and practices rather than a canon of texts.
In particular, each trivial study would encourage textual production by
students in appropriate modes. Since this is a modern trivium, such pro-
duction would include, where appropriate, not only speaking and writ-
ing, but work in other media as well. Similarly, texts for reading,
interpretation, and criticism would be drawn from a range of media,
ancient and modern. I \yin present my trivial proposal in the form of a
set of courses, each of which would he based not on a canon of sacred
texts but on certain crucial concepts to be understood not simply a

theoretical way but in their application to the analysis of specific cul-
tural or textual situations..rhis means that the specific texts selected could
have considerable variety from course to course and place to place,
though it may well be that certain texts should prove so useful that they
would be widely adopted tor use in textual Cu rr i cu la. in some cases, even
"classic" texts from philosophy and literature will present themselves
as the most useful things availablewhich may tell us something about
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why they have become "classics" in the first place. At any rate, the spe-
cific titles given in the following descriptions are meant to be illustra-
tive rather than prescriptive.

Mv first trivial topic is grammar, traditionally the driest and narrow-
est of academic subjects. I propose to change allthat, however, by means
of a course of study that follows the implications of the grammar of the
pronouns all the way to the subject and object positions of discourse. I
see "grammar," conceived in this generous manlier, as an alternative to
traditional composition courses, taking perhaps two semesters of work,
the first of which might be called "Language and Human Subjectivity."
The basis of this course would be the way that their mother tongue pre-
sents human beings with a set of words and grammatical rules in which
they may attain subjectivity at the cost of being subjected. The very heart
of such a course would be the grammar of the pronouns, beginning with
I and you, as opposed to he, she, and it. But this grammar must be con-
nected to the philosophical questions of the subject and object and the
ethical relationship of I and thou. The virtual loss of thou in English, ex-
cept in certain religious contexts, would make one point of discussion.
In designing such a course I would be careful to use a mixture of theo-
retical texts and illustrative embodiments of the problems of subjectiv-
itV. For instance, the necessary theory is conveniently embodied in such
discussions as those of the linguist Emile Benveniste on "The Nature of
Pronouns" and "Subjectivity in Language" in Problem,: in General
tics; in Flegt l's dialectic of Master and Servant in the Phenomenolou of
Spirit; in Freud's Das Or und dos Es, which is usually translated as The

and the Id. but which is just as properly translated as The I and the It;
and in other works by Piaget, Vygotsky, and Lacan, for example.

Sonie of this is not easy reading, I will grant you, but basic college
work in the sciences is not easy either. There is no reason why we should
not ask students to make an effort in the study of human textuality that
is comparable to what they would make in economics, biology, or any
other discipline. On the other hand, we have the opportunityand the
necessity, I would sayof also presenting our topic through texts that
embody the charms of specificity and narrativity. In the present instance,
my colleagues and I have found that the cases of "wild" childrensuch
as the boy found in Avevron in the eighteenth century, whose case is
available in print and in Francois Truffaut's excellent film on the sub-
jectmake these issues concrete and emotionally engaging (see Malson's
IVolfCluldreil and lite Problem of I Inman Nature. which includes a full trans-
lation of hard's Ilw Wild Roy of Ai'euroli; Shattuck, 7 he I orbubh.n I:xperi-
ment). Another extremely useful narrative approach to these matters is
embodied in Samuel Delany's Rabel- IT', a work of science fiction focused
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on a language that is dehumanizing precisely because it lacks the pro-
nouns / and von.

Other matters that properly belong to a course on "Language and
Human Subjectivity" would include the problem of human alienation
(Hegel and Marx) and the very specific problems of feminine subjectiv-
ity in language, especially those relating to the loss of women's family
names in history through the adoption of husbands' names by wives,
and the use of the male pronoun as the general pronoun for males and
females. This topic is clearly presented in Dale Spender's Man Made Lott-
Nttage and many other works. The whole question of style and personal
voice in writing can also be properly deployed under this rubric, along
with the studs' of the essay and the lyric poem as literary forms that have
for several centuries enacted the problems of attaining subjectivity in
language. Here, also, is the place for students to experiment as writers
with the subjective modes of textuality. Many traditional dimensions of
the English curriculum can find their places in such a course as this, and
they will be energized in the process by their functioning in a course with
the specific conceptual goal of developing students' awareness of the
relationship between language and human subjectivity.

The second semester of "grammatical" study in my new trivium
would treat the topic of "Representation and Objectivity." Representa-
tion is an activity in which a textual subject positions someone or some-
thing else as a textual object. The growth of the sciences in modern
Europe and America is a process elaborately connected to the develop-
ment of "objective" discourses. One could almost define science as an
objective discourse about a certain body of material. Because of the im-
portance and power of such discourses, it is essential for students to learn
how they work and what their strengths, costs, and limitations may be.
The problems of representation and objectification become especially
important in those disciplines involving objects of study that have a

strong claim to a subjectivity that may be suppressed (even violently)
in order to represent them as objects. lt is in the human or social sciences,
then, that we svill find the most suitable textual material tor a course such
as this one: sociology, anthropology, and history will offer us topics that
are at least accessible to our competencies if not within them.

A semester's work in "Representation and Objectivity" should share
theory with the study of subjectivity in language, but it should also have
a base of its own in theories of representation and narrativity, whether
semiotic or new historicist. It should also draw upon the self-reflective
metadiscourse of whatever field is selected for emphasis in a particular
version ot the Lourse. That k, it the course takes anthropological vvrit-
ng as its focus, it should include both samples of unreflective

202
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anthropologizing and works that stand in a metadiscursive relation to
such unreflective work, such as selections from Levi-Strauss's Trisks-
Tropiques and writing on the problems of anthropological discourse by
Clifford Geertz and James Clifford. If a historical topic is to be the cen-
ter of the course, metahistorical work by Charles Collingwood, E. H.
Carr, and, of course, Hayden White might compose part of the theoreti-
cal basis of the investigation. It is also easy to imagine a course focused
on European representation of its Oriental Other, which takes Edward
Said's Orient/I/ism as a point of departure. No metatext should take a
position of unquestioned validity, of course, but should be used to open
up the questions of objectivity and representation SO that students can
enter them as writers. I think best results will come in courses with a
clear focus, such as the anthropologizing of Native Americans, or the
historicizing ,,f a specific event in American life, or the sociologizing of
a specific American class or culture. In studying such a topic, a range of
objective, frankly subjective, and metadiscourses would function as ways
of learning both about the specific topic and about the larger processes
of representation and objectification that enable scientific discourses to
function.

The second trivial topic in the core curriculum I am proposing would
be dialectic. In its modern dress, and because the word "dialectic" has
drifted far from its earlier usage, a course in this trivial topic might be
called "System and Dialectic." Such a course would have as its object of
study discourses that work at a high level of abstraction and systemati-
zation, in which texts are constructed not so much by representing ob-
jects as by abstracting from them their essential qualities or their
principles of composition. This is preeminently the domain of philoso-
phy itself, and especially of thi.. tradition of Continental philosophv from
the pre-Socratics to Derrida. It may well be that literature departments
would need help from our friends in philosophy to mount courses that
approach this topic effectively, but several decades of literary theory
ought to have made us readier to undertake such a project ourselves than
we were some years ago.

The intent of such study would be, in part, to make available to stu-
dents the tradition of clear and systematic thinking that has been so cru-
cial to the history ot tyhat Richard Rortv has called "the rich North
Atlantic nations"so that such students may learn to employ the re-
sources of logic and dialectic in their own thinking and writing. A fur-
ther intent, however, would he to introduce students to those
countertrends, arising mainly within philosophy itsell, that seek to criti-
clic or even undo that Very tradition. l'ut more speciticallv, absolutely
essential philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, Kant, and I legel might
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be read and discussed in speech and writing, along with such antitheti-
cal writers as Nietzsche, Wittgenstein, Heidegger, Derrida, Rorty, and
Davidson. Such a course might have a particular theme, such as philoso-
phies of science, which would bring Aristotle, Bacon, Locke, Kuhn, and
Feverabend into prominence, or government, which would make Plato,
Machiavelli, Hobbes, Montesquieu, and others importantor education,
or language, or justice, or freedom. The point would be for students to
learn both how to use and how to criticize discourse that takes reason,
system, and logical coherence as its principles of articulation.

The last of the trivial topics I am proposing might well be taught first
in any sequence of core courses, because it deals with more familiar
matters and perhaps even with more immediately accessible material.
But I am not offering a rigid order or sequence of courses here, in any
case, but trying to suggest how one might go about revitalizing the old
trivium, the third division of which y -as rhetoric. I would be inclined to
call a modern course in rhetoric something like "Persuasion and Media-
tion." Such a course would obviously include the traditional arts of
manipulation of audiences but would also point toward the capacities
and limits of the newer media, especially those that mix verbal and vi-
sual textuality to generate effects of unprecedented power. Such a course
would embrace the traditional topics of rhetoric but would extend them
in certain specific directions. For instance, one might well wish to begin
with Aristotle's Rhetoric, but in this kind of course the Poetics would also
have a place as a discussion of both another type of manipulation and a
specific medium (tragic drama) that mediates human experience in a
particular way, incorporating the hegemonic codes of a particular cul-
tural situation. From here one might go on to such texts as Nietzsche's
Birth of Tragedy and Brecht on "Epic Theatre." In this connection it would
be especially effective to move from the rhetoric of theatre to the rheto-
ric of film and visual spectatorship in general, in which the gendering
of subjects Ind objects of viewing could be considered (as in Laura
Mulvey, Tv 'sa de Laurens, and John Berger, for instance), along with
other ideological analyses of the rhetoric of the mass media in both di-
rect (overt) and indirect (covert) manipulation of viewers. Plays, films,
and television texts would be the objects of rhetorical analysis in such a
course, along with such more overtly persuasive tests as political
speeches and advertisements.

In such a curricular core of study, students might well encounter as
many "classic" texts as in more traditional core curricula, but these texts
would II( it he studied simply "because they are there," but as the means
to an ead of greater mastery ot cultural processes by the students them-
selves. 13v putting language and text ualitv at the center of education, we
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would not be making some gesture of piety toward the medieval roots
of education, but we would certainly be acknowledging the cultural past
of our institutions. More importantly, however, we would be respond-
ing to the "linguistic turn" of so much of modern thought and to the
media saturation that is the condition of our students' lives as well as of
our own. Already, in such a trivium, the cultural past will have begun
to he pre,;ented as a body of texts that can help students to understand
their current cultural situationjust as they help their teachers (who also,
of course, continue to be students). This trivium should also serve to whet
the appetite for other courses that attend more specifically to the histori-
cal narratives of one or another mode of cultural activity. If the pigs and
the dogs learn to communicate and negotiate with one another, perhaps
they can turn this flock of cultures into a nest of singing birds, and make
such music as %vitt stir the corrupting carcass of Western Civilizaaon it-
self. That, at least, is mv hope.
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12 Polylogue: Ways of Teaching
and Structuring the Conflicts

Gary kValler
University of I lartford

In his recent book, Beyond the Culture Wars, Gerald Graff very kindly
singles out for praise some of the curricular developments in the
Carnegie Mellon English department I directed from 1983-1989. in
Graff's view, what I have elsewhere termed "polvlogue" (Waller,
"Knowing the Subject"; "Theory, R.I.P.") exemplified his much-dis-
cussed concept of "teaching the conflicts"; certainly, it informed the cur-
ricular and pedagogical connections my colleagues and I carried out in
the English department and had important implicafions for restructur-
ing not only English but other humanities departim.ntal structures. Like
the curricular developments at Syracuse, which have been recounted by
Steven Mailloux and others, thc story of the Carnegie Mellon English
department's theory-centered undergraduate curriculum has been told
from a variety of viewpoints (Waller, "Paradigm Shift"; Lexington;
"Theory, R.1.P"; McCormick, "Using Cultural Theory"; Culture of Read-

wa-, commented upon in the Chronich' of Higher Education as well
as at ADE, NC TE, and other disciplinary conferences; it was the occa-
sion for two textbooks (Waller et al., Lexington; McCormick et al., Read-
ing Texts) that have been given an unusual amount of attention (for
instance, substantial reviews and articles in College Genre, and
the NIMLA Bulletin); its principles also influenced the recommendations
on the English major at the 1987 English Coalition Conference; and, in
1988, an outside committee evaluating the department said the core
courses of its curriculum could and should become a model for other
universities and colleges. In retrospect, what we achieved during those
years now WM', ICY" roseate, characteriied by not a little smoke and
mirrors and not a trivial dose ot grandiose self-persuasion, but the ex-
periment certainly taught those of us caught up in it much about the
politics, not to mention the pedagogy, of curricular reform. Some of us

1
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have moved on, and I, for one, now see many of the principles that we
were exploring as having a more general application, most notably in
the area of an interdisciplinary approach to general education and (as I
increasingly learn about the work done in the Coalition of Essential
Schools) even at the secondary level.

In this essay, I will focus less on the details of what we achieved at
Carnegie Mellon and more on issues and questions that could apply to
other situations and to the general issue of institutionalizing and teach-
ing critical theory. After a brief description of the core courses in the
curriculum, I will address some of the wider theoretical and pedagogi-
cal issues currently under discussion in the discipline at large which these
courses attempted to address, and also some of the administrative and
organizational problems that may occur when instituting reforms within
traditionally structured departments. Adapting a phrase of Freud's, I
want to stress the "pleasures" we encountered in introducing a level of
metacritical theorizing into curriculum and pedagogy, while acknowl-
edging that there are also potential "unpleasures" that deserve to be
given some mention and which have caused some of us involved in the
curriculum's development to rethink, debate, and reformulate our ideas.

At Carnegie Mellon in 1983-84, we instituted a group of literary and
cultural studies courses that were required of all undergraduate English
majors--those majoring in creative, technical, and professional writing
as well as literature. What we termed "the English core" consisted of
three sophomore courses, "Discursive Practices," "Discourse and His-
torical Change," and "Reading Twentieth-Century Culture." They were
organized around the theoretical issue of reading as both an individu-
ally (or "cognitively") and a collectively (or "culturally") produced ac-
tivity. "Reading," after all, is not a "natural" process but rather a
culturally produced one; its assumptions vary according to different
reading formations and with readers' (often very different) immediate
purposes. We therefore made the issues of interpretation, of "reading
texts," the central theoretical focus of the core. As a further principle of
organization, we had our first-year course anticipate the three organiz-
ing concepts ot the sophomore courses: langlwe (which incorporated
some study of cultural semiotics and the interplay of cultural produc-
tion and discourse as well as the function of literary and nonliterary uses
of language); history (which considered questions of historical difference
and appropriationhow, in short, we described ourselves, through texts
of the past, as historically constituted beings); and culture (which focused
on cultural diversity and cultural theories, including the relations be-
tween literary and nonliterary CU 1 to ra I a rtitacts).
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These three core courses, built around language, history, and culture,
were designed neither to present students with accounts of contempo-
rary theory nor to encourage them to take up any kind of party line on
any theoretical or political issues. Rather, through the study of carefully
selected readings, including literary texts, they were designed to help
students participate in discussions of (and to write about) some of the
most important debates raised by contemporary theory. Above all, the
courses encouraged students to develop a knowledge of a number of
different positions in these debatesto feel and think their wav into
Graff's "conflicts." Perhaps we were, in effect, restating Graff's terms:
instead of our "teaching" the conflicts, our students were "learning"
them and matching (or recognizing) what they learned with what they
already ipssessed or had experienced. No particular theoretical ap-
proach to texts was to be privileged, but the power and interest of a va-
riety of approaches, even in a relatively simplified form, were to be made
part of the dialoguesor, since there were many voices, the
"polvlogues"--in which students were invited to participate and encour-
aged to bring their own reactions and views. A careful balance was to
be maintained: between a degree of overlap among the three courses,
which would ensure continuity and reinforcement, and acknowledging
that there would be, necessarily and appropriately, contradictions of
approach and material. Early planning meetings of the faculty were,
therefore, replete with pie charts and discussions of shared (and differ-
ing) concepts, approaches, and texts. Polvlogue must also be played out
in faculty as well as student interactions and collaborative learning.

Even to speak of learning "theory" is a slight misnomer. Rather, lan-
guage, history, and culture provided opportunities for theorizing: they
were presented to students as sites of interest, sometimes as intense
struggles, that have generated diverse and often contradictory critical
practices in past as well as recent theory. Subsequently, I have become
less happy with the dominant metaphors of struggle, conflict, and Graff's
culture "wars." We hoped at the time that the "conflicts" our students
learned would not turn into agonistic striiggles, with triumphantly "cor-
rel t" and defeated, "incorrect" positions; we hoped rather that what
would develop was a shared awareness that such debates were intensely
interesting, complex, and important--and not just for academic studies
but for our understanding of and actions in the broader society.

The textbooks that Kathleen Mc(_ormick 1 1ark. 1 . Leve.oped from these
core courses a n d the preparatory, first-year reading and writing course
are eventually to go into second editions, suggesting that there is a not
an inconsiderable audience beyond Carnegie Nkllon. The textbooks gave
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us pedagogical tools to carry out these developments, and our students
emerged from the program (even following their first-vear, preparatory
course) very different from the way I did from my own traditional
grounding in English, p.L.osophy, and history. Our students were able
(naturally, at various levels of ability and appropriateness--in this the
new pedagogy is somewhat like the old) to foreground their literary and
ideological assumptions, to speak of meanings :Is com,tructed by both
reader and text and of criticism as historically situated and culturally
produced, and to see the human subject (whether while reading texts or
at other times) as a construct, not as an objective point of origin.

The relationship with "traditional" conceptions of English is worth
pursuing in detail because even in the 1990s, most attempts to translate
into English curriculum and pedagogy something of the new theory will
take place in departments only cautiously interested in itperhaps only
to the extent ot hiring a young theorist or two, maybe even tenuring him
or herbut which, in practice if not explicitly, tvill keep such activities
visible but on the margins of traditional activities. First of all, then, I want
to acknowledge that this brave new model of curriculum and pedagogy,
as we all gleefullyeven a little masochisticallyrecognized, was not
part of the world in which most of us had grown up (and prospered).
'Mose of us who embraced it (or were embraced by it) have done so while
wrestling with assumptions that made the once dominant view of En-
glish seem less aggressive, less political, less confrontational, less con-
cerned with pedagogical strategies, let alone with "theory." We had, for
the most part, learned a subject called "English literature." It was (to use
a common humanist metaphor drawn, as so often is the case, from the
seemingly value-free, "natural" world ot the pastoral) a field in which
to wander, a large field with often difficult terrain, which could, with
effort, afford us a variety of rural pleasures. It seemedand this xvas
sometimes intimidating but sometimes part of its pleasureto belong
to someone else, to a conglomerate, perhaps, to tradition, or to what we
were told was our common culture. We could admire the scenery, the
cultivated flower, the ha-ha, the towering pines, the ancient oaks, and
(ot course) the daffodils, roses, or lesser columbines. We could measure
it (atter a proper apprenticeship in measurement) trom side to side, and
find, indeed, that it is hundreds of miles long and at least forty leagues
wide. We could cultivate a few native flowers in a corner or two. We
could even, though ,omewhat reluctantly, teach ,"ome of our Younger
companion,' to pen a line or two about the delight,' of wandering and
gaiing at the ,,ight,".

I won't pu,,h the metaphor further, however tempted I am. I hat wa,,
vhat Ingi sh wa,.. It allowed us, therefore, the achievement,' of continual
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exploration and, eventually, areas of mastery. Those are not unimpor-
tant achievements. But the new approach to English that we at Carnegie
Mellon were developing (and we may not want even to call it "English")
claimed to offer more. The difference was summed up for me in two
comments on the bottom of the ubiquitous course evaluation sheets. (We
all know the situation: At the end of a semester, when three novels still
have to be read in two weeks, and there are three quizzes and two sta-
tistics assignments due tomorrow, and Waller is still going on about how
every performance of The Winter's Tale makes him cry [or as he puts it,
"weep" I and now You have to fill out these fifteen pointless, overlap-
ping questions, and there's a two-inch space at the bottom for comments,
and You feel like scrawling, with Mr. Kurtz, "exterminate all the
brutes ") One comment was: "I learned an enormous amount about
the subject in this course." The other was: "This course changed the way
I look at myself as a subject." The first we can unpack to meanand,
again, these are not inconsiderable mattersI read poems and plays I
didn't know about, I learned %yhat ter:_a rima is, I discovered something
of Victorian England or American writers in Rome, or I learned how to
recognize or even write heroic couplets. The second involves becoming
more aware of how language has manipulated my life, how many of mv
assumptions about politics, religion, or capitalism no longer seem "natu-
ral" or, sometimes, even desirable. It involves asking how I am con-
structed contradictorily by socially prod uced, even u nconscious. d rives,
It involves questions about how mv gender and class and race have given
me certain assumptions, not just about my reading and writing of lit-
erature, but about my readings of and my writings about our society,
my history, my participation in a corn pleN and always changing culture.
It puts "literary" study out in the world and connects it in very public
ways to the social and cultural forces that impinge upon my life. It con-
nects it to an examination and theorization of the basic fundamentals of
communicationreading and writing.

Anyone involved in trying to find structures and pedagogics by which
to mediate the "new" English will be asking today: What business does
English literature, once the province of dusty, tweedy, largely male pro-
fessors, have in claim ing so much? And what educational benefits does
all this "stuff" (a term used by advocates and detractors alike to describe
theory and the practices that grow from it) produce? These are not ille-
gitimate questions, and we must formulate clear and persuasive answers.

There is, first, /1 relatively easy, institutional answer. It is that every
discipline, however changeable, constitutes itself historically and, there-
fore, ought to be permit ted to work through its own defined questions
and problems. From that perspective, many of the developments in the
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discipline, including the development ot separate rhetoric programs, the
integration within 01 banishment ot film, Lommunication, or theory from
the study of literature, are all necessary stages in the breaking down and
reformulation of paradigms for study and learning. If we take the prov-
ince of our discipline today asin the words of Jonathan Culler and
James Kinneayy in their very moving debate on the Ph.D. in English at
the MLA's Wayzata conference in 1987 (see Lunsford et al., "Doctoral
Studies" )the study of reading and writing in their discursive and his-
torical contexts, then literary studies is inevitably going to raise ques-
tions that take "English" out into the world and into different con-
figurations according to the demands of that worldand, indeed, raise
questions which historians, political and social scientists, and psycho-
logists have traditionally taken as "theirs." Traditionally, in English, we
have asked these questions in relation to literary texts themselves, hut
not always, for we are interested as well in raising questions about
textuality and the multiple and contradictory ways languages unravel,
overflow, and contain of repress meanings, the ways texts articulate
absences as %yell as presences, the ways language brings experiences into
being by providing discursive structures by which "subjects"note, not
simply "individuals"--find themselves "written" and "read." We are
interested in how our discoveries overflow from our reading of "mere"
literary texts into our possibilities and responsibilities as subjects, with
different as well as shared histories within our complex and ever-chang-
ing culture. We are interested in reading and writing, both as fundamen-
tal competencies and as subjects for theoretical understanding of and
investigation into their place and value in the world.

The world-directness of the new Englishand, I would argue, of what
is emerging as the New Flumanities in generalis crucial. Whatever else
we are doing in wrestling with developing curricular structures and
pedagogical practices by which the new approaches can be introduced
to studentsand I certainly wanted my Carnegie Mellon students to read
no less Chaucer, Shakespeare, Austen, Bronte (though I would hope that
all of us, as a strange and contradictory people call 1..-kmericans, would
equally read the writings of African and Hispanic Americans and mi-
norities of different sexual orientations, races, and classes)--we are help-
ing students to make differences within their individual lives and,
beyond that, to make informed interventions in the changes and chances
ot our society. Our job is not just to give them texts to admire but to give
them language to useoptions, issues, choices, lexiconsby which they
might ask questions of whatever texts they encounter. We are not only
teaching a "subject"a supposedly objective body ot knowledge that
has been constituted by agreement, whether it is called literature" or,
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even more narrowly, the "aesthetic" dimension ot literatureor good
writing habits, or how to write a pleasing story or poem We are teach-
ingour students and ourselvesthrough the medium of textuality, in
its discursive and historically constituted structures, to explore and study
themselves as "subjects." Our goal is not the subjection of a neophyte
reader to a masterworkeven though there are times when we all, even
the most experienced readers, certainly do and should feel like neo-
phytes. Our goal is rather to develop the skills and confidence (and some
understanding of the epistemological underpinnings) to become strong
readers of texts"masterworks" and othersto be able to analyze the
ideological dimensions of writing, of our own and others' readings, to
raise questions of class, gender, race, and agency in relation not only to
texts that seem explicitly to demand such questions, but also to those
that don't and for whose writers such questions might have seemed
unnatural or pointless. In short, we are teaching our students not only a
"subject"English or literaturebut also the ways through which they
might know themselves as "subjects." Inseparable from the literary texts
we read are the texts of our own histories, the text of the present, and
the text of our historically and culturally constructed selves.

I will move to concrete examples. In spring 1988, I was teaching one
of our core courses at Carnegie Mellon, "Discourse and Historical
Change." That semester I was using a number of essaysby Terry
Eagleton, Raymond Williams, Louis Althusserto raise questions about
reading historically remote texts; the course focused on two detailed
examples: the representation of gender in early modern poetry and
drama, and the development of a sense of American "identity" from the
Puritans to Hawthorne. At the end of the semester, we were studying
The ticarfrt Letter. As late-twentieth-century readers, we were reading
Hawthorne's reading of the Puritans, who were in turn reading the in-
scrutable ways of the Almighty. As vell, we were readingand, not
incidentally, reading as educated and, therefore, distinctly privileged
men or women within a society gradually becoming more sensitive to
gender constructiona nineteenth-century male's reading of the
struggles of being a woman in the seventeenth century. These multiple
perspectives provided the basis of a final theoretical paper on reading
texts in what was termed "their" time and in "ours." But we (and now
that word "we" has a less certain tone today, doesn't it?) gave the per-
spectival nature of reading historically a further dimension: we were
reading a white male's reading of the ways a white female was being
constructed within the distinctive ideological pressures of European
American history. For Nv ha t gave our study not only an interest in the
in kTrelations of reading and gender but also in reading and race and

4
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class was that, alongside The Scarlet Letter, we were reading Frederick
Douglass's autobiography. It was one of my African American students
who raised the question of where she fitted into the unfolding drama of
the historical construction of the American subject that our study of
Hawthorne had presented. She had felt disempowered, silenced,
marginalized by the Puritans we had read, and now we had come to a
te\ t (Douglass's) through which she could enter the critical discourse.
Her repertoire at last matched that of a te\ t she was being required to
study. It was not that she now had a way of ignoring or not reading The
Scarlet Letter; on the contrary, Douglass was helping to add another per-
spective to her paper on Hawthorneone that reflected her history and
personal repertoire as a twentieth-century African American woman. She
also, incidentally, read a poem (which 1 had written the summer before
while at the English Coalition, held near the Wye Plantation where
Douglass had lived) about reading, as a white man, Douglass's life story
and writings. It had just been published in the New VirNinia Review (see
Braunton 13-14) and so provided her with another perspective: what
right had a white, middle-class (and foreign-born) male to comment on
"her" history? She wrote a passionate, well-documented paper; she dis-
played both her knowledge of the subject and her sense of herself as a
subject. She became, in her paper, a deconstructor of the canon, of tradi-
tional literary criticism, and of "English" as both a harmless and alien
field of study. But the "field," to revert to my earlier metaphor, was found
to contain undergrowth and native plants that she could recognize, cul-
tivate, and gain nourishment from. She was, in short, discovering how
to discover and critique both the subject of English and the subject of'
11./Nlish.

These discoveries were made in a sophomore ijunior course. My sec-
ond e \ ample of polvlogue in the classroom comes from a largely first-
year class-ind this time from my teaching at the University of Hartford.
As a dean, I am not required to teach; as a teacher and a theoretician and
practitioner of pedagogy, I still feel impelled to do so. So in spring 1993,
I was teaching a general education course in Hartford's well-known "All
University Curriculum" to a class in which a variety of students from
different schools and colleges were studying what I, somewhat uncom-
fortably, had to refer to in the course title as "Western Heritage." I con-
structed part of the syllabus as a polyiogue around the question of
religious everience in the kVest, using a variety of ty ts from Saint Au-
gustine to Freud to Persig as well as a bunch of religious poems and lyr-
ic', I n ev i t a bly, students learned something ot the "subject": they were,
tor instance, appalled generally by the fervency of Saint Augustine's self-
lacerations and his linking of religious and se\ ual everiences, and

`.1
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generally convinced but depressed by Freud's explanations of similar
phenomena. They were also encouraged to bring their own, strikingly
varied experiences of religious experienceJewish, Roman Catholic,
various Protestant denominations, indifference, New Ageto bear on
the subject. Above all, they learned how they were constructed as sub-
jects of a .powerful and, to a large extent, taken-for-granted aspect of their
own positioning within late-twentieth-century Western societyhow,
in short, they were constructed as "subjects." We were not simply study-
ing the texts for the students' own sakes; or, equally simply, to encour-
age their "subjective" responses. We were constructing an analysis of
how "Western Heritage" constructed us all as complex subjects of a com-
plex inheritanceand perhaps of ways by which we could assert our-
selves as agents, constructed, but vet not absolutely determined by, our
pasts. And we were integrating, theoretically and experientially, what
we were discovering into the very pressing world around us. As one of
my students put it, thinking aloud: "This religion stuff: I been thinking
about it. Like, it's been around for a long time: maybe even longer than
AIDS." Of course, he may be wrong.

I want to mention now the important question of the appropriate level
in a curriculum at which theoretical material should be used. My sug-
gestion is that at the first-year level, theoretical essays should be dis-
cussed alongside literary and media texts, but sparingly, and only after
intense preparation by the instructor. Teachers need to be aware of and
to make clear to their students what issues might be at stake, and they
should encourage self-conscious and detailed discussion of them, but
they should not rush directly to a sophisticated level of theoretical dis-
cussion. Textbooks like ReadinN Texts (McCormick et al.) or Text Book
(Scholes et al.) can be of great help in alerting relatively inexperienced
teachers to some of the relevant theoretical issues. At Florida State Uni-
versity, for instance, in the summer before they start teaching the first-
yea r course, graduate teachers are introduced to how theoretical issues
may arise in the classroom by studying ReadinNText,:. Our "Theories of
Reading" course for our graduate teachers sometimes includes a critique
of Reading Texts, Robert Scholes's Tevt hal Power, and other innovative
texts that are trickling onto the market with an eye to helping graduate
instructors discover ways they might mediate complicated theoretical
issues for their first-year students

lf, at the first-year level, some caution ought to be exercised over the
introduction ot theoretical essays, at the sophomore or junior levels, such
essays can certainly be introduced, discussed, and read along with other
literary or cultural textsnot to establish an orthodox "line" on d text
or theoretical issue, but to open up discussion and allow students to both
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deepen and probiernatize their own developing perspectives. In "Dis-
course and Historical Change," along with a selection of literary and
related texts from past periods, I use such essays as Tony Bennett's "Lit-
erature in History," which speaks to the ways texts are read differently
in different historical formations; or Raymond Williams's "Dominant,
Residual, and Emergent," which discusses patterns of historical change
and struggle; and extracts from as broad a spectrum of theorists as Eliot
to Althusser. On occasion, I also use Williams's Keywords, in which case
one of the course assignments requires students to construct the history
of a "key word" not found in Williams. This has been a very successful
exercise. Students like the idea of extending (and in a sense correcting)
an authoritative textbook. I typically have students nominate the words
for which they wish to construct a history ("gay" is one that Williams
does not include, and there has been a perfectly understandable curios-
ity about its history, which is in fact very interesting) and briefly justify
their choices. I then direct them to the OED and some other resources
and invite them to add sources they discover on their Own. Sometimes
the results have been summaries of the sources; at other times, some-
what subjective responses to what they discovered. The best results have
been essays on the history, not just of the changing meanings of words
but of the ways in which our history has used certain, "key" words to
embody its ideological contradictions and debatesor, indeed, its
polvlogues. Words like class, sex, gender, individual, literature, city,
country, and myriad others made not only fascinating subjects in them-
selves but reveal the ways by which we are constructed as subjects.

Courses devoted primarily or exclusively to particular theories, theo-
retical movements, or theorists are, in my view, certainly appropriate
for juniors and seniors, as are those that read literary or media texts in
conjunction with theoretical texts and issues. Thus, I have often struc-
tured a recent course on the sixteenth-century lyric around the issue of
the interconnections of gender, reading, and writing. My teaching of
early modern poetry at Carnegie Mellon wit', informed by this principle.
Typically, we would read poems by the canonical, male Petrarchists,
along with popular lyrics and lyrics by (until recently) negle& ted women
poets, along with essays by Freud, Kristeva, Mulvey, Barthes, and oth-
ers on gender and language. As well, we would have a three-week-long
segment discussing Theweleit's A Ia/c laithNics, a psychocultural study
ot the IreikorIN, the Cierman fascist mercenaries of the !9.20s-isking ques-
tions about both particular insights Theweleit offers into gender con-
struction and his methodology. All the students contributed to ,1
collective project, what we termed I he Book ot Stuff," an assemblage

G
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ot theoretical and historical writings that they all could use tor their read-
ings and research papers The result was, I think, a highly successful
combination of reading, theorizing, and multiple pleasures

These instances from the classroom may convey something of our
practices during years in which our program wa ,.. taking shape. They
are meant to reinforce a Yen' necessary warning, however, if the evident
"pleasures" of theorizing the undergraduate curriculum are not to turn
into "unpleasures." It is that the theories and theorizings of the teachers
cannot P?main immune from the same self-scrutinv that we wish our
students to undergo in relation to their reading and writing experiences.
"Theory" has currently acquired such prestige in the discipline that there
are all-too-evident signs that it will engender an all-too-familiar elitism
and a lack of concern for curriculum, classroom practices, and the stu-
dents themselves. But given not just committed and rigorous theoreti-
cal thinkers but, more particularly, enthusiastic and flexible teachers, the
pleasures of teaching theories and theorizing to undergraduates in an
atmosphere of generosity will, I believe, far outweigh the LI npici-Nures.

II

I turn now to more general observations about how instituting such a
curriculum as that which we indulged in at Carnegie lxIellon--and ex-
ploring its pedagogical implicationsopened up various organizational
and intellectual problems and challenges that max' be of interest to oth-
ers who are wrestling with the place of critical theory in the learning
experience. Such matters include whether, as an increasingly powerful
minority of our colleagues maintain, "theory" is an autonomous disci-
pline, replacing "literature," and whether it can even be "applied" to lit-
erary or other "nontheo, etical" texts; whether (as some of our detractors
maintain) giving theoretical issues such a high priority degenerates into
a kind of pseudo- or shadow philosophy; whether raising questions of
race, gender, and class (as most of us do) predetermines a certain range
of answers; how to stop the "conflicts" from degenerating into simply
another kind of agonistic (and, some would say, masculinist) struggle
tol hegemony among theoretical factions; the place of "classics" in theo-
retically oriented courses; the much-overlooked issue ot pedagogy; and
the problem of establishing new curricular structures and pedagogical
practices in a traditional institution. These are all vital issues in the hit-
manit and ,,oino (); the social sciences today, \\ tolidl on some
of these matters in my tolloxx ing remarks.

I )
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Given the current ferment over the theory and practice of English,
there is clearly no one, correct way of instituting either curricular struc-
tures or pedagogies. There are, as McCormick has argued, three ways
in which theory is currently being brought into the undergraduate cur-
riculum (McCormick, "Always Already Theorists"). One is by substitut-
ing the study of "theoretical" texts for "literary" texts, thus constituting
something like a new canon and transforming the study of English from
the study of one body of texts to the study of another. The second ap-
proach to introducing theory into the curriculum is to add a course or
two in theory to an existing traditional, canonical curriculum. This gradu-
alist approachor what I once termed the "park bench" approach
(Waller, "Paradigm Shift" )is probably the most widespread, although,
as Graff argues, without actually staging within the structure and ratio-
nale of the curriculum the theoretical debates that such theoretical
courses should raise about the rest of the curriculum, the debates are
likely to produce students Nvho are puzzled, intellectually schizophrenic,
and cynical, and the opportunity for polylogue may never develop. The
third approach, which is close to what we did at Ca rnegk Mellon and is
also incorporated in the University of Hartford's "All University Cur-
riculum," is to develop some theoretically structured courses like those
I have described, make them the intellectual focus of the curriculum, and
encourage the multiplicity of isSUeS thev raise to become part of the dis-
cussions and debates in other classes. For the first few years of the pro-
gram, all teachers of the core courses at Carnegie Mellon shared their
syllabi and met regularly to discuss issues and pedagogy (and by doing
so, of course, were able to demonstrate how a theoretical issue like
intertextuality operates in the most apparently mundane material prac-
tices!). I cannot stress too strongly my belief that such interchanges are
an essential part of successfully introducing theory and theorizing into
the curriculum. Teamwork and commitment are crucialnot to estab-
lish a party line but to emphasize the importance of the issues being
enacted and the right of all participants, faculty and students alike, to
enter into the "polvlogue."

A number of peopleincluding some of our colleaguescriticized
the goals of our curriculum for settling for a liberal pluralism (I was
struck by the fact that we were, in the space of a few months, attacked
in print by members of both the ultra-Right, for betraying Western Civi-
lization, and the ultra-Left, for maintaining bourgeois liberalism under
d gloY, of poststructuralism). As my discussion, I hope, makes clear,
-polylogue" is not -.imply a valorization of relativism, any more than,
in the classroom, it is a simplistic recommendation ot a pedagogy based
on discussion. It is rather the encouragement and empowerment of a
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multiplicity of positions, combined with the willingness to examine and
critique the assumptions underlying tho,,e positions. A healthy curricu-
lum, however the particula,- details within it may change, should be built
not just upon the recogn;flon of pluralism, but upon carefully structured
ways of n,aking that pluralism work intellectually and educationally. If
we can find creative ways of bringing together the variety of theories,
methodologies, and conceptions of what "English" isnot just for ad-
ministrative convenience, but as a i-neans, dS Graff argues, of actually
staging or teaching the conflictsthen we may find ways not merek: of
making our curriculum appear innovative but, far more important, of
preparing students 'or a fuller entry into a genuinely participatory de-
mocracy. I believe that such an educational goal acknowledges that col-
lege gives students an opportunity not simply to "bank" knowledge and
methods, but to develop some perspectives on, some metawareness
about, thernand also to act upon that awareness.

Such a goal has undeniable practical consequences. The paradigmatic
shift the language disciplines are undergoing is not just theoretical but
pedagogical. Departments need to find not only curricular structures but
classroom practices that will help their students to stage the contradic-
tions in which our society and history have placed us and to which the
texts of our culture, including those we valorize as "literature," articu-
late. The questions we all need to ask as administrators and teachers
include: I low creatively are the overlappings and conflicts being used
in the education of our students? I low well, for instance, are we invok:-
ing our students in the debates over that group of key words that are
crucial not just in current educational debate but for our whole society
gender, race, ethnicity, and class? These key words are, of course, the
focus of major challenges to our future as a society, and they are not easy
challenges to meet. To these, I would add another, which our curricu-
lum attempted to enact, and that is agencythose areas of action, choice,
knowledge, and commitment we struggle to claim for ourselves on the
basis of our understanding of how we are constructed by our societies
and our histories. In my view, the major goal of a curriculum built on
polylogue is to enable students to become agents in this senseto be-
come aware of how they are constructed, in their different histories, by
society, culture, ethnicity, and gender, by scientific or religious para-
digms of thought and material practicesbut, in doing so, to become
aware of the possibilities of choice and action and the principles by which
they articulate those choices and actions. And, of course, such discover-
ies slif gild affect those of us who teach.

Beyond the classroom, and the dcpartinent, a further challenge that
has not been met is that of allowing the development ot (and a reward
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for) these activities and commitments within traditionally structured
institutions. At Carnegie Mellon, we were lucky to have institutional
backing for our work. We were able, by accidents of place and history,
to institutionalize cross-disciplinary perspectives and innovative
pedagogics within one department. Hartford's "All University Curricu-
lum" serves a similar function as the basis of a remarkable general edu-
cation structure. It has been given an educationally central place by
administration and faculty. But, at many other institutions, cross-disci-
plinary teaching and wrricular development are often stifled by the
current, predominantly one-directional, organizational structure, which
gives few incentives and, as a consequence, little permanent support for
faculty activities outside the traditional channels. Recent studies of uni-
versity organization have suggested that establishing and justifying the
development of curriculum and pedagogy that follow from critical
theory have fallen disproportionately on individual faculty members.
That the breakthroughs in knowledgeand, increasingly in pedagogy
occur on the boundaries of received or conventional organizations of
knowledge is well known, of course, to the sciences, to many of the so-
cial sciences, and, increasingly (though at a distance), to the humanities.
But what we need to look for is a set of structures, practices, and assump-
tions that would provide increased support and rewards for the many
faculty oak ides that transcend traditional departmental and disciplin-
ary boundari-s, that would encourage us all to see interdisciplinary edu-
cational activities on a par with, and in some contexts even more
significant than, traditional "disciplinary" activities.

It is not that departmental or disciplinary needs of organizing knowl-
edge are wrong and should be abandoned. As Ernest Lvnton puts it,

IThe organization of the university should retain enough fle\ibilitv
to allow not only the formation but also the termination of
multidisciplinary programs and projects. In these cases, it is not a
question of replacing one quasi-permanent organization by another;
that would simply be substituting one rigid set of structures and
assumptions with another. (L.ynton and Elman 174).

So it is not a matter of eliminating departments and disciplines (though,
inevitably, over time, these \Yin change and indeed may fade, merge, or
even disappear); it is a matter of finding harmonious structures through
which disciplines can, separately and together, take up pressing educa-
tional issues as they arise. It is evident, however, that implementing some
of the most crucial missions of the university in the coming decades
means overcoming the inertia that a rigid and often moribund set of
departmental priorities may all too easily instill. Most importantly, to
quote Isnton again,

0
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[I]mplementing the new missions of the university faces serious
barriers as long as the allocation of resources, not to speak of the
evaluation and rewards system for faculty, places much greater
priority on disciplinary than on interdisciplinary activities. (Lynton
and Elman 187)

How is this problem to be overcome? The fundamental challenge is to
find ways of rewarding and developing faculty activities that cut across
disciplinary and departmental lines while retaining the most vital parts
of the dominant, one-dimensional structure that links department to
college to university. Maybe, as Lynton argues, the basic resources for
the instructional activities of an administrative unitthe university as
a whole is the focus of his analysis, but the principle is applicable at the
college or departmental levelshould be divided into two unequal por-
tions. The larger one would be allocated, in the traditional manner, to
deans of colleges, and through them, to the academic departments. These
funds could be used for the department's traditional disciplinary courses
and programs. The rest would be directed into a second stream of re-
sources that could be made available to the college (or department) only
for interdepartmental and intercollegiate instructional activitiesfor
what I term courses involving polylogue or for what Graff sees as stag-
ing the conflicts.

As we realized at Carnegie Mellon, what is at stake here is not terri-
tory or jurisdiction but a whole conception of education. The national
swing back to the value of general education coursesnot as a neces-
sary step nor a frustrating barrier to reaching a specialized major but,
rather, as the core of an undergraduate educationis starting to be given
more than just lip service. We are all general educators: "service" teach-
ing is what we are all primarily concerned with. An adequate education
is one in which the issues and problems of our individual and commu-
nal lives are contextualized in the contradictions of the contemporary
world, in its multiple histories, and in its epistemologies. This trio of
contexts (the contemporary, the historical, the ways to knowledge and
power) should not be seen as add-ons to a specialized education but as
integral parts of it. Rut such a principle needs to be articulated in more
than theorv;it needs to be embodied in the concrete, material practices
and structures by which we organize the university and its c.mstituent

units.
Finally, I want to stress a further lesson that we learned at Carnegie

Mellon: that teaching in relation to interdisciplinary, "polylogous" de-
mands must not become another indulgence in elitist superiority. We
are k.at hi ng for students who will go out into the world. There is a nm-
mentone of the most poignant, I think, in the canon (at least tor those
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of us who want occasionally to beat up on the canon while also explor-
ing and, admittedly, revering it)at the end of The Tempest, when
Prospero, the poet-magician-scientist-politician-patriarch-teacher-dra-
matist-poet-interdisciplinarian, steps, in part, out of Shakespeare's play
and addresses the audience, asking its members (in a moving version of
an old trope) for applause. But he is also asking for something different.
He acknowledges that the play the audience has just witnessed will be
"confined," trapped, nullified, unless its impact is taken out of the the-
ater into the lives, as well as the words, of its audience. But how the
audience will do that is not up to the actor who, in any performance,
speaks the lines; nor is it even up to the dramatist who wrote the lines.
It is up to the members of the audience themselves to break the confines
of the theater, of art, of "texts" and "canon," and go into the world, to
become aware of themselves as "subjects," to become aware of haying
been manipulated, whether by the two hours of traffic on the stage they
have witnessed, by the multiple languages of our society, by politics, by
advertising, by Hollywood, by fundamentalism, or by their educational,
ethnic, gender, or class constructions. What the audience will do is cer-
tainly not predictable, any more than what a reader will do with a text
is enforceable. Meanings are not manageable nor controllable. The "sub-
ject" our students are learning is not "The Meaning of The Tempest" nor
"Shakespeare's Farewell to the Stage," although these are not insignifi-
cant topics for discussion. It is that they themselves are constructed
within the multiple reading and writing situations in which they will
find themselves, both in the study of literature and in the study of their
society.

This is not always a comforting discovery. English was, for many of
us, once a more comforting study, before a time when we had to teach
reading and writing to illiterate students, before that mythical time when
we could take for granted that "every schoolboy" knew Wordsworth and
Austen and James.... Once, somewhereto indulge myself one final
time in my pastoral metaphorwe could rest beneath the trees, warbie
on an antique pile, watch damsels bathe in purling streams, bewail the
loss of youth and beauty. It is sometimes tiring to discover oneself as
constructed, dislocated, uncertain, uncomfortably self-conscious, caught
in the contradictions of history and ideology. Polylogue may be an ex-
citing challenge to usas teachers, developers of curricula, and admin-
istrators. But it is more exhausting and certainly less simple than the
straightforward mastery of a subjectjust as we are learning that teach-
ing is easkr to promote and assess than learning. But, as l'rospero im-
plies, this sense ot learning what n is to be a subject need tint be
imprisonment. Caliban gets his island back, Ariel his freedom, Miranda

' ; "")
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and Ferdinand each other (with all the dangers that may involve). And
Prospeto? Prosperolet us sayis the authoritarian teacher, the pro-
fessor who has lived by the book and by asserting the authority of his
office. It is he who has created a version of the pastorala mode that, as
Raymond Williams and others have pointed out, is designed to comfort
the consciences of the ruling class. Prospero knowsfor he controls Ariel
with its promisethat we desire release, freedom, liberty, what I have
termed "agency." But he finally learns that it comes at some risk and
unpredictability and by acknowledging others' voices and others' claims
to truth. It is, he discovers, the only way to be truly humannot an es-
sentialist statement but one that acknowledges that our humanity and
our knowledge about it are always in the world, always changing and
challenging. That is why Prospero breaks with the pastoral world and
why those of us in the language disciplines, including English, must
break with itat least as a representation of our reality. To be, in the
words of the oracle in The Winter's Tale, a "true subject," Prospero knows
he must drown his book, break his staff, and then announce his own
powerlessness. "Welcome, sir," he announces, "This cell's my court. Here
have I few attendants, / And subjects none..." (The Tempest V.i. 165-
67). To know the subject, we rnust also know ourselves as subjects.
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13 Attitudes and Expectations:
How Theory in the Graduate
Student (Teacher) Complicates
the English Curriculum

Wendy Bishop
Florida State University

College and university English departments are attempting curricular
change in response to institutional critiques and analyses like those by
Robert Scholes and Gerald Graff. The work of both of these scholars helps
us understand how English departments have developed. In Textual
Poiver, Scholes outlines the pitfalls of current English department strati-
fication, showing how most departments overvalue the consumption of
literary texts and undervalue nonliterary and pseudo-nonliterary texts,
particularly student compositions. In examining this hierarchy, he

For me the ultimate hell at the end at all our good New Critical
intentions is textu:li/ed in the image of a brilliant instructor
explicating a poem before a class of stupefied students.... Our job
is not to intimidate students with our own superior textual
production; it is to show them the codes upon which all textual
production depends, and to encourage their own textual practice.
(23)

According to Scholes, we need to begin sharing our complicated te\ tual
practices with all students, examining these practices together, making
them more comprehensible and more democratic.

In Profesing Literature, Gerald Graff traces the history of "English"
from a course of undergraduate study in the nineteenth century, focused
on classical texts, to the development at the century's turn of graduate
programs, modeled on European universities with their philological and
linguistic emphases (22-23, 57). Through periods of intense change,
English departments survivedin fact, they grewbecause they re-
mained flexible. Oyer time, however, this flexibility would prove prob-
lematic. In his more recent work, Beyond the Cuhure War,4, Graff again
points out the self-serying benefits of English studies' "amiable rule of
laissef-faire- and then focuses on the problem,' this rule ha." created. In
essence, the still-dominant "field-coverage" model allows deNrtments
to create new categories tor every challenge to existing categories,
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absorbing and defusing the interests of alien constituencies. By doing
this, English departments have "enabled the American curriculum to
relieve the increasingly conflicting pressures placed on it by painlessly
expanding its frontiers, adding new subjects, courses, and programs
without asking those in control of the already established ones to change
their ways" (7).

Field coverage allows English to keep the lid on a. simmering pot.
Recently, though, the heat has been turned upin response to changes
in American academic cultureand the pot has started to boil over: femi-
nists, compositionists, new historicists, poststructuralists are all claim-
ing "voice" in English department matters and challenging the status
quo that field coverage supports. Graff urges us to avoid the pitfall of
developing a false consensus yet again. He believes we should teach the
conflicts of our positions through various forums that support a new
vision of department integration, airing perspectives and discussing
conflicts within all classrooms and through the development of depart-
ment-held conferences and symposia.

Many English departments are paying serious attention to these in-
stitutional critiques even as our solutions fall short of accomplishing
what is being suggested) For instance, in my department we have de-
bated the usefulness of an undergraduate course in critical theory. We
have instituted theory and multicultural course requirements in our
graduate curriculum, reviewed graduate degree requirements, and re-
named son-ie of our graduate courses. I lowever, it is very easy for well-
intentioned programs like ours to compromise their own larger vision
in the elusive search for department unity. If teaching the conflicts is
relegated to a few courses and if requirements are changed hut content
is not, field coverage has prevailed. It can only be hoped that depart-
ments currently able to institute multiple-course reconfigurations will
eventually become departments willing to consider more radical and

integraticc curricular reform, reform that %yin take place vertically
wi thin graduate and undergraduate programs simultaneouslyas well
as horizon tallyreconceptualizing fields and periods of study.

As a profession, we have changed the way we talk more than we have
changed our daily practices. In these discussions, postmodern theory
offers several lenses for our discipline, and the language of critical theory
may prove to be a lingua franca among subdisciplines. I lowever, while
a rhetorician and a literature scholar can attempt to find common ground
regarding curricular reform, most of us have failed to consider how the
"theory" in our graduate student (teacher)s complicates any changes we
hope to introduce into the culture of English studies. New graduate
students in Englishincluding those who track into degree programs
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in literature, rhetoric, and creative writingare constituted by the theo-
ries of learning that they bring with them. In the rest of this essay, I'll
illustrate the degree to which our students are sites of conflicting theo-
ries and suggest that we need to "read" them better if we truly aim to
improve our programs. Overall, it is necessary to ask our graduate stu-
dent (teacher)s to share their attitudes and expectations, to articulate their
tacit theories, for tacit theories rapidly come into conflict with the ex-
plicitly new theories being introduced into many programs, whether
through coursework or dialogue or both.

I come to this discussion from my position as a teacher-educator. Each
summer I introduce current research and pedagogy in composition and
rhetoric to a diverse set of graduate teaching assistants, studying at the
M.A. and Ph.D. levels. In the summer course, "Teaching Writing in Col-
lege," I reverse the usual English department hierarchy and privilege
writing over reading, composition over literature, at least temporarily,
in order to ask new teachers to consider seriousk the learning needs of
their prospective first-vear writing students. Through ethnographic
study and informal observation, I know such reversals cause resistance
and conversiontemporary to enduringand are part of this educa-
tional process; new teachers must try on personas as well as explore
practices as they include.fir5t-year writinx instructor as one of their gradu-
ate program identities (see Bishop; Brooke). I Towever, "trying on" an
identity is not the simple shrugging into a new coat that the metaphor
predicts; teachers aren't always aware (nor are their teacher-educators
or graduate professors) of the firm theories they have and upon which
they often base their attitudes toward classrooms, graduate school, and
professors (see Welch). I use theory here in the largest sensea reasoned
prediction, often based on observation, about how things workand
often these tacit theories combine to form an individual's worldview.

New teachers are obviously influenced by their chosen area of study.
Those tracking into the literature program, for instance, predictably re-
sist the deemphasis of literature that can occur in a writing teacher edu-
cation course, and those on the creative writing track may embrace the
elements of writing process pedagogy that are most congruent with the
creative writing workshop model of instruction. What is less clear is the
degree to which field coverage and traditions of compartmentalization
in English studiesmajors and minors, strands or trackshave pro-
duced a compartmentalization of GTA thought, and to what degree
GrAs' theories of learning lead them into particular educational choices
even as their protessors attempt to mold these seemingly "blank-slate"
new students to the professors professed fields of study or critical
approaches.
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I have experienced the impermeability of the boundaries between
tracks. I am often surprised at the lack of transference between teacher
education at one level (first-year classrooms) to GTA teachers' practices
at other levels (second- and third-year classrooms). I attended a work-
shop at my university composed entirely of experienced first-year writ-
ing teachers. In designing the workshop, we intended to brainstorm ways
to use writing more often in 2000- and 3000-leyel introduction to short
story and literature courses, courses often taught by senior GTAs. As the
workshop leader asked each table to report back on strategies for using
writing in the literature classroom, I heard a disappointing litany of ex-
ercises where writing was still used primarily to test knowledge: pop
quizzes, short essays, research papers. Drafting, response groups, stu-
dent-led discussion from journals, question making, and ungraded free
writingswriting to learn activitieswere all left in the dust of the first-
Year sequence.

Last summer, a GTAone of a group of promising students deeply
immersed in the study of critical theorysent me a letter and a draft
version of the common f irst-vear curriculum that he hoped to teach. In
this proposal, he derived his teaching theory from poststructura I theory,
choosing a ten-year-old, fifth edition of a well-known language reader
and selections from Orwell and other classic essayists. I read this stu-
dent as well versed in critical theory but poorly versed in composition
theory, research, and practice. He planned for extensive discussions
using technical, theoretical language and provided less support for writ-
ers in the process of constructing texts. Since this teacher entered our
program with credit for previous teaching, exempting him from our
summer teacher education courses, it %vas impossible to tell what Com-

tion texts he had read, but it felt like not very many. Clearly, theory
xvas already in the student.

I can most clearly illustrate how filled by theory or theories our gradu-
ate students are by sharing excerpts from a year-long research study.
Ihese excerpts show how one Ph.D. student entering the literature track,
without previous training but with strong attitudes and expectations
about English studies and the value of literary texts, tested a new theory
of learning against the strong one he already had. Again, while this stu-
dentwhom I'll call Dennisrepresents a literature student incorpo-
rating and resisting instruction in writing theory, he proved just as
resistant tobecause unacquainted withthe postmodern critical theo-
ries that are beginning to undergird our literature track.:

As we'll see in the case of this student, departments call mandate pro-
gram requirements tor theory, but they can't put theory into their fac-
ulty nor into their students. By "reading" Dennis, we can see that
"theory" in the large,,t sense develops within the complicated territory
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of a GTA's experiential theories of learning and of school. For instance,
Dennis relied on degrees held: always pay more attention to a graduate
student than an undergraduate, to the M.A. than the B.A., to the Ph.D.
than the M.A., and so on. Equally, Dennis expected his students to learn
from him based on a similar premise: they should pay attention and
believe him because he was a graduate student and they were first-vear
students, because he was an experienced academic writer and they
weren't vet experienced, and so on.

I want to annotate very brief portions of a much more extensive set
of taped interviews that I conducted with Dennis over a twelve-month
period when he was training to be a teacher and I was participant-ob-
server in his teacher education class (the summer before I was to begin
teaching that class myself). Dennis was enrolled in two three-credit
teacher education courses and mentions the teachers of those courses
Bonnie and Rickin the transcripts below. After the summer 1990
courses, I continued to interview Dennis as he began doctoral work in
English literature and taught his first two semesters of first-year writ-
ing. I need to emphasize the illustrative nature of my readings and ex-
cerpts. The quotes I've chosen to use are representative, although, of
necessity, they are extracted from the rich context of the ethnographic
study (which includes data collection with twenty-eight other new teach-
ers as well as case studies of seven other teachers besides Dennis).

I also vant to mention Dennis's successful negotiation of the English
program. During the month I composed this d fra.t, .... nenn.s was prepar-
ing his dissertation prospectus. In his third year of teaching for the first-
year writing program, he was in good standing as a teacher and as a
-,tudent. During the previous three years, some of his strongly held theo-
ries of learning and classrooms had modified, while others had proved
resilient, since changes in the graduate curriculumundertaken to em-
phasize multicultural perspectives and incorporate contemporary criti-
cal theoryhad been instituted within this English department. As I
mentioned above, this was mainly accomplished by adding more course
requirements in those subjects. The movement toward theory and
multiculturalism has been less clearly instituted across the English de-
partment curriculum because an equal transformation within the teach-
his; of all department professors has not been evidenced. Graduate
students, naturally, gravitate toward faculty members vho teach in fa-
miliar ways, say, by offering the familiar rewards of "A" grades for New
Critical, literary-analysis essays. Due to undergraduate literature course
class si/es of forty-five or more students, d lie ) a la rge number of linked
4000i S1100 literature courses 01 comparable si/e and graduate courses
of twenty or more, due to unfamiliarity with contemporary writing
theory, and d lie to preference, most professors continue to teach by the
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lecture/exam or lecture/literary analysis and research essay method at
both the undergraduate and graduate levels (see Sullivan).

My reading of Dennis illuminates the degree to which our graduate
students are already fully-formed, tacit theoristsabout to mix and
match the theories that they are presented with by an English depart-
ment which itself is driven by multiple and conflicting theoriesand are
a functional graduate student outfit.

Professors as (Male) Authorities

Dennis found composition theory particularly difficult to accept because
it conflicted with his theory about teachers, particularly college profes-
sors. Professors were authorities, usually right about issues by virtue of
their degrees and long everience:

7/12/90

wordy: Fhere's something that prompted you to feel that you should
consider this [composition theory at least?

DerniN: Yeah, I mean, the basic fact is that Rick's a Ph.D. Mese guys
[Rick and Bonniel are Ph.D.s and I'm not. You've been doing this
for a hell of a lot longer than I have.

7/17/90

Dennis: Doesn't a teacher have to trust his knowledge and instincts?
And what else do I have to give the student if not the sum of my
knowledge and understanding?

7/30/90

Den nic: I mean, on the one hand, these people are Ph.Ds and they've
been leaching for thirty years so they have. I mean roughly thirty
\ ears, so they have a system of thought. Like I've never been
uncomfortable with the fact that a classroom isn't a democracy. It
reall \ bugs ',Mlle '41.1dellN, I've never really been hothered with
it. Because, that's a professor, he has a certain point of view, learn
it! . . Now if you want other points of view, take another class
You're guaranteed that you're going to get another point of view,
because it's a different person teaching it.

Dennis did know that professors were contradictory creaturesnot
all professors agreed with each otherbut, as a group, he vested them
with wisdom because they had achieved a place in the English depart-
ment hierarchy that Dennis himself wished to achieve. If they contra-
dicted each other, so Iv it; the student's job then is to endure, engage
(Dennis often chose battle metaphors) with each professor, and go on to
the ne\ t until he gains the needed status from which to assert his own
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authority. The authoritative professor evoked by Dennis is a male; his
female professor, Bonnie, is grouped into "you guys," for professors are
always designated in his speech with the pronoun he. This is not sur-
prising given that Dennis appeared to enroll in (or recall) only those
courses from his M.A. program taught by men, and the first fall courses
in his Ph.D. program were also taught by men. Senior women profes-
sors in his academic life were as scarce as they are in the profession in
general, and those he encountered in the summer of 1990 taught com-
position and women's studit-,.

In Bonnie's class, Dennis was asked to write on first-year student tasks,
whiLh he resented (I explore this attitude in more detail below). As im-
portant as the task, though, was the course context: Dennis was writing
here for a female professor whose opinion he doubted since she praised
him for texts he himself could not value:

Denin,: And she loved it Ibis last paper!, I don't know why?
Wcndli ou thought for sure this is writing with a small ir and she's

saying, hey, for me, this is writing with a large IV. And go back to
Your argument of "She's been doing this a long time, she's in the
system, she has a PhD." Does that shake things up a little?

)01 I/ is: 1 !UM, no, then I would probably be tempted to say that she's
just being nice. I don't know.

\ enthr Because she's a woman?
Dem,: I didn't say that!
lVer/fItt: I asked it. I'm a woman, I can ask that.
Domi,: I didn't say that. I refuse to get into an argument. I just read

the articles on se ual discrimination

Dennis is normally eager for an argumentrelishing the academic
war of words that I discuss belowbut here he denies his female pro-
fessor a normal academic's authority when her advocacy for informal,
exploratory writing threatens to undermine his trained preference for
literary essay writing. For Dennis, professors are authorities, but some
professors have more authority than others, based on gender. In this, he
reflects the values of English studies during the last hundred years, for
only slow changes have occurred in the gender makeup of English de-
partments over the last twenty years.

Teaching and Learning as Battle

Because knowledge, in I )ennis's theory, is developed through personal
authority, wresting such authority from a classroom turns learning into
a battle. I am not the first to point out that the battle metaphor often

Ar 3 A.
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signals an interest in hierarchy and a degree of comfort with confronta-
tional argumentation. Although composition scholars, feminist schola N,
and many other academics who identify themselves as part ot mar-
ginalized subdisciplines in English studies tend to challenge such seem-
ingly masculinist tropes, the tropes are still prevalent. As a student of
literature, still the dominant group within English studies, Dennis could
be expected to partake of this contentious metaphoric tradition:

7/30/90

[regarding writing his papers tor professors)

Denii: It was always a "me veNus yoll" type of mentality ...I went
and looked up their [the professors] articles and books. 1 could
tell, so I had these strategies. If vou know where the enemy is, you
know how to tire upon him.

[regarding a particular professor-I

Pewits: 1 ie ran the class, basically, like 1930,, Germany. It was stricdy
lei !ure. lie could come in, we did three books, Scar/ef Letter. Alobti

lucklebern/ nun. and he basically would come in and would
read the book to you. And every sentence, he would interpret
every other sentence.

In this battle, the experienced, (male) degreed professor has the edge and
students push the limits of his authority at their own risk:

7/30/90

le didn't want am one else's opinion.... Out of class,
argued with him and 1 didn't agree.... basically, 1 learned after
the first t..,1m, atter The .S-arlet Letter, the type of symbolism that
he w anted .. . and the same with another professor. I wrote
basically the same essay on an exam roughly four times, almost
word tor word, 1 think. Or at least, types of sentences were the
same. "Man's a creature in possession ot language...." All I had
to say for this one professor is that "Keats celebrates language as
an event through this particular device." Then the next time.
-Virginia Woolf celebrates language in this wav. ." I have yet to
Ind a professor that doesn't want in ',Orrle shape or pattern his

own opinions. No matter how much [they] say, "I want to see
original thinking" ... that's a lie.

(iiven Dennis's theory of learning as a battleground with the tables
turned in the favor ot the professor, it's no surprise that he has trouble
with the collaborative, student-centered, feminist instructional model
advocated in his teacher education classes. Fven as he is being instructed
to consider classrooms as something other than academic battlegrounds,
Dennis's most prized day ot the summer occurred Yhen he took over
his G FA mentor's vriting class:

L.:
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7/12/90

. . . What I thought %vas the best dav ... there were so many
people talking and I was firing questions off. I really enjoyed that.
That was good.That's the wav I'd like to run the class, an hour and
a half battle.

215

Dennis has re-created his own educational past: he's at the helm, cap-
tain of the ship, the officer calling the charge, firing off questions in the
heat of the battle and the center of the action. However, during his train-
ing, he is asked to give up his hard-won superiority and advantage. And
it is not that Dennis is unaware of other theories of learning; before he
began his summer teacher education courses, he predicted this problem
on a questionnaire. In response to "What do vou need to learn about
teaching writing?" Dennis answered: "I know how to teach effectively.
I know how not to hurt the feelings of others. I do not know how to do
both.- For Dennis, in the necessary classroom war, someone is bound
to be wounded, and teachers do not dare become too sensitive on the
battlefield of knowledge. Dennis feels he needs no other teacher prepa-
ration than his careful observations of his own previous classrooms from
which he has abstracted this functional theory of learning. School is a
bracing battle that unfortunately often hurts.

Conflicting Theories

Dennis's theory of learning, attitudes toward professors, and expecta-
tions for his classrooms, based on his observations of literature courses
he had enrolled in, immediately set him in opposition to both composi-
tion and reception theory:

7/16/90

Penni-. I low can students, who by definition lack specific knowledge,
simply stumble upon knowledge? No, I am not underestimating
their capabilities. But I am questioning the students' ability to
teach themselves to write. It seems to me to be the blind leading
the blind. I thought the provision of guidance was our function.
I thought that's what a teacher did. Current thought reduces my
role to absurd tour guide, a man with a dim flashlight waving ot
toorists wandering aimlessly in the dark. It's not only wishful
thinking, but it's a disservice to the students themselves. When I
enter a classroom, I expect to be offered something that I did not
have before. But that offering conies from the instructor; what he
knows becomes part ot ine.

Dennis's opposition is based, of course, on his experiences with the
transmission and banking models of the teacher-centered instruction he
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has experienced. His role with former professors was to profess their way
of reading. His role with his students, since he's senior to them, should
he to show them the way, to offer them something. Student-centered
learning represents the blind leading the blind, since knowledgein
Dennis's theoryis something transmitted from master to novice. Yet,
in his education courses, he has been strongly introduced to an alien
model of learning.

7/17/90

Dennis Students find it difficult enough to communicate effectively
without worrying about their membership in an interpretive
community. And if we hold to the postmodern premise that
reading and meaning are relative, then I can never read the
student paper "correctly," can never give the "right" response.

defeated before I begin. I can't accept that. I have to "go" with
what I think is right and hope the students arc learning to write--
even if they are only conforming to the standards of my own
interpretive corn munitv.

(Jertainly Dennis is able to understand the premises of poststructural
theory. But he is unable to inhabit those positions because, by accepting
multiple readings and teachers as senior learners, he might risk losing
the classroom war; he would do this by being untrue to his past school
everiences and the theories he had abstracted from his Master's-level
literature studies.

Theories of Writing

Dennis knows how to write papers to please his professors. f le's a suc-
cessful graduate student. Here's how he goes aboot it:

7/30/90

()owl,: You have the due date looming over you... by the time I
finish [reading the assigned text, there'll usually be a few things
that have stuck out that I'll have noticed, so I'll drop some notes,
and we'll raise questions in class.... Then, when we're ap-
proaching the paper, I usually have a general idea in mind. And
then I start systematically, "Okay this is the point I'm going to
prove." I'll have a thesis.., and then I'll go into the text and see if
I'm right, before I start taking real notes, because I'll specifically
quot e. "This quote matches what I want to say, this quote doesn't."
Once I get a body of quotes and notes, then I usually start making
an outline. So I'll take every quote that I want to use out of the
text, put it on a couple ot sheek ot paper and then dismiss the
text....

Wendy: Do you go much to outside critical work?
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Rmis: I kind of rely more on my own critical theory. I don't see the
purpose of rehashing what everyone else has written.. .. Usually
%vhat do is I'll find a nice set of quotes from the research that
Eye done and then have that as a "Set of quotes z 2"there's a set
of quotes from the test and a Set from the Icriticall literature. And
then stick them in where I want them, where I think they'll
look good.

Dennis has developed an effective method for writing traditional,
academic literary essays. When he enrolls in a teacher education course
intended to teach him current process theories of writing instruction,
there is an immediate mismatch. Ile hates writing the class assignments
which require him to do the same type of papers he'll be assigning in
first-year writing: "Now those papers I turned in for Bonniethe last
one, I should have had my M.A. rescinded. It was that had. And she
loved it; I don't know why." Dennis has trouble appreciating the infor-
mal, exploratory, multidraft essay; in his view, more elementary types
of writing will take place in first-year writing. Equally, he feels he is
wasting his time writing such prose, for his standards have been molded
around literary analysis and research essays with their sets of references
and techniques of close reading:

7/30/90

Wendy:So even within formal academic style. you don't like informal
academic style. ?

Hennk:: Even it I'm writing a letter, it's always big W writinglI
mean, it's always I'm just in this big W set. I've just been taught,
I have to "do something" that's better than it was before. Some-
times it's just like I don't want to do it [write]. That's why I don't
write as much as I used to, because it's like climbing the big W.

lVemlif: You have really high standards, but you also agree with
those standards?

nolutis: Yeah. Hey, it just hit me. I think in the class [teacher
education', maybe I want big Wand Rick is willing to settle for the
little iv?

Dennis, like many new writing teachers, wrestles with issues of re-
sponse and the difficulties of grading student texts. I le has always pre-
ferred literary text t I/ t tia.. o..-ier .ex.s, .nc.uu.ng _lose by students and by
theorists:

8/1/90

Dennis: Finally, after nearly sis weeks ot abstractions, of rhetoric and
omposi non ducksreak, I t many was able to get to my first love:

literature. Now I understand that the ENC1102 class is structui ed
as 1A'riting thnIuNit I iteratu re. Rut, nevertheless, I was quite
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pleased to hear the names Faulkner and Kafka, rather than Elbow
and Murray.

Dennis is fighting some new battles here as he enters an English de-
partment that gives at least minimal acknowledgment to the value of
different types of text and new types of academic writing. Dennis is a
graduate student proficient in the thesis-statement literary paper. Even
when convinced that he should use certain writing invention strategies
in the first-year classroom, making the move to Mievius in those strate-
gies or in a new view of the writing process is very difficult. Dennis is
pained at having to write writing with a lowercase w and chooses to teach
invention strategies not on the basis of how effective they might be for
student writers, but instead on the basis of how they strike him person-
ally:

9/12/90

DerilIN: Well, it's a struggle because I don't use them [invention
strategiesl. I know how to do this stuff already. It's more
internalized, so it's hard for me to distance myself from it and not
come off sayingand I found myself doing it at firstthat may
have been vh% I had so much trouble doing it [teaching invention
strategies] at tirst-1 may have come off saying "Well, this is
stupid but we're doing it anyway." And I can see the problems
resulting from that... . And, in some respect, I do think these
things are stupid, but that may just be because I don't need them
anymore. Like, I, I absolutely refuse to do the house thing [draw
a floor plan of a former home]. I thought it was utterly a waste of
time, so I haven't done it.

What I find interesting when I read across this year of interviews with
Dennis is not only his resistance but also his successful adaptation.
Changes did occur in his attitudes toward teaching, in the shape of his
classrooms, and even in his theory of learning (at least for first-year
writing). However, Dennis overall remained much the same in his ex-
pectations about graduate school learning, simply because the new theo-
ries offered to him did not prove more compelling than the old ones he
held.

Dennis's original theories proved profitable; his first-semester gradu-
ate literature professors rewarded him for his already developed, liter-
ary-analysis writing skills and did nothing to reinforce the writing and
learning theories raised in his summer education courses. In one of
his two American literature courses, Dennis received a grade of 95 for
a paper on "Who is the Catcher in the Rye?" which began: "One does
uot always have to read a novel to enjoy a finely crafted and highly
symbolic work of fiction" and received a professor's comments of:

u-1 rb
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"Excellent paper, intelligent, clearly argued, written with grace and pre-
cision. Parallel is exactand your analysis leaves little doubt as to the
cogency of your argument. Hey, you write good!" Dennis had brought
off another capital W production.

Another paper he shared with me was from the second American lit-
erature course. "The Split Reality of the Puritan Sensibility" as a title
suggests a course lecture phrase, and the essay opens with this thesis
statement: "Any consideration of the seventeenth and early eighteenth
century Americanspecifically Puritansensibility must proceed from
the assertion that Puritan culture was theocentric in its focus, revolving
around a constant attention to the relationship between God and man."
This paper received the response: "A-. Well-organized and clear expo-
sition. Good explanation." More notable are the drafts from this paper.
On five separate pages, Dennis hones the opening thesis paragraph, a
sentence at a time, adding one more sentence each page. The last sev-
eral draft pages represent the single hand-written draft of the full paper
which proves his carefully wrought thesis. Both literature course essays
capitalize on the skills arid process Dennis was able to articulate the sum-
mer before he enrolled in those Ph.D. courses and bear scant resemblance
to the forms or process of writing required in the first-year classes he
was teaching.

The year-long studs' of Dennis's teaching, of course, illuminates the
complicated play of old and newly encroaching theories and suggests
the resiliency of field divisions. To some degree, Dennis changed his
attitudes toward process instruction and his first-year writing classes
(changed them particularly from the more current-traditional model he
thought he would institute before being trained that summer), but his life
in the newly theorized English department curriculum remained com-
partmentalized for many reasons: he enrolled in the courses of profes-
sors who themselves were not engaged in theoretical and curricular
debates, and when he was introduced to theory, it was in the education
or critical theory course, cordoned off from his daily practice.

Having spent one year with Dennis as a participant-observer and
another two years as a department friend who continued to undertake
good-natured verbal "battles" concerning the value of composition
theory, the problem of subjectivity in grading, the shape and direction
of English studies, and the value of literary and student texts, among
many other topics, I believe Dennis to he the perfect example of a stu-
dent who would benefit from Gerald Graff's proposal that we teach the
conflicts in the curriculum, for clearly they are being played out every
day When his attitudes and expectations intersect with those of his
professors and students in the halls and classrooms of the English

a". r
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building. However, his case also reminds us that the situation is far too
complicated to be resolved by structural curricular change. Dennis needs
to see his literature and composition teachers in dialogueco-teaching,
participating in department conferences and colloquia, negotiating in a
lingua francamaking it harder for Dennis to claim total allegiance to
one discourse and deny credibility for another. This means, of course,
that the professors under whom Dennis studies would need to learn
about and respect each other's work. It means that departments would
need to regularly promote meritorious women to the rank of full pro-
fessor, eliminating the associate professor-level "glass ceiling" that can
develop as a larger number of women enter departments, many of whom
are completing exemplars' but often nontraditional work. And this means
that departments will have to pay attention to the hierarchy of texts iden-
tified by Robert Scholes in order to examine their own valorization of
certain academic genres during times of curricular revision and during
annual and tenure reviews. If a department doesn't value composition
textbook writing equally with the writing of critical essays and "creative"
prose, drama, and poetry, and allow those texts to count toward tenure,
faculty will play out the department's value system in the classroom and
in department interactions. And Dennis will be watching and learning.

The issues that I've outlined here as being at play in a typical research
university also play out in two- and four-year colleges. Graduate stu-
dents like Dennis will mostly take up teaching positions within our two-
and four-year colleges, replicating the habits they developed in their
graduate t aching and imitating the practices of professors they stud-
ied under, including those in their undergraduate pasts. If their profes-
sors taught writing and reading quite differently or taught writing as if
it were a course in reading, these graduate student (teacher)s would be
influenced in the same direction. If graduate students at my institution
teach first-year writing and junior- and senior-level literature based on
different theories of learning, they are likely to continue to do the same
as they teach undergraduates at other institutions.

Important questions remain to be answered: Is the move to theory only
another battle and, if so, in what type of war? How do we shape change
when professors, students, and curricula are informed by tacit and ex-
plicit theories, many of which directly contradict the others? Even as
Dennis wanted and needed to change his attitudes towards first-Year
writing instruction, he noted that such change \vas incredibly difficult:

12/5/90

Wei/du:So, in a 1s:a 1., 1 on thought they lfirst-year writersi would be
fully formed writers with just bad habits . . ?
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Domis: . Maybe I was thinking they should all be Ipse me type of
thing, you know, because I considered myself a decent writer
when I got into college.

Vern lir You have an in-the-head criteria of great freshman writing?
Dennis: I don't know great. I don't like the word great.
tVendw: Your criteria of freshman writing ... ?
Dennis: tjh huh.
Wendy: It's not your rankings of literary writing?
Dennis: No. No. No. That's one thing I have managed to separate.
tVenifir I've been advocating viewing students' writing as litera-

ture....
Dowis: Their grades would sink. 'Iheir grades would sink. Don't

make me do that.
lVei lily: No, I'd rather have vou reconsider literature, but we'll talk

about that another time.
Dennis: Okay (laughter). Seems like an argument there.

Literature with a regular, healthy, small 1.
Demns: Oh no. We talked about that before with a ze (Laughter) I

don't want to get into that again.
Wendv: Okay.

Reading Dennis, we find that learned theories of reading and writ-
ing are always foregrounded against a backdrop of tacit theories of learn-
ing, classrooms, and teaching roles that have been built up through a
student's astute observation of professors and English studies as an in-
stitution. Such a complicated matrix of interactions suggests that we can't
just talk theory talk and ask our students to do the same. Instead, we
have to examine the roles graduate student (teacher)s are asked to as-
sume in our classrooms, in their own classrooms, as writers and as read-
ers, in every course in the English curriculum. Equally, we have to make
explicit our own tacit assumptions about these issues as we discuss the
future and directions of programs. At the least, we may have to give up
some autonomy to develop curricular comprehensibilitysome of us
trying to do some of the same things, more or less, some of the time
for this will encourage dialogue. I'm not suggesting that we all teach the
same waythat's an impossible and unappealing solutionbut I do
believe we should agree to talk about how our theory exists in practice
as we recalibrate curricula. We need to learn from all our fields, that is,
from each other. For even when we think we are conducting the deci-
sion-making process in the private forum of department faculty meet-
ings, Dennis's case shows that our students are internalizing our
conflicting theories and creating strategies for survival in every English
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course that they take, and those strategies will affect an enormous num-
ber of students in undergraduate English classrooms in the future.

Notes

I. The textual stratification that Scholes points to marks such a great divi-
sion between different strands of English studies that Graff himself, according
to Christy Friend, problematically ignores one of the largest department level
issuesthe relationship of literature and composition.

2. Dennis's case-study data is part of a book-length manuscript in progress,
Composing the New Teacher of College Writing: Ethnographic Readings and Reflections,
and was funded, in part, by a grant from the Research Foundation of the Na-
tional Council of Teachers of English.
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Theorizing Teaching

James Phelan
Ohio State University

Genre Considerations

I always have trouble reading essays about teaching theory. "Too pre-
scriptive," I find myself saying, or "too general," "too simplistic," "too
mechanical," "too condescending." In the natural course of teaching, we
all think about why some things work and some things don't. Because
the chemistry between teacher and student varies so much from class to
class, my knowing that something works for vou doesn't give me confi-
dence that it will work for me. The recommendations in such essays typi-
cally become additional options on my list of "Things To Try" rather than
a set of compelling ideas that make the "Must Do" list. All in all, I'd rather
read theory than read about how to teach it.

So, in writing this piece, I have had a particularly nagging reader-over-
my-shoulder repeatedly whispering, "Stop kidding yourself and your
readers; we both know that the bestand rnost honestadvice vou can
give them is, 'There are lots of goodand badways to teach theory;
do what works for you, but never be completely satisfied with what you
do. Stop reading this and go read Foucault. I haven't succeeded in si-
lencing that voiceand haven't been sure that I should want to. In lis-
tening to the reader's voice, I became convinced that my essay could not
simply ignore the diversity of productive solutions to any problem I
might address, even as I also wanted to recommend something that my
readers might move to the top of their lists of "Things to Try." Conse-
quently, I have written a dialogue among several speakers, a dialogue
that attempts both to present my particular recommendation and to ex-
emplify the theoretical position underlying that recommendation. If the
dialogue succeeds, there's no need tor me to name that position.

2'1
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From Theory to Theorizing

IA group of faculty are gathered in tlw English department commons room. As
people go about Netting coffee, leafhtg through The New York Times, mid chat-
ting in twos, One of them suddenly addresses the group.)

Betty: I could use some advice. I'm doing the undergraduate theory
course for the first time next semester, and I'm trying to decide what I
NA:ant to teach and how I want to teach it. I've been asking myself, "What
should the students know by the end of the semester?" and can't seem
to settle on an answer.

Katie: Well, if you want to reflect where the profession is right now, then
VOU should probabl, teach feminism, poststructuralism, and New His-
toricism. To do those well you'd have to get into Marxism, psychoanaly-
sis, and linguistics too. That'd give you plenty to do in one course.

Mike:Too much, I'd say. I f you feed your students a strict diet of Derrida,
l.acan, lrigaray, and Foucault, they won't digest any of it. It'll come back
to you in papers and on exams in mushy blocks of unintelligibility. Be-
fore they can read Derrida, they need to know something about the his-
tory of criticism. Plato and Aristotle, though founding fathers of the
Western phallogocentric tradition, are raising issues in ancient Greece
that we're still grappling with today. What are the canon wars, if not
fights over the role and influence of poetry in the state? What is
deconstruction, if not a quarrel with Aristotle's notion of tragedvand
by extension other literatureas an imitation of an action that is whole
and complete? But even if you find Plato and Aristotle too ancient for
your postmodern students, I'd think you'd want to give your students
some historical overview of twentieth-century criticism, starting maybe
with T. S. Eliot and I. A. Richards, going through Wellek and Warren,
Brooks, Wimsatt and Beardsley, Crane, II irsch, and then on down
through the explosion of theory in the '70s, ending up perhaps with the
intersections of multiculturalism and theory. If you don't historicize the
movements Katie wants you to teach, the students will think that those
movements are theory tout court. And that's something I definitely
wouldn't want them thinking by the end of the course.

Jim: Katie and Mike's ideas each have some merit, but I think they're
both advocating something that I hope you won't donamely, treat
theory as if it's separate from what we usually do, a field to cover in the
same way that the Renaissance is something to cover in the curriculum.
The whole point of the so-called theory revolution is that theory is ines-
capable, that every one of our courses rests on an implicit theory, that
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the whole curriculum itself reflects a theory. I think you should teach
exactly the same poetry, fiction, or drama that you're teaching in your
other course next quarter but spend your time examining the theory
underlying the interpretations you're teaching in the other course.

Bi II: I hear what you're saying about not divorcing theory from the rest
of what we do, but the trouble with your recommendation is that the
students will be exposed to only one kind of theory. As Graff says, teach
the conflicts. Don't just teach your interpretations and their underlying
theoretical principles, but show how those interpretations and the theory
are subject to questioning, challenge, and contradiction by other perspec-
tives.

Betty: Why am I not surprised that the four of you give four different
answers? But, if Bill doesn't object, I'd like to avoid the conflicts among
you for a minute and suggest that maybe there's soirething even more
fundamental to get at in this course. If we accept for now Jim's point that
a major lesson of the theory revolution is that theory is inescapable, then
might it not be worth shifting attention away from theories, i.e., the doc-
trines of particular critics or schools, and toward tlworizing, i.e., the ac-
tivities of theory, primarily asking questions about first principles, about
methods, about what is generalizable and what isn't and why?

Katie: Sounds to me as if you could be creating a form /content split. I
used to be a great believer in the "develop-thinking-skills-now-and-
learn-content-later" approach to literature and criticism, but the longer
I've been around, the more limits I see to that approach. I hated the elit-
ism of Hirsch's initial lists of cultural literacy as much as anyone, but I
find what he says about the crucial role of background knowledge in
understanding discourse to be persuasive. If you want to build the course
around the idea that theory is asking certain kinds of questions, I don't
think it will work unless you're also doing a substantial amount of tia-
d tiona I coverage of content. So I still say focus on feminism,
poststructuralism, and New Historicismplenty of theoretical questions
there.

Mike: Remember, too, that these days students take theory because they
want to be able to associate clear signifieds with the signifiers they hear
us tossing around--they want to know stuff like what deconstruction
is, who Derrida is, and what Freud has to do with criticism. Many of
them feel that theory is a big secret that only the faculty knowand they
want to be let in on it. Some of the students are scared by it, and some
who initially aren't become tearful a tew weeks into the course"Pro-
fessor Mike," they say, "reading this stuff is not like reading Mark
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Twain." Other students are excited and stay excited throughout the
course"Professor Mike," they say with a different inflection, "reading
this stuff is not like reading Mark Twain." Fearful or excited, our stu-
dents want information that will let them in on our alleged secrets. You
can teach them about asking questions, but make sure you tell them the
secrets. Give them a historical narrative of theory in the twentieth cen-
tury and you'll give them what they want and what they need.

Jim: Well, I can see where this is going. I could say that my idea of
foregrounding the theory of your other course is a great way to teach
theory and theorizing, and Bill could say that the "teach the conflicts"
approach is an even better way to do it. Right, Bill?

Bill: Yup. Teaching the conflicts means not only teaching conflicting
questions, but it also generates questions about the conflicts. Sounds to
me iike it's ideally suited to an emphasis on theorizing rather than theo-
ries.

Jim: But I take it, Betty, that you have something else in mind when vou
talk about emphasizing theorizing rather than theories.

Betty: Well, I think I do, though I'm not sure I can articulate it vet. Let's
try something and see what hoppens. Would each of you describe your
critical identity for me? [Much twrzyus laughter, then finally murmurs of
willingness.]

Katie: Well, I tend to treat texts as sites where a culture's gender ideolo-
gies get played out, sometimes in ways that the textor other critics
try hard not to acknowledge. If I had to pigeoaliole myself, I'd guess I'd
say I'm a poststructuralist feminist. In the classroom, though, I do all
kinds of things: teach New Critical techniques of close reading, discuss
relations between biography and literature, do some psychoanalytical
stuff, some deconstruction. I'm not sure I have a stable critical identity
though I suppose that's appropriate for a poststructuralist.

Mike: Well, some people call me a New Historicist, but I'm not sure that's
how I'd describe myself. Like mainline New Historicists, I'm interested
in the ways literature interacts with other texts to reflect and transform
a larger Culture Text. But like Old I iistoricists, I'm interested in assess-
ing the quality of individual texts, and I've been sufficiently influenced
by my earlier formalist training to think that verbal and structural com-
plexity are among the significant marks of aesthetic quality. So I don't
know whether to declare allegiance to the Old I I istoricism or the New.

Bilk I suppose I'm a cultural critic, but mv orientation is different from
Mike's. I'm less interested in "the text" and in any monolithic notion of
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History than I am in how readers' and critics' assumptions about texts
reveal aspects of their culture. In other words, I'm interested in such
things as what the apparent shift from regarding literary texts as verbal
icons to regarding them as nodes in a web of intertextuality says about
our shifting cultural values. I've gravitated toward Graff's proposals
because, in my view, they tap into something very cignificant about our
current literary-critical culture: we carry on quite diverse activities with-
out ever asking our studentsand sometimes even ourselvesto con-
front that diversity. Those people who think that literary critics are
parasites living off the creativity of others would call me a metaparasite,
so I prefer the label cultural critic, even if it's a tad uncomfortable.

Jim:Call me wishy-washy. I'm interested in lots of things, and I work in
different ways at different times. Would it mess up your experiment if I
opted out and refused to identify myself according to my allegiances?

Betty: Not at all. In fact, it helps make my pointthat there is a huge
gap between what critics and theorists do and the way we teach theory.
Jim was most explicit about how uncomfortable the labeling made him,
but all of You built wiggle-room into your answers. Why? Maybe you've
all been rereading Hamlet. M:wbe You're all afraid of commitment. Or
maybe your own critical activity doesn't neatly fit into the set of avail-
able identities offered through affiliation with current critical schools.
And as beautifully unique as each one of you is, I'd suggest that in feel-
ing this gap you're typical of most critics.

Mike: And Vour point is?

Betty: MY point is that our usual ways of teaching theory, especially
introducing it to students, are misleading. We teach students about
schools and movements, about critical doctrines, beliefs, and positions,
but it's hard to find large numbers of flesh and blood theorists whose
identities conform to the possibilities outlined by those positions. We
need a way to tighten the fit between the way individual critics and theo-
rists think of themselves and the wav we teach students about the field
of theory.

Katie: If I'm following the logic of your objection, then you're on the
verge of suggesting that we should survey the 33,000 members of the
MLA about their critical identities, analyze the results into 33,000 criti-
cal profiles, and then teach those. Are you about to vaylay us into col-
laborating with you on an NCTE grant proposal?

Seriously, though, I still don't see what you're getting at. Feminists,
after all, are always reminding their detractors that there is no one temi-
nkt po,,ition that all who call themselves feminist subscribe to. But that
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doesn't stop anyone from teaching capital F, capital T, Feminist Theory,
or, indeed, from teaching about the schools and movements within femi-
nist theory; certainly it's helpful to talk about differences among Ameri-
can feminists, British feminists, French feminists or to differentiate, as
Elaine Showalter did over a decade ago, among the movements she
called feminist critique, gynocriticism, and écriture feminine. Though
Showalter's categories no longer do justice to current work in feminism,
they remain useful to anyune who, like Mike, would want to think about
the history of feminist criticism. Of course you don't want anyone to
think that such sorting is the endpoint of learning about feminist theory,
but, as a way to begin, it has a lot to recommend it. And so does the
schools-and-movements approach to theory, more generally. Where are
your thoughts leading you?

Betty: As I said, I'm still not sure. I'll readily grant that the schook-and-
movements approach has the huge advantage of organizing what might
otherwise appear to be an utterly messy field; by giving students a map,
the approach allows them to get oriented and to think about where they'd
like to locate themselves in that field. I think that what I'm starting to
feel uneasy about are the metaphors of map and field. Their power to
provide orientation comes at the price of encouraging us to flunk of dis-
crete locations and relative fixity or stasis. I'd like to try some metaphors
that characterize theory not as a position but as an action, or, better, a
series of actions that begin with the asking of a certain kind of question
and that end only at provisional stopping points. "Theory as a Perpetual
Motion Machine."

Bill: OK, I'm beginning to see what's behind this. We build the wiggle-
room into our self-descriptions because we don't envision ouNelyes as
embodiments of a pure position but as people who are doing criticism
and theory in a way that makes sense for our particular projects. But the
notion of theory as a machine frets me. Just as you're becoming uneasy
with the schools-and-movements approach, I'm becoming increasingly
unhappy with the "approaches" approach because it tends to turn each
approach into a machine for reading. Feed the text into this end of the
Marxist machine and get a Marxist reading out that end. I very much
admire Steven Lynn's essay demonstrating several approaches to the
passage from Brendan Gill's Here a! The New Yorker, but I hesitate to give
it to my students. I'm afraid that they'll take it as more evidence that
theory is a set of text mulcherst igure out the kind of mulch you want
and then select the appropriate theory. Because l.ynn's purpose is to il-
lustrate the workings of ditterent approaches, he can't help it that his
fi ne read ings are hothouse toma toes rather than bushes occurring in the
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wild, but they still have a somewhat artificial quality. Another positive
feature of teaching the conflicts is that all the texts I work with are pri-
marily intended not for students in a theory class but for some other
audience immediately concerned with the Ongoing conflict.

A Course on Theorizing

Betty: Okay, makes good sense. Maybe we should talk some more about
the activities of theory and then come back to the question of the appro-
priate metaphor. Katie, how did you come to write your last article?

Katie: Well, as I was teaching Beloved, I kept thinking about who
Morrison's primary audience was and kept wondering about the ways
that my experience as a white, middle-class, thirty-five-year-old woman
in the academy was influencing the way I was interpreting her text. I
wanted to question not the validity of my reading but the kinds of claims
I could make for it in relation to claims that might be made for readings
by white male critics, black male critics, black female critics, white aca-
demics of both sexes, black nonacademic critics. The essay was more
about the whole issue of subjectivity and group identity in reading than
about Beloved. I feel as if I just scratched the surface of the problems en-
tailed in taking the issue seriously, so I'd like to do more with it, but at
the moment I feel stuck about where to go next.

Betty: Suppose I were to teach your essay as an example of reader-re-
sponse criticism. Would you feel I was (mis)appropriating it?

Katie: Well, I don't have any objection to the label, but it doesn't seem
to sav a whole lot about the essay. I guess how I'd feel would depend
on what else you did with the essay besides locate it in the reader-re-
sponse field.

Jim: I think I'm starting to catch on. Betty, I see the difference between
Katie's idea for your coursetheory's hottest hitsand her activity in
her last essay. But you can't teach different critics' composition processes,
even if that's what you wanted to do. So what are you getting at?

Betty: Well, if I can shift the students' expectations early in the quarter,
then I won't need to know how many drafts, say, Scholes took the first
chapter of Protocols of ReadinN through. Instead, . can show students that
the text on the page itself contains a dynamics that we might call "theo-
ri/ing." Scholes's chapter isn't just a set of theses about how reading
works. It's an effort to answer a question, or perhaps better, to address a
problem about the relation between readers' desires to find the center of
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a text's interest and their desires to use the text as a springboard for ex-
ploring their own interests. Scholes goes about answering the question
according to a particular method; and the whole procedure is built on
certain principles and assumptions about language, texts, reading, culture,
semiotic codes, intertextuality, and other things. All of these elements
question, answer, method, principlescome together in the service of a
larger purpose, which can be discerned in the essay's dialogic relation to
theorists who argue for the value of respecting authorial intention, to
reader-response critics who want to liberate the reader, and to cultural
critics more generally: Scholes wants to offer a new model of reading
that synthesizes three key principles from these different traditions: (1)
attention to the formal features of the text, which produces what he calls
centripetal reading; (2) recognition of different readers' rights to respond
more powerfully to some parts of the text than others; and (3) attention
to the way that both kinds of reading depend on intertextuality and es-
pecially the common cultural codes shared by intertexts. I'd try to show
how Scholes's overall purpose animates the activity of the whole essay
and show students that they can come to recognize these dynamics
working in a slightly different wav when we think about chapter I's role
in the whole book. Furthermore, in emphasizing the notion of Scholes's
chapter as a kind of action, I'd also invite reflection on the kind of ac-
tion we're performing in doing this analysis. I'd try to get the students
to see that from Scholes's point of view, the analysis would be both cen-
tripetal and intertextual, and I'd invite them to discuss whether he'd find
our treatment congenial, and if he didn't, whether we'd want to change
it or not.

Bill: And if at the end of all that, what do you gain beyond helping them
understand Scholes?

Katie: Let me see if I can armver. You gain the same kinds of things that
writing teachers gain when they bring so-called "real world writing" into
their classrooms. You move the teaching of theory out of what we %vere
calling the hothouse and into the world of work that most theorists know.
And by getting them to approach the theory texts as actions, you might
help the students regard them as work (or action) always in progress,
and thus open to objection and revision as \Yell as acceptance and ap-
propriation. Furthermore, by turning Scholes back on your method of
reading him, you remind the students that your way of analyzing is it-
selt an action-in-progress. Right?

Betty: Right; ill Lilt, you' \ e articulated better than I could when I \calked
in here this morning. Thanks.
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Jim: I don't especially want to disrupt sisterly solidarity, but what about
Katie's earlier worry that you're going to be reintroducing a form-con-
tent split? If the schools-and-movements approach goes wrong in em-
phasizing content at the expense of form, you seem to be running the
risk of overcompensating. Does your goal of emphasizing real-world
theory help you decide what to put on your reading list?

Betty: Well, as I think about it, I want to say that it makes all the differ-
ence and absolutely no difference at all. My first step would have to be
to theorize my course. What are my purpose and my central question?
So far, I've been talking about a very general purposeto shift empha-
sis from theory to theorizingso I need to move down the ladder of
generality. I need to think about my audience of advanced undergradu-
ates, most of whom have never formally studied theory before. Keep-
ing in my mind the suggestions you four made at the beginning of this
conversation, and Mike's particular point about what students often
want from a theory course, I think my first need is a reading list that
represents more than one theoretical perspective. Jim, your idea to teach
the theory underlying nw other course is, I think, better served by my
actually doing that in that course. But keeping in mind my desire to get
away from schools and movements, I don't want to do a survey or even
a version of Mike's history. What I want is to take a recurring problem
or issue and have the students read a sampling of work that addresses
that issuesometimes directly, sometimes indirectly. The approach
would borrow from Graff's "teach the conflicts" model, Bill, but it's not
identical with it. Exploring conflict would get subsumed by the larger
purpose of tracing the activities each theorist performs as she addresses
the recurring problem in her own way. And I wouldn't want to select
only readings that are in conflict. Instead, I'd want to examine for any
two cases the question of whether their apparently different views are
conflicting, complementary, or just different.

Given all that, I think my question would have something like the
following form: "What can we learn about contemporary theory and
theorizing by studying a significant body of work on X?" Yhere X is the
issue or problemthe author, history, language, ideology, intention, the
reader, gender, and difference are just a few of the possible candidates.

Jim: In some ways, it sounds very good to me. Rut I'm still troubled by
a few thinp. It seems to me that you're going to end up with a syllabus
that %yill look a lot like one kind of standard syllabus for a theory course.
And in that respect, you're going to be reinforcing the split between
theory and everything else that I was trying to combat with my initial
idea of teaching the theory underlying the practice of your other course.
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Betty: I think on that issue we may just disagree. I worry less about iso-
lating theory, because I think it's an important curricular statement for
us to say, "In some of our courses, we will focus not on our discipline's
usual objects of study (literary texts) but rather on some texts that are
the products of our discipline." I think it is very valuable to offer our
students the opportunity to devote a course to thinking about the ac-
tivities that go into producing the work of our discipline. In that con-
nection, I would argue that the activities of theory are not fundamentally
different from the activities of practical criticism. The main difference is
in the kind of question that the theorist asks; rather than inquiring into
the specifics of a given text, the theorist asks about the conditions and
grounds of critical activity or about more generalizable properties of lit-
erature and criticism.

Bill: Come back to earth and tell us more about your reading list for next
quarter.

Betty:1' m thinking that the. course's question will be, "What can we learn
about contemporary theory and theorizing by studying a significant
body of work on the reader?" The reading list would mix some main-
line. reader-response essays with work that indirectly treats the reader
but whose assumptions about reading powerfully affect its direction. The
syllabus might look something like this:

Week "The Reader under the Power of the 'I ext": Wimsatt and
Beardsley's "The Atftxti ye Fallacy"; Booth's chapter on "The Control
of Distance in Emma" from The Rhetoric of Fiction.

Week 2: "Breaking Away from the Text": selections from Bloom's Thc
viefif of influence and flolland's 5 Readers Reading.

Weeks 3 and 4: Fhe Virtual Text and Interpretive Communities":
lser's "The Reading Process: A Phenomenological Approach"; Fish's
"Atfective Stylistics" and "Interpreting the Variorum"; Fish's "Why
No One's Afraid of Wolfgang Iser" and Iser's response.

Week.; 4 and .5: Ihe Question of Competence": Culler's chapter on
"Literary Competence" from titructuralist Poetics and selections from
Rabinowit/s HefOn. Readwg.

Week u: l'oststructuralist Reader": de Man, "Semiology and
Rhetoric"; D. A. Miller, selections from The .\;(wel and the l'olice

t Veek T: "The I )ifference Gender Makes": selections from The Rei,,ting
Reader and i'lynn and Schweickart's Gender and Reading.

Weeks 8 and q: 1-ho Fthics of Reading": selections from J. I His
Miller, he I thic-. of ReaduN: Nussbaum's I out 's Knowh*c; and
Booth's 'FlIc Companu IVe keep.
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Week 10: "Future Directions": Robert Scholes, Protocol,: of Reading,
Chapter 1, and Robert Scholes and Nancy Com ley, "Responsible
\travagance: Reading after l'oq-Structuralism".

I'd also select a small number of literary works to use in connection
with this reading. I'd ask the students to write essays that emphasize
the activities of theorizing: at least one paper devoted to reconstructing
the question, answer, method, principles, and purpose of one of these
pieces; at least one paper that took issue with one or more of the pieces;
and at least one longer essay that involved the students in developing
their own questions about the reader in interpretation.

I'd like to return to Jim's point that this syllabus will look like a stan-
dard kind of theory course. In one respect that is true, but I'm not both-
ered by that. I'm not trying to reinvent the theory syllabus as much as I
am trying to reorient our activities with the syllabus.

Practical Pedagogy

Katie: I don't know about Jim, but I think you should be more bothered.
If you only reorient the activities within your version of the standard
syllabus, you haven't gone far enough, because you haven't really paid
any attention to the political dimension of your course, especially to the
political consequences of that reading list. The list shows how the theo-
retical canon reflects the literary canon: it's dominated by white men,
though you find room for a few white women. Whatever else you might
be teaching the students about theory, you're implicitly teaching them
that it's mostly an activity for the pale and male among them.

Bill: I'm not sure I buy that. If Betty's emphasis is on the dynamics of
theory, on understanding what it means to ask a fruitful question and
on how a theoretical conclusion is always nested within a set of prin-
ciples and assumptions, then unless she does something in her pedagogy
to discourage women or students of color from engaging in these activi-
ties, she's sending the message that theory is for everyone in the class. If
she gives different treatment to the texts by women or different treat-
ment to women and minority students, then I'd worry about the poli-
tics of the course. But as it is, it seems to me that she is equipping all her
students with 1.vavs of reading that will help them with any more ex-
plicitly political work they might want to take up.

Betty: Thank,' for the defense, Bill, but if I unw.rstand Katie correctly,
then she is saving that, by selecting this male-dominated reading list,
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I've already given texts by womenand by people of colora different
treatment. And I have to say that she has a very good point.

Katie: In effect, the point is an extension of the caution against creating
a form-content split. You're so focused on the matters of forrnon teach-
ing theorizing underlying theory, on equipping the students with use-
ful ways of reading theorythat you neglect the messagessome of
them very powerfulyou send with your reading list.

Mike: I can see all that, but the set of prominent reader-response theo-
rists isn't exactly a multiculjuralist's dream. And I can't help but think
that text selection will be(ome a pretty dreary process if it eventually
boils down to the task of selecting works by members of all relevant
that is politically activeminority groups.

Betty: Indeed, it would be, and I'm not about to make that my main
principle of selection. But not to pay any attention to the kinds of issues
that Katie is raising is only to perpetuate the institutional politics that
has given us a white male-dominated canon of theory. At the very least,
I'll incorporate the work of African American critics and theorists such
as Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Houston Baker, Hortense Spillers, and Bar-
bara Christian; I could sacrifice the Fish-lser debate, or save it for one of
the paper assignments. I'm open to suggestions for other revisions.

Mike: Are you open to suggestions from \Jour students? More generally,
how will you handle your authority in the course? Many people are now
emphasizing the importance of having a student-centered classroom, of
decentralizing the teacher's authority, of moving away from a unidirec-
tional flow of information from teacher to student. It's my experience
that in theory classes, the students actually want the teacher to be the
fount of wisdom from whom they can drinkor to go back to my ear-
lier metaphor, they want us to tell them the secrets of theory.

Betty: I know what You mean. Any suggestions?

Katie: I think I'd try to get the students to take responsibility for the
course as much as possible, as soon as possible, even though most of
them won't have had theory before. If you want to get them thinking
about theory as action, then you should get them acting even in the
matter of text selection. Your course outline makes a lot of sense, but I
wonder whether you might vant to present the students with something
less complete on the first day and get them involved in completing it.
Even before you showed them any part of it, you might have a discus-
sion about reading some particular short text that you could pass out
and ,,ee what kinds of issues emerged, and then refer back to the dis-
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cussion in negotiating the final reading list as a group. Of course, you'd
have to be supplying information about the possible options on the read-
ing list, but you could do your best to avoid rigging the outcome of the
vote.

Bill: It won't surprise you to hear me say this, but I think it would be
important later on when you're working with the texts, first, to encour-
age disagreement, to let the ctudents know that you don't have a party
line You're going to be asking them to follow, that theorists themselves
disagree a lot about the quality of all these essays, and that some dis-
agreements must, at this juncture, be left unresolved.

Jim:1 like these ideas, but I think that in the regular class sessions, you're
going to have to run the show. If you want to teach them about the ac-
tivities of theory, if you want to show the dynamics of arguments, you're
going to have to do some old-fashioned, teacher-centered pedagogy. You
could do it Socraticallv; indeed, that's the wav I'd suggest you try it, hut
you're going to have to be both Socrates and Plato; that is, you're going
to have to engage in tho question-answer, give-and-take with the idea
that you'll go wherever it leadsas long as it leads to the destination
that you've planned in advance.

Betty: I' m not quite sure if I can balance Bill's adviceto let the conflicts
emerge and let some remain unresolvedwith Jim's advice to keep a
strong hand on the tiller. But I think that together you give me some-
thing to aim at: a way to conduct the course so that by the end of it, they
learn enough not just about reader theory but also about theorizing so
that I become obsolete. My goal would be to move from a teacher-cen-
tered to a student-centered pedagogy over the course of the quarter. If
that succeeds, I might even be able to dispel the notion that we have the
secrets of theory and that their job is to get us to tell them those secrets.
Easier said than done, I'm sure. But that's where the challenge will lie.

Bill: We said ye'd get back to the issue of developing new metaphors.
Any suggestions?

Jim: We need something organic, obviously; how about theory as a rain
forest?

Katie: Intriguing, but perhaps too complicated. Who's going to be the
plants, who, the animals? More particularly, who's going to be the tou-
cans, who, the slugs? You get the idea, I'm sure.

Mike: Okay. Then how about theory as endlessly growing vines?

Bill: That might work. kVhat do you other people think?

5 3
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Betty: That I'm tco tired to think hard about it right now. Maybe we
could meet here a gain tomorrow and talk about the metaphorunless
someone has another idea.

Katie: Well, how about the ways in which your course fits in with the
rest of the curriculum.

Betty: Now I'm really tired. But okay, metaphors and connections for
next time.

Jim [deadpan]: I think we should talk about all the things wrong with
everything we said today.

Betty [matching lim's tone]: Fair enough; that would give us about fifty-
nine minutes for metaphors and connections.
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15 Does Theory Play Well
in the Classroom?

Barbara T. Christian
University of CaliforiniaBerkelev

The title of my presentation that I gave to the organizers of this confer-
ence is "Does Theory Play Well in the Classroom?" I'm going to
deconstruct that title for a minute so that I can go on and talk about what
I really want to talk about. And actually, it does move me into that be-
cause, as I looked at the title later on, I realized that by theory, we now
mean a particular theory; of course, there have always been theories; we
just didn't call them theories before. That is, we are always theorizing,
and the reason why we are now using that word, rather than some other
word, is something that we might reflect upon perhaps twenty-five years
from now. Someone will ask the question, "Why is it that, in literary stud-
ies, the word theory, which was so often associated with science, is now
being used?" It may have something to do with our sense of inferiority
in this technological age. But in any case, if I were to rewrite that title,
theory would have an "s" after it, or I probably would use the verb "theo-
rizing," which I prefer to the concept of an artifact, such as a theory. And,
of course, "the Classroom" does not exist. There are classrooms. Many
different kinds of classrooms, different kinds of institutions; even in
Berkeley, in my own department, I have many kinds of classrooms from
year to year. So, as I looked at the title again, the only word that I really
still agree with is "play." I hope we're going to do a little bit of that to-
day.

There are two di tferen t kinds of things I want to do, although they're
related. The first is to conceptualize for you, a bit, the essay that you read,

dam.' note: Barbara (..hrishan's essay is taken I rorn her longer presentation at the '-n.ull-
iner institute in VI') It leak in part us. ith an earlier essay she wrote. Rau. ior I heora
((u,lt,o al Cr aloe h ',piing Itts71 (Oland u.ith passages !mom I oni Morrison's lidocca
particularly pages Sh--88 I hough .,hortened tor inclusion in this volume, the essay high-
lights the salient points and retains ItlUl h ot the personal tone ot her remarkable presen-
tation.
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"The Race for Theory," for which I have become notorious. And the sec-
ond part, which is what I generally like to do, is to contextualize, or at
least talk a little bit about, the way I teach Toni Morrison's Moved. I think
both are actually related, as I recall what it is I wanted to say in "The
Race for Theory." And in the tradition of feminists (I consider myself to
be one), I want to begin by giving a kind of a personal context as to why
it is that this essay might have, in fact, been written.

Well, it takes me all the way back to where I come from, which is the
Caribbean. I grew up in a culture, a society, in which there is a split of
cultures which I often call "the highs" and "the lows" (I have written a
piece with that title, in fact), where language and the way one ap-
proached knowledge differed from the school and the church to the street
and what we called "the yard." And I think it was growing up in that
society, where there was such a contrast between the languages that were
acceptable in these two places, and which were really different, that made
me so aware of how values are vested in the kind of languaw that one
uses. So, for example, if you were in the yard in the street, what you do
is, you "long talk" in the Caribbean, or you "lie." That's the kind of word
You use. Or as some African Americans might say, you do a lot of "sig-
nifying." Of course, in the church and in the school, we spoke a kind of
British English that was the only way in which you could be heard at
the time. We see some of that occurring now in literary criticism where
"signifying" has become "signification," and "long talk" has become the
"vernacular."

The kind of literature that I read when I was going to school was pri-
marily that which was imposed by the colonials, not necessarily a bad
thing. But there was no recognition of the fact that there was a very strong
oral, vital tradition of storytelling which focused a great deal on the
sound of languagenot only on what was said, but how it sounded. I
gave you an excerpt from Be/oPcd precisely because the neglect of sound
is one of the major problems I have with the theoretical language that
so many of us are being forced to use if we are to be promoted. Now,
one of the reasons why that concerned me when I was growing up had
to do with the contradictions involved in what %vas valued. That is, we
all knew we wanted to get by and that the way in which we %Yea' weeded
out of the system had very much to do with wlwther or not we sounded
British or whether or not we sounded Caribbean.

So, of course, we learned to sound two ways. But even those who
e\rected us to sound British would not allow us to sound that wav if
we were in the marketplace. Somebody wlw didn't know how to long
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talk was not going to make it in the societyeven if they became the
finest speaker of British English and knew all of the literature. Now this
brings me to another point that I want to stressthat was important in
my upbringing. It's interesting that "Dover Beach" is a poem that you
all received to read because, in fact, it was one of the poems that we not
only read but had to memorize. And I must say that even though there
were many, many critiques that we did of "Dover Beach" without our
knowing at the time that we were deconstructing it, the fact that it
sounded the way it sounded was also important because it meant that
we remembered it, and we related to it in some wav. One of the things
that I do regularly in nw classroom is to look at literature from the point
of view of its muscularitythat is, to read it aloud so you hear it.

I think that is one of the problems that I find with theoretical frame-
works dealing with literature today. Even as we talk about the vernacu-
lar, we do not see literature as the embodiment of principles, but rather a
statement of principles. That literature is, in fact, sensual-erotic as well
as intellectual; from my point of view, that is what intelligence means.
So that's one of the first conceptualizations for the essay that I was to
write many, many years later.

A second would be that when I finally did move into the academic
world, it was not into literature but into literacy. I taught in a program
called SEEK in City College, and the idea of that program was to teach
apparently "uneducable" blacks and Puerto Ricans so that they could
enter the city colleges. It was thought that they could not, in fact, do that,
but one of the things we found, which of course makes perfect sense
when vou think about it, wa,-; that if we chose literature to which thee
could relate, to use a '60s term, they began to learn to read. They wanted
to'read. And again, this had not only to do with the content of the litera-
ture hut the way it sounded; it was through that process that I got into
African American literature. The excavating of texts that were no longer
available was not only about the meaning but about the fact that the stu-
dents became involved in the sound that was being made, and many of
them, in fact, went on to learn to read and write and to become scholars
and many other things. 1 his experience, of course, would turn 11 le around
in terms of what I telt literature was about.

I realize that a third very important influence on "The Race for
Theory"and this I reflected on just in the last couple of weekswas
an essay that was written by Alice Walker called "In Search of Our Moth-
ers' Gardens," in which I think that Walker really proposes a critical
theory. I think that writers, yer% otten traditionally, are the ones who
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are good theorizers. Walker asks the question, "From whence does my
tradition come?" since, in fact, African American women, until recently,
have not had the privilege of writing. "What is my legacy of creativity?"

At first she looks at "the written tradition" in which writers like Nel la
Larson participated; she found them, of course, in a state of what she
calls "contrary instincts" (wonderful phrase, sounds good too), and what
she means by that is that they are caught between the dominant society's
definition of what literature is and the folk tradition from which they're
coming. That was not satisfactory, really, in terms of a legacy, the ground
that she needed to stand on, or what she felt she needed as a contempo-
rary writer. Walker said she "finally ... realized that instead of looking
high, she ought to look low," and on that low ground she found the many
black women who had expressed their creativity in forms such as quilt-
ing, storytellingin all of the various forms that they had access to. For
me, this is a completely different definition of art as well as literature. It
is on the low ground, Iyhere the folk express their creativity, that Walker
later on would be able to tap as a basis for her own literary creativity.
Therefore, the whole question of whether one has "a room of one's own"
shifts, doesn't it? That is a third consideration in terms of the essay that
I wrote.

And then the fourth, and perhaps the most important recently, is that
I am situated in an African American Studies department at Berkeley
that is twenty years old, and we have been trying to put together a co-
herent curriculum that deals with conflict as well as points of sameness
in terms of relating to our students. I have classes in which students come
from a variety of disciplines, large classes of people who come from all
over the campus to study African American literature because they feel
that it means something to their existence now and that these classes can
help to explain where they are right now. I'm not just talking about Af-
rican American students. In most of my classes, the majority of the stu-
dents are not African American. Many, many of them are Euramerican,
Chicano/a, Native American, all kinds of folk. The fact is that they come
into the classroom because literature means something to them. That's
partially because I am teaching a subject that has been fortunate enough
to be graced by writers like Walker and Morrison and Marshall and
Wideman and writers of that sort during the last twenty years, so stu-
dents are interested in reading that literature.

What I am primarily interested in, in relation to my students, is how
we get into a dialogue about the wav that literature opens them up. The
writer is really very much involved in a dialogue with the reader, and I
see myself in relation to that dialogue between the writer and the reader,
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who is not likely going to become a literary critic. 1 also work extensively,
though, with graduate students who are interested in African Ameri-
can literature, women of color literature, or whatever we want to call it.
In fact, right now, I have marvelous graduate students. I do find, how-
ever, and I want to emphasize this point, that although many of them
are acquainted with critical texts, the majority of them have not read the
literature. I'm stunned sometimes, as I speak with students who are
studying African American literature, that they have never read
Frederick Douglass nor approached Ralph Ellison. It seems to me that
there is something wrong there in terms of that kind of imbalance. It has
partially something to do with the kind of undergraduate training that
many of them are receiving right now, where critical texts have become
so much of what they read that they are no longer reading the actual
literature itself.

That's extremely important to me, the literature, not because I'm a
naive romantic, hut because, at least in the African American tradition,
the creative writers are often the ones who have had the opportunity to
theorize about the worldview of African Americans. African Americans,
until recently, have not had access to what we call the academic institu-
tions of the West. So their primary domain, in terms of vvriting for Afri-
can Americans and their explanation 1o: 1 ..le woi-ld, has been in their
literature. I think that the literature not only allows writers to express
or, as many of the women writers feel, heal themselves, but it also al-
lows them to relate to different audiences, what we sometimes call
"double voice." .1-his has been problematic for the African American
writer in the sense that one has to write to "the dominant group" and
also one's own group. Writing, therefore, that is very sensual and erotic,
that is double-voiced and quoted, that includes chants and proverbs, thot
uses sound, is extremely important in order to relate to different audi-
ences. It is much, much more difficult to appropriate that kind of litera-
ture than the abstract intellectual logic that one might get in some of the
Western forms that we think of as theory.

Now I believe that theorizing takes many forms, that it can be, in fact,
culturally specific. The idea that theory only takes the form of the ana-
lytical, abstract, logical essay is precisely the reason why I ran from phi-
10,-;ophy to literature when I was in high school. I felt that when we
studied heavy philosophy, something %Vas missing there: there was a
split between the head and the body. What I needed, for myself anyway,
was a coming together, an interrelatedness of the fact that thebody and
the soul are one, to put it in the phrase ot one of our vriter,,, and I telt
that this was what literature actually did, what philt'''ophy could not do.
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So, that is one of the reasons I was profoundly disturbed at the confer-
ence at which "The Race for Theory" was written and given. For two'
days, most of us "minority scholars," as we were then called (a term I
hate), got together and talked to each other, but not about the literature.
I'm not sure exactly what we were talking about, but it was clearly very
boring, alienating, and had very little to do with what I thought we were
there for; it had something to do with mimicking what was thought to
be the way in which one ought to talk about literature if one were to be
validated or respected today.

The essay then became for me a riff. "The Race for Theory" not only
says that we are a race for theory, but also that there is a race for theory.
There are many such riffs in it, so sensual, playing with words to break
up the kind of absolute deadening of atmosphere I felt we had fallen into
at that conference.

I have to tell you the truth; I'm absolutely amazed at how "signifi-
cant" this essay has become, since I wrote it in three hours, pretty much
as a way of alleviating the boredom that I happened to be situated in.
But, of course, it is serious play. I am willing to discuss, contest, and ar-
gue about this essay, partially because mans, black women critics who
have agreed with me are now being characterized as "reactionary abo-
litionists" by some of our brothers, precisely because we are not into
"theoretical criticism."

File language of theory is part of the process of making you feel un-
comfortable enough to have to think another way. I can see some of what
that language is about, except that I think it lacks the surprise and sen-
suality that I find in literary writers \vim also sometimes make you
struggle. I mean, Toni Morrison makes you struggle, but you're loving
it; there's a kind of a pleasure involved which I think is missing in theory,
and I find this to be absolutely unacceptable. I think there are a lot of
new and important insights that have come from "the new contempo-
rary theory." But the way in which it is written, I think, indicates some-
thing about it that is problematic, and i.t has a great deal to do with a
kind of puritanism, which may be because so much of it is French, but
that may be my own bias! But, in other words, it doesn't have a kind of
sensuality, and so I think it is very hard to play with it in the classroom.

I want to tell a story about that in relation to writers. There was an-
other conference of African American %Yritings, critics, and writers, and
one of the Yriters, a very important writer, called me up in tears from
the conference. She had been at a couple of sessions on her work, and
she said "I didn't understand one word ... what's happening to my
work?" And she was absolutely serious. She had taken all this time to
craft it, and she went to sessions where she telt that her work was com-
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pletelv miscommunicated, not only in terms of the content, but in the
way it was spoken about. I thought about that, and I came to feel very
strongly about writers and about re iders; perhaps I don't feel strongly
enough about critics.

Many people interpret "The Race for Theory" as antitheory, which it
is not. What it is, is against theory that is not related to literature. But, of
course, it is a theoretical essay. My problem with high theory today is
not with it in itself but with what I see happening in the way people are
hired, appreciated, and seen in the academic community. In other words,
if you are not doing theory, high theory, at least where I am at (at Berke-
ley), people do not think of you as doing very much, and you're not
getting hired. People are promoted on the basis of high theory and so
on, and so what I would like to see is something more democratic. That
is partially what this piece is about.

I wonder if, in fact, there are different functions. Let me put it this way:
some of us are interested in literature, and some of us are interested in
theory, and some of us are interested in the relationship between these
two and in whether or not it is possible to do all those things. I mean, I
think these functions are all valuable. For a very long time in the Afri-
can American tradition as \yell as in the West, the literary critics were
often the artists. I think that there are certain kinds of tasks that we per-
formone of which is that we study; we continue to focus on the
contextualization of the literature. That is, we are looking at it continu-
ously from another perspective. We are also looking at the way in which
language is used in partic'dIar traditions and bodies of literature that
writers themselves are not necessarily looking at because they are much
more focused on what they are trying to express. We're x:ery much in-
volved, I think, in a dialogue between the reader and the writer, but most
important, I think that our writing is one of the ways in which their
writing lasts. If writing is not written about, it disappears. So I see that
as being one of the major roles of the critic. My daughter is always say-
ing to me, "Well, you're a critic, that means you judge." That is one of
the reasons the word "critic" is also problematic for me. Because when
you say you're a critic, most people in the world think, "Oh, you're a
critic. You say this book is good, and this book is bad, and this book is
in between, and this book is...." I don't think this is what critics do most
of the time. I think they ought to be illuminating the works. 'That is a
word I tend to use, "il IllMination." A very old-fashioned word, I know.

My problem concerns what is going on in terms of academic currency.
Another way of putting it is that theory is a new and trendy thing. This
has become kvhat every university rushes out to get right now. Theory
is on the cutting edge, and the queqion a-, to whether or not them., then-
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rists can teach literature in the classroom doesn't come up during the
hiring process. I have been involved in feminist theory classes, and I'm
very interested in that, and I'm very interested in what African Ameri-
can theory should be. But I actually think that African American theory
comes out of the literature and the folk tradition, which is what I want
to stress. I think that there are various ways to go about it. The problem
is that, even though theorists are saying that they are the ones on the
top, the hierarchy is developed, and so part of theory ought to be a
deconstructing of the theorists themselves. That's also what I wanted to
do in "The Race for Theory." It's a deconstructionist piece, contributing
my perspective to the academic community.

I'm wondering what we mean by an academic community? The best
conversations I have had about literature, I will tell you, have been in
my kitchen, with %Yomen who had to read the works they were reading.
In fact, they don't even call these readers by their last names; they call
them Toni and June and so on, because they need it for their lives. They
are part of an intellectual community we don't acknowledge. When I go
get my hair cut, the women talk about Audr Lorde. I'm serious; this is
actually happening. I think we have an erroneous idea, at least in the
community I come from, that the only people who read these books are
critics and students who are forced to read them in classrooms. Now I
tind that I'm not just talking about contemporary literature. We can talk
about Toni Morrison's Moped, and a lot of my friends who are not in
the "academic world" have then gone back and read hicideuts in the Life
of a Slare Girl because they now know it. So I don't know what we mean
by an intellectual community, and about this split between the
real world and the academic world.

The academic world is in the world. I mean, that's the problem. One
of the things I'm concerned about my students knowing is what I call
the "literary geography": the way literature gets produced, what writ-
ers really do, the power of reviews, what goes on in the background. In
other words, I want my students to know that there is not only the text,
but that there is also a context out of which this text is arising. This dis-
cussion going on among writers is about what I call the "literary geog-
raphy," and it is related to the social and political geography of what is
going on now. In this way, the text that they're reading from the nine-
teenth century is looked at in a completely different way because of what
we're dealing with right now. In other words, one of my roles is to show
them that the division between "the real world" and the world of the
academy is not really there. The university exists precisely in the world;
it is in it.
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There are a few things I wanted to mention about Toni Morrison's Be-
loved, and it does relate to what we are talking about now. I've been doing
an essay on the way in which Morrison's Beloved is being written about
at present [Editors' note: see Christian 19931. I find out that it is being
written about very wellin fact, from a psychoanalytic point of view, a
Marxist point of view, a poststructuralist point of view, and so on. But
one of the ways it is trot being written about, which is very much at the
core of the novel, is from what I would call an African point of view.
The novel itself, it seem; to me as I read it, and teach it, and talk with
people who have read it, is generated by the phrase "ancestral worship."
The reason it is called Be loecdthe beloved that it is dedicated to, the
"Sixty Million and more" that it is dedicated tohas to do with a philo-
sophical concept about ancestral worship that comes from Africa, which
many African Americans, at least until lately, have believed. Now, many
of us don't know what that (nor what the "middle passage") is, so we
miss that completely in the novel. Even thouhh Morrison has said this
many times in her interviews, it's what I do not see coming up in the
criticism.

What concerns me is why the African American perspective, which
is central to the novel, is not being dealt with. Probably because most of
us are not trained in this, are we? I want to spend the rest of my time
this morning talking about how we might bring that perspective to bear
on the novel so that we might better grasp this literature in its own cul-
tural terms.

The novel is, without question, from an African American perspec-
tive, a revisioning of the narratives of the nineteenth century. Morrison
was able to use an entire tradition that precedes her, revisioninh slave
narratives (particularly female slave narratives) as well as nineteenth-
century African American novels. If you read enough of the tradition,
vou can see that this novel is the other side of Clotel, which was the first
novel to be published by an African American man, William Wells
Brown. In Clo lel, the mother kills herself for her child. She does escape
slavei v, the escape is successful, but she Loes not have her child. She
goes back to get her child, and, in the process of going back to get her
child, she is recaptured, and so she drowns herself. Morrison reverses
that process and retells that story from a different perspective. In one of
her essays, Morrison talks about how the novels of the nineteenth cen-
tury and the historical novels that precede her all the %,ay up to the I 970,-,
focused primarily on the institutions ot slavery rather than on the psv-
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ches of the slaves themselves. Now one of the reasons for that, of course,
had to do with the goal of the novels of the nineteenth century, which
was the abolition of slavery. Therefore, there was a strong indictment of
the institution. Another reason for this focus on the institution of slavery
stemmed from the fact that, as we moved into the twentieth century, most
Americans, black and white, did not know enough about or want to re-
member the institution of slavery so that you could focus on the slaves
as "individuals in communities."

So we can see Morrison, in her reyisioning of the literary tradition
preceding her, is filling in the silences, the spaces of the narrators who
were not able to say or ct,uld not speak in that way, for multiple rea-
sons. First, the narrators of the nineteenth century very often fell silent
out of modesty (that is the word Morrison uses); because they were try-
ing to persuade whites to abolish slavery, there were certain things they
should not speak of because it would not help their case. Also, the schol-
arship on African American slavery from an African American histori-
cal perspective didn't come out until the 1960s; writers attempting to
write historical novels before that period were confronted by the prob-
lem of ignorance. Many people didn't know, tvere not aware of, how
the slave community existed; for a very long time, there was an assump-
tion that there was not a slave community. Only through historical schol-
arship were writers like Morrison able to free themselves into imagining
the psyches of their characters, rather than having to it a historical
base. Pi 11. .na..v, so many of the nineteenth-century African i-merican wri t-
ers did not tvrite about these things because they did not tvant to remem-
ber them, because, if they did, they could not go on. So Morrison, upon
hearing that and going back to where it is that they did not want to go,
asks, "Why didn't they pass it on? What didn't they pass on?"

African Americans have sung many songs about slavery, but the one
area (and Morrison looked and looked and looked) that they are virtu-
ally silent on is the "middle passage." The middle passage is the horri-
fying journey of the slave ships froin the West Coast of Africa to the
Caribbean and to the U.S.; in that passage across the Atlantic, there are
d ifferent estimates about the millions and millions of Africans who died
from disease or killed themselves or whatever. It was a tremendous and
horrendous passage; people were packed in ships like cargo. Much of
the historical data conies from slave traders, the captains of ships who
repented because of how terrifying a situation it tvas. They wrote what
we might call "expos0s- ot the process. So that section in the novel, where
you have Beloved, Sethe, Denver, and the voices intermingling, is, among
other things, about the middle passage. Beloved, when she talks about
the man with the pointed teeth and his hot thing and so on, could be

J
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talking about being in the hull of the ship and coming out of the water;
it's both a death and a birth and a horrendous memory.

In writing Be loped. Morrison was asking a simple question: "Why?
Why are they silent about that?" Her sense was that the process of heal-
ing involves remembering; healing can only begin when vou remember
that which you don't want to remember. I was talking about this to a
group in Hawaii a 1,'ear or so ago; they were all Japanese Americans
whose families had never told them that they had been in internment
camps, and, therefore, they did not understand why, in fact, they were
doing what they were doing. For Jews, with their history of the concen-
tration camps, the situation is just the same. In other words, the process
of remembering is part of the process of healing. That's one of the rea-
sons why I think Morrison wrote this novel, and why there are so many
historical novels being written right now by African Americans.

The historical event that forms the basis for this novel is the true story
of Margaret Garner, a slave woman in Ohio %yho attempted to escape
across the Ohio River; as she was being recaptured, she killed two of her
children. Morrison discovered ..1.tiB I Storv, which, by the way; was a very
%yell-known event that the abolitionists made much of. Morrison, one
of the most influential black editors of the last twenty years, came upon
this story in the process of rescarching The Black Book, a scrapbook of
African American history. What really happened to the factual Marga-
ret Garner is that she was recaptured and tried, not for the crime of kill-
ing her children, but for stealing herself, a crime of property that resulted
in her return to slaverv.

Now, for many reasons, it's important to note the difference between
the event, the historical, factual event, and what Morrison does with it.
African American literature is often turned primarily into a history les-
son and is not looked at as literature. Morrison looks at this event from
a writer's point of view which is specifically her own and, as she does in
all her work, she deals with the paradox of the event. What Morrison
does is to try and move into the issue of how you claim your own free-
dom. That is, how does one claim one's own freedom? It is one thing to
be legally free; it's another thing to claim that freedom. For Morrison, in
Belooed, part of the process must be reconciliation and healing. That is,
remembering that which you don't want to remember in order to be
healed is part of the process to freedom. So the novel focuses on charac-
ters who were born slaves and who are attempting to free themselves

The question Morrison asks is, while one can understand why Sethe
kills her child, does she have a right to do it? Beloved, who actually
embodies the past, gives flesh to that everience. The senses, the sounds,
the words do that. By bringing Beloved into the picture, the child coming

a
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back, Morrison explores one way of reconciling oneself in a physical way
with the past, so that one can move forward into the future. So Morrison
actually changes the Garner story; the event signals to the writer the
possibility of the story.

Teaching the differences between the story of Margaret Garner and
this novel is one of the ways I often move into the teaching of the novel
itself. The core of the novel is about the claiming of freedom, a central
question for African Americans from the time of slavery to the present.
For Morrison, a great deal of that claiming of freedom has to do with
remembering, collective remembering, and the process of going through
that remembering to the point of healing. In changing the Garner story,
Morrison introduces important philosophical dilemmas that still remain
contemporary issues for African Americans. It is not just a story of a re-
claiming of history; it has very much to do with a palpitating, pulsating
dilemma for African Americans. When I teach classes in which there are
many African Americans, this novel is the most moving for them of any
novel that I think I've ever taught, even if they cannot articulate precisely
how. In writing from an African American perspective, in writing about
an African American experience, Morrison writes them through the heal-
ing process.

Morrison sees this healing process as having something to do with
the crux of mothering itself, so one of the ways I also approach teaching
Beloped is to explore the fact that none of the major characters in the novel
had been mothered. This novel questions the concepts of mother and
motherlandAfrica. But this theme is also embodied within the story
of Sethe. We have the whole issue of mother love; does she have the right
to kill her child for love? For Morrison, there is a learning process in
becoming free to mother; one reason Sethe's response is so extreme is
that she knows what it is "to be without the milk that belongs to you."
She is overly possessive in relationship to her children, some people
might sav, because she was not mothered. This is true of all the major
characters.

I heard from Morrison while she was working on this novel, and I
remember one time I asked her, "What are you doing? What are you
writing?" and she said, "Girl, I'm writing an opera." That is, whether
you've read it or you've listened to a program about it on television, You
already know what the event is: Sethe kills her child. That's not the is-
sue. Nlost of the time when vou go to the opera, vou know the plot. Then
you have monologues, duetsas in the Paul D and Sethe scene when
they ntake loveand the three women forming a kind of tableau very
otten, a gesture, a chorus, the voices that come on and out and speak at
the sa MC time or sing at the same HIM', and, of couNe, in this section,
we have a space in the clearing, if vou can imagine it that way. I think it
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helps students really get into it. We are going to read the following pas-
sage because it includes so many of the voices that Morrison uses so
much throughout the novel, beginning with the very first line: "It was
time to lay it all down."

It was time to lay it all down. Before Paul D came and sat on her
porch steps, words whispered in the keeping room had kept her
going. Ilelped her endure the chastising ghost; refurbished the baby
faces of Howard and Buglar and kept them whole in the world
because in her dreams she saw only their parts in trees; and kept
her husband shadowy but theresomewhere. Now Halle's face
between the butter press and the churn swelled larger and larger.
crowding her eyes and making her head hurt. She wished for Baby
Suggs' fingers molding her nape, reshaping it, saying, "Lay ern
down, Sethe. Sword and shield. Down. Down. Both of em down.
Down by the riverside. Sword and shield. Don't study war no more.
Lay all that mess down. Sword and shield." And under the pressing
fingers and the quiet instructive voice, she would. Her heavy knives
of defense against misery, regret, gall and hurt, :he placed one by

one on a bank where dear water rushed on below. (8()

Now, I know where that line "It was time to lay it all down" comes from,
because it's a part of nw tradition. Where does it come from? From the
spiritual, "Down by the Riverside." In other words, it comes right out
of the African American spiritual tradition. It was time to lay it all down.
Of course, within the line, even if vou didn't know that, the issue of time
is crucial, central to this novel. Time, in fact, is continuously disrupted
or, we might say, informed by memory. The ideal time to "lay it all
down," the meaning of that phrase, has something to do with precisely
the work of the novel. What does she mean by "It was time to lay it all
down?" Notice the way Morrison puts these next lines together: "Before
Paul D came and sat on her porch steps, words whispered in the keep-
ing room had kept her going." Of course, the alliteration moves into a
kind of healing process, and then the words helped her endure the "chas-
tising" and "refurbished the baby faces of Howard and Buglar and kept
them whole in the world." We really have the novel again in those four
or hve lines. The verb, taking control, helped her keep going.

Now, since we don't have time to discuss the whole novel, at this
point, when I use this excerpt (pages 86-89) in class, I usually ask stu-
dents, "Well, who is Paul D in the novel?" The name Paul, of course,
reminds us of the Biblical Paul. I lis name before was Saul. One of the
suggestions I have for people who are really inters2sted in Morrison and
what I always tell my students is that it's absolutely necessary to
have your Bible by your side. The Bible is central to African American
culture since it was the only book that one was often allowed to have
access to during slavery. Mans. people could not read; they memoriied

alJ
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whole sections of the Bible. That is, of course, the African American tra-
dition; the oral tradition uses the literary text. Morrison sees the Bible, a
written tradition, as one that has been transformed by the oral tradition
in the African American culture. In fact, one of the goals of contempo-
rary African American writers is the negotiation between oral and liter-
ary traditions. I don't know if negotiating is the correct word, but the
way in which they interrelate them.

Morrison is also very much involved in myth, from Greece, from Af-
rica, Native American myth, and, of course, African American myth,
which she views as being intersections from the world of African Ameri-
cans as it evolved. Some scholars argue, in fact, that Greece got much of
1.vhat it got from Africa, and that's part of the point that Morrison is
making. Now in her work, there are always, in the center of the novel,
three-women households. Three women-headed households. Three.
Three women representing the trinity, hut also the cycle of life. The three-
women households serve almost as a signature in her novels. Most of
us are used to the Christian concept of the male trinity. But, of course,
preceding Christianity, there was a female trinity: after all, it's women
who give life, and, for Morrison, that is a much more natural situation
than a male trinity. I think it's also her way of saying that African Ameri-
cans have been criticized for women-centered families (what we call
matrilineal and matrifocal but not matriarchal), families that take a dif-
ferent form from your nuclear Western family, where the father is the
head. In her househol is, it is women-centered, and then you spiral out
to the men.

For example, through the character of Denver, Morrison comments
on the existence of women-centered relationships, even across lines of
race, space, and personal freedom; Denver is the transitional figure from
slavery to freedom. She is the one vho is born on the way from slavery
to freedom, and, interestingly, Morrison brings in the whole dilemma
of sistering through sisterhood with AIM' Denver. Morrison treats the
issue of sisterhood across races because Aim& means, in French, "be-
loved." Denver not only represents a geographical space; she comes out
of these two women who do something very good together on the Ohio,
which is giving birth to her. On the other hand, even though Amy is a
young girl, she sees herself as a daughter of an indentured servant, bring-
ing up that whole history in relation to whites. She does feel superior to
Sethe. Nonetheless, Sethe, in naming Denver, recognizes the role of Amy
Denver in bringing Denver into the world and thereby investigates all
of these issues of kinship.

Relat,:d to these concerns is Nlorrison's 12\ ploration of women preach-
ers. Baby Suggs is similar to another character in African American lit-
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erature, but shown from a very different perspective. Baby Suggs is a
preacher, a female preacher. Those of us who have studied African
American literature and history know there were many, many women
preachers, black women preachers, in the nineteenth century (Sojourner
Truth, for example). In fact, Margaret Garner's mother-in-law was a
preacher. The fact that there were many itinerant women, black women
preachers, is often repressed; in our telling of this, we usually focus on
the men and think of this as a male prerogative. But, in fact, this was
one of the ways in which women could free themselves from the dic-
tates of what black women were supposed to do. Women, too, could say:
"God called me. I transcend the laws of man because God called me to
do this work, so I can go out traveling on the road because this is some-
thing that God has given me to do." And there is a whole tradition of
these preachers within which Baby Suggs falls, and they often preached
not in churches, but in the African way, in clearings. That is, they
preached in the space of nature itself, which partially has to do with being
able to allow the spirit to come in, to be in the context of nature, nature
and the spirit being interrelated. So Morrison, then, is able to use this
character, Baby Suggs, again partially because historical data has freed
her to tell that such women existed and also because they were called
upon to do, of course, what Baby Suggs was doing.

One could consider why it is that the female preachers have dropped
out of our histories and that the male preachers are the ones which re-
main. And very often, it is because women preached in the clearings and
the natural settings, rather than in the institutional churches, partly be-
cause they couldn't enter them. Morrison is recalling an African orien-
tation, because in many African orientations, churches are in nature; you
stand under a tree, you're in a clearing space, and so on, because you
must be in touch with that natural environment in order to get into your-

ln Morrison, it is consistent in all of her novels: she uses nature as
the context for healing.

Morrison is revising tradition and looking at the way in which women
are central. She's also turning traditional understandings around because
the character who is really raped sexually in this novel is Paul D. In mo,,t
of the literature and critickm that's being written, rape has been the cen-
tral symbol of African Amel ican women's condition in slavery. This is
the first novel in which a writer has willingly, consciously, 'ooked at what
we've known all along from studying about slavery: the sexual viola-
tion of men. One of the questions we talk about in classes is why it is
that we're so much more willing to discuss the sexual violation of women
than of men. l'his is because men are then put in a "female position."
Now it's being written about in Charles Johnson's Oxlieri hay Tale. I le

1
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has just won the National Book Award for Middle Passage. avherding Tale
is one of the first novels written by a black man in which he looks at the
slave man as concubine, if you can put it that way. In Dessa Rose, Sher ley
Anne Williams looks at the relationship between Nathan and Miz Rufel,
who was a slave mistress in a somewhat different way. But this is the
only novel I know of that looks at it from the point of homosexual viola-
tion, rather than heterosexual.

In this context, I would suggest that African American literature has
tended to get a bad rap in relation to men. If you really look at the nov-
els, if you really-read them, the fact that they're female-centered seems
to generate a kind of anxiety, but, in fact, the men do quite well in most
of these novels. Paul D, for example, has to go through a different kind
of healing process, which is what you hear about from Sethe's perspec-
tive. One of the processes of healing is to be able to tell her that he wore
that bit, that he had got that neck collar around him, and that Sethe would
look at him and still regard him as a man. What black men have had to
go through is that their women have seen them "powerless." That is the
limit, and that's what keeps Paul D on the run. He's running; he can't
stay anywhere. His own fear is that he is not all that he is, so when she
returns that look, that's parti ills. what he needs.

Sethe needs something eke. She needs to reenact the ritual of killing
the baby, and she needs to turn the pick or the saw in the right direc-
tion. Instead of turning it in on herself and her children, she turns it out.
That is healing. I taught this whole book for a long while in a hospital in
San Francisco with emotionally disturbed black people, and it was won-
derful because the problem these people were having was that they
didn't want to remember. They remembered in fragments because they
didn't want to remember the terrible things that had happened to them
and the terrible things they had done to others. The novel seemed to them
to be quite normal, the way it's written. It is about their pattern of re-
membering and svhat they need to do to heal, to go through, that is par-
tially what this novel is all about.

Let me just conclude with some reflections on how gender issues are
worked out in this novel. Consider this passage:

Atter situating herself on a huge tlat-sided rock, Baby -,iaggs
bowed her head and prayed si lentiv. rhe Company watched her
trom the trees. they knew she V,1,, ready when she put il"r stick
down. rhen she shouted, "Let the children come!" an.1 they ran from
the trees toward her.

"1 et your mothers hear you laugh,- she t()Id them, and the wimcis
rang. I he adults looked on and could not help smiling.

I hen "I et the grown inen come," she shouted. I hey s..epped out
one lw one trimi among the ringing trees.
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"Let your wives and your children see you dance," she told them,
and groundlife shuddered under their feet.

Finally she called the women to her. "Cry," she told them. "For
the living and the dead. 1,us. cry." And without covering their eves
the women let loose.

It started that way: laughing children, dancing men, crying
women and then it got mixed up. Women stopped crying and
danced; men sat down and cried; children danced, women laughed,
children cried until, exhausted and riven, all and each lay about the
Clearing damp and gasping for breath. In the silence that followed,
Baby Suggs, holy, offered up to them her great big heart. (87-88)

Note what happens to these categories: "laughing children, dancing
men, crying women." In the process of going through this ritual, they
also intersect with one another and interact so that they begin to change.
Everyone begins to do what everyone else is usually associated with;
black women are often associated with crying, black men with dancing,
and so on, and then they begin to change. The movement into this life is
what African American literature is abotit:

She told them that the only grace they would have %vas the grace
they could imagine. That if they could not -ee it, they would not have
it. (88)

Morrison here, herself, is working an intersection of the physical and the
spiritual in the language, in the way in which it's written. And it is this
that is central to the African American literary tradition: the intersection
here of the erotic and sensual, of the body and the spirit. For me, it is
these things that lie at the core of literature.
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16 Mr. Eliot Meet Miss Lowell
and, ah, Mr. Brown

Paul Lauter
Trinity College

Heritage. I low have we come from our savage past, how no
longer to be savagesthis to teach. To look back and learn what
humanizesthis to teach. To smash all ghettos that divide us--not
to go back, not to go backthis to teach. Learned books in the house,
will humankind live or die, and she gives to her bovs--superstition.

Tillie Olsen ("Tell Me a Riddle" 81)

"What counts for theory?" This is a weighty question in academic circles
nowadays. Its implications carry us beyond the academic gatespar-
ticularly in this historical moment. For the debates which have recently
dominated public discourse about the humanities, like those over "po-
litical correctness," s-em suddenly as archaic as Warren Garnaliel
Harding, a rearguard fungus, so to say, rapidly deliquescing. The issue,
1 vant to suggest, is no longer the value of multiculturalism, for it is here
to stay. Rather, the problem is translating multiculturalism into effec-
tive classroom practice, and the need, therefore, to understand its his-
torical and theoretical roots.

'Toward that end, I want to look back at the youth of our profession,
the 1920sa troubling, contentious time, not unlike our own. It began
with what appeared to be a feminist triumph and a significant socialist
victory, but also with overt and widespread racial assaults. It continued
through an orgy of commodity fetishism and ended with economic di-
saster that only war would finally alleviate. It was marked by a funda-
mentalist revival and, not surprisingly, loud public conflicts over dirty
books (like 11lys,e), "declining" morals, evolution, and "what do they
learn in the schools."

In the post-World War I decade, American literary culture was one
site ot such contlicts. But that, we have largely forgotten. Indeed, as Cary
Nelson ha,, so strikingly remarked in RepriNsion am/ Rccopery, we have

1;8
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"forgotten that we have forgotten." Nelson is referring here to the var-
ied poetic practices largely buried by the triumph of experimental mod-
ernism. But the same comment could well be made about the
contemporaneous debates over theory. We have forgotten that we have
forgotten the range of alternatives to "The Metaphysical Poets," Mr.
Eliot's canonical service, which I will use here as a representative icon
of our profession. To represent some of the alternatives, I shall introduce
Amy Lowella name familiar by its absenceand Sterling Browna
key figure in African American culture for over four decades, but who
is as absent as Lowell from other discourses.

The processes by which these alternatives were marginalized and
functionally erased from academic discussion, I want to suggest, derive
in large part from the deep stake two or three generations of our profes-
sion have had in "The Metaphysical Poets" and in the constellation of
theory and practice established by Eliot, Pound, and their New Critical
successors. These reigned for over half a century and continue, in my
view, to constitute what might be called the "pedagogical canon." BY

"pedagogical canon" I (..o not mean the "primary texts"as we used to
call themselected for classroom study, for this canon has indeed, es-
pecially in American literature, been sivificantly modified. I refer,
rather, to the still-dominant modes for reading and analyzing literary
works, especially in the schools, and to the critical texts of the Eliotic%
New Critical traditionlike Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren's
UnderstandiiN Poctrythat lie behind and validate these practices.

The commitment of literary academics to such predecessors.fecIs rather
like the stake of the child in its determinative parent, for it is hard other-
wise to explain the slightly hysterical attachment to the Eliotic "sensi-
bility" evident among many colleagues of middle years. And Eliot is a

hard parent: he exacts cultural homage not only in his display of learn-
ing, in the authoritative voice that can speak of "our civili/ation" with-
out stuttering, but in the very structure of his discourse, which leaves
little room for disagreement with its ex cathedra judgments. Few essays
as Eliot's "The Metaphysical 'oe.I t s" Lemonstrate so explicitly the pro-
ces:, of canon formation, ,-ritical to consolidating cultural or social power
in a contested terrain. 1 lere Eliot invokes the authority of a particular
set of textsthose predominantly of the Eli/abethan dramatists and the
mcttiphysical poets--which he presents as constituting the main "cur-
rent of I English] poetry." I le i.laps the deviations from that mainstream
in Nlilton and Dryden, the lost meanderings of that current in Romantic
and Victorian England, and its implicit reemergence in the complex texts
of high modernism, lie offers a supposedly historical rationalethe
"dissociation of sensibility" that mysteriously afflicted seventeenth-cen-

'4, 1
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tury intellectualsfor relegating writers like Shelley and Tennyson to
the literary Apocrypha. And he provides a set of standards with which
to judge contemporary aspirants for inclusion in that main tradition: the
poet, he insists, is no "ordinary man" (247), but a person whose refined
"sensibility" (247), marked by "a direct sensuous apprehension of
thought, or a recreation of thought into feeling" (246), enables him to
amalgamate "disparate experience" (247). Eliot's terms here are remark-
ably psychologioll rather than aesthetic: "sensibility" as distinct from "sen-
timent," associative in thought rather than merely proficient in "literary"
technique, personal "maturity" as the final measure of poetic value.

I have rehearsed these familiar details because I wish to foreground
the critical correlation of a particular artistic stylethe rapid association
of disparate experience, the maintenance of contradictions in tension
with a particular idea of psychological maturity.' This correlation helps
to explain the persistence of the forms of teaching that the Eliotic tradi-
timi generated, even as the textual canon which he helped establish has
increasing) .v been problematized. If one accepts this linkage, what we
teach is not merely a form of analyzing literary art, but the path to ma-
turitya view, I should add, held by critics as different as Cleanth Brooks
and Lionel Trillingnot to speak of current generations of formalists.

Once such pedagogical paradigms are established, the strong momen-
turn of educational and publishing institutions as well as of our own
investments in what we know how to do tend to keep them in place long
after their usefulnessas with our health-care and ad ersarial legal sys-
temshas been fatally compromised. The Eliotic "pedagogical canon"
remain,: surprisingly powerful. One result, I think, is how my students,
almost uniformly, regard poetry as a code for which another, observ-
ably more "mature" personthe teacherhas the only correct key.
They're right, of course: if the close analysis of well-known texts consti-
tutes the central task of the literature classroom, then students at virtu-
ally ant' level will feei powerless before the skills and intertextual
knowledge of the instil. ctor. In fact, I would argue that the "theoretical
correctness"--if I may coin such a phraseof traditionalists from Will-
iam J. I3ennett to Lynne Cheney stands in the way of opening up litera-
ture to students. What theoretical correctness communicates is this: the
universe of cultural knowledge is fixed, a strand of pearls of wisdom,
extracted from more or less resistant texts and displayed in an intellec-
tual grouping denominated "Western Civilization." Such pearls need
only be transmitted front apostle to novice, as a preacher hands down
gospel lessons. I cannot imagine a more crippling pedagogical stance,
and yet it continuesin large measure because, as the old political ad-
age has it, "you can't beat sornethin' with nothin.'" Multiculturalists have
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not yet produced distinctive, consistent pedagogics corresponding to
new canonical changes. There are beginnings: student-response teach-
ing strategies (for example, at South Windsor High School in Connecti-
cut), an interrogation.of students' and instructors' "subject positions" (as
in smile USC and Cornell classrooms), various efforts to shift to students
responsibility over historical contexts and even syllabi (as in essays col-
lected in a new book edited by John Alberti). But, as yet, the challenges
to the Eliotic pedagogical canon remain somewhat scattered.

Which is why I want to return to Amy Lowell and Sterling Brown. I
do not wish to overstate certain similarities: the long neglect of their large
bodies of critical writing, for example, their interest in the commonplace
and the concrete, their commitment to poetry as performance, and the
utter marginalization of their verse. Especially, I should add, of Lowell's,
for Brown's poems are at least available in a paperback volume issued
by a small Chicago-area press, whereas Lowell's are nowhere in print.
For me, their theories of poetryembedded in poetic textscontest
Eliot's. Theirtheories, likewise, lead to distinctive reading strategies and
therefore, potentially, to differing classroom practices.

Much of Lowell's critical prose was devoted to establishing Imagism
as a literary movement which would contest with fin de si&ele conven-
tionality for American public approval. In her essay on "The Imagists:
'H.D.' and John Gould Fletcher," she reproduces the manifesto which
served as preface to Some Imagist Poets, the first of the anthologies which
she edited. It emphasizes using "the language of common speech," "new
cadences" to express new ideas, "freedom in the choice of subject," and,
above all, a "hard," "clear," concentrated poetry which "renders particu-
lars exactly" through the presentation of images (240-41) which produce
definable "effects." Imagism, she insists, "is presentation, not represen-
tation." 1 ler emphasis upon "conveying" "the writer's impression" or
mood "to the reader" stands in sharp and, I think, quite conscious con-
trast to Eliot's focus upon tradition and on the necessary
depersonaliza,ion of verse.

Lowell's application of her Imagist theory is illustrated by the open-
ing of "Madonna of the Evening Flowers," from her 1919 volume, Pic-
ture, of the 11()atiiig World:

All day long I have been %vdtrIsing,
Now I ant tired.

-Madonna 01 the I veiling I -Venn, I i 111,WIIN,- and I lie co,let...- I rom iii, ( om.
:1 C 1, 1,00 1,1;,1, I Iotaditon Mifflin ,''v-

gIlt ld. tql ItN1 Ilvitghton 1litIIrri ( ontroin liruilon I' Rol,ei

I Y AntIcInt Ktpire. RcrinIt..1 01 I lotight01 Minim ( AII

rvNtrvo.I
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I call: "Where are you?"
Bu'. there is only the oak-tree rustling in the wind.
The house is yerv quiet,
The sun shines in on your books,
On your scissors and thimble just put down,
But you are not there.

'Me poem moves from these conversational cadences and from within
the house to the garden with its variety of flora, and the increasing in-
tensity of feeling is represented by the rush of floral detail and the length-
ening of lines:

You tell me that the peonies need spraying,
That the columbines have overrun all bounds,
That the pvrus japonica should be cut back and rounded.
You tell me these things.
But I look at you, heart of silver,
White heart-flame of polished silver,
Burning beneath the blue steeples of the larkspur,
And I long to kneel instantly at your feet,
While all about us peal the loud, sweet Te Dcions of the Canterbury

bells.

While the poem works, I think, within Lowell's Imagist paradigm, it
raises interesting questions about genderespecially of the ambiguous
speakerand power in relationships.

As significant, perhaps, is that "Madonna of the Evening Flowers" is
in effect paired .n the I_look with the poem which immed i a tely precedes
it, "Venus Transiens":

Tell me,
W:is Venus more beautiful
Than you are,
When she topped
[he crinkled waves,
Drifting shoreward
On her plaited shell?
Was Botticelli's vision
l-airer than mine:
And were the painted rosebuds
I le tossed Ills lady,
01 better worth
Man the words I blms, about ou
lo cover your too great loveliness
\s with d gau/o
ii 1111,,ted t'l

I or me,
01.1
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In the blue and buoyant air,
Cinctured by bright winds,
Treading the.sunlight.
And the waves which precede you
Ripple and stir
The sands at my feet.

I have to attribute some degree of intent to Lowell in the placement of
these poems: "Venus" with "Madonna," a poem which depends upon
knowing classical myth and Renaissance painting, with one asking only
that the reader appreciate garden flowers, a form of worship defined by
"the words I blow about you" (and the reciprocal "ripple and stir" of
waves of passion) against that of the lover whose imagined kneeling is
sanctioned by the "Tc Deurns of the Canterbury bells." If "Madonna" can
be taken to exemplify Lowell's Imagist theory, "Venus" seems to me to
embody a rather different theoretical design, the design of the closet. For
the poet's words here are by no means hard or clear, and what they
"present" is, perversely, a veiling: the words at once literally reveal and
are said to "cover" the "too great loveliness" of the lover's naked body.

Lowell's deployment of language to flaunt and to veil and her use of
imagery of denuding to represent intense converse are consistent with
her practice in the better known poem, "The Sisters," a work about the
"queer lot . . . [of] women who write poetry." There, Lowell raises the
question of "flinging" "reticences" into the wind in the speaker's initial
encounter with Sappho (why, one might ask students, Sappho; %ybat do

you know of her?):

This tossing off of garments
Which cloud the soul is none too easy doing
With us to-day. But still I think with Sappho
One might accomplisli it, were she in the mood
in bare her loveliness of words and tell
Me reasons, as she possibly conceit ed them,
Of why they are so lovely.

Lowell constituted her public persona by claiming to "bare" her words
and tell all her "reasons": smoking cigars, turning night into day, flaunt-
ing eccentricity, and asserting that poetry claimed everything in the
world for its subjects. Well, everything that's in "good taste," as she says
properly somewhere. Beyond "good taste," and beyond Imagism, too,
are the passions one must, as in "Venus Transiens," veil and vet embrace.
Further, this "closet theory" opens ways for reading other closely linked
oems, like "The Weather-C Pock oints South," in which the speaker tellsp

how "I put your leaves aside, One b \ one" until she reaches a "bud,"
which is "more than the caly
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But my central point about "Venus Transiens" is less to unpack its
closet than to suggest how the poem promotes distinctive pedagogical
strategies. We might begin with the observation that the closet door, like
Lowell's language in the poem, always has, as it were, inner and outer
surfaces: the speaker within speaking "out," the reader without trying
to "listen" in. Seen thus, the poem can offer more than a clever manipu-
lation of language. While it is a resistant text and thus usefully subject
to the explicatory power of close reading, it also presents an opportu-
nity for raising with students their roles as audience, listening te the
speaker within. Especially in comparison with "Madonna," "Venus"
enables us to ask: in what ways do these texts open themselves to read-
ers and in what ways do they hold readers at a distance? What does one
need to know to read either poem? Does it construct you as part of its
reading community or not? Does Lowell employ classical allusions in
"Venus" in the same ways as Eliot, say, or Pound? And moving beyond
the issue of audience toward the New Critical shibboleth of "Intention,"
if Lowell seems in some degree to hide behind her words, why might
she be motivated to do so? With this question we may place our students
and ourselves in the crossroads of private life, so called, and public val-
ues: just vhat bids us to conceal that which, with every fibre of our be-
ing, we would flauntprecisely, perhaps, in proportion to the degree
we are forbidden.

Here, the correlation of how one speaks and what one wears (or bares),
so central to "The Sisters," can provide students with the opportunity
to focus on the poem's relatively unthreatening dimensions Of their own
experience. For the linking of conventions of dress and of language are
commonplaces of youthful discourse (though the relationship of such
knowledge to poetry is probably not'often insisted upon). Just as cloth-
ing reveals, it hides; as words display, they coverin no arena so force-
fully as that of gender definitions. The epistemology of the closet, as Eve
kosofsky Sedgwick has pointed out, is not a remote outlook of the sexu-
ally marginalized, but centrally implicated in all se\ ualamong other
definitions in our culture (see Sedgwick, "Epistemology").
Pedagogically, the poem seems to me to open a response strategy by sib
ating readers as observers at a small drama of passion, YMTle ot whose
critical moves are unfamiliar or, at best, ambiguous.

Nowhere does that ambiguity more clearly arise than in connection
with how one reads the line "For me." Deliberately recollecting the open-
ing ell me," the line is emphasized by the stanza break, which ilium,-

iatelv precedes it. In the first stanza the poem has raised a series ot
aesthetic questions: "Was Venus more beautiful / Than you are"? "Was
Botticelli's vision / Fairer than mine"? Were his "painted rosebuds" "Of

400
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better worth" than my words? In one sense, these questions are dis-
missed by the line "For me." "For me," that is, the point is that "you
stand" there "treading the sunlight"; the aesthetic questions disappear.
Read as "For me," however, the answers to the questions about beauty
turn implicitly on the sexual passit n which the poem's words proclaim
and, at once, encode. In this respect, "Venus Transiens" hinges on how
one speaks the words:for and me and on how a member of the audience
"reads" the drama unfolding before her. It thus insists upon pedagogies
which foreground audience, response, the aural and the public dimen-
sions of verse.

Sterling Brown likewise wishes us to "hear" texts, though the voices
he orchestrates differ sharply from the sotto z,oce of "Venus Transiens."
Brown is concerned with performance, the speaking or singing voice
and thus vernacularand audience. His critical essays continually re-
turn to these issues: the small size and divided outlook of the black
writer's primary audience (Negro Poetry and Drama 80; "Introduction"
1(1-11); the capacity of "dialect, or the speech of the people," to express
"whatever the people are" (NNro Poetry ai id Drama 43); the power of oral
folk expression to inspire and direct written art. But to state his concerns
in this abstract and generalized way is, I think, to miss the historical
embeddedness of Brown's criticism. From his 1929 review of "unhistoric"
histories by Allen Tate, Robrt Penn Warren, and Claude Bowers, among
others ("Unhistoric History" 134-61), to his 1953 comments on the trans-
plantation of African American folk art to the city ("Negro Folk Expres-
sion" 60-61), Brown's objective is not to pose a transcendent theory of
art but to use criticism to gain visibility and cultural ,.pace for black
people in changing historical contexts. For as he ai id the other editors of
The Negro Carapan comment, "creative literature has often been a
handmaiden to social policy" ("Introduction" 3).

His poem celebrating "Ma Rainey"- embodies much of his theoreti-
cal stance:

1

\Vhen Nla Rannw
(_orniu, to town,
Folk,. Iron) an place

aroun',
From Cape ( arardeau.

\Il line" rom Idinc nom tilt. ( !Wm. ,.r ,1 I II %fit haci

I lat \ nOtt 1,1, I lark ourt Brace k rvnytItt n.% let% 1. L.1,.1

Immi \ Isrot% n ot I larpei Put,11.-.1u.r..., Int.
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Poplar Bluff,
Flocks in to hear
Ma do her stuff;
Conies flivverin' in,
Or ridin' mules,
Or packed in trains,
Picknickin' fools
That's what it's like,
Fo' miles on down,
To New Orleans Delta
An' Mobile town,
When Ma hits
Anvwheres aroun'.

11

Dey conies to hear Ma Rainey from de little river settlements
From blackhottom cornrows and trom lumber camps;
Dev stumble in de hall, jes a-laughin' an' a-cacklin',
Cheerio' lak roarin' water, lak wind in river swamps.
An' some jokers keeps deir laughs a-goin' in de crowded aisles,
An' some folks sits dere wa:!in' Nyid deir aches an' miseries,
Till Ma comes out before dem, a-smilin' gold-toofed smiles
An' Long Bov ripples minors on de black an' yellow keys.

Ill

0 Nia Rainey,
Sing vo' song;
Now you's back
1Vhah vou belong,
Git wav inside us,
Keep us strong....

0 Nla Rainey,
Li'l an' low;
Sing us 'bout de hard luck
Roun' our do':
Sing us 'bout de lonesome road
kVe mu''' go.

IV

I talked to a tellow, an' the fellow say,
"She les' catch hold ot us, somekindawa .

She sang Backwater Blues one day:
'it /awed fo claws an (le skies was la I. as nr,111
Trouble taken plthe tic le lozclands at my,lit.

I builder ed all' flOffellecf all IfIC Ici ifi Y.,',111 I IOU

1111.11411 Of foCOpfe alff I 4Of II0 plate f0

Dell I d'ellf all sIO,`a upon ,mic iiiii ol lonesome hill.
1rt looked down on the plare where I used twe.
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An' den de folks, dev natchally bowed dev heads an' cried,
Bowed dcy heavy heads, shet dev rnoufc uo tight an' cried,
An' Ma ler de stage, an' followed some de .olks outside."

Dere wasn't much more de fellow say:
She jes' gits hold of us datawav.

The poem begins by describing Ma Rainey's audience by geography
(Cape Girardeau, Poplar Bluff), class ("blackbottom cornrows," "lum-
ber camps"), and range of feelings. That is, its initial move is to estab-
lish the particular reception community in which this artist works.
Furthermore, the poem ends by focusing on the transformed social re-
lationships in the reception of the artwork: in the beginning, Ma "comes
out betore dem" as performer; at the end, she "lef' de stage, an' followed
some de folks outside" as one who shares their lives. Between these
moments, Ma sings a historically rooted song, "Backwater Blues," based
on a particularly devastating Mississippi River flood. The poem literally
embodies verses from this song. it thus suggests one way in which
peoples' art and written verse are related. As Amiri Baraka points out,
Ma Rainey was herself a tt ansitional figure, "perhaps the one who can
be called the link between the earlier, less polished blues styles and the
smoother theatrical style of most of the later urban blues singers" (Jones
89). But more, the poem also suggests a critical connection between
peoples' expel ience and the cultural work of poetry.

These relationships are not at all simple, however, as the variety of
voices within the poem indicate: we hear a narrator, a feflow from Ma's
audience to whom the narrator talks, and Ma Rainey herself, singing.
The common coin among them is, first of all, a way of speaking: ver-
nacularblack, Southern, mainly rural dialect. And second, a set of ex-
periences embodied not only in "Backwater Blues," but also by "dehard
luck / Roun' our do'" and "de lonesome road." Paradoxically, and in
accord with how Brown understands not only the blues but his own art,
while the subject matter may be devastation and displacement, the.lone-
tie,: has to do with "git[tin] wav inside us, [to) Keep us strong."'That is,
against the terrors thematized by flood and famine and the road, the artist
plays a shared music and voice and, as in "Strong Men,' a laughter that
proves a weapon of struggle and survival.

This poem, in short, presents a theory about the origins and functions
in a crucial historical moment ot African American expressive art and
about the continuityrather than Eliot's romanticized discrepancy
between the artkt Mi t. the people she speaks ot and with. It is thus gel'
e,,,,arilv about audience and the material conditions ot cultural
productiontheorcncal categories distant from those of "The Meta-
physical Poets." But what I want to emphosiie are the very different

S
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pcdagogical directions in which Brown's ideas lead. Like Lowell, inter-
estingly, the theory exemplified in "Ma Rainey" works to take poetry
from the silent study to the platform, from the discipline of the footnote
to that of the Method. Unlike Lowell, it opens issues about the relation-
ships of "popular" and "high" cultures, blues and written poetry, rap
and formal criticismissues of more than abstract concern to many
students.

Most of all, this theory problematizes the usually assumed "normal-
ity" of studying poetry in a classroom. It allows a set of questions, usu-
ally foreclosed, to be raised in class: When is poetry useful? Toward what
ends? Do you use it? Why? How do the venues for its use compare with
that of the classroom? How do the forms of verse encountered outside
the classroom differ from or match those engaged within? In what ways
have they intermixed? The objective here is first to denaturalize the class-
room as the site for the consumption or even discussion of poetry and
thus to legitimize a variety of poetic "situations." By so doing, I think
one also opens the core questions of the canon: vhat art is "legitimate"
to study, toward what ends, and in what circumstances? To be sure, such
discussions %yin bring us to that other crossroads, the one Lionel Trill-
ing designated as "bloody," where art and politics meet. But it does so
in a way that arises not so much from the instructor's insistence on the
"politics of the canon"a dominantly professional imperativebut from
the students' rez! "xuerience of disjunction between forms of art that
function in their daily lives and the forms (and forms of study) legiti-
mized within academe.

At the bcginning of these remarks, I raised the question: "What counts
for theory?" That question, in turn, led me to the issue of teaching: what
needs to change in classroom practice to bring the new broadened tex-
tual canon alive for all our students? In sketching some ways in which
poems by A my Lowell and Sterling Brown can be understood as theo-
retical texts, I am proposing not only that answers lie in the poems them-
selves, but that the poems radically question the formalist assumptions
that continue to underwrite yesterday's dying pedagogical canon. The
poems help foreground some of today's key pedagogical issues: the class-
room not as a neutral site of recondite learning, but as a conflicted pub-
lic space; the roles of the different people in the classroom iu creating
knowledge; the functions of terms of analysis and identity formation,
like gender, in the construction (and denial) of knowledge. In short, I
think these poem," liclp us shift attention from the formal properties ot
language to the cultural work of art, a process which moves usto re-
turn to my epigraphf rom the worship of icons, however bright, to the
study of what humanizes, however painful.
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Note&

1. It is also true, of course, as Richard Ohmann has pointed out, that the mode
of explication de texte fit the needs of the literary profession in the post-World
War II period both for what then seemed a politicalIV neutral stance toward texts
and for a technical strategy that could distinguish "English" from other, poten-
tially competitive, academic departments.

2. Cf. Ralph Ellison. "Richard Wright's Blues":

The blues is an impulse to keep the painful details and episodes of
a brutal experience alive in one's aching consciousness, to finger its
jagged grain and to transcend it, not by the consolation ot philoso-
phy but by squeezing from it a near-tragic, near-comic lyricism. (78)
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17 The War between
Reading and Writing
and How to End It

Peter Elbow
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

We tend to assume that reading and writing fit naturally together: love
and marriage, horse and carriage. It is a commonplace that the very best
thing for writing is to read a great dealand it seems as though those
students who write best are readers. But when we see things in binary
pairs, one side usually ends up on topprivileged or dominant: love
and marriage, man and woman. I will argue that this is true here too
and that reading has dominance over writing in the academic or school
culture. But my main point in this essay is that the imbalance is unnec-
essary. Reading and writing can work productively together as equals
to benefit each other and the profession. Both parties can be on top. We
can create a better balance and relationship between reading and writ-
ing. To do so we will need to give more emphasis to writing in our teach-
ing and our curricular structures and use writing in more imaginative
ways. When we achieve this productive balance, even reading will ben-
efit.

Thete are four sections here: (1 ) tes of conflict betweer. reading and
writing; (2) 1 low read ing is privileged over writing; (3) Benefits of end-
ing this privilege; (4) Ways to end the war and cri,ite a more productive
interaction between reading and writing.

Sites of Conflict between Reading and Writing

Gerald (;raff wrote a whole book about the conflicts in the English pro-
fession and never focused on the most striking and problematic conflict
ot all: that between reading and writingbehyeen literature and com-
po,,nion (Friend

I 111,1 rrcdicti in 11?..10, Re..ic,c 12 1 11111 21 anti ikTrinlvd lv pet-
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The conflict of interest between reading and writing shows itself most
clearly perhaps in the question of authority. From ancient times on, au-
thors were the source of 'author'-ity--and it was the reader's job to find
out what the author intended to say. Someone who could establish him-
self as "writer" or "author" (and it was usually "he") was felt to be spe-
cialeven as seer or oracle. Thus people often sought out authors or
writers in order to hear their pronouncements on all sorts of matters (thus
the phenomenon of "table talk").

In recent times, readers have battled back successfully to take author-
ity for themselves. The New Critics convinced much of the profession
that the author's intention didn't matter. Deconstructive theorists con-
vinced much of the profession that even the concept of meaning in a text
is problematic. Roland Barthes speaks of the death of the author giving
rise to the birth of the reader; he characterizes the reader as alive and
lexV and full of energy, and the "scriptor" as pallid and lacking in juice.

The most specific focus of contention is over who gets authority over
the meaning of a text. Take my own text here as an example. I get to
decide what I in tended to qati. You get to decide what You tohlerstand ole
to sal/. But as for what I actually did savwhat meanings are "in" my
textthat is a site of contention between us. We see this fight every-
where, from the law courts to literary criticism to the bedrooms: "But I
said . . / "No You didn't, you said...."

So the interests of the contending parties are clear. It's in the interest
of readers to say that writers' intentions don't matter or are unfindable,
to say that meaning is never determinate, always fluid and sliding, to
say that there is no presence or voice behind a textand finally to kill
off the author. This leaves the reader in complete control of the text.

It's in the interest of writers, on the other hand, to say that their in-
tentions are centralto have readers actually interested in what was on
writers' minds, what they intended to say. As writers we often fail to be
clear, but it helps us if readers have some faith that our authorial mean-
ings and intentions can be found. If I am lost in the woods, you have a
better chance of finding me if you think I am actually there. And it goes
without saying that writers are interested in not being killed off. (Even
critics who celebrate the death of the author are likely to get irritIted
when readers coMpletelv misread what they have written.)

Writers also have interest in ozonerqiiip of the textand, as with "kill-
ing," I want to take this metaphor literally. Writers have an interest in
monetary payment for their labor. But of course the figurative psycho-
logical meaning is more per% asive Writer, feel ownership. People ii'-
times like to say now that the sense of individual ownership over words
is only a recent, modern phenomenon, but even Chaucer in the tour-
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teenth century wrote into his poem a plea to copyists to please not
"miswrite" his words in copying the text.

Listen to the dismay of Toni Morrison on this point:

Whok schools ot criticism have dispossessed the writer of any place
whatever in the critical value of his work. Ideas, craft, vision,
meaningall of them art, just so much baggage in these critical
systems. . . . The political consequences tor minority writers,
dissident writers and writers committed to social change are
devastating. For it meias that there is no way to talk about what we
mean, because to mean anything is not in vogue (Sanders 23).

Here is Scott Russell Sanders commenting on her statement:

Rightly or vrongly, many of us who make novels and stories and
poems feel that the net effect of recent theoriiing has been to turn
the writer into a puppet, one whose strings are jerked by some higher
power--by ideology or the unconscious, by ethnic allegiance, by
sexual proclivities, by gender, by language itself. 1, \ , may wade
through Derrida and Adorno and de Man, we may read Harold
Bloom and J. I link Miller and Stanley Fish, or we may simply hear
rumors of what they and their innumerable followers are up to;
whether at first or second hand, we learn that to regard ourselves
as conscious, purposeful, responsible artist; is a delusion; we learn
that material conditions or neuroses control us; we learn that our
ettorts at making sense are doomed to failure; we learn that our

ords, like Zeno's forlorn rabbit, will never reach their destination
(23).

Am I only telling a story of readers privileging themselves over writ-
ers? No, writers privileged themselves over readers long before the in-
tentional fallacy was a gleam in the eve of Wimsatt and Beardsley.
kVriti.rs often say, "What do readers know? My toughest audience
sometimes my main audienceis me. For some pieces, I don't even care
whether readers understand or appreciate my efforts." So perhaps it's
not surprising that readers have finally retaliated with a modern doc-
trine that says, "What do writers know? We can read the te\ t better than
they can. Intention is a \ vill o' the wisp. Never trust the teller, trust the
tale." In short, where writers are tempted to think they are the most
important party in the transaction, readers and academics are tempted
to think thl.`V are the most important party (Wallace).

list a', children think their parents should always have them in mind,
many modern readers think that writers should always have them in
mind. When readers are teachers (and most teachers think of themselves
more as readers than EV, writers), they tell students, "You must always
keep us in mind as voll write." And it student \Yriting is weak, they
diagnose "writer-based prose!" and assume that the student stopped
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thinking about thetawhen in fact the problem was probably that the
student was too preoccupied with the teacher-reader. When readers are
theorists (and most theorists also think of themselves more as readers
than as writers), they often completely contradict that teacherly advice
and declare, "There is no such thing as writing without readers in mind
no such thing as private writing. If vou thought you were not thinking
about us and just writing privately in y,n.!,- journal for yourself akme,
you were fooling yourself. You are never not thinking about us" (s.2,
for example, Harris 66).

But writers, like parents, tend to insist on time away from the impe-
rious demands of readers. Writers know they need some time when they
can just forget about readers and think about themselves. Yes, writers
must finally acknowledge the humbling truth that, in the end, readers
get to decide tvhether their words will he read or bonghtjust as parents
have to accept that, in the end, the child's interests must come first. But
smart writers and parents know that they do a better job of serving these
demanding creatures if they take some time for themselves.

I hope it's clear that this reader / writer conflict isn't just theoretical. I
feel it quite concretely in my teaching--especially in a writing course
for first-year students. Yes, ideally I want my students to feel themselves
as both writers and readers. But my pressing hunger to help them feel
themselves as writers makes me notice the conflict. That is, I want my
students to have some of that uppitiness of writers toward readersto
be able to talk backto say, "I'm not just writing for readers or teach-
ers; I'm writing as much for mesometimes even more fm- me.- I want
them to fight back a hit against readers.

Let me point to another conflict of interests between writers and read-
ers: a conflict over the relationship between language and knowledge.
Writers frequently testify to the experience of knowing more than they
can say, of knowing things that they haven't yet been able to get into
words. Readers on the other hand (especially when they are also teach-
ers or academics), being mostly on the receiving end of texts, are often
tempted to put forth the doctrine that all knowledge is linguistic, that
there is nothing we can know outside of language: "If you cannot talk
about an everience, at least to yourself, you did not have it" (Emerson
151).

Again, this isn't just 'heoretical. Paving better attention to the inar-
ticulatehaving more respect for the nonverbaloften leads writers to
the articulate. Most of nty own progress in learning to write has con IC
from my gradually learning to listen more carefully to what I haven't
vet managed to get into wordswaiting and trying to feel better Inv
nonverbal feelings and intentionsand respecting the idea that I know

J
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more than I can sav. This stance helps me be willing to find time and
energy to tease into language what the phenomenolist Eugene Gendlin
calls my "felt bodily sense." The most unhelpful thing I've had said to
me as a student and writer is, "If you can't say it, you don't know it."
Not surprisingly, painters, musicians and dancers are more than a little
amused at the odd dogma that all knowledge is linguisticthat if vou
can't say it in language you don't know it and it doesn't count as knowl-
edge.

I want to call attention to some very central pedagogical implications
of this point about language and meaninga point that writers often
understand and readers and academics and teachers often do not. The
main thing that helps writers is to be understood. Pointing out what we
don't understand is only the second need. In my teaching, I find it help-
ful to assume that I often can hear intentions that are not really articu-
lated. Yes, I'll point out where these intentions are badly realized, but if
my goal is to make students feel like writers, my highest priority is to
show that I've understood what they're saying. It's only my second pri-
ority to show them where I had to struggle.

I see a third conflict between readers and writers these days: over
whether to trust language. Again let me describe the conflict in terms of
my own teaching. If my goal is to get my first-year students to take on
the role of reader, I should constantly try to get them to distrust language.
For it is a central tenet of intellectual and academic thinking in this cen-
tury that words are not a clear and neutral window through which we
can see undistorted nonlinguistic things.

Of course, I acknowledge the merit in this skeptical view of language.
Nevertheless, if I yant to help my students experience themselves as
writers, I find I must help them trust languagenot question itor at
least not question it for long stretches of the writing process till they have
managed to generate large structures of language and thinking. Some
people sav this is good advice only for inexperienced and blocked writ-
ers, but I think I see it as enormously helpful to myself and to other adult,
skilled, and professional writers. Too much distrust often stops people
trom coming up with interesting hypotheses and from getting things
Vritten. Striking benefits usually result when people learn that decid-
edly unacademic capacity to turn off distrust of language and instead
not to cee it, to look through it as through a clear window, and focus all
attention on the object', or experiences one is trying to articulate. I.et me
quote a distinguished poet and writer, 1Villiam Stallord, about the need
to trust language and one's e\ perience:
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Just as any reasonable person who looks at water, and passes a hand
through it, can see that it would not hold a person up; so it is the
judgment of common sense people that reliance on the weak material
of students' experiences cannot possibly sustain a work of literature.
But swimmers know that if they relax on the water it will prove to
be miraculously buoyant:and writers know that a succession of little
strokes on the material nearest themwithout any prejudgments
about the specific gravity of the topic or the reasonableness of their
expectationswill result in creative progress. Writers are persons
%vho write; swimmers are (and from teaching a child I know how
hard it is to persuade a reasonable person of this)swimmers are
persons who relax in the water, let their heads go down, and reach
out with ease and confidence." ...

. [1\11y main plea is for the value of an unafraid, face-down,
flailing, and speedy process in using the language (22-23).

For the last site of conflict between reading and writing (and an in-
triguing one), let's look at what's called "invisible writing." A couple of
decades ago, James Britton and colleagues (350 were interested in how
important it is for writers to get that literal, short-term feedback of sim-
ply see* what they are writing. They demonstrated this by artificially
taking it away. That is, they tried writing with spent ballpoint pens so
they couldn't see what they were writing (but putting carbon paper and
another sheet underneath the page they xvere writing on). Sure enough,
they felt stymied and their writing fell apart. But then Sheridan Blau
replicated the experiment many timesand showed in virtually every
case that students and professionals were not significantly harmed by
ten- and twentv-minute stretches of what he called "invisible writing"
(despite some initial frustration). Indeed, students often produced bet-
ter pieces in various modes or genres under these conditions (Blau). His
explanation of the phenomenon seems right to me from my own trials
of invisible writing: when you can't see what you are writing you are
almost automatically forced into a much greater focus of attention and
energy on what you are trying to sayon the meaning and intention in
your mind. And you can't stop and worry; you must forge on.

What these e.xperiments show is the odd fact that normal writing is
really both-writing-and-reading. Invisible writing stamps out the read-
ing we normally do as we write and forces us to engage in notbing-Imt-
writingwith a consequent boost of concentration and intenity of mind.
Thus invisible writing is strikingly helpful with a common problem: find-
ing ourselves stalled in our writing and spending most of our so-called
zpritin, time sitting and reading back over what we have already writ-
ten. lVord processors make invisible writing very easy: just turn down
the screen.

i
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How Reading Is Privileged over Writing

Peter Elbow

Most schools and colleges emphasize reading and neglect writing. An
investigation of English classes in secondary schools has found that stu-
dents spend less than 3 percent of their class and homework time de-
voted to writing a paragraph or moreand most of the "writing" time
in class consists of writing short-answer exercises (Applebee).

In most school and college courses, reading is more central than writ-
ing. Even in English departments there is usually only one writing
coursesome kind of "freshman writing." Sometimes there is a sprin-
kling of creative writing or other advanced writing coursesbut even
when these are given, they are available to comparatively few students.
Other departments (except for journalism) typically have no writing
courses.

Of course, writing is assigned in a fair number of courses (though some
students in large universities learn to avoid much writing for their whole
college career). But when writing is assigned, it is traditionally meant to
serve reading: to summarize, interpret, expiElin, or make integrations and
comparisons among readings. In the last coup l,? of yea -s there has even
been a widespread move to change the first-year writing course into a
reading-and-writing course, even though it is usualiv the only writing
coursethe only place in the entire curriculum where wr;' mg is empha-
sized more than reading. In every other course in the uniyors:ty, read-
ing is privileged and writing, when used at all, is used to serve reading.

I won't try to analyze here the complicated historical and cultural
reasons why we have this imbalance, but I can't resist mentioning one
interesting Iwpothesis (Laurence). If we assign much writing, we find
ourselves positively awash in what is admittedly discouraging or de-
pressing: our students' thinking and feelingwith all its naiveté, its
appearance of reflecting nothing but brainwashing by the shallowest pop
culture. We can spare ourselves from any real immersion in extensive
student thinking and feeling about our topic if we assign mostly read-
ing, if we use carefully focused topics on the few occasions kvhen we do
assign writing, and if we fill up our classes with lectures or carefully
controlled discussions. I loward Gardner points out in one of his most
recent books that good teaching and learning seldom happen unless we
understand and acknowledge and learn to deal with what is really hap-
pening in students minds.

The doininance of reading has produced some powerful political and
economic consequent es tor higher education. It is fairly common for
Englisli departments to "live ott" writing teacherspaving them poorly,
denying them thr, possibility ot tenure, and providing poor working
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conditions, in order to give tenure, much better pay, and a lighter teach-
ing load to teachers of reading or literature. People who teach writing
are apt to be TAs or nontenure track lecturers or adjunct part-timers who
must piece together jobs at two or three institutions, and they are often
paid less than $1,000 per coursewith no benefits. They often don't
know if they'll be hired till a month or a week before the term begins
sometimes, in fact, only after the semester has started. (James Sleyin lays
Out these conditions in more cl:tail and makes an interesting argument
about the reasons for the imbalance.)

Let me turn from the outward material conditions of employment to
the inward premises of our thinking. That is, the relationship between
reading and writing in most school and college courses enacts a kind of
root metaphor or originarv story of our culture: that we hear and read
before we speak and writethat input precedes output. This seems a
natural story: babies and children seem to hear before they can speak
to listen before they answer. But it's not so simple. Yes, children wouldn't
speak unless they grew up in the prese»ce of other speakers, and of
course babies and children usually answer when spoken to. But careful
observation of children suggests that it works the other way round too:
the reason why children get inputhear languageis often that they
initiate the "conversation." Even when a baby gives as little as a gurgle
or a coo, parents often take it as the initiation of discourse (which it sonw-
times is), and respond. Babies don't just read the textbook and listen to
lectures and then answer questions; sometimes they start the conversa-
tion. Babies often "write" before they "read."

I suspect that the child's initiation of speech is as important or more
so in learning to talk than the initiation by others. That is, the adult's
enabling act is as much listening and understanding and answering as
it is starting a conversation. The most productive and generative act by
a teacher or parent is often to listen. In short, most parents instinctively
know that their job is to get children to start with output, not input
start with writing, not reading.

But the relationship between reading and writing in schools and uni-
versities belies this instinctive wisdom of parents. Our very conception
of what it is to learn privileges reading over writing because that con-
cept has been shaped by the same root metaphor: learnhig i. ni1,iel" tak-
ing things in"putting things inside us. People think ot the root activities
in school as listening and reading, not talking and writing. Of course,
when we stop and think about it, we realize that students learn from
output--talking and writingbut we don't naturally think of learning
as talking and writing. Notice, tor e\ ample, how many teachers think
ot testing as measuring input, not output. Vests tend to ask, in effect,

9
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"How well have you learned the ideas of others?" not "What new ideas
of your own do you have?"

Even if we grant that, more often than not, input precedes output, and
that we usually speak and write in response to what we hear and read,
we must still beware a claim that some people make today: that all writ-
ing is in response to text or textuality. This is not a fair translation of
Bakhtin's insight about the ubiquity of voices. When people fixate on a
theoretical dictum that all writing is in response to texts, they paper over
a concrete and indeed political distinction: the distinction between ask-
ing students to write in response to our texts and lectures vs. asking them
to write in response to their own ideas and experience (even if their ideas
and experience are made up of texts and voices already inside their
heads). Even if we were to take it as our main goal to show students that
vhat they experience as their own ideas and voices are really ideas ard
voices from outside them, our best strateg: would be to get them to write
extensively about something before reading any new texts about it. That
is the best way to make visible all the voices that are already jampacked
inside their heads.

Why is it that our profession stresses so much the readim of imagina-
tive writingfiction and poetry and dramawhile neglecting the writ-
ing of it? Most of us got into the field not only because we loved to read
imaginative writing but also because we liked to vrite itoften harbor-
ing wishes to be writers. But as adult professionals, we tend to run away
from it. We seldom write it or a,,k our students to write it. Can we really
say we understand something we never try to engage in? We should
surely require Ph.D. candidates at least to try thcir hand at the kind of
writing they profess to understand and hope to teach.

I've had an interesting glimpse into the archaeology of this fear of
writing in literature professors. Whenever I teach any graduate course
in writing, I ask students to write case studies of themselves as writers:
to look back through their lives at what they've written and to figure
out as much as they can about how they lyent about writing and what
was going onto try to see all the forces at play. I've noticed a striking
feature that is common in literature students that I don't much see in
graduate students from other disciplines: a wry and sometimes witty but
always condescending tone they take tow a rd their younger selves who
were usually excited with writing and eager to be great writers. Behind
this urbanity I ot ten see a good deal of disappointment and even pain at
not being able to keep on writing those stories and poems that were so
excil ing to write. But instead of acknow !edging this disappointment,
these students tend to betray a frightening lack of kindness or cha ritv
most ot all a lack ot ander,lamluigtoward that younger self wilt, wanted
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to grow up to be Yeats or Emily Dickinson. Instead, I see either amused
condescension or downright ridicule at their former idealism and vision-
ary zeal. My point is that no one can continue to engage in writing with-
out granting herself some vision and idealism and even naive
grandstanding. Yet these literature students, now that they see them-
selves on the path to being professors of literaturethat is professors of
readingseom to need to squelch any sense of themselves as writers.

Even in M.F.A. programs, which are devoted to wrii-in,z, and which
are sometimes even guilty of neglecting reading, we see an odd but pow-
erful ritual that privileges readers over writers: the so-called "gag rule."
It is standard in workshops that writers must be silent and only readers
may speak. That is, writers must refrain from the most natural thing that
they might want to do, namely to specify the kinds of response they need
from readers or the issues they want readers to explore. (This pervasive
custom seems to derive from the early Iowa workshops, and perhaps
has definite gender associations of writers as "tough guys who can take
it.")

Notice how the dominance of reading over writing is embedded in
our language. The word literacy really means power over letters, i.e.,
reading and writing. But as literacy is used casually and even in gov-
ernment policy and legislation, it tends to mean readnig, not writing. Simi-
larly, the word learning tends to connote reading and inputnot writing
and output. Finally, the very words academic or IhnifiN!;or or even teacher
tend to connote a reader and critic, not a writer. Thus deeply has the
dominance of reading infected our ways of thinking.

I can conclude this section by making it clear that I am not arguing
againq readingagainst the importance and special value of reading and
listeningonly against privileging them over writing and speaking.
Reading and listening are precious for the very ways they are different
from writing and speaking. They are precious because they ask us to step
outside our own preoccupations and to hear what others have to say, to
think in the language of otheis, to recognize authority of others without
letting it overwhelm us, and above all to relinquish some control. I hope
that my long advocacy of the believing game or methodological belief
will show that I don't slight this side of our intellectual life (see Elbow,
"Came"; "Methodological" ).

Nor am I trying to imply that students are already good at reading
and listening. Far from it. Yes, learning means getting inside someone
else's language and thinking, taking in ideas, indeed taking in lists of
brute lacts--and getting them right. But I suspect that part of students'
difficulty with reading stems from the ingrained educational pattern I'm
pointing to here: It's always, "Read first and then write to see if you've
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got it right. What they have to sav is more important than what you have
to say." Reading and listening might go better if we sometimes said,
"Let's start with what you have to say. Then we'll see if the reading can
respond to it and serve it." I find it common for people to be more inter-
ested in a subject and be able to take in more new material about it if
they first work out their own thinking about it.

Benefits of Ending This Privilege

What if we undid the imbalance? The benefits would be considerable. If
we gave more centrality to writing, it would help out with an important
and vexing problem in the teaching of reading itself. That is, we often
have difficulty getting students to see how the meaning of a text is ac-
tively created and negotiatednot just found as an inert right answer
sitting there hidden in the text or in the teacher's mind or in a work of
authoritative criticism. "Yes," we say to oor :,tudents, "the text puts some
constraints on our reading. Not ai iv interpretation is acceptable. Never-
theless the resulting meaning is something that readers have to build
and negotiate." This lesson is all the harder to teach because students
sometimes flop over into the oppo4le misunderstanding of reading:
1,N:a this is what thin, the poem means, and nothing you can say will
change my mind. Literature is just a matter of personal opinion."

Reading can learn from writing here. Writing involves physical ac-
tions that are much more outward and visible than reading does. As a
result, it is easier to ,:ce how meaning is slowly constructed, negotiated,
and changed in writing than it is in reading. The erasing, crossing out,
and changing of words as we Vrite is much more visible than the eras-
ing, crossing out, and changing of words that do in fact go on as we
read--but more quickly and subliminally. Students can see evidence of
the same process in the messy manuscripts and revisions even of famous
published authors. And we usually experience the construction of mean-
ing more vividly, even painfully, when we write than when we read.
Most writing teachers now try to set up their dasse, so that students can
experience how written meaning is constructed through a process of
thinking, generating trial text, revision, and social negotiation with peers
and teachers. It seems to me then that writing is the most helpful para-
digm we have for teaching what may be the central process in our pro-
tessicm and %vhat we most want to convey to students: the way meaning
in both ieading and writing is constructed and negotiated.

By the way, because the reading process is so quick and hidden, it
seems less fraught with struggle for people who are skilled. Therefore,
Ii tord tu re teachers ot ten fail to experience themselves in the same boat

/V"'
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or engaged in the same process as their unskilled students. When it
comes to writing, however, almost all teachers experience the common
bond of struggle or even anxiety, no matter how good they are. Writing
is a leveler.

But students could come to see reading as a "process" of cognitive and
social construction if only there were a tradition in literature, as there is
in writing, of teachers and researchers sharing what we might call "rough
drafts of reading": showing or talking about their actual reading pro-
cessfrom the bexinnhixfor example, by working with colleagues or stu-
dents on texts they have not seen before; giving an honest protocol or
an accurate account of the mental events that go on in one's mind while
engaged in creating meaning from a text. I like to call this giving "inov-
ies of the reader's mind." If there were more widespread attention to this
sharing of our own reading processes, we'd spend more time talking to
our colleagues and to our students about how of course we misread and
misunderstand an enormous number of words and phrases and sections
of a text as we engage in even the most skilled reading. That is, the mys-
terious innerness of reading isn't just because good readers "revise" and
correct themselves so quickly and often subliminally; it's also because
there's no tradition of revealing misreadings and wrong takes (like shar-
ing early drafts). Where the writing tradition of the last two decades
shows teachers how to write with students and share what they produce
in its raw crummy state, the literary tradition tells literature teachers that
it would be Wrl rig to teach a class on a text that they have not carefully
studied and mastered beforehand. and that it would be odd to have a
discussion with colleagues about a text they've never seen before. Read-
ing becomes vivid and alive in classes where everyone, even the teacher,
reveals early rough "readings" in process, and shows how these are
adjusted and transformed over time and by means of negotiation through
comparison yith readings by others.

One of the virtues of reader-response criticism is that if people really
engage in it honestly and empirically, it tends to make them braver about
the kind of exploring I've just described. I t promotes professionalism in
the good sense (nondefensive thinking together) and undermines pro-
fessionalism in the bad sense (trying to hide your struggles and to erase
bonds with the unwashed). I'm suspicious of the fact that reader-re-
sponse criticism has gone so deeply (tit of fashion in literary criticism. I
know there are lots of culturally sophisticated reasons, but frankly, I
think a lot of it call be explained this Nvav: critics began to stumble onto
a critical method that required giving naked accounts of vhat was actu-
ally happening inside them as they readand decided to back away
from the prmess.

4)
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If writing were more central, we would see a similar gain to literary
study in the realm of evaluation or testing. The field of composition has
managed to convince schools and colleges that testing means testing a
practice or a performance, not a content: that if we want to find out how
well students write, we've got to get them to writedespite budgetary
pressures and the blandishments of cheaper tests of grammar and us-
age from ETS and ACT. In the case of literature, however, virtually ev-
ery school, college, and university in the country accedes to ETS and ACT
testing of literature and reading by means of multiple-choice, machine-
graded testsmany of them tests of correct information. (Of course col-
leges have mostly gone along with the ETS decision to omit required
writing in SAT 11, but that wasn't a decision to trust multiple-choice tests
of writing ability; it was a decision to forego trustworthy knowledge of
writing ability. Indeed, this decision was deeply influenced by an argu-
ment in the other direction: -minority students' writing ability will not
be measured fairly if there is only a 20 minute writing samplewith the
attendant overdetermination by dialect cues.) We See Some of the same
difference between writing and reading if we look at teachers' course
exams: it has come to feel peculiar if the final exam in a writing course
asks mostly for recall of ideas and informationwhereas that does not
Seem peculiar in many literature courses.

Another benefit of emphasizing writing: it will yield us a better model
not just for reading but for learning itself. The dominance of reading at
all levels of education reinforces the problematic banking metaphor of
learning: the assumption that students are vessels to be filled. But when
we give equal emphasis to writing, we are more likely to assume the
contrasting metaphor: learning is tlw making (1"n:caning. "Ihis metaphor
helps explain much that is otherwise paradoxical about the learning
process:

I he more we write and talk, the more we have left to write and
say. The greater the number of words that come out of us, the
greater the number of words we find left inside.
When students feel empty (-I have nothing to say, nothing on my
mind") the cause is not insufficient input but insufficient output.
What gets more words in their heads is more talking and writing.
Of course teachers and politicians love to talk: the more people talk
the more they want to talk.

When we see learning not as input but as the making of meaning and
ionnection,,, these plwnomena becolne natural, not paradoxical.

Notice too that vhen we stop privileging reading over writing, we
stop privileging passivity over activity. Yes, I grant the usefulness of the
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currently fashionable paradoxes: that the reading is really "writing" (ac-
tively creating meaning), and writing is really "reading" (passively find-
ing what culture and history have inscribed in our heads). But in the end
I would insist that writing simply does promote more activity and agency
than reading:

R Cif WI ri.enus .o .mp.y "_.. S.... an_ pay attention," while writing
tends to imply "Get in there and do something."
Reading asks, "What did they have to say?" while writing asks,
"What do you have to say?" In normal speech, listeners usually
want to know what the speaker was actually intending to sav, and
this reinforces the impulse to "look for the right answer" in read-
ing. Similarly, speakers usually have the impulse to say what's on
their mind, and this reinforces the impulse for writers to take au-
thority oycr their own meaning.
Reading tends to be a matter of the teacher and author choosing
the words; writing tends to be a matter of the student choosing the
words.

Reading means consumption; writing means production. Part of
the stale passivity of students conies from their being cast always
in the role of consumer.
, would point even to the purely physical dimension. Writing in-
volves more physical movement than reading. Try this experiment:
on an occasion when a discussion class goes listless or dead, have
everyone stop talking and silently read a helpful piece of text; on
another occasion have everyone stop and write something. You'll
find that students tend to be more awake and involved after they
vriteeven displaying more tonus in their bodiesthan after they
read. (Notice also how the physical act of reading out loudespe-
cially with any gesturinghelps the cognitive dimension of read-
ing.)

In short, when we make writing as important as reading, we help stu-
dents break out of their characteristically passive stance for school and
learning. The primacy of reading in the reading/ writing dichotomy is
an act of locating authority away from the student and keeping it en-
tirely in the teacher or institution or great figure. The privileging of read-
ing over writing has locked schools into sending a pervasive, deep-level
message: "Don't speak until spoken to; don't write your own ideas till
you prove that you can reproduce correctly the ideas and information
ot others; ivriting wait, responding to authority outside the selt; WI a
student you should be a consumer of knowlt.,dge, not a producet!"

":4;
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If we made writing as important as reading, we might begin to feel
ourselves as writers too, not just readers. At present, when we take on
the role of "academic," we tend to take on the role of reader and critic
and not writer. To make this large change, we'd have to foster and nour-
ish creative risk taking in ourselve, and in the profession. We celebrate
the imagination in the authors we study; we would grow as a profes-
sion if we celebrated and cultiya.e(.....n ourselves too. Just as society or
individual relationships lose vitality and intelligence if women or mi-
norities are suppressed, so English is losing vitality and intelligence be-
cause writing is suppressed.

Let me end this section by answering a possible objection: "We have
to keep writing in its secondary roleas the medium for responding to
readingor else we yill invite romantic solipsism. If you invite students
to write out of their own e\ perience rather than in response to te ts, you
%Yin increase the rampant individualism our culture suffers fromper-
mitting students to disappear into cocoons of solipsistic isolation." This
fear rests on a misguided model of individual developmenta kind of
parody of Freud and Piaget that says children start out as egocentric
monads dominated I.Dy selfish desires to stay separate and egocentric; and
that they cannot become "decentered" or social vithout a terrible
struggle. It's as though we fear that our ,,titdent,; are each in their own
little bathroom and we must beat on the door and say, 'What are you
dohis; in there? Why have you been in there so long with the door locked?
Come on out and have some wholesome fun with us."

But a very different course of development now seems more believ-
able and generally accepteda model that derives from thinkers like
George I lerbert Meade, Bakhtin, and Vygotsky: our children start Out
very social and intertwined. Their little selves are not hermetically sealed
atoms but are rather deeply enmeshed or rooted in the important fig-
ures in their lives. We don't have to struggle to make children want to
connect with othersthey are naturally already connected. We don't
have to ban on the bathroom door to make them listen, feel part of, and
collaborate with the various people and cultural forces around them.
They may not want to listen to us but that doesn't make them private
and solipsistic. (In fact it's usually the private and solipsistic kids that
listen best to us teachers.) What this picture of human development
shows us is that separateness and autonomy are not qualities that chil-
dren start out with but rather qualities they only gradually achieve
often with struggle and setbacks throughout adolescence and young
adultho(ul. It can be a slow and difficult process for individuals to achieve
a certa.i a u t ot lomo IT, sense ot self such that they can think and do things

I.
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that are Iltsuppi (wed ot by the communits they teel part ot And it is writ-
ing, by the way, which is particularly powerful ac a medium to help
adolescents begin to learn to become a bit more reflective; able to con-
verse with themselves; not be so prey to cultural messages and peer stan-
dards and pressures.

I can give a concrete illustration of this psychological model: I find
that svhen I work with adults, college students, and high school students,
they are usually grateful when I show them various ways to use prit'ate
writingwhen I clear a lot of time and space and almost force them to
do writing that they will not show to me or anyone else. If they are not
already accustomed to using writing this way, they tend to experience
it as a release or even as empowering. But when I work with first grad-
ers, they are uninterested and unimpressed..lhey tend to want to share
everything they write. That is, ac we get older, we tend to work at sepa-
rating ourselves and sorting out what we choose as our ownand where
sse choose to fit in. It's a life task. The point of my digression into devel-
()Prilental Psych"logY, then, is this: if we move toward giving, as much
importance to writing as to readingfor example by sometimes invit-
ing initiators' autonomous writing from the student's own experience
rather than always having writing respond to readingwe can never-
theless trust that students will come to us with a strong social connect-
edness that we couldn't stamp out if we tried.

Ways to End the War and Create a More Productive
Interaction between Reading and Writing

There are some specific practices that kvill help reading and writing re-
inforce each other betterin both curriculum and teaching.

In curriculum, the important steps are obvious and can be quickly
described. First, we need more writing courses. When students are
polled, they usually ask for more writing courses. Second, we need more
of what are called "fifty-fifty courses": half reading and half writing. I lere
are some good examples in the curriculum at the University of Vermont:
"Writing Literary Criticism"; "Reading and Writing Nonfiction"; "Read-
ing and Writing Autobiography"; "Personal Voice"; "Writing The Now

Yorker." Some campuses have junior-level courses in the disciplines
("Writing in Physics" or "Writing in Anthropology") that ars really fitty-
fifty courses. Such courses are probably the most natural and fruitful
place tor reading and writing to mutually enhance each other: courses
svhere we go back and torth constantly between reading and writing and
neither activity is felt as simply a handmaiden to the other one.
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In teaching, there are various ways that reading and writing can learn
from each other Let me look more concretely now at some teaching prac-
tices to see interesting ways in which we can give more emphasis to
writing.

The obvious step is to assign more writing, but this leads to an obvi-
ous problem: it causes so much more work for us as teachers with all
those papers to grade and respond to. But we can largely avoid this prob-
lem if we learn to use writing in the varied and flexible ways we use
reading. For example, in most courses we have both required reading
and supplementary or suggested reading: texts we feel all students must
read and texts we expect diligent or interested students to read. We don't
ask or expect them all to do it. Yet we seldom take this approach with
writing.

In other words, whereas we usually have a spectrum of reading from
high stakes to low stakes, most teachers fall unthinkingly into the habit
of treating all writing as obligatory, high-stakes work. Writing is usu-
ally handled in such a way as to make it an unpleasant ordeal, even a
punishmentfor the students and the teacher. The flexible and varied
uses of reading mark of the respect and sophistication with which
we treat reading. We need to respect writing with similar flexibility
by also haying low-stakes, supplementary, and experimental writing
instead of being so rigid and one-dimensional about it.

Notice, above all, that we don't evaluate or xrade all the reading we
assign. It feels perfectly normal to assign lots of reading and only test or
evaluate or grade some of it. For the rest, we assume that if students don't
do it, they'll be less successful at the activities we do grade and evalu-
ate. But somehow teachers tend to assume they have to evaluate and
comment on every piece of writing they assign. Many breakthroughs in
our relation to writing occur when we learn to have a whole spectrum
of writing.from high stakes to low stakes:

A few pieces (as now) that we evaluate and count as important.

Some more informal pieces that we collect but only grade with a
checkor with check-plus and check-minus. Some of these might
function as drafts for evaluated pieces.

Some pieces that we collect but just read or even just glance over
and that's all.

Some pieces that are purely private to help students think to them-
selves about the reading or discussion or lectures. Sometimes we
devote some class time to this writing; sometimes we make it a jour-
nal assignment to be done as homework and just check periodi-
cally to make sure students are keeping them up.
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Some nonreq,:ired pieces that are "supplementary" or "suggested"
we read and give a briet comment to those pieces that are done
Even it relatively tew students do these pieces, there are striking
benefits not Only to those students hut in fact to the quality of the
class as a whole. There is a richer mix of voices in the conversa-
tionsome of them much more invested and authoritative.

More and more teachers are helping students learn more by getting
them to share their writing with each other, for example, in pairs or small
groups. It takes very little time for just sharingand a great deal is
learned. (It takes more time it we want students to give each other feed-
back, but that is not crucial. The greatest learning comes from the shar-
ing itself.) In addition, many teachers get students to contribute (say)
weekly to a computer conversation about the course materialif only
in a low-tech way where students simply go to the computer lab once a
week and add a few screens full to a class-conversation disk.

Similarly, teachers are learning flexible ways to publish student writ-
ing. 1,Ve can use a lab fee to pay for class publications; can ask students
to bring in twenty or so copies of something they have written. If I ask
for two pages, single-spaced, back-to-back on a single sheet, this is very
easy to manage, and therefore I can do it a number of times in a semes-
ter. Even in a class of one hundred students, we can ask them to bring
in just twenty copies of their piece in order to make publications of a
inure manageable size.

Publication of student writirw; flushes out some interesting assump-
tions about reading and writing, we take it for granted that students
should shell out money for reading, but some teachers are startled at the
thought of asking them to do the same for writing. But such money is
\Yell spent, and students usually appreciate the result. And when we
realize that students %yin have to pay for the publication of their writ-
ing, we tend to adjust our assignments in a helpful way: "Let's see. I low
can I frame an assignment that will lead to pieces of writing that other
students would actually want to read and benefit from?" This is a ques-
tion that cuts right to the heart of good pedagogy: how to connect our
material to their lives. The publication of student writing helps us here
because when students write for publication, they find connections we'd
never dream of.

It we brought to the evaluation ot student writing the critical sophis-
tication we take for granted in literary work, we wouldn't do so much
rigid and thoughtless nulkiitg or Nrading. That is, in literary study we
realize that there is no single, correct interpretation ot a te t, that even
the best critics cannot agree, and that it would be laughable to assign a
quantitative grade to a text (and certainly not one based on one quick
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reading late at night). Thus literary consciousness would help us get
away from assuming that we can immediately grade student writing
with quantitative scores of A, 13, C, and so forth. Grades of "strong,"
"medium," and "weak" would suffice. And by the end of the semester,
these crude grades, along with a portfolio, would "add up" or at least
point clearly to a final grade.

Writing as springboard. The conventional practice is almost always
to start with reading and then write in responsemaking the writing
serve the reading. But We can turn that around and write first and make
reading serve writing. Certain teachers at all levels are slowly learning
this approach. For example, teachers get students to write about an in-
tense mental experience and what it feels like inside their heads. They
use this as a springboard for reading some poems by Emily Dickinson.
l'he goal is not just to read and appreciate Dickinson better---though of
course that happens too--but to take student writing more seriously.
Students come at Dickinson more as peers, saying thing,, like, "She used
a metaphor in this way, but I decided to do it that way." When I had
trouble getting students to connect with Shakespeareputting hint "un-
der glass" as it werefor example, in reading The Tempcq, where
Prospero seems both hallowed vet unattractiveI started off by asking
my students to write informally abcait their most longstanding, unre-
solved grudge (fun in itself). When we turned to Shakespeare, students
were more invested and skilled in dealing with this ditlicult Prospero
and his grudge and the play. One of the main emphases in the powerful
"Writing-Across-the-Curriculum" movemelit is on helping students use
writing not just for demonstrating what they have learned but also for
the process of learning itself. Indeed many people call this the "Writ-
ing-to-Learn" movement.

Reading as springboard. I3ut writing doesn't have to come first to be
important. We can have readin.%; come first--and still serve writing. lhat
is, we can use the reading 1,, something to reply to, bounce oft of, or
borrow from. In this practice we are not tn, ing to make the writing "do
justice" to the reading or "get it right." We are inviting students to use
the reading as ,1 springboard to their own writing: to use the theme or
structure or spirit or energy of the text to spur their own writing. This,
atter all, is standard prat lice by writers (as I larold Bloom and others
show): to misread or misuse or distort the works of others a', a way to
citable your own writing.

his approach is particularly important in getting students to try out
imaginative pieces like those they are reading. Students are otten ner-
vous about vraing poems, stories, or dramatic scenes/dialogues. We
L an help them by borrowing themes or strui tures from the reading. For
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example a few key words or phrases from a poem can serve as a helpful
springboard or scaffold that will help students find a way to write a poem
or story of their own. Of course students need to be invited to treat imagi-
native writing as an experimentnot necessarily to finish or revise. I
don't feel I can grade these pieces, but I can require that they be done.

Making writing more central in yvhat was formerly just a "reading"
or literature course causes a major change in the wav students come at
the reading. They are braver, more lively, and more thoughtful. We read
differently when we read like a writer (see Charles Moran's classic ar-
ticle, "Reading Like a Writer"). Students come at purely analytic discus-
sions of texts in a much more shrewd and energetic way when they have
had a chance to try out some of the same kinds of writing in an experi-
mental, playful, nongraded way.

Rough drafts of reading. Students and colleagues would benefit enor-
mously from the kind of workshop activity I described earlier: where
students and teacher work together on texts that neither has seen be-
foreperiodically pausing during the process of reading to write out
how they are perceiving and reacting to the text. This process helps ev-
eryone see vividly how reading creates meaning by a process of gradual
and often collaborative and transformative negotiation.

None of these teaching practices can be called wild or visionary any
more. All are being used by teachers at all levels with all kinds of stu-
dents. And if we use them more, we will think of more ways to bring
reading and writing into a relationship of mutual support.

lo close, r ll evoke an imagea corrective paradigm for the relations
between reading and writing. Teachers of kindergarten and first grade
all around the country are demonstrating that writing is easier and more
natural than reading, and that writing is more useful than reading for
entrance into literacy. Their practice is based on a fact that is startling
but obvious, once demonstrated Tiny children can write before they can
read, call write more than they can read, and can write more easily than
they can read. For small children can yrite arlything then (an '-;(11/once
they know the alphabet and are shown the rudimentary trick of using
invented spelling. In fact the process works even with younger children
who don't know the alphabet. Even they can "write" ani/thing by just
making scribbles. Often they don't need to be taught; just ask them what
writing is and they'll do purposeful and meaningful scribbling. They'll
call it writing and they'll be able to read back to you what they "wrote"
(I farste, Woodward, and Burke).

In many classrooms around the country, kindergarteners and first
gradeN are not just writing stories but "publishing" their own books.
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Teachers and helpers t) pe up their s riting in conventional spelling to
go with the pictui es that the children drew with their writing, and then
these books are hound with cloth covers and become texts for reading.
We tend to have been brainwashed into thinking that reading conies first
and that reading is easier than writing, but the reverse is true. lt has been
demonstrated over and over that children get quicker understanding and
control of literacylanguage and textsthrough writin, than through
reading. Thus output precedes inputand prepc.res the way for input.
(People have done research comparing the stories that children in these
classrooms write and read. The stories they write are at a higher level of
development and sophistication than the stories they read.)

Of course, the effects of this approach were obvious once people like
Don Graves had the sense to figure it out: it vastly improves students'
skill and involvement in rcadinN. Students are much more excited and
competent when they read what they and their classmates have written
than when they read published books from the outside (especially basal
readers). They learn reading faster; they have a healthier stance toward
readinga stance that recognizes, "Hey, these things called books are
what we write. Let's read books to see what other people like us have
written." No longer do children think of books as something written by
a corporate, faceless "they"like arithmetic workbooks.

There is a much-told story of a reporter visiting one of these class-
rooms %vhere the first graders eagerly offer to show him some of their
books. "Have you really vritten a book?" the reporter asks one child with
a tone of condescending surprise. "I laven't you?" replies the child.

Just think how it would be if we and our students were more like these
first graders. They are so eager to read and to Nvrite; they are the happi-
est and most invested in their literacy of any students in the whole edu-
cational world. We can move decisively in that direction by ending the
priority of reading and giving more serious and playful priority to writ-
ingthrough bringing to writing some ot the flexible sophistication we
use in readingso that both processes reinforce each other as equals.
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18 Reading Lessons and Then
Some: Toward Developing
Dialogues between Critical
Theory and Reading Theory

Kathleen McCormick
University of I iartford

In Criticism and ILico/o.,0I, Terry Eagleton writes th....t "any particular act
of reading is conducted within a general set of assumptions as to the
ideological signification of reading itself within a social formation" (62).
While Carl Kaestle argues that there is "no way to summarize for a whole
society the significance of so commonplace and pervasive an activity as
reading" ("History of Literacy" 125), this essay attempts to articulate and
to bring into dialogue some of the dominant contemporary significations
of reading within the academy and to connect those significations to
larger relationships of power and knowledge within the Cu ltu re. In de-
veloping such connections, I will try to unravel the "ideological
significances" of which Eagleton speaks, probing beneath the apparently
banal, everyday skill or practice of reading. It is, as Foucault and others
have taught us, precisely in the details of the commonplace where the
ideological glue of a culture is to be found.

It has been widely noted that ways of conceiving reading within the
research community and ways of teaching reading have changed quite
dramatically over the last two decades. No longer is reading thought
to be simply a passive taking in of information; rather, it is now regarded
by most researchersand from a variety of disciplines and perspec-
tiyes--as a corn ple\, active process.'

Repeatedly, one hears from teachers and researchers from both the
political Lett and Right that reading is not simply an abstract skill, but a
social action which occurs in specific social circumstances. As Graff
writes, "there is . . . no trouble-free /one of reading" (5(i). Readers are
no longer thought to be mere blank slates but social beings v. ho approach
te\ ts with rich and varied backgrounds. Similarly, te\ ts are not so widely
depicted as static timtainers of meaning but rather as capable of being
read differently, depending on the reading conte t and the reader's back-
ground. As Anthony Easthope and lohn 1 hom pson note in a discussion

1.1 -ti
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ot literary theory "The past two decades have v itnessed what in the
natural sciences would be termed a paradigm shift The new para-
digm denies that the text exists 'in itself' apart from the way it is read in
a context of interpretation" (yii).'

And yet, despite the increasing emphasis on the reader's background,
on varying contexts of reading, and on reading as a process, the
"commonsensical," objectivist model which assumes that reading is a
skill and that texts "contain" information which skilled readers should
simply take in and "comprehend" correctly still dominates much teach-
ing and research. I low often, for example, is a student told, in virtually
any course on any subject, to first "read" a textbook, a novel, a histori-
cal document, a scientific study and then to go on to do something else
be it to write, answer questions, do problem setsas if "reading" %%ere
simply the taking in of information transparently coded inside a text?
Allan Bloom, in The Closing of Mc American Mind, adopts this position
when he argues that "a liberal education means reading certain gener-
ally recognized classic texts, just reading . . . not forcing them into
categories we make up" (344; emphasis mine), as if it were possible to
read from a neutral, category-free perspective. Even the genteel British
idiom that one goes up to university (or, at least, to one of the two older
universities) to ".read" a particular subject suggests a strong sense of
gaining knowledge and power bv means of the simple accumulation of
particular information contained within culturally sanctioned texts and
institutions. As Sharon Crowley argues:

rhe practice of reading pedagogy (called "teaching literature" in
Fnglish deNrtments) is generally "occulted" . . . at least after
students leave elementary school rhe practice ot teaching people
to read difficult and culturally influential texts is carried on, for the
most part, as though it were innocent of theory, as though it were a
knack that anyone could pick up by practicing it. (2(,)

There are at least three reasons why an alternative, more self-con-
sciously theoretical, and institutionally contextual ized model of reading
has had such difficulty taking hold. First, the discourse communities that
dominate reading instruction and research have not adequately
rethcoriied the reader as a social subject and the text as a social produc-
tion. They have, instead, fallen back on an objectivist model that privi-
leges the text or, clt the other extreme, embraces a subjective or
expressik'ist model which privileges the reader's personal response. Both
of these arproache,,otten unwittingly, WI I will argue throughout this
L,ssa \ take the reader and text out of the social context even while at-
tempting to argue for their placement within it. 11.-, Alan Sintield argues
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I-111w twin manoeuvers of bourgeois ideology construct two
dichotomies: universal versus historical and individual versus social.
In each case the first term is privileged, and so meaning is sucked
into the universal. individual polarity, draining it away from the
historical and the socialwhich ic where meaning is made by people
together in determinate conditions, and where it might be contested.
0411

Second, those who work in the areas where such retheorization of the
reader and text ha,. been most fully undertakenand I will argue that
this is primarily in the areas of literacy research in the United States and
in the predominantly British tradition of literary and cultural studies
have not vet developed a detailed translation of this retheorizing into
pedagogical practice.

And third, the diverse disciplines that contribute to reading research
and pedagogy have not vet engaged in the dialogue that is necessary to
interrogate critically the implications of their very different definitions
.of readers and texts. They are simply, in one sense, not "reading" each
other. In the absence of such dialogue, work in reading remains frag-
mented, and its transformatiye capacities, limited.

Whether or not OWN,' are conscious of it, however, teachers at all lev-
els are always teaching their students how to read. The different ways
students are asked to read imply particular values and be1iefs about the
nature of texts, the nature of readers as subjects of texts and as subjects
in the world, and about meaning and language itself. Yet, the dominant
ideological signification of reading often works against students' devel-
oping the capacity to think "critically" about what they read, as many
national assessments have demonstrated.' As one possible solution to
this apparent absence of "critical reading," students need to learn to lo-
cate the texts they read as \yell as themselves as reading subjects within
larger social contexts; in short, they need to be able to inquire into and
understand the interconnectedness of social conditions and the reading
and writing practices of a culture.'

To translate such goals into the classroom, however, one needs first
to have a clearly articulated theory of readers as social subjects. Men and
women are neither fully determined by the culture of which they are a
part nor simply individuals who can become "free" of the dominant
ideologies of that culture; rather, we are all, as Graeme Turner puts it,
balanced between social determination and autonomy (132). From such

perspet tive, one needs to recogni/e and communicate to students that
tlwv are both bite) iliscimiNC,. the product of the various competing and
otten contradit tory dis( ourses that permeate their culture (Morley,
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"Texts, Readers, Subjects" 164), and also a,vnts, capable not of transcend-
ing these discourses, but of negotiating, resisting, and taking action
within them. Second, one needs to have a well-articulated theory of
textuality ',oat sees a text not as a container of truth or universal signifi-
cance, but as something produced under specific material conditions and
repeatedly reproduced by different readersincluding studentsin
different conditions. In short, texts need to be seen as what Tony Bennett
and Janet Woollacott call "texts-in-use" (265)that is, products of "the
concrete and varying, historically specific functions and effects which
accrue to 'the text' as a result of the different determinations to which it
is subjected during the history of its appropriation" (Formalism and Marx-
ism 148). And those different textual "functions and effects" need to be
regarded not simply as the result of individual, personal interpretive acts;
rather, like texts and readers themselves, they need to be placed within
larger cultural context, so that their particular consequences and alli-
ances can be analyzed. Finally, once such retheorizing has been estab-
lished, one has to develop new pedagogical practices.

During the past two decades, work in literary and cultural studies
most particularly in Britain and more recently in Americahas accom-
plished such retheorizing of the reading subject and the text, hut such
work has only just begun to be translated into concrete pedagogics. By
entering into more active dialogue with other areas of reading that fo-
cus more specifically on pedagogy, literary and cultural studies can be-
gin to locate reading within the complex cultural contexts in which it
actually occurs.

The goal of this essay, therefore, is to begin to develop more active
dialogue among reading teachers and researchers and, particularly, to
encourage more of those in contemporary literary and cultural studies
to enter into the conversation about reading. In what follows, I will de-
velop a map of models of reading, grouping statements and positions
about the interactive nature of reading on the basis of the three distinc-
tive aspects of the reading situation that can be privileged: the text, the
reader, and the cultural context. There, too, I will identify participants
in this conversation as following either a ciNnilipc, expres,ipist, or social-
cultural model." I will argue that these' three approaches arc not d ia met ri-
cally opposed to each other, but may usefully be seen in dialectical
relationship. Each acknowledge,. the .riportance of the reader, the text,
and the larger social context in the reid ing situation, but each assigns
quite different significations to the terms. After developing this map, I
evill return to discuss literal.% and eultural theory ,ind pedagogy.
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The Cognitive Model

hathleen A leCormick

Since the development in the l %Os of the "mind's new science" of cog-
nitive psychology; the cognitive model of the reading process has been
the most influential in reading research and pedagogy, despite being,
in many ways, the most conflicted. While it is rooted in an objectivist
tradition, the insights of cognitive psychology over the past decade or
so, particularly in work done in "schema theory," repeatedly go beyond
the limits of "clean" empirical work. Schema theory argues that readers
comprehend new information by relating it to structures of informa-
tionor schematathat already exist in their memories. It emphasizes
the interactive nature of readingthe relationship between the reading
experience of a "real" reader and a textand, in particular, the impor-
tance of a reader's prior knowledge in making sense of texts (Anderson,
"Notion of Schemata"; "Schema-Directed Processes"; Rumelhart, "Build-
ing Blocks"; "Interactive Model"; Bransford and McCarrell; Spivey). As
Anderson notes, "the schema that \Yin be brought to bear on a text de-
pends upon the reader's age, sex, race, religion, nationality, occupation
in short, it depends upon the reader's culture" ("Role" 374-75). Schema
theory, therefore, can help to locate the reader as a subject-in-history and
the text as a "text-in-use," and it is at these pointsdeveloping a
historicized theory of the reader and the textthat a potential for dia-
logue exists between schema theory and contemporary cultural studies.

Despite this potential, however, the objectivist convictions of cogni-
tive psychology that language is a transparent means of communicat-
ing facts about the world and that knowledge is directly embodied in
texts repeatedly redirect the focus of schema theory away from broader
cultural analysis and toward a study of the "appropriate" schemata nec-
essary for readers to possess in order to "comprehend" a text "correctly."
Ihus, while schema theory, at least theoretically, understands the com-
plexity and richness of schemata, it repeatedly oversimplifies them in
its experimental analyses, thus diminishing its potential for significantly
changing the dominant ways in which reading is taught. On the surface,
schema theory should, as Willinsky suggests, help to develop "more
active roles" for readers in the classroom (77). In fact, however, it tends
rather to reproduce traditional roles in students who must passively
accept from their teachers the "appropriate" background knowledge so
that they can understand texts "correctly." Let us look, tor example, at
some recent revisions of basal readers which are intormed by schema
theory.

Using re,,earch done in ,,chema theory on the importance ot reader,'
background knowledge, kabel Beck and Nlargaret NIcKeown revked the
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questions and information surrounding the story "The Raccoon and Mrs.
McGinnis," a story in a basal reader designed for seven-year-olds. Al-
though this story is taught in the primary grades, the reading lessons it
teaches students are relevant to college teachers because these lessons
continue to impinge on students' reading habits. The story is about a
woman, Mrs. McGinnis, who one night wishes on a star for a barn for
her animals. That night, bandits come to steal her animals, but they are
frightened by a raccoon (presumably because of its mask) that conies to
her doorstep each night looking for food. In their haste to get away, they
release the animals and drop a bag of money. The raccoon picks the bag
up and drops it on Mrs. McGinnis's doorstep while searching for food.
Mrs. McGinnis finds the money, assumes that her wish has been granted,
and builds the barn for her animals.

Beck and McKeown's goal was to "activate" or "establish" "relevant
background knowledge prior to reading" and to "highlight . events
that were most important to the development of the story" in order to
"facilitate comprehension" (67). The\ argue that the "key" background
knowledge necessary to have when reading this story is an understand-
ing of the concepts of "coincidence" and "habit." Thus, they emphasized
these two concepts to students to try to prevent students from develop-
ing a "faulty interpretation" (70) of the story which would ascribe in-
tentionality to the raccoon (fig-70).

What definitions of reading, "background knowledge," and te\ tuality
inform this pedagogy? Beck and McKeown clearly regard reading as the
"correct" comprehension of a te\ t, and their primary teaching objet live
Vs to facilitate correct comprehension. Fhis objectivist definition of read-
ing overrides their attempt to make reading more "interactive" and to
draw on students' prior knowledge. ¶-ti nix they conceive of reading as a
difficult skill, students are assumed to need continual, intrusive prompts
to get them through a story. Further, although thee talk about the im-
portance of students' background knowledge and although this knowl-
edge is central to schema theory, Beck and McKeown do not actually
ever allow students to use what might possibly be their own very varied
backgrow id knowledge to read the story because, to do so, they would
have to acknowledge that the story could be read in multiple ways. The
objectivist niodel, which they take up more unilaterally than the schema
theory from which their work derives, cannot admit this possibility.

Yet one can also imagine a pedagogical conte\ t in which a diversity
of schemata could be brought to bear on Beck and McKeown's students'
reading of I he Raccoon and Mrs. NIcGinia,." I et us IIY-411fiC 111,11111011V

ot the students reading the story have read ,1 lair mnount ot children's
literature and are used to reading (or listening to) stories in vhith lank

J
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engines talk, rabbits %year clothes and regularly steal vegetables from
their neighbors' gardens, and animals in general are presented as sen-
tient beings. From this perspective, it would not only be perfectly plau-
sible to imagine that the raccoon intentionally left the money on the
xvoman's doorstep, but it would probably be difficult not to assume this.
Nonetheless, as the study demonstrates, students by the age of seven
can understand that raccoons are simply creatures of habit, and, in fact,
they may differentiate between the raccoons that come to their doorsteps
and those they read about in books.

A teacher might attempt to draw on this rich background ! nowledge
involving the children's familiarity with story conventions and their
general understanding of animal behavior. For example, rather than try-
ing to inundate students before their reading with enough "prior" in-
formation to prevent them from seeing the raccoon as a sentient being,
teachers could let students develop different readings ot the raccoon and
the story in general, introducing, in the context of the discussion, the
concepts of habit and coincidence, not to get students to an "enhanced
comprehension" of the "correct meaning" of the text, but to diccuss with
them how the story changes if the raccoon is or is not seen ac intentional.
This kind of discussion would both draw on and enrich students' sche-
mata.

Another schema that this story employs that might well be activated
in students, but which is not acknowledged by Beck and McKeown, is
poverty. For the story is "about" Mrs. McGinnis's lack of money as much
as it is about coincidence. Surely, many children Yho live in poverty
and a sizable number in the middle classwill have heard their parents
"wish upon a star" to have money to buy food, winter clothing, toys, a
car, a house. For students with this background knowledge, the key point
that Beck and McKeown are trying to emphasizethat Mrs. McGinnis's
bag ot money appeared completely by chancemax' represent much
more than all abstract lesson in learning about coincidence. Reading the
raccoon as intentional may suggest that some cosmic (or social) force for
good exists which takes care of people vhen they need help, and this
reading might, therefore, be comforting for a child who hopes that his
or her own family might be left a bag of money. In contrast, the reading
ot the raccoon as merely a creature .1t habit rather than a force tor good
might suggest the unlikelihood of anyone's wishes upon stars actually
coming true.

I do not bring ur these two examples to suggest that a "better" read-
ing ol the storx would see the lat won as intentional, but to illustrate the
way', iii which Beck and McKeown's pedagogy limits what it is suppos-
edly trying to enhancestudents' acti e participation by the at tivation
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and development of schemata. To develop any reading of a text, one puts
the text in particular contexts. Yet, surely, the children's literature schema
and the poverty schema might be seen as being important to this story,
at least as important as I-he coincidence schema. By assuming that the
context in which thev set the story leads to the "correct" reading of it,
Beck and McKeown are presenting a view of texts as complete in them-
selves and as containing one meaning which the reader needs to get
"right." Further, they are discountingin fact, they do not even allow
forthe possibility of students bringing in any background information
that could support an alternative reading of th,! story. Thus, far from
leading to more active participation, Beck and McKeown's revisions of
the basal reading questions further delimit the range of students' pos-
sible reactions to the story.

This kind of readinc: lesson, which follows what Paulo Frei re calls the
"banking system" of education, is a part of most students' history, and
these lessons often persist well into college in courses in which students
are expected to stare at the pagewhether it is a physics textbook or a
Wordsworth poemand get it right. In part, pedagogics slide back intO
an objectivist model because that model is so powerful, and it is the one
that has dominated perspectives on reading. The entry of more radically
alternative perspectives that can fill in the more complex aspects of
schema theory, however, has the potential to take reading pedagogies
in quite different directions, and it is to one of these perspectives, one
that privileges the reader, that I now turn.

The Expressive Model

"Expressivist" theories emphasize the richness and uniqueness of stu-
dents' backgrounds and encourage them to develop their own "indi-
vid ual" and "authentic" responses to texts. Expressivist models of
reading are also widely seen as an alternative to objectivist, especially
cognitively based, models because, since they focus primarily on the role
of the reader, they motivate the development of innovative, student-cen-
tered pedagogics that encourage "active" learning.

It was not until the reader-response movement of the 1970swhen
Louise Rosenblatt's pioneering work of the 1930s finally received the
recognition it deservedthat the stuov of reading in the United States
was brought actively into the area of university and high school litera-
ture teaching. Reader-response criticism manifested itself as a power-
ful alternative to the more objectivist model of reading established by
New Criticism (see Fish 42-43). Rosenblatt emphasiied the active and

ri r
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individual nature of reading, when she wrote: "Every time a reader ex-
periences a work of art, it is in a sense created anew. Fundamentally,
the process of understanding a work implies a re-creation of it" (Litera-
ture as Explonition 113; see also Fish 28; Holland 340; Iser 119; Bleich, Sub-
iectiz,e Criticism 18).

Reader-response critics recognized that a theory which argues for the
active nature of the reader necessarily problematizes the objective sta-
tus of the text. But while these critics were able to say what the text was
notan objective container of meaningthey were never able to articu-
late what it was, other than a projection of the reader. Fish, for example,
poses this question: If one contends that "formal units are always a func-
tion of the interpretative model one brings to bear, they are not 'in' the
text ... [then] what is that act ;of reading] an interpretation of?" (164
65). He acknowledges that he is unable to answer this question but argues
that "neither ... can anyone else" (165). And, within reader-response
criticism, at least, he was correct (see, for example. Holland 40; Iser ix;
Rosenblatt, "Transactional" 39). Such speculations about the text are
unable to supplant the objectivist model of reading, however, not only
because they are vague, but also because they are seen as applying pri-
marily to literary reading rather than to the reading of texts in general.

Nonetheless, the willingness of reader-response critics to challenge
the status of The texteven in the absence of a clear reconception of it
d id lead to the development of new teaching practices ill which litera-
ture lVati no longer seen as a body of privileged texts whose meanings
students must "understand correctly" but rather as what Langer calls
"a horizon of possibilities" (Lihrature Instruction 37) in which students
are free to respond personally and emotionally. The importance of the
reader-response movement in democratizing the teaching of literature
cannot be overestimated. By asking students "Is there a text in this class?"
as Stanley Fish did, reader-response teachers were seemingly able to give
students the authority to create their own texts. David Bleich's develop-
ment of a pedagogy centered on the "response statement"an informal
essay in which students record "the perception of a reading experience
and its natural, spontaneous consequences, among which are feelings,
or affects, and peremptory memories of thoughts, or free associations"
(Subjectire 147)was perhaps the single, most innovative meth-
odology for literary reading and writing in the last two decades. In the
United States, most approaches to teaching literature in the schools and
in many colleges and universities use some adaptation of Bleich's re-
sponse statement. And vet, %yhile response pedagogy appears to give
,,tudenk a voice, it Call also leave them unaware ot the determinant', Oi
that voice and, therefore, powerless either to develop or interrogate it.
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Over the last two decades, critics and teachers have attempted to de-
velop a somewhat fuller sense of the socially constructed nature of both
the reader and the text in order to help students begin to understand
and interrogate the determinants of their voices.' These modifications
of "subjective criticism" (to use the title of one of Bleich's early books)
are only partially successful, however, because they are working from
an inadequately developed theory of the reader and the text in history.
To illustrate this inadequate accommodation of expressivist views be-
tween reading and social constructivism, let us look at an example which
attempts, but ultimately seems to fail, to develop within students a sense
of their own social construction: Sylvia White and Ruie Pritchard's ac-
count of teaching Huckleberry Finn to students in the American South.

Vhite and Pritchard attempt to encourage their students to see not
only that readings of texts change over time but that their own beliefs
and values--which, as they learned in the first lesson, are culturally pro-
ducedshould help them in determining which particular reading they
will take up. However, since they neither introduce students to dis-
courses that would enable them to examine the social and cultural fac-
tors that helped to determine their reading of the booknor to a theory
of the reader and text in historytheir students seem unable to perform
the kind of analyses White and Pritchard ask of them. In the end, the
contradictory combination of an expressive theory of the reader and an
objectivist theory of the text appeared to win out, at least in the student
\vhose essay White and Pritchard quote as exemplary:

'Fhe book 1fuck Finn shouldn't be causing so much trouble I mean
the man is dead that wrote it. I'm black myself and it don't bother
me because 1 know it all happened I mean he was writing a novel
and his intention was to be realistic and so therefore he had to write
it as it is. , Even if Mark Twain was being prejudiced what
difference would it make now the man is dead. It couldn't have
bothered people hack in those days because Most Sla yes didn't know
any better. The same stuff that was in it 100 years ago is in it now
why all of a sudden they want to do something like this.... I don't
see nothing wrong with teaching it to children as a matter ot fact
teel like they should know how their ancestors lived. (210)

This student's view of the text is clearly objectivist: "the same stuff that
%vas in it 100 years ago is in it now''; he does not seem to be aware that
texts can be read differently in different historical formations (the point
of this assignment); nor does he question one might read it differ-
ently in the 1980s than when it was first written. Further, he does not
appear consciously to recogni/e that readers will reproduce texts d if-
terently in difterent historical circumstances, although he implies this
by suggesting that the novel today can teach students about how their

"1
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ancestors lived. But why does he think Twain's "prejudice" would not
matter today, particularly when many peopleblack and whiteas-
sume that it does matter? White and Pritchard argue that this student is
an example of "self-dependent learner[s1" in whom "the ideas emerge
from the students' personal knowledge of their own beliefs and values,
cis well as from the information the novel is presenting to them" (210).
flowever, because this student has been given no explicit guidance on
how to interrogate or even understand his own beliefs and values, the
opinions he offers on the book's reception are not contextualized. While
this assignment attempts to establish broader social contexts for re-
sponse, like most reader-response approaches, it finally appeals to stu-
dents' native capabilities, assuming that it is enough if students have
"personal knowledge of their own beliefs and values" (210). But as
Willinsky writes of the expressive tradition:

The question that remains is whether students are prepared for
handling the difference between the literacy they have begun to
work with, in which they pursue their own meaning, and the reading
espected of them outside the classroom, in which they are sent
hunting for the meanings of others. (87).

The capacity of the expressivist model of reading to challenge the
objective-cognitive model, therefore, is limited for three reasons. First,
it has not developed a theory of the text that is powerful enough to re-
place the dominant, commonsensical objectivist notion of a text as a con-
tainer of meaning. Second, while this model claims to focus on the reader
and while it does, in practice, allow readers to respond "freely" to texts,
because it conceives of readers primarily as "individuals" rather than
social subjects, it does not investigate or require students to investigate
the social conditions underlying their responses to texts any more than
the cognitive model. Third, the impact of this model on the reconcep-
tion of reading is limited because it is relegated primarily to the realm
of literary reading and does not generalize well to reading other kinds

f

The Social-Cultural Model

I turn now to the sodal-cultural model ot reading. While various read-
ing theorists contend that the reader's social context is important, con-
temporary literacy researchershistorians, educational specialists,
anthropologists who study reading in the contexts of broader issues of
litcrdiv dnd educationore the' (wily group of explicitly defined "read-
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ing researchers" who seriously study social context) "' They have argued
that even to grasp what literacy is "inevitably involves social analysis"
because one needs to explore "the functions that the society in question
has invented for literacy and their distribution throughout the populace"
(Scribner 72). Far from being an abstract skill, in this model, literacy is
"a social process" (Willinskv 6; Barnes and Barnes 34; Heath 355), "a
complex of actions that take place inside a web of social relationships
and social assumptions" (Resnick and Resnick, "Varieties" lg2). In such
a view, the "essence" of reading is "reconstructing a text on the basis of
a reader's cultural resources" (Barnes and Barnes 48)."

Reading, from this perspective, is seen not as a narrow task performed
primarily in school to "comprehend" or learn, hut as something done
all the time and in all kinds of rich contexts. Often drawing on the tradi-
tion of semiotics, literacy researchers are beginning to study the read-
ing of all kinds of textsfrom price labels to stop signs, recipes,
newspapers, and junk mail (see Heath 352-56; Barnes and Barnes 43).
Further, many, such as Shirley Brice Heath, inquire specifically into read-
ers' motivations for reading, asking such questions as "Where, when,
how, for whom, and with what results are individuals in different so-
cial groups of today's highly industrialized society using reading and
writing skills?" and "How have the' potentialities of the literacy skills
learned in school developed in the yes of today's adults?" (350).

While Scribner points out that literacy is not necessarily -the primary
impettl,, for significant and lasting economic or social change" (75), many
literacy researchers advocate the development of a reading capacity in
which reader,' are not only functionally or culturally literate, but are what
Henry Giroux calls "critically literate" (TII Col if and ReSisiallie 226). This
approach marks a distinctive break with the impoverished sense of so-
cial context found in both cognitive and expressiyist models of reading.
Critical literacy consists not only of being able to comprehend the texts
one reads or to link them with one's own personal worlds. Rather, to be
a critically literate reader is to have the knowledge and ability to per-
ceive 'lie interconnectedness of social conditions and the reading and
writing practices of a culture, to be able to analyze those conditions and
practices, and to possess the critical and political awareness to take ac-
tion within and against them. Suzanne de Castel] and Allan Luke, for
\ ample, argue that

In liberal-democratic sue pantie ipation in the politicaf prow,
implies not onl \ the ability to operate etfectively within emsting
soe id] and economic systems, but also to make rational and inlormed
uidgonionts about the desirability of those systems thonised \ es.
("Pefining iteracy 171; see also Shun 37, I iston 144

s.
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The capacity to make rational and informed judgements about the world
is largely a reading capacity, and, while it can be taught to students in a
variety of forums, the primary one should be in their reading lessons.
For, if students are to learn how to read the world critically, they must
be given access to discourses that can allow them to analyze that world,
discourses that can enable them to explore the ways in which their own
reading acts, as well as the texts of their culture, are embedded in com-
plex social and historical relations.

But what form of pedagogy is to follow from this third model? I, of
course, recognize that teaching practices are not necessarily directly con-
nected to a particular theoretical orientation. As Knoblauch notes, the
relationship between the two is "properly dialectical, each term condi-
tioning and reshaping the other" (126), and vet certain practices can be
privileged by a particular theoretical perspective. Understandably, vir-
tually all who work within the social-cultural model are critical of any
model of reading that regards reading simply as a skill or of textbooks
that seek to decontextualize texts from the particular conditions of their
use (Resnick and Resnick, "Varieties" 192; Barnes and Barnes 43-50; de
Caste II and Luke, "Models" 10(1-5). But the expressivist model is also
inadequate. For, while the development of "subjective" readings of texts
is important, personal engagement is not enough if students are to learn
to read and negotiate the diversity of texts of the culture.

Freire argues that one needs to develop "problem-posing" practices
in which "the teacher is no longer merely the-one-who-teaches, but one
who is himself taught in dialogue with the students, who in turn while
being taught also teach" (Pedago.vi 67), and he prefers this wav of teach-
ing to the "banking method" of education in which the teacher simply
"deposits" information into students (Pedavgy 58). This dichotomY,
however, is somewhat less helpful than it initially appears. As Kathleen
kVei ler a rgues:

Freire's svork is based on a deep respect for students and
teachers as readers of the world, the conscienti/ation he describes
takes place in a relatively unproblematic relationship between an
unidentified liberators' teacher and the equally abstractly oppressed.
Hie tensions ot the lived subjectivities of teachers and students
located in a particular society and defined by e\ isting meanings of
race, gender, se \ ual orientation, cic1, and other social identities are
not addressed tw Freire. (321))

I n the absence of clearly defined theories of the subjectivities of teach-
ers and students, it is possible for the social-cultural model to result in
pedagogics that follow either an authoritarianism similar to that devel-
oped by the objectivi,,t model or a valorization of the individual that is
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characteristic of the expressivist model. There is, however, another tra-
dition to consider. It is the work done on theories of the subject and theo-
ries of the text within cultural studies. Like all the voices heard thus far,
it has multiple registers, and vet there are distinct aspects of it that can
contribute significantly to the development not only of a theory of read-
ing, hut of practical pedagogics on all levels of reading education that
can effectively challenge the objectivist model and that can truly repre-
sent reading to students as a deeply imbedded cultural act.

The "Reader" in Cultural Studies

Cultural studies has grown out of the varied strands of British and Eu-
ropean Marxism which stress the constructed or determined nature of
social practice. Raymond Williams argues that determination needs to
be construed as the "setting of limits" and the "exertion of pressures,"
mediating carefully between primitive deterministic models often asso-
ciated with Marxism and liberal models of autonomous human behav-
ior. Within cultural studies, there has been a reaction against determinist
positions that regard audiences as powerless subjects merely "spoken"
by the cultural discourses that traverse them. Arguing against the tex-
tual determinism made most popular by "ccreen theory" (MacCabe),
Stuart Hall, Paul Willemen, and David Morley, among others, have con-
tended that readers are not simply the "subject of the text," but also "so-
cial subjects" who live in a particular social formation and who are
immersed in a N'arietv of complex cultural systems, of which a text is only
a single component (Hall 13(1-38; Willemen 48; Morley, "Texts" 170-71).
While texts are thought to encourage readers to construct a "preferred"
meaning, it has been argued that most readers will, to some extent, cre-
ate a "negotiated" version of a text which contains both "adaptive" and
"oppositional" elements (Hall 137). Recognizing that readers are bal-
anced between determination and autonomy and that they will construct
meaning differently depending on their particular knowledge and back-
ground has led within cultural studies to significant developments in
theories of subjectivity, particularly in the areas of television and film
spectatorship, as the reader/viewer has come to be regarded as an ac-
tive, potentially resistant agent.':

A number of these developments have recently begun to be extended
to various classroom situations and pedagogical pl actices. Many teach-
ers are currently arguing that, if students are to become active makers
of meaning of texts, they must also be given access to discouNes that
can help them experience their own readings of textscP, they make the
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text address their contemporary historical conditionas a process of
production in dialectical relation to other readings in the past.' ' Yet, fre-
quently, teachers working from a social-cultural perspective do not nec-
essarily imagine that they are primarily teaching students reading
capabilities, and, consequently, it is possible that the reading lessons they
give students will seem (both to the students and perhaps to the acad-
emy at large) to be particular to certain "special interests," rather than
crucial for all forms of reading. Let us look at two examplesfrom a
cross-cultural perspective and a social-psychoanalytic perspective
which, despite their differences, converge in their positions that (1) to
"read" texts or the world, one must attempt to situate them within the
complex cultural and historical contexts in which they have been pro-
duced and received, that neither texts nor readers are static entities but,
rather, are produced and reproduced in different social contexts; and that
(2) different readings of texts have consequences. In these two examples,
I want to focus primarily on the ways in which teachers develop new
pedagogics to help translate theoretical insights into particular practices
that students themselves can enact and from which they can learn.

Greg Sarris has developed a pedagogy for his American Indian lit-
erature class in which, in one class period, he tells his predominantly
white, middle-class students a story that was originally told to him by
his Porno elders and, in the next class period, asks them to retell the story.
The assignment is meant both to "engage the life experiences of the stu-
dents" (174) and to "enable students to scrutinize their experiences or
what constitutes their assumptions" (174). In asking students to become
conscious of how they retold the storywhat omissions they made, what
they emphasized, etc.the assignment is set up from the start so that
students do not see reading as either a task in which a reader "faithfully"
reproduces a text or simply responds subjectively. This assignment, in
many ways, bears striking similarity to cognitive experiments; unlike
most of the cognitive researchers, however, Sarris is truly interested in
pursuing the cultural underpinnings of differences between student
readings of the story and those readings that would have been preferred
in the story's oriOnal Indian community.

The differences between a student's story and the original do not in-
dicate "wrong" readings, but readings from a different cultural perspec-
tive. Reading, in this context, is seen by students as a social act. In
scrutinizing their reproductions of the story, students begin to recognize
and analyze some ot the ways in which their own subjectiyi ties are con-
structed by middle-class American culture (17S). They also become con-
scious of the di f t(2rences between the conditions in which the text wa',
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written and those in which it was reproduced by them: "What began as
a dialogue across white middle-class American culture and that of
Kashava Porno culture became a larger dialogue across other texts and
American Indian cultures associated with those texts" (175). Thus they
see that they, as readers, are socially constructed subjects, that texts are
also constructed in particular social contextswhich may be quite dif-
ferent from their own and which they may need to studyand that dif-
ferent ways of telling stories have consequences."

From an apparently very different perspectivepsychoanalytic
theoryPatricia Donahue and Ellen Quandahl also develop a culturally
situated reading pedagogy. They use Freud's case study of Dora as both
a model of the reading process and as the text students read and write
about's Although the reading lessons they provide to their students
occur in a different context from that described by Sarriswith "basic
studies" students, most of whom are African American, Hispanic, and
Filipino, and with a very different kind of textlike Sarris, their peda-
gogy also introduces students to the notion that, as readers, they are
socially constructed, but that they have agency, that texts are produced
in determinate conditions and reproduced by readers under other de-
terminate conditions, and that %vays of reproducing texts have conse-
quences.

As the students read and reread the case history, first to try to put it
in chronological order, then to explore the "insights and blindnesses"
of the text, and then to rewrite a conversation between Freud and Dora
from Dora's perspective, they learned that "to interpret is to look from
a point of view" and that "no reading"whether Freud's or their own
"is comprehensive, identical with the original" (645, 646). So, while they
learn that it %vas impossible to be completely "faithful" to the text, these
students do not simply revel in the subjective capacity of readers to in-
terpret texts differently. They, like Sarris's students, begin to examine
the conditions of the text's production, considering "Freud's point of
view as a product of his training as a psychoanalyst, his experience as a
nineteenth-century mak, husband, and father, and his commitment to
certain perspectives" (646). The students, as Donahue and Quandahl
write, "had to situate Freud's text . . . ill contexts of history, gender, and
discipline, and see it a', a construct that is cultural as well as personal"
(646). While these students did not have to develop in detail their own
interpretations of Dora," the assignments are clearly organized to help
students recogni/e that their readings, no less than Freud's, must also
be situated in broader cultural contexts. And, when the students rewrote
a -session" t rom Dora's point ol view, they examined the consequences
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of certain ways of reading over others: "[Mlany of their Doras were criti-
cal and angry with Freud" (646). Finally, the assignments were designed
to create "the possibility of a dignified, university-level curriculum ...
for poorly prepared students" (644). While the students were not de-
meaned by workbook drills, neither were they coddled into believing
that their readings were valuable just because they were their own.
Rather, they were given explicit instruction"we left little to chance"
(647)in a particular wav of reading that enabled them to learn to ap-
proach texts with confidence (647)."

In order for such pedagogics to impact upon the way reading is de-
fined and taught, however, they need to be seen, not as somehow pecu-
liar to special interest groups or as relevant only to particular kinds of
texts in particular kinds of courses, but ac part of what it is to read a text
of any kind from a critical perspective. Although 1 certainly do not ad-
vocate that culturally informed theories of the reader and the text be
taught wholesale to all students, I do believe that such theories need to
be seen as being as automatically relevant as cognitive or expressivist
theories 1,vhen it is time to develop pedagogics for the teaching of read-
ing in the schools and the universities. While so often the schools and
the universities seem quite separate, it is primarily the research carried
on in the colleges and universities that drives the reading lessons stu-
dents are given in the schools. If feminists, theorists of race and gender,
and cultural studies teachers and researchers in the universities were to
begin to engage in more active dialogue with the developers of reading
programs and the teachers who have to teach studentsvoung and
older"how" to read, it might be possible to begin to change the domi-
nant significations of reading in the schoolsso that more students could
begin to learn to read the world simultaneously with learning to read
the word, so that readers can begin to see themselves as interdiscursiye
subjects, to see texts as always "in use," and to recognize that different
ways of reading texts have consequences.

Notes

I. l'Or developments in Britain see, for e \ ample, C. B. Cox and Rhodes
litivson's Paper 1975 on education; the report ot the National Curriculum
Fnglish I\ orking (;roup, popularly called "the Cox report," and discussimis of
it in Criti«t1 Quarterly 32.4 (1990) by Colin MacCabe and Simon Frith. For devel-
opments in the U.S., see essavs collected in lames R. Squire's The Dynanth.!, of
I 11110INC rill )1111%:: I tarry Singer and Robert li. Ruddell's Theoretical Alodels and

ote,,e, 01 ReadnN: Judith A. I ,inger's I net at tire In, ly in Non; Su/ antic de Lastell,

.;
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Allan Luke, and Kieran Egan's Literacy, Soctety, and Schooling: Nancy L. Stein's
Literacy in American Sehool!;; and John Willinskv's The New Literacy.

2. See, for example, statements from such different theoretical orientations
as those by Charles A. Perfetti, "Reading Acquisition and Beyond" 58; Louise
Rosenblatt, Liteniture as Exploration 32; Suzanne de Caste 11 and Allan Luke, "De-
fining 'Literacy' in North American Schools" 173-74; David Morley, "Texts,
Readers, Subjects" 171.

3. For such arguments in the field of education, for example, see Willinskv
65-91; Smith; Goodman; Mills; Walkerdine; and Hirsch. In psychology, see
Bransford; Anderson; Rumelhart; and Crawford and Chaffin. In literacy, see
Barnes and Barnes; Resnick and Resnick; Heath; and Szwed. In literature, see
Durant et al.; Rosenblatt; Bleich; Fish; Holland; Iser; Donahue and Quandahl;
and Rocklin.

4. See, for example, Langer; NAEP; Bloom; I lirsch; Anderson et al., Becom-
ing; and Giroux.

5. See Langer; Giroux; Shor; Freire and Macedo; Barnes and Barnes; Resnick
and Resnick; and de Caste 11 and Luke.1 should note that "critical literacy" should
not be confused with "critical thinking, which generally assumes that objectifiable
truths exist in the world and that one can evaluate arguments solely on the ba-
sis of their logic, purpose, and lack of bias." See, for example, the essays antholo-
gized in Golub et al., Activities to Promote Critical Tlnnking.

6. My organization roughly follows James Berlin's typology of rhetorics of
writing instruction (Berlin, "Rhetoric and Ideology"), except that I argue that
there is more potential overlap among these approaches to reading than Berlin
necessarily suggests in his discussion of approaches to writing, and I will sug-
gest that they exist on a continuum and in dialogic relation to one another. This
continuum also represents the likely chronology of a student's reading lessons
trom elementary school through college, and two of the many questions I will
be raising are about the institutional reasons for Yhy particular theories domi-
nate particular educational sites and how it might he possible to get more ex-
change among positions at different points in students' education.

7. Most agree that cognitive science was officially recognized in 1956 at the
Symposium on Information Theory held at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (See Gardner 28).

8. As Dykstra notes, there arc over 1,000 articles published per year on read-
ing (quoted in Willinskv 16(1), and in the United States, funding for empirical
research on reading outstrips research on writing by a ratio of 100 to 1. More-
over, the textbook industry for teaching reading that grows out of this research
is massively profitable. Anderson comnwrits that "an entire basal reading pro-
gram would make a stack of books and papers tour feet high" (Becoming 35). It
has been estimated that "basal" reading "programs" books or "readers" de-
signed to teach children reading in the United States, organized by grade level
from kindergarten through eighth gradeare used in 90 percent of all reading
classrooms for 90 per( en t of their instructional time (Shannon, quoted in
Willinskv 163).

9. See, tor example. Fish's discussion of "interpretive communities";
I ettcrley's ,ilid sis oi the "resisting reader"; and the essays collettefl in Nellns's.
I deviant t' in the Clii,,r00111.
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10. See, for example. the essays collected in Kintgen, Kroll, and Rose's Per-
spectives on Literacy; de Castel], Luke, and Egan's Literacy, Society, and Schooling;
and Beach and I lynds's Decehqiing Discourse Practices in Adolescence aml Adult-
hood.

11. Again, I wish to emphasize that the models I am setting out are on a con-
tinuum. When, t.or example, Barnes and Barnes argue that "learning to read in-
cludes the whole of the reader's understanding of the world" (51), they are not
in conflict with models developed by Smith, Goodman, or reader-response crit-
ics, and in principle at least, many cognitive psychologists would probably agro-
with them; however, these researchers actually attempt to analyze the reader's
"world." They recognize, following Paulo Freire, the need for the teacher to
understand and speak to the actual conditions in which the learner exists: "words
should be laden with the meaning of the people's existential experience, and not
of the teacher's experience" (Freire and Macedo, Literacy 35). And they see their
goal in teaching literate behavior as enabling students to develop the capacity
to transfinan that world, not simply to be able to function within it.

12. See, for example, Morley. Nationwide and Family Television 43; Hobson
"I lousewives," Crossroads; Pribram 5; and Masterman 30,

13. See, for example Eugene K. Garber's "'My Kinsman, Major Molineux':
Some Interpretive and Critical Probes," in Nelms 83-104; James Butterfield's
"Seventh Graders Making Meaning: A Ilistorical Approach to Ray Bradbury,"
in Nelms 121-28; Kyle Fiore and Nan Elsasser's "'Strangers No More': A
Liberators' Literacy Curriculum," in Kintgen et al. 286-99; Sharon CrosYlev's A
Teacher's Introduction to Deconstruction; the essays collected in C. Mark Hurlbert
and Samuel Totten's Social Issues in the English Classroom; Kathleen McCormick's
The Culture of Reading and the Teiwhing of English; and Kathleen McCormick, Gary

alter, and Linda Flower's Reading Texts.
14. For a similar type of cross-cultural reading lesson, see Walter I lesford's

"Overt Appropriation."
I 3. Donahue and Quandahl do clearly mark themselves as teaching reading,

perhaps, in part, because they are working with "basic studies" students who
are generally perceived as needing instruction in reading.

16. The authors note that had the quarter not beets ending, this could have
been the basis for a fourth project (64o).

17. For examples ot other uses of psychoanalytic pedagogy for similar ends,
see McGee; Jas.; Brooke.
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19 Teaching in the Contact Zone:
The Myth of Safe Houses

Janice M. Wolff
Saginaw Valley State University

some other where
alchemists mumble over pots.
their chemistry stirs
into science. their science
freezes into stone.

--L twine Clifton (from "Quilting" 3)

As teachers, we sometimes see ourselves as alchemists, trying for the
right mix; sometimes as scientists, classifying, typing, ordering the chaos
of the classroom. But often, the work in the laboratory places us in a most
unsettling environment, attempting to produce good teaching. Lucille
Clifton recognizes the dangers of such "pseudo-science" and points out
the stony results of such endeavor. The story that follows is a journey of
a teacher into alchemy, the search for gold, for a "contact zone," for a
"safe house" in which to teach.

Three authorities influenced and continue to influence my alchemy:
Mary Louise Pratt and her contact-zone theory; Henry Giroux's critical
pedagogy; and Toni Morrison's novel, Beloved. I'ratt has borrowed the
anthropological term "contact zone" and made it a metaphor for the
imaginary spaces where differing cultures meet. Very often the cultures
have different languages and certainly different values, and very often
one culture will dominate the other as it privileges itself. The "contact
zone" is where the two come together, sometimes in situations of con-
quest and sometimes in conversation. Giroux outlines a project aimed
at democratizing the classroom, a project enabled by a "critical peda-
gogy," one that is self-aware and self-critical, a pedagogy that talks about
itself and is cognizant of the power relations in the classroomteacher
has all power and students have noneand aims to equalize those in-
equalities. "Border pedagogy," too, comes into Giroux's project for the
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classroom: it is the sort of pedagogy that admits the ideological geogra-
phy of the classroomagain, the arrangement that puts the teacher at
the center and the students on the margins, the borders of the space for
learning. Visions of Pratt, Giroux, the "contact zone," and "border peda-
gogy" were very active upon my teaching as I began a recent fall semes-
ter, as I began rereading Beloved for the term ahead. Contact-zone and
border theory and critical pedagogy made sense to me and taught me
that

where there are legacies of subordination, groups need places for
healing and mutual recognition, safe houses in which to construct
shared understandings, knowledges, claims on the world that they
can then bring into the contact zone. (Pratt, "Arts" 40)

Constructing that "safe house" for learning, an environment that would
encourage knowledge making and risk taking, would be my alchemy.

Toni Mc:rrison is a teacher herself, one who works at the intersection
of print and oral cultures. As Joyce Irene Middleton has pointed out:

Through her playful intermingling of an anc.em f , oral storytelling
genre with a modern literate one, Toni Morrison draws on the
creative dimensions of both oral and literate language, giving us new
and stimulating perspectives on oral memory in her accomplished
modern novel. (74)

Though Middleton writes of Song of Solomon, her point applies as well
to Beloved. Morrison, in the yay that she brings oralitv and literacy to-
gether and in the way that she blurs the distinctions between the two,
implies the presence of the "contact zone" for those interested in the
relationship between theory and pedagogy. 1 his essay explores the ways
contact-zone and border theory inform the teaching of a novel such as
Toni Morrison's Beloved and, by extension, inform pedagogy.

After having immersed myself in reading her theory, I began to see
Pratt's concept of the contact zone insinuating itself into my courses: in
my American literature course, a survey spanning several hundred years
of written material, a course that was all but unmanageable in its scope
pre-Columbian to 1900-1 began by asking students to think about cul-
tures in terms of oral and literate. I am using oral and print cultures as
Walter Ong has presented them for us: orality representing a culture that
is "innocent of writing," and print being that which has an established
chirographic representation of text (18). Admittedly, the idea of "oral
cultures" a lid "print cultures" sets LI p a dichotomy, a system of binaries
that will not necessarily hold, but one which seems to make the idea
of "contact zone" knowable..lhe students and I spent some time listing
the po,,,,ible features of each, where they might overlap, and so on. (We
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returned to the notion of print vs. oral cultures at the end of the semes-
ter when we read Huck Finn, so the concept never really went away.)
When we read explorers' narratives, I asked students to write about
which voices seemed most intent on conquest, which best exemplified
"the Monarch of all I survey," as Pratt tells it to her readers. We explored
Eurocentrism as it manifested itself in the readings and looked for the
naturalistic impulse to list and classify the flora and fauna. We recog-
nized this impulse as we read Cabeza de Vaca and saw his tendency to
place European comparisons on places and things in the new world: the
newly "discovered" islands remind him of "springtime in Andalusia."
Pratt asserts that science, particularly that Linnean brand of classifica-
tion, had a central part in the colonization process, that

natural history set in motion a secular, global labor that, among other
things, made contact zone, a ,;ite of intellectual as lvell as manual
labor, and installed there the distinction between the two. (Pratt,
"Science" 27).

At the same time that Pratt's contact zone was informing my peda-
gogy in the American literature class, her earlier work on natural narra-
tive was informing my pedagogy in the section of "Literary Analysis"
that I was also teaching (a general education course required of many
of our majors). But contact-zone theory coalesced when we came to the
reading of Beloved. On the first day of discussion, students told me of
their difficulty with reading the novel. The first sentence, "124 was spite-
ful," stopped their reading cold. Some pushed forward, allowing their
reading to teach them that 124 was an address, a house, a metonymic
accounting for a building. One student even asked me to lecture, to tell
the book to the class. Two pages further on, students confronted yet
another semantic stumbling block: the presentation of Sethe's sexual
bartering for the letters on the tombstone: "Ten minutes for seven let-
ters. With another ten could she have gotten 'Dearly' too?" (5). It seemed
to me that this was the sort of textual fragment, unreadable though it
was for students, that represented the meeting of print and oral cultures.
It seemed, too, that Sethe was at the mercy of the individual who "had"
print culture on his side.

Because contact-zone theory informed my reading of Toni Morrison's
Re loved, I thought that that reading would establish a "safe house" in
which to discuss the novel. "Contact zone," as Mary Louise Pratt explains
it, refers to

social spaces where cultureS meet, clash, and grapple with each
other, ol ten in conte ts of highl asymmetrical relations ol power,
such as colonialism, slavery, or their attermaths as they are lived out
in many parts ot the world today. (Pratt, "Arts" 31)
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Those asymmetrical relationships of power obtain in the confines of
Sweet Home; the blacks live a colonized existence under both the Gar-
ners and Schoolteacher. When Sethe's nonhterate "rememory" meets the
Linnean print classification system of Schoolteacher, contact-zone asym-
metry is evident. He asserts power, and she, through the course of the
novel, rememories the violent events precipitated by the clash of cultures.
Sweet Home is the first site of contact-zone counter-pedagogy, teaching
methods that capitalize on the asymmetrical relationships of power, but
the novel is punctuated with incidences of print culture colliding with
oral culture.

In addition to thinking in terms of the contact zone, my students and
I agonized over some of the unsolvable narrative issues in the novel: Is
the ghost real? Is Beloved real? How could a mother murder her child?
But I kept returning to the idea of the contact zone, the site where print
culture meets oral culture. Pratt provided us with language that allowed
us to speak about the print culture as it reproduced the oral culture, as
the one asserted its scientific, naturalistic, textual might, as the one ap-
propriated the Other. Pratt's metaphor of the "safe house" allowed stu-
dents to examine the political in light of the historical and the
pseudo-scientific. Morrison's already masterful subverting of the nar-
rative, coupled with Pratt's questioning of the colonizing impulse, al-
lowed for some thoughtful discussion of the insertion of the self into
culture. Students began to see that out of the fragmented narrative, the
recounting of slender threads, that a tapestry of meaning might occur.

Our reading, our impulse to create order out of seeming chaos, par-
alleled the naturalistic impulse in the novel. Nowhere is the "system-
atizing of nature," that impulse that supports the "authority of print, and
... the class which controlled it" (Pratt, "Science" 30), more evident than
in the character and behaviors of Morrison's Schoolteacher. His presence
at Sweet Home is the presence of the empiricist, the one who must make
order out of the chaos of the plantation, the one who records and mea-
sures and writes, the one who privileges text and colonizes the unread.
Schoolteacher becomes "the (lettered, male, European) eye that held the
system could familiarize ('naturalize') new sites/sights immediately
upon contact, by incorporating them into the language of the system"
(Pratt, "Science" 31). Pratt further characterizes the naturalist-collector-
scientist as a "benign, often homely figure, whose transformative pow-
ers do their work in the domestic contexts of the garden or the collection
room" (33). In addition to spotting the evil he engenders, my students
identified his impulse as a scientific one, a way of producing "al lettered,
bourgeois discourse about non-lettered, peasant worlds" (34-35). School-
teacher uses that I.ettered, narrative impulse to exert power and to create
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the slave class as Other. Ultimately, he exposes "our impulse to orga-
nize in power lines that create false distinctions and class/race hierar-
chies" (Barnett 2).

In order to "rememory" power lines and class/ race hierarchies, Sethe
tells Denver the story of Schoolteacher:

Nothing to tell except schoolteacher. He wa,-, a little man. Short.
Always %Yore a collar, even in the fields. A schoolteacher, she said.
That made her [Mrs. Garner] feel good that her husband's sister's
husband had book learning and was willing to come farm Sweet
Home after Mr. Garner passed. The men could have done it, even
with Paul F sold. But it was like Halle said. She didn't want to be
the only white person on the farm and a woman too.... ie brought
two boys with him. Sons or nephews. I don't know. They called him
Onka and had pretty manners, all of 'em. Talked soft and spit in
handkerchiefs. Gentle in a lot of ways. (36-37)

But more than narrating the past, the "rememorv" enables Sethe to
continue with the job of living. After having been colonized,
marginalized, and nearly erased, she narrates herself into a historical
subject. It is as if characters must narrate or must resign themselves to a
mute (or dead) state: consider that Denver, after being asked about her
history by a schoolmate, becomes speechless for a number of years. Sethe
cees that "book learning" is a privileged position; she also sees rightly
that Mrs. Garner didn't want to be in the minority, on the margins of
the farm community, even with the power of being white. Sethe's as-
sessment of the culture as represented by Schoolteacher reveals gentil-
ity as a veneer. She "reads" him very %yell, indeed. The narrative goes
on, though, and describes the site where the two cultures meet and blur:

He liked the ink I made. It was her recipe, but he preferred how
mixed it and it was important to him because at night he sat down

to write in his hook. It was a hook about us but we didn't know that
right away. We just thought it was his manner to ask us questions.
ie comnwnced to carry round a notebook and write down what we

said. I still think it was them questions that tore Sixo up. Tore him
up for all time. (37)

Schoolteacher's pedagogy is one neither Pratt nor Henry Giroux would
support, though it is consistent with the classifying, taxonomizing, natu-
ralistic impulse. It is a pedagogy that is immoral, a false attempt at knowl-
edge making, a counter-pedagogy that exploits its subject even as it
studies itforcing Sethe to make the ink that produces the signifiers that
render her family into text. Schoolteacher's methods make Sethe
omplicitous in her own objectification. Giroux proposes a pedagogy that

undermines Schoolteacher's:
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At the heart of such a pedagogy is the recognition that it is important
to stare into history in order to remember the suffering of the past
and that out of this remembrance a theory of ethics should be
developed in which sohdaritv, compassion, and care become central
dimensions of an informed social practice. (Girou \ 102)

Schoolteacher's methods may be historical, in the way that he inscribes
and measures and records the subjects, but never ethical. His pedagogy,
rather, constitutes a "narrative act of colonizing that is finally disabling
and tyrannical" (Barnett 3). His science is pseudo-science and othering.

Bit by bit Sethe's remembered narrative returns to her: "Easily she
stepped into the told story that lay before her eves on the path she fol-
lowed away from the window" (29). Remembering the pregnancy that
was key to her run from Sweet Home, the bodily sensations, the swol-
len feet that nearly kept her from running, she recalls that

she waited for the little antelope to protect, and why she thought of
an antelope Sethe could not imagine since she had never seen one.
She guessed it must have been an invention held on to from before
Sweet I lome, when she was very oung. Of that place where she
wa,, born (Carolina maybe? or was it Louisiana?) she remembered
only song and dance. (30)

She wonders about the choice of the metaphor "antelope," and it shapes
more memories of the oral culture:

Oh hot vhen thee sang. And oh hot when thec danced and
sometimes they dance the antelope. The men as well as the ma'ams,
one of whom was certainly her own. They shifted shapes and became
something other. Some unchained, demanding other whose feet
knew her pulse better than she did. (31)

The clash of cultures has removed the young Sethe from her mother, an
assertion of asymmetrical power.

As if the fading antelope metaphor isn't enough, as if the erasure of
One's mother isn't enough, as if linguistic othering isn't enough, Sethe
he,s a dim memory of the language that once was hers:

The woman who cared for Sethe as a child %VW, Nan who used
different words. Words Sethe understood then but could neither
recall nor repeat now. She believed that must be why she
remembered so little before Sweet I lome e\cept singing and dancing
and how crowded it was. What Nan told her she had forgotten, along
with the language she told it in. The same language her ma'am
spoke, and which would never come back. But the messagethat
was and had been there all along. I bolding the damp white sheets
against her chest, she was picking meaning out of code she no longer
understood. ((2)

0. 3
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The lived experience, her narrative, supplies the meaning even though
the signifying system is all but gone. Hanging up damp sheets becomes
the memory trigger that contains trac*.s of the past.

There are other instances of the contact zone, where print culture privi-
leges itself and colonizes those who are unread: the newspaper clipping
that contains the picture and the account of Sethe's murder of her child
sends Paul D out of the house and away from her. Even though he can-
not read the alphabetic representation of the event, Paul D "reads" the
implications of the text: for people of color to become textualized means
something very bad indeed. When Beloved, or the incarnation of her,
arrives at 124, she spells her name in a way that identifies her illiteracy.
But it is at Lads' Jones's school that the more positive features of the con-
tact zone are realized:

For a nickel a month, Lady Jones did what whitepeople thought
unnecessary if not illegal: crowded her little parlor with the colored
children who had time for and interest in book learning. The nickel,
tied to a handkerchief knot, tied to her 1Denver's1 belt, that she
carried to Lads Jones, thrilled her. The effort to handle chalk expertly
and avoid the scream it would make; the capital rv, the little i, the
beauty of the letters in her name, the deeply mournful sentences
from the Bible Ladv Jones used as a textbook. Denver practiced every
morning; starred every afternoon. She was so happy.... (102)

In spite of the more common travesties found in the contact zone, Den-
ver enjoys, for a short time, the "safe house" that Lady Jones provides,
the safe house on the margins of the educational system. Prior to the
"rage, incomprehension, and pain" that Denver ultimately experiences,
she also finds "exhilarating moments ot wonder and revelation, mutual
understanding, and new wisdomthe joys of the contact zone" (Pratt,
Arts" 39).

In many ways, the contact zone and its inherent terrors and triumphs
inform our reading of Belot.ed, and, in many ways, Beloped shapes our
reading ot contact-zone theory. The more crucial question is where Yere
my students in the quest for the contact zone? To be very honest, most
were resistant to the reading, as was evident in many of their reading
journals. Most could not abide the nonlinearity of the book. Many were
shocked bythe idea of bestiality and, shocked too, at the suggestion of
oral sex. Many wanted me to supply a plot summary; many, I suspect,
wished for Cliff, Notes to accompany their reading. A tew said that they
stuck with the book, read as if they knew what was going on, powered
through, and were rewarded at around midpoint with meaning. Frag-
ments were beginning to add up for them. It was with and through that
fragmented reading experiencea reading that made demands on the
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students, a reading that disrupted their conventional notions about nar-
rative patternsthat students began to see not only what was privileged
in the 1850s slave culture, but also what sort of reading is privileged in
the academy. Students admitted that their reading history included texts
that progressed logically from point A to point B to point C; their read-
ing experience did not include narrative fragments, out of time, out of
sequence, just as their education did not include material out of time,
out of logical sequence. The subverted narrative of Beloved confounded
the conventional, orderly presentation of material to be learned, Ivhat
the students had come to expect from the classroom environment.

Because they weren't ever sure of the "what occurs when" in the
novel, students worked on fragments of knowledgethey had to. Be-
loved denies a reading that supports conventional reading behaviors. We
had to invent some new tactics. Students worked in small groups to
frame boundaries for the characters, that is, to define characters accord-
ing to their relationships to one another. For instance, one group worked
to define Sethe according to Paul D; another group defined her accord-
ing to Schoolteacher; another group created Sethe through Denver's eves,
Beloved's eves, Amy's eyes, and so on. We filled in the gaps where we
could; we wrote Halle's narrative, told his story. We talked about the
novel in terms of cultural and political boundaries, too, seeing the moral
and legal ramifications of a slave culture. But it was the day that the small
groups were still at work on the identities of Sethe that I met with some
contact-zone resistance of my very own. I was circulating, listening in
On the small groups, when I came to a group that seemed to be finished
with the work at hand. After asking whether they were socializinga
valid thing to do in a "safe classroom"a member of the group looked
up at me in all sincerity and asked: "Why did you assign this book?"
Embedded in her question was the resistance that both Giroux and Pratt
speak of, but something else was at work, something that the journals
evidenced, too. My style of teaching had changed, yes; no longer was I
telling students the meaning of the novel through the medium of lec-
ture. Small groups and initiatory writing (Elbow's concept) and journals
were better ways for "constructing meaning." I imagined myself teach-
ing in the "contact zone," where

every single text we read stood in specific historical relationship to
the students in the class, hut the range and variety of historical
relationships in play were enormous All the students in the class
had the experience, for example, of hearing their culture discussed
and objectified in ways that horrified them; all the students saw their
roots traced back to Itgacies ot both glory and shame. . (Pratt.
"Arts" 39).
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Pratt is speaking specifically about a course she teaches, but it informed
the way I heard the question from my student, the one about why I had
them read Moped.

Iier resistance was honest and compelling for me. Why did I select
that novel? What was my intent? Aside from the fact that Beloved is one
of my all-time favorite novels, and aside from the fact that my profes-
sional title gives me the power to put selections on the syllabus, I dis-
covered that 1 depended upon the always already institutionalized
reasons for my choice. BeloPed became a part of the syllabus because the
novel says both loud and subtle things about our history and our cul-
ture; it carries the literary and artistic features that English teachers rel-
ish; it is weighty enough to bear multiple readings (and needs rereading).
Beyond those elements, it supports and exemplifies other literary struc-
tures that the "Literary Analysis" class had been reading about and test-
ing out: natural narrative, literary anecdote, metaphor, intertextuality,
and namingall concepts mapped out for us in Scholes, Com ley, and
Ulmer's Text Book.

Text Rook was a force to reckon with all semester, and it provided us
with strategies for making meaning from !Moped. Knowing that the novel
is a story woven from a nineteenth-century news account of a former
slave who tried to kill her children rather than let them live a slave ex-
istence made the novel intertextua I for the class. Metaphor, and our spe-
cial attitude toward it, allowed us to see the figurative impulse of the
writer. But more than seeing the historical or literary structures in the
novel, my hope was that students might begin to see the boundaries that
are so defined in Sethe's story, boundaries as they are presented to us in
Text Book. The reading of Beloved uncovers cultural, legal, and institu-
tional boundaries that support racism. Identifying those boundaries so
apparent in the novel might allow us as a class to confront our own rac-
ist positions. The idea of the contact /one, the reading about historical
contact zones, and becoming part of a contact zone in the "safe house of
the classroom"if such a space is more than mythallow students and
teachers "the opportunity to engage in antiracist struggles in their ef-
lort to link schooling with real life, ethical discourse to political action,
and classroom relations to a broader notion of cultural politics" (Giroux
1 4 1 ). I wanted students to recognize racism; I wanted "to make antiracist
pedagogics central to the task of educating students to enliven a wider
and more critically engaged public culture." I wanted "students not
merely to take risks but also to push against the boundaries of an op-
pressive social order" (14 1 ). The irony seemed to be that the oppressive
social order that students pushed against was me.

0
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Teaching in the contact zone can be fraught with danger, and some-
times establishing a "safe house" is little more than myth. For every ex-
hilaration, there seems to be a corresponding downward spiral. Using
contact-zone theory as a screen through which to read a complex novel
was one thing, but realizing that the metaphor of the contact zone was
also active upon the classroom itself was daunting. It was never clearer
than the day I had the terms "print culture" and "oral culture"those
arbitrary and imaginary classificationson the board. I was asking stu-
dents to help me characterize the two, to list the features of a culture rich
in printlibraries, newsstands, alphabetic writing, text of all sortsand
the features of oral culture: people innocent of writing, those dependent
upon oral language, people studied by anthropologists. We were doing
fairly well, listing, pulling ideas from one another, when a student sug-
gested a third category, that of "video culture." No problem. The twen-
tieth century surely does make room for such a classification. Father
Ong's notion of secondary orality was active upon me as I took the lib-
erty of aligning myself Ivith print culture as it appeared on the chalk-
board, showing myself to be one with that culture. The rest is fragmented
memory, somewhat repressed. Next, I asked students to align themselves
with the appropriate category, making the assumption that video would
be their choice, or possibly even oral culture. In effect, what I was doing
was saving that I xvas representative of print culture and that students
were something Other.

A discerning student responded with some petulance to the way I was
constructing the categories, saying that he felt students straddled cat-
egories, had to, in fact, in a culture that demanded literacy. He went on,
as I found later in a journal entry, to sav, in effect: "I felt excluded when
you said you were the print culture and students were oral. I read, lots.
In fact, the word 'condescending' comes to mind. I felt cheated. Here,
all semester you have been saving in 'Literary Analysis' you 1,Yere go-
ing to give us access to literature, and in a very few minutes, you seemed
to close doors to us."

What had I done? Up until that moment, I felt I had been working to
give students access to literature, to allow them entry to that literate
world. I felt that my pedagogy had been a critical one, a democratic one,
one that Giroux espouses:

Pedagogy that replaces authoritative language of recitation with an
approach that allows students to speak from their mvn histories,
collective memorie,:, and voices while simultaneously challenging
the grounds on vhich knowledge and power are constructed and
legitimated. (I ti5)
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But in the very telling of contact-zone theory, I had centered myself and
relegated students once more to the borders of knowledge making. By
naming myself the representative of the print culture, I had emphasized
the false dichotomy of print culture and oral culture; I had bought a bill
of institutionalized goods. Instead of teaching against the grain, instead
of practicing a critical pedagogy, I had subscribed to one that under-
mined what I had hoped to do.

As problematic as that moment was, and as perplexing as it was for
someone interested in critical pedagogy, it became a real object lesson
in what it had to say about contact-zone and border theory. The moment
we center ourselves and privilege our discourse, whatever narrative it
may he, we may be constructing counter-pedagogy. Morrison's "School-
teacher" is a metaphor for all of us working in the contact zone. Bring-
ing theory to bear in the classroom is critical to our work. Researching
ethnological approaches in the classroom must also teach us that we are
the "Schoolteachers"; we are the latter-day naturalists trying to produce
text about the reading and writing processes of our students. When we
consider the work that we do, we must not forget that theory that in-
forms the way we read literature is also theory that is analogous to the
classroom. Students know marginalization when they see it, and per-
haps not even classrooms that want to be "safe houses" can be very safe,
either for students or for teachers. Ethics is key to a discussion of critical
pedagogy. Where Giroux outlines critical pedagogy, he stresses that
"ethics must be seen as a central concern of critical pedagogy.... Ethics
becomes a practice that broadly connotes one's personal and social sense
of responsibility to the Other" (74). My alchemy for the classroom was
getting a bit ahead of my ethics.

Perhaps the best that teachers can do, when concerned with matters
of pedagogy and theory, is to read theory and then problematize it. For
instance, reading PratCs contact-zone theory and seeing it as an analogue
for the classroom is good. Thinking of the classroom as a "safe house"
is also good. To read Giroux and to understand that one must maintain
a self-critical pedagc,gy is also a positive move. But then one must read
them against the grain. We must, as readers and teachers, employ the
"greatest gift of deconstruction: to question the authority of the investi-
ga ting subject without paralyzing him ..." (Spivak 9). This
deconstructionist gift allows the reader of Pratt to sav, "Well, N'es, she
critiques the naturalistic impulse to classify and hierarchize, but doesn't
she allow herself the same privilege of classification?" And might not
Pratt create classifications that are purely imaginary? And is Giroux
political enough? Might his narrative support the very authoritative hi-
erarchies that he seems to oppose? My best advice is to read theory but
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refuse to privilege it. Read about the "contact zone," use it as a meta-
phor for the classroom, let it inform pedagogy, but always with a
Derridean caveat: Use the term under erasure.
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20 How Literature Learns
to Write: The Possibilities
and Pleasures of Role-Play

James E. Seitz
University of Pittsburgh

Of course performance includes the imitation ot past
accomplishments, sometimes as emulation, sometimes as
parody.... In either case, however, imitation in performance ic only
part of a larger activity:of shaping a self out of the materials in which
it is immersed....

--Richard l'oirier (The Per/i)rming

A colleague of mine at the university where I used to teach recently toki
me that he flatly refuses to assign writing in his literature classes any-
more. "If they are to write for me," he said, bristling with anger and re-
sentment, "it's going to be in class on testsnot at home. All I ever get
is that garbage they take from Cliffs Notes and Masterplots, and I'm not
going to accept it anymore." As he spoke, I imagined a revision of the
scene in the film Netzvork, wherein watchers of the nightly news would
be transformed into teachers so thoroughly enraged by the dullness of
term papers that they would raise their windows and shout into a dark
and tempestuous night, "We're mad as hell, and we're not going to take
it anymore!"

The degree of frustration and boredom teachers of literature often
experience while reading the student papers they assign is really quite
remarkable, given most teachers' love of literature and, in many cases,
their love of teaching. Why do these papers make us so miserable? A
fairly obvious explanation may be that hardly anyone can claim to en-
joy reading weak argumentation, which defines a good deal of what
teachers encounter in student writing. After all, to compose a sustained
argument for a particular reading of a literary text can be a challenging,
even intimidating, task, especially for students who have been taught
to regard the essay as a "report" rather than a rhetorical endea%'or. One
of the most acute difficulties is that students do not seem to know for

r'r
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whom they are writingwhat, on the one hand, they can assume is com-
mon knowledge and what, on the other hand, needs to be explored in
detail. Papers that begin "William Shakespeare was an important writer
of the sixteenth century" or "The Great Gatsby, written by F. Scott
Fitzgerald, was published in 1925" don't signal much promise; weknow
from the start that we are in for a bad read. And there seems to be no
immediate method for setting such students straight. We might scratch
in the margin, "This is unnecessary" or "Believe it or not, I already know
who Shakespeare is," hut such comments will not give students a means
of knowing in general how to determine what should be included or ex-
cluded in their future papers. We can blame it on their lack of experi-
ence and hope that time will do its work, but meanwhile we are stuck
with papers that create in us sudden desires to clean out old drawers or
to reread Paradise Lostanything hut to confront student writing.

Yet the issues at handas is usually the case with pedagogical mat-
tersare not only practical but also theoretical.The estrangement teach-
ers experience when they encounter student appropriations of academic
discourse reflects more than burnout; rather, it signals the need to con-
sider closely the dynamics of reader-writer relations. Since writing is
always constrained by the writer's image of her reader, by the expecta-
tion of how her text will be read, it is imperative that textual analysis
examines the reader(s) which the text has prefigured. A teacher's read-
ing of student writing should therefore include an interpretation of the
characteristic teacher-reader whom the student appears to have envi-
sioned. Conversely, as Roland Barthes indicates in S/Z, reading is itself
"a form of work . a labor of language" (1(I-11) by which readers write
their readings: reading is a process of active composition. Given this
productive feature of reading, the teacher-as-reader must be alert to the
constraints on his own approaches to "composing" the student texts he
readsparticularly the ways in which he may insist that student writ-
ing compose itself, in the sense of disciplining itself, of gaining calm self-
possession. In other words, as in more general studies of reader-writer
relations, the crucial questions facing a serious exploration of student
writing share with recent critical theory a concern for issues of expecta-

tion, imagination, and desire.
lf, as Barthes claims, "every reading is steeped in Desire (or Disgust)"

(Rustle 35), it may be that, in certain respects, we teachers have created
our own disgust. As readers of student writing, we occupy the peculiar
position of having sharply curtailed, through our "assignments," the
possibilities tor the texts we read before they even come to lw written.
While it is clear, as I have noted, that any writer's intended audience
sucely influences her discourse even as she composes, few readers hold
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the control that teachers exert over a writer's objectives and methods.
"Tell us what you want" is the most common student demand, not sim-
ply because students are mercenary but because they discern, correctly,
that teachers, to some degree, anticipate the texts they desire their stu-
dents to write. Even if the assignment is so designed as to disguise these
desiresusually by offering students the "freedom" to choose their own
topics"what the teacher wants" will emerge in corrective commentary
on the texts themselves, where students are often instructed to rewrite
their essays with an agenda directed (or even dictated) by their teacher-
reader. In other words, by the end of the semesterif not much earlier
we have done much to ask for what we get. It is not only our students'
capabilities but also the nature of our own assignments and responses
that lead to agitation and disgruntlement when we read student writ-
ing.

None of these remarks would come as a surprise in the field of com-
position, which has long been concerned with the relationships between
assignments and their results and between teacher commentary and
subsequent student revision. But such concerns do not appear to be very
prominent among teachers of literature, who often seem to imagine that
there is no assignment they can give other than to ask that students read
texts and write interpretations, sometimes with the help of secondary
sources. There are also, of course, the familiar variants on compare-and-
contrast papers, and essays based on specific themes, symbols, or char-
acters. Some teachers even ask students to keep reading journalsbut
this is about as far as experimentation with writing goes in most litera-
ture courses. Yet, while teachers of composition continue to discuss all
that recent literary theory has to offer their freshman writing classes,
teachers of literature typically have little to say about what composition
theory's imaginative engagement with pedagogy has to offer their lit-
erature classes.

At this point, however, it might be useful for me to move away from
the composition versus literature dichotomy, particularly in light of the
fact that so many teachers (such as myself) teach both. What I have found
most intriguing in recent years are the possibilities born of teaching these
courses as though there were no distinction, as though a course in writ-
ing should concentrate equally on reading and a course in reading should
concentrate equally on writing. Thi.; essay will examine the latter pre-
dicament, primarily because it ha,; not received the attention accorded
the former. I want to consider what happens when we ask students of
literature to ny:oncei ye not simply the literary te ts about tvhich they
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write but also the particular identities through whom they write. Might
there he something to gain from inviting students to write not as them-
selves but as others?

If the act of writing is a social drama, a negotiation between the writer
and imagined readers, then it may be useful to create writing assign-
ments based on the role-play through which we participate in all other
forms of social interaction. Though Jane Tompkins has called for an end
to pedagogy based on "the performance model" (653-56), I would claim
that performance, on the part of students as well as teachers, should not
nor cannot be escaped. Tompkins apparently would have teachers re-
linquish performances before their students in favor of what she calls a
more "maternal" presence (660). Yet this view fails to acknowledge the
ways in which any revised conception of the teacher's activity will in-
evitably inaugurate still another performance, another role. Once we
accept that there is no recovery of the authentic self, we have no choice,
it seems to me, other than to embrace the multiplicity of roles through
which the self performs and constitutes itself. As Richard Poirier notes,
performance is "inclusive of all kinds of versions, absorbed from what-
ever source, of what the self might be" (xxii). In the context of the litera-
ture class, this means that teachers may offer students the opportunity
to assume, as have the authors they read, any number of textual identi-
ties. Rather than requiring them to write in the frequently banal student-
to-teacher voice to which they have become accustomed, we might ask
them to adopt discursive roles that call upon their reservoir of cultural
fundingthat is, what they already know about language, rhetoric, and
power from their own social experience.

Before proceeding further, I want to provide a few examples of what
I have in mind. The list below offers a small sample of writing assign-
ments I have used in introductory-leyel literature classes during the past
few Years:

CI.loose a story from the newspaper and retell it in poetic form that
resembles the style of Homer. Rely 00 formulaic devices, have
speakers adopt noble attitudes, etc.
After reading Swift, write your own "Modest Proposal," complete
with the appropriate irony, in response to a contemporary politi-
cal or social issue. Attempt to follow Swift's textual and syntacti-
cal structures as closely as possible.
Play the role of an adolescent Walt Whitman writing to the elderly
William Wordsworth after Whitman has jusl ,,,ad "Tintern Abbey"
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and hopes to make contact with the great poet. Then write
Wordsworth's cranky reply to whom he presumes to be a would-
be imitator.

Write a parody of the famous "Hemingway style," with its decep-
tively simple, direct syntax, and plain dialogue.
You are Godot. You have been watching Vladimir and Estragon
from behind a tree. Write a letter to them (to be delivered by the
boy).

These assignments represent only one approach to role-play, that of
writing in the guise of the author under studv. What I should make clear
from the start is that I do not subscribe to a position criticized by René
Wellek and Austin Warren over forty years agonamely, the idea that
"one cannot understand literature unless one writes it, that one cannot
and should not study Pope without trying his own hand at heroic cou-
plets" (15). Our students need not become poets in order to study po-
etry, nor need they write like Beckett in order to read him.

On the other hand, I have found that asking students to attempt their
own versions of the discourse of a literary text often brings them "closer"
to the text in ways that reading it on its own only rarely accomplishes.
Until they are asked to grapple with the formal and syntactical features
of a particular work, students often engage with literary language in only
the most conventional waysfollowing the plot, searching for "hidden
meaning," figuring out a character's "psychology," and so on. In assum-
ing the author's textual identity, student writers must, if they are to cre-
ate convincing imitations, attentively observe and enact not only the
thematics but also the linguistic moves, the tonalities, and the discur-
sive characteristics of the literary text at hand. When students convert a
newspaper article of their choice into the style of Homer, the disjunc-
dons between journalism and epic poetry place the gestures of Homer',"
discourse into sharper relief. (Furthermore, the comic possibilities are
endless; my students have had great fun turning politicians into unlikely
figures of mythic grandeur.) Similarly, by attempting not only to com-
pose their own "Modest Proposal" but also to make it sound like Swift's,
students must do more than simply find a current debate to satirize; they
must explore the differences between eighteenth- and twentieth-century
diction, phrasing, and reader-writer relations. Language thus becomes
denaturalized, an element of human culture and history.

The assignment in which students write letters as Whitman and
Wordsworth, however, takes this form of role-play a step further, for here
they are asked to leave behind the stylistics of specific literary works and
to envision these authors as writers in another genre. What students have
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gleaned from these authors' poems surely conies into playbut the
imagination is granted considerably more license for invention than in
the previous assignments. This loosening of formal constraints leads me
to imagine any number of objections to such an assignment:

1. that the assignment creates a fictional scenario and is therefore
frivolous;

2. that students who have read a few poems by Whitman and
Wordsworth, and have but a cursory knowledge of their lives,
could not possibly understand these figures well enough to write
in their placestherefore the assignment is presumptuous; and

3. that it sets up so many artificial constraints that it restricts how stu-
dents might respond to "Tintern Abbey"therefore the assign-
ment is counterproductive.

In other words, we should not waste our time on such nonsense.
Yet each of these objections can be satisfactorily answered. In response

to the charge that fictitious writing scenarios are frivolous, I would re-
ply that the scene of writing in the classroom is always, in effect, artifi-
cial and fictional; it is always a rehearsal. The kinds of papers that
students write for teachers are usually of the sort that they will never
write again in contexts beyond the university. Even the very few who
go on to write for professional literary journals quickly discover that
much of what they learned about writing for teachers or even for dis-
sertation committees no longer applies when writing for readers of a
specific publication. But this fictional nature of student writing need not
be seen as a mistake to be corrected, but, rather, as an opportunity to
engage students in a whole spectrum of imagined trials and roles. The
point is not to make our assignments completely conform to "real world"
writingfor how do we know what worlds our various students will
eventually enter?but to help them learn how to make the necessary
shitts and turns required of all writers each time they confront a new
contextual dynamic. In other words, I want to teach my students not just
to play by the rules of a single game but to attend to the ways rules
changeand how they might challenge themas they move from game
to game. They need both to work within a variety of framesand to per-
form what Erving Coffman calls "frame analysis"a reflexive critique
of the social, institutional, and cultural contexts which enable and limit
their performances.

To those who would object that students know far too little, especially
in an introductory course, about tVhitman or lVordsworth to succeed
in representing these writers' epistolary styles, I can only say that his-
torical accuracy is not the point. Our sense of Whitman and Wordsworth

I
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is as fictional as thi!, imaginary correspondence between them; what stu-
dents know of themindeed, what we know of themis only enough
to invent creative versions of what actually "being" these people might
have been like. Ail I am asking my students to do is to construct letters
which reflect viable images of Whitman and Wordsworth based on the
poetry and biographical sketches they have readand with their own
social knowledge of cocks' young aspirants and cranky old men. As it
turns out, students know a lot about such things, a lot about ambition
and flattery and rejection and irritation, and they can even figure out
how to include an argument about poeticson the conflict between
,l'eter and free verse, for instancein the middle of it all. Though I gen-
erally object to quoting a single student in order to assert the value of
one's pedagogical methods, it may be useful here to give an example of
how students might "inhabit" the identities of authors in order to ex-
plore the dialogue their poetry inaugurates. Playing the role of the youth-
ful, impetuous Whitman, this student writes to Wordsworth at one point
in her letter:

"Tintern Abbey" has brought back memories of my childhood when
was still a boy. Now I am a man, and vet that boy's life still remains

deep in the confines of memory. I know that you share my heart's
emotion because I also feel that the fever of this world has lost its
soft inland murmur.... In my days of labor, the woods, the streams,
and the trees have brought me more pleasurable moments than all
those acts of duty to man's demanding will. And these same
moments have provided me considerable hours of reflective
recom pense.

How is it that You, sir, are able to speak so well in England what
I feel here in America is it not likely that the two of us own that
unusual intellect, that significant capacity to write what most men
can only learn to experience? Being a writer like yourself, I know
you value this talent for what it is.

Even in the midst of having her Whitman borrow significant terms from
"Tintern Abbey" such as "murmur" and "recompense," this student
captures precisely the presumptuousness that might irritate the older
poet, whom she later has reply:

Dear Mr. lVhitinan,
I have just read your letter and find yow intlated words rather
distasteful. You seem to be under the impression that poetr\ is El
simple expression ot emotion. I'll have you know that much work
and devotion goes into the writing ot a poem. It is not something
that flow s from the fingertip., ot the average tool.

And the student goes on to take up the issue ot the poet's relationship
to nature, the process of composition, and Whitman's need for hard-
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earned maturity rather than lazy days in fields of grassall of which
strike me as displaying this student's serious interaction with the issues
that arise in "Tintern Abbey" and in Whitman's challenge to traditional
poetry.

The final objection I mentioned above, though I imagine there are
others, is that of the constraints which control such an assignment. But
this charge overlooks a crucial feature of social life and of writingfor
it is the existence of constraints that paradoxically creates the possibil-
ity of discursive production. Without sufficient constraints, students find
themselves in the position I noted earlier, wherein they are unsure of
their audience and of which matters ought to warrant their attention.
Such uncertainty accounts for one of the reasons why fiction writers in-
vent various kinds of narrators who constrain the otherwise infinite
options for telling a story. As Barthes claims, writing is "that phut
whereby I turn around as well as I can in a narrow place" (Roland Barflies
137). In a similar vein, he asks:

Lan oneor at least could one everbegin to write without taking
oneself as another? ... the origin of the work is not 0 .2 first influence,
it is the first posture: . I begin producing tw reproducing the
person I want to be. (09)

I n other words, we must devise boundaries so that we can read our writ-
ing even as we are composing. When students attempt to enter a role,
they recognize immediately that the nuances of their language must be
adjusted to "fit" the specific predicamentwhich, in the case of the imag-
ined Whitman-Wordsworth correspondence, includes issues of gender,
age, history, literary tradition, narcissism, and so on. These traces of so-
cial performance give us, as teachers, a place to situate our commentary,
for we can indicate the ways in which the semantic and syntactical move-
ments of various sentences either capture or fail to capture what one
would expect in such a role. In other words, we can draw on students'
own knowledge of the "ways of the world"of psychic, cultural, and
discursive negotiationsin order to respond to their work.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, role-play assignments offer
students an avenue for writing about their own writing. I ask mv stu-
dents to include a critique of their own text when they turn in each as-
signment, wherein they describe the features of the role they are trying
to inhabit and they identify those features in their texts. For example, in
one section of the critical commentary on her Whitman-Wordsworth
correspondence, the student I quoted above discusses her strategies and
evaluates what she has achievedincluding a very interesting reading
of her imaginary Wor&worth's uncon,,cious identification with
Vhitman:

t..)
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Replying as Ilsiordsworth, I tried to attack all of Whitman's voicings
by destroying his credibility as an everienced writer. In doing so I
think I was able to create a character in Wordsworth who did identify
with Whitman though he didn't openly reveal it. .. . Though
Wordsworth tries to hate Whitman for being rude and pretentious
it is difficult for him to admit a complete lack of interest. In the end
Wordsworth reveals more of his own self than he intends to.

This analysis of her own text strikes me as a savvy interpretation, the
kind we look for in literary critics. At the same time, I was in the posi-
tion to indicate places in her letters where it seemed to me that she was
allowing Wordsworth to make his case with little more than easy clich&
about writing, such as when she has him reply to Whitman: "You can-
not write poetry until you go out into the world and live." Rather than
turning us away from issues of poetics, these fictional letters provide an
intriguing social space in which we can attend to them.

But scenarios like these, in which students are asked to take on the
language of authors or of their literary characters, describe only one
realm of possibility. Another form of role-playone that many teach-
ers might find more suitable in an academic settingasks that students
assume the part of someone professionally involved in the interpreta-
tion of literature: a literary critic, a book reviewer, or even (the gods for-
bid!) an English professor. Along these lines, the following assignments
have challenged my students' resources:

The editor of an academic journal has invited you, a respected lit-
erary critic, to submit an essay for a forthcoming issue on contem-
porary literature. Write an argument in favor of your interpreta-
tion of one of the contemporary stories or poems we have read this
term. Then write a letter to the editor from the author of that story
or poem who strongly disagrees with your interpretation of his/
her work.

Go to the bookstore and pull from the shelf a novel you have not
read. Take note of the title, the author, the table of contents, the
opening page, the cover design and commentary. Then, without
reading the runvl, play the role of a book reviewer writing a review
of this novel for The New York TiHICS.

You are an English professor writing in an academic journal about
why, given the limited amount of time in an introductory litera-
ture course, you prefer teaching one test rather than another
(choose from the tests we have read this term). Then write as an-
other professor who disagrees.

Again, I espect that these assignments might be seen as unusual at best
and impossible at worst. I low can lower-division undergraduates play

t .7
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the role of someone writing for an academic journal or a major newspa-
per (a task that academics themselves find sufficiently difficult)?

My experience is that students can play these roles surprisingly well
not usually %veil enough to merit publication (which, in any case, is not
the objective), hut well enough to appropriate the characteristic gestures
of literary critics, book reviewers, and English professors. In order to
make such appropriation possible, however, we must ask students to
do something that is seldom part of introductory-level courses, that is,
to carefully read literary criticismnot just for "research" papers, but
for class discussion and scrutiny. It is indeed surprising, once we stop
to consider it, that we often expect students to write effective criticism
without haying read any; and we commonly assume that the articles we
write for academic journals would be of no interest to anyone who is
not part of the profession. In fact, when articles for class discussion are
chosen with care, students illustrate ample curiosity about this hidden
dimension of their teacher's professional life, and they are happy to have
it demystified. Once they see that critics have no special hold 00 the "true
meaning" of literary texts, students seem much more willing to join the
debate and to resist the positions of "specialists" to whom they have
presumed they should submit. Furthermore, they are astonished, in-
trigued, and amused by the passion with which professors argue over
minute details in the back of various journals. This affective component
of academic work leads students to recognize that the rhetoric of liter-
ary criticism works much like the rhetoric of politics: contentious argu-
ment fueled by participants who are "interested"not just in the sense
of desiring to gain knowledge, but also in the sense of desiring to gain
influence, power, and prestige.

I do not mean to suggest that I want my students to think of literary
critics ds scoundrels. But I do want them to see that criticism is a con-
versation like anv otherone in which roles are adopted and negotiated,
and conventions are established and challenged. The assignment in
which they are asked to write a book review without reading the book
is intended not to encourage deceit hut to invite students to exhibit the
rhetorical procedures, maneuvers, and gestures that characterize most
reviews. Once we have discussed a number of reviews in class, it be-
comes apparent that the book review is an unusually predictable genre,
one whose basic structure and typical variations arereadily deciphered.
Students quickly learn to mimic the reviewer's practice of noting the
author's reputation and earlier works; providing a brief plot summary,
discussing their own expectations and whether they were satisfied; con-
sidering the book in relation to others of its kind; and so on. If students
can do such things convincingly without having read the book, then I
would contend that they are prepared not only to write proficient
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reviews of books they have read but also to read book reviews with a
critical understanding of what generates and regulates their power as a
form of writing.

Role-play thus provides an entry into the social, rhetorical, and
performative dimensions of reading and responding to literature. But it
also offers many students something else, sometlfhag they don't antici-
pate: pleasure. The pleasure of writing-in-role seems to come from the
liberties and tensions of inhabiting a fictional space, of having the con-
text for writing so sharply defined even while the possibilities for text
remain open. As Judith and Geoffrey Summerfield note:

Within the constraints, guidelines, and frames of role, our purposes
and our means are clarified. We can do things well that we might
fudge in propria persona. . Role-play creates a strong, clear sense
of environmental determinants: all those factors of context or
situation that, when recognized, make an appropriate/effective
utterance what it is and not otherwise. (199)

Students are paradoxically freed to make all kinds of imaginative moves
precisely because of the constraints that limit the field. Furthermore, when
assignments are structured so that two or more roles come into dialogue
with one anotheras above, where two professors take opposing views
on the value of certain literary works, or an author disputes a critic's
interpretation of his or her textstudents are afforded the opportunity
to locate their work in the realm of "real" social activity, where writing
converses with other writings While the institutional context in which
students and teachers work is never fully escaped or transcended, role-
play does offer students the pleasure of temporarily displacing their all-
too-familiar discursive position in order to inhabit another, in order to
be what they are not but might eventually become.

Yet, I have encountered colleagues who are disconcerted by my em-
phasis on finding ways for students to take pleasure in writing; they
question whether 1 should not stick to justifying role-play on suppos-
edly "higher" grounds. In the midst of all the concern that we use the
classroom, as Patricia Bizzell contends, "to promote social justice" (6),
pleasure may seem like a matter of little significance. But should plea-
sure be approached simply as a supplement, as something that we hope
our students experience on occasion as a bonus of fortune? Rather,
would argue that pleasure should play an important part in the concep-
tion and design of our courses and assignments. The pleasure of parody,
tor instance, is an experience which all students should have the oppor-
tunity to explore, for parody is a cunning means to forging simul La neow,
distance and imacy with a particular discourse. We cannot parody an
author's stylistics or the features of a particular genre unless we have
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swallowed them, digested them, made them our own. Parody is reflex-
ive role-play, a foim that many students enjoy above all others.

On the other hand, I am not one who believes that our job as teachers
is to produce happy, contented student writers of the type that standard
textbooks apparently endorse. Writing is almost always a more or less
uncomfortable actas even professional writers admitand my vision
of the pleasure to be had in student writing does not presume that role-
play will make writing in response to literature any easier. What it can
make writing, however, is less alienatingmore connected to what stu-
dents already know about people and the ways they interact. When they
are asked to take on specific roles, students often experience the plea-
sure of entering a field of play, a landscape of possibilities constructed
by the assignment's parameters. This imaginative territory becomes what
Thomas Pavel calls a "fictional world"that metaphoric realm in which
writers and readers travel through texts, both departing from and refer-
ring to the "actual" world of social relations (136-48). To beconw Godot,
as one of my assignments asks, leads students to enter into the strange
dislocations and multiple ironies that comprise Beckett's bare terrain. The
act of recomposing this fictional world brings many of them to a closer
understanding of the text than they usually achieve in a more conven-
tional academic essay; for rather than merely writing about a literary
work, students must write one themselvesand their own work be-
comes subject to the same critical analysis, the same conjecture, with
which we approach literature.

But it is not just studeuW pleasure that I have in mind. While I dis-
agree with Tompkins's conception of "performance," I nevertheless
embrace her admonition that we teachers consider our own pleasure in
the classroom (660). As Barthes notes:

1The intellectual) is not a proxy, he doesn't speak in the name of the
proletariat: he must speak in his own name, in a revolutionary
perspective, to account for what he needs, what hinders his
intellectual act.v.t.j es, the alienations imposed on him as an
intellectual by our present society. He will be all the more a
revolutionary if he measures the extent of his own alienation, and
not just that of others. (Grain 163)

While Tompkins asks what we need to do to confront our own alien-
ation as teachers in the classroom, I want to ask what we need to do to
confront our alienation as readers of student texts. Perhaps, I have sug-
ge,,ted, this is an alienation we bring upon ourselves. I must confess that
one of the reasons I use role-plav in writing assignments is because the
results are papers that give nw far more pleasure as a reader than I have
ever had with traditional prom pts. Should I feel guilty about this?
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would answer no, for two reasons: first, because I believe students al-
ways enter a role in order to write, whether or not they are aware of it;
and second, because I believe that attention to pleasure may begin to heal
the ascetic imagination which often dominates our vision of writing in
the literature clasc. Our students need not dread to write, and we need
not dread to read.
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For participants at the early NCTE Summer Institutes for Teachers of
Literature, theorizing involved the larger issues of canon definition and
the textual politics of textbook selection and curriculum development.
Most early participants felt personal and institutional pressures to in-
crease "minority" enrollments and expand their multicultural horizons;
more urgently from an institutional perspective, declining enrollments
and new demographics challenged educators to revise traditional course
structures to attract changing student populations on c. mpus. Cover-
age anxiety met political incorrectness; the realities of departmental
politics intersected curricular debates about the nature of liberal educa-
tion; academics struggling to define courses in Western Civilization con-
fronted issues of civility, inclusion, and a non-European perspective; a
new canon threatcned to displace the great books and the great men of
Western Civilization. Encouraged to teach diversity in a multicultural
curriculum, participants exchanged lists of texts and syllabi. In Gerald
Graff's words, the debate centered on the cafeteria, not the food.

In defining the new canon, however, I nsti tu te participants confronted
new questions: Is there a difference when new theories play in the class-
room? Do theories imply politics? Who is authorized to teach new texts?
Does a cation imply agreement? Doe; culture have a place in the Eaglish
curriculum? Have culture and politics ever been absent from the diffi-

This essay was based upon contributions from participants in the pedagogical materials
e \change at tlw 11)92 NCTI: 11Thhtlik? tor I eachers ill 1 iterature. l'he author especially %%Ashes
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cult task of teaching students to read and appreciate literature? Do new
texts require new strategies and new curricular practices? How, in short,
can a traditionally trained Anglo European Milton scholar teach the new
texts and new literatures of the multicultural curriculum?

In describing the "Race for Theory," Barbara Christian articulated the
frustration that many teachers of the Institute felt in encountering "theo-
ries." For Christian,

RP le race for theory, with its linguistic jargon, its emphasis on
quoting its prophets, its tendency towards "Biblical" exegesis, its
refusal even to mention specific works of creative writers, far less
contemporary ones, its preoccupations with mechanical analyses of
language, graphs, algebraic equations, its gross generalizations
about culture ... silenced many of us to the extent that some of us
feel we can no longer discuss our own literature, while others have
developed intense writing blocks and are puzzled by the
incomprehensibility of the language set adrift in literary circles. (53)

If the conference promised "theory" for teachers of literature to un-
dergraduates, the conferees wanted pearls, not abstract theorizing about
canon, center, correctness, conflict, coverage, and culture. In criticizing
the authoritative discourse of new theoretical criticism, conferees raised
questions that would ultimately form the central focus of each succes-
sive Institute:

Who is authorized to speak in the classroom?
For whom are we doing what we are doing when we do literary
criticism?

How does theory practiced in academic criticism reflect the kind
of thinking we would like our students to do?
How can student assignments reflect the kind of theorizing that
we would like students to do?

Their comments, published in a daily journal called Con persat ions, dem-
onstrate the engagement of participants with issues of theory in the class-
room and the creativity of classroom teachers working to develop
effective syllabi and classroom assignments that meet the needs of a di-
verse and challenging classroom environment.

Generating Conversations: The Institute's
Curricular Exchange

To help participants incorporate theory in the classroom, Institute plan-
ners organized an informal "curricular exchange." Held in the late

J5(3
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afternoon following leader-led sessions and beach activity, the first ex-
change attracted about twenty-five teachers who swapped syllabi and
course lists and exchanged anecdotes about successful teaching strate-
gies. The following year, NCTE formalized the exchange and invited
participants to bring copies of course assignments and course lists to
exchange with other workshop participants.

During these late afternoon sessions, participants discussed the im-
plications of the morning's theorizing for classroom teachers at two- and
four-year colleges. Most of the participants had full-time teaching loads;
some taught as many as four or five classes per semester. Few had the
released time available to faculties at large research institutions which
would enable them fo conduct extensive research in a new fieldespe-
cially a field so broad and ill-defined as "multiculturalism."

As the curricular exchange demonstrated, however, these teachers
rarely stopped theorizing about what happens in the classroom. Their
formal and informal theorizing helped them to shape the content and
method of assignments, and the intellectual framework of course syl-
labi.

In describing their own experiences shaping curriculum, pedagogy,
and politics within the framework of course outlines and class assign-
ments, participants who submitted materials for the curricular exchange
revealed the resourcefulness of teachers who theorize constantly about
how to teach students to (1) "think critically" and (2) "engage in" the
process of reading and writing. As the syllabi and assignments revealed,
the notion of "applying" theory entails diverge activities: teaching theo-
ries, defining theories, teaching students to apply theories, helping stu-
dents articulate their own theories, making theories (theorizing), arguing
theories, understanding the theoretical differences in arguments, and
helping students negotiate theoretical differences in the larger college
curriculum. In articulating the practical application of theory in the class-
room, these voices from the classroom demonstrate how curriculum,
pedagogy, and the politics of the classroom are continually shaped and
reshaped by the practical realities of contact hours, administrative re-
quirementsind student / teacher interactions in the classroom.

During the curricular exchange, participants discussed each syllabus
and assignment from the point of view of how to develop students' un-
derstanding of Theory (with a capital "T") in general and such specific
theories as feminism, reader response, cultural criticism, and
deconstruction. Although the curricular exchange focused on a number
of issues related to politics and pedagogy in the classroom, I will focus
on two questions raised during the sessions: ( ) Who is authori/ed to
speak? and (2) How can student assignments reflect the kind of theorii-
ing that we would like them to do?
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Who Is Authorized to Speak in the Classroom?

In the newest round of the culture wars, David Bromwich asks: "Who
after all, is better qualified to know the obligations that come with a given
subject than the professor who has chosen to spend a career in that sub-
ject?" (29). Bromwich's authorization of a single point of view in the class-
room contrasts with the "radical heterogeneity" which Mary Louise Pratt
imagines in describing the "pedagogical arts of the contact zone" (Pratt,
"Arts" 40). For Pratt, the lecture became "anomalous and unimaginable."
Instead, each person in the class had to work in the knowledge that
"whatever one said was going to be systematically received in radically
heterogeneous ways that we were neither able nor entitled to
prescribe... . The very nature of the course put ideas and identities on
the line" (Pratt, "Arts" 39).

Within the contact zone defined by student contact hours and class-
room configurations, ideas and identities are clearly "on the line." As
the language of the participants'. syllabi reveals, learning to speak of,
with, Or for "others" demands that faculty understand how the peda-
gogical texts of the contact zone encode political and pedagogical as-
sumptions about power relations in the classroom. In examining the
following course descriptions, syllabi, and assignments as "textual arti-
facts" of the contact zone, we can understand how those texts express
conflicting messages about politics, curriculum, and pedagogy in the
classroom.

In the following course description, for example, Sharon Howard
describes her experiences with commuttiZ, :ollege students who focus
on "a single part of the text" and "essentially ignore how the entire text
modifies the meaning of the part":

This /eroing in on a part of the whole is wmally followed by an
immediate flight into connections from the student's personal
experience, leaving the text in the dust. I low does one even get to
the point of applying theory when the meaning(s), various
paraphrases of the text, remain so murky.

Yet theory is clearly at work in Howard's classroom. From a theoreti-
cal perspective, I loward's pedagogy involves two approaches: the first,
based on reader response; the second, based on deconstruction. The class-
room is a pedagogical contact zone, a negotiated space where the per-
sonal experience must be transformed into the institutional discourse of
textual analysis. Yet the underlying politics of pedagogy in the contact
ioneexpressed in the oppositions between student experience and
textsilences students' participation in theory making. In asking her
students to distinguish between "personal experience" and "the text,"
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for example, Howard authorizes "the text" as a kind of icon with an
existence independent from the personal experience of the reader. Al-
though Howard despairslike many other faculty at the Instituteof
her students' "murky" paraphrases of the text, the parenthetical "s" that
transforms "meaning" into "meanings" paradoxically prohibits her read-
ers from reducing her own meaning to a singular, unmuddied para-
phrase.

As participants concluded, however, by making problems transpar-
ent, students and faculty can use their own texts to demonstrate how
theory works in the classroom. In articulating for her students the theo-
retical questions that drive the practical problems she faces, for example,
Howard can authorize her students to analyze the relationship between
textual meanings and their own personal experiences and to construct
their own theories of meaning in the contact zone. In helping students
define their own "linguistics of contact," Howard can, in Pratt's words,
"take the much debated slipperiness of signifiers for granted, and be
much concerned, as students of contact languages are, with the impro-
visational dimensions of meaning making" ("Utopias" 62) (lc; well as the
differences between speech production and reception.

Syllabi also demonstrate how the linguistic artifacts of the contact zone
establish power relations in the classroom. John Getz's syllabus for "EN
381 American Renaissance: 1830-1865," for example, illustrates the best
notion of "putting an instructor's assumptions up front." In addition to
listing the "goals" of the course and the format, he describes his "ap-
proach" to the texts and a premise for consideration. The language is
subtle, Powing, poetic, literary; students and faculty participate together
as "we":

Prennsepr consideration: That literature is written and read in histop, ,
not in a vacuum, and that aesthetic concerns cannot be separated
from political and social issues. Accordingly, as we read texts, we
remake them, so that our responses themselves become texts for us
to study.

In the same syllabus, however, details concerning course attendance and
grading still reflect a power differential between student and teacher in
the pedagogical contact /onea power differential expressed in the
forceful commands and sharply punctuated language of authority and
power. Here, students are clearly "others":

Classes will follow a discussion format, sometimes involving group
ork. Students will come to class prepared for thoughtful discussion

ot the readings. In-class writing and reaction papers will he one
measure ot this preparation, hut I %vitt also teel tree to call on you
even it vim don't volunteer to answer....

-
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From a student's perspective, the syllabus establishes two separate and
conflicting relationships that, in the end, authorize faculty as the empow-
ered voice of the classroom, a tension that John felt as much as his stu-
dents. Once we understand such tensions, however, we can examine how
changing the discourse of syllabi might improve student/ faculty com-
munication in the pedagogical contact zone. What would happen to the
politics of the classroom, for example, if we expressed our commands
in the poetic and encompassing language of our theories? How can we
adapt our pedagogies to enable students to speak with authority in the
classroom while still meeting the administrative requirements of student
contact hours?

If syllabi construct the format of the classroom, assignments construct
how students will write, read, and respond to texts. They define how
students will speak and in what form. As cultural texts, assignments also
transmit encoded meanings and traditional assumptions about author-
ity and politics in the classroom. Here, however, the very slipperiness
of language and the complexity of signs work against us. We hope to
convey to our students that their own voices and opinions have a place
in the classroom, but the complexities of language in the pedagogical
contact zone and the embedded politics of student/ faculty power rela-
tionships complicate the task of helping our students learn how to read
"for themselves." It's no wonder that conservative oppononts seize upon
complaints from students who feel pressured to assum, poli tically
correct" posture.

In his "First Paper Assignment: English 109a (6 March 1991)," for ex-
ample, Joel Wingard differentiates between a traditional reading, which
"pretends that it is 'faithful' to the text or the author's intention," and a
strong reading, which "actively seeks to take a distinctive position in
relation to the text, even reading it 'against the grain.'" Within the con-
tact zone, however, faculty must teach real students to read against the
grain. Read as a "textual artifact of the contact zone," Wingard's "Third
Paper Assignment" reveals the paradox inherent in any attempt to write
clear instructions that will enable students to read against the grain.

In the third paper assignment, Wingard asks students to discuss how
a literary perspective changes their reading of the text. In providing ex-
amplesnecessary from a pedagogical point of view to help students
u ndeNtand the nature of the assignmentthe effort to broaden his stu-
dents' perspectives leads Wingard to warn his studonts:

(I would hope, of course, that v(m have learned that what an author
think,,i, mit the 1 inal vord or even the highe,st word on the meaning
ot a test, that von wupuld acknowledge that the reader ha,.,,omething
important to contribute to the meaning 01 a test, so that von would

ti j
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not claim that the case is closed now that you found out something
about lbsen's theories of drama.)

But who is the reader? Wingard's message separates reader from stu-
dent, "reader" from the "you" he addresses in his suggestions to improve
the breadth and scope of his students' reading.

From a student's perspective, the message conveys three commands:
(1) learn that what an author thinks is not the final word; (2) acknowl-
edge that the reader has something important to contribute to the mean-
ing of the text; and (3) do not claim that the case is closed. Like Getz's
syllabus, these comments appear within the context of the clear com-
mands of the administrative aspects of the assignment (date due, num-
ber of sources, etc.) and directions for using the library ("Once you have
identified such potentially useful sources, locate them in the Reeves
Library .. . and read them, taking notes." "I want you to read at least
three secondary sources"). If we teach students to read against the grain,
however, we must expect them to resist all textsincluding our own
instructions.

To create an academic community where students and faculty are
authorized to speak from radically heterogeneous perspectives, then, we
must reinvent the language of the contact zone. In the meantime, we can
"lay our own identities on the line," articulating for our students how
our own assignments, course descriptions, and syllabi can be read as
cultural artifacts in the struggle to express meaning between writer and
reader.

How Can Student Assignments Reflect the Kind of
Theorizing That We Would Like Students To Do?

As Institute participants came to realize, the question of how student
assignments can reflect the kind of theorizing we would like them to do
begs the question: "What is the theorizing we would like students to do?"
and, more importantly, "What theories do we do?" As the pedagogical
texts of the contact zone demonstrate, "who speaks" in the classroom
depends ultimately upon how we as instructors can theorize about how
our own texts resolve the tensions of politics, pedagogy, and power re-
lations in the curriculum.

Many faculty at the Institute embraced a well-defined theory such as
feminism or reader response. Others invented assignments to meet par-
ticular course needs or borrowed effective assignments from colleagues
and mentors. Still others replicated the assignments and course struc-
tures of their own graduate or undergraduate education. For many, the
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new textual readings based upon reader response or cultural critiques
or deconstruction were, in practice, indistinguishable from older, care-
fully considered New Critical readings, though the European American
men at the conference joked uneasily about the problems of reading lit-
erature from a "white hegemonic perspective." For others, however, the
new theories helped participants reconsider the problems of meaning
and significance in the classroom.

As the Institute workshops demonstrated, politics, pedagogy, and
curriculum intersect in many ways: traditional canonical texts read in
new ways; new texts read alongside traditional favorites producing new
meanings; greater diversity in course content; greater freedom in course
structure. A new vocabulary described a pedagogy where power is
decentered, students read against the grain, faculty develop space ior
resistance, and students and faculty alike discover themselves as Oth-
ers. In learning to teach a new canon, however, participants discovered
that new texts demand new theories. Assignments that grew out of
workshop activities thus reflected the consensus of workshop partici-
pants that

nontraditional texts demand nontraditional pedagogics;
faculty can and must educate themselves to read new texts in new
ways;

the notion of self as "Other" could have a profound influence on
the reading of a text; and
the formal syllabus or course list reveals little about the politics,
theories, and pedagogies operating in the classroom.

As Dan Sheridan discovered, radical politics may he at work in tra-
ditional coursc,shidden beneath titles that sound like chronological,
sequential coverage models of the traditional "English" curriculum. In
other cases, however, courses with a clear "multicultural bias" in their
course descriptions retained traditional pedagogics: genre-based assign-
ments, traditional power structures in the classroom, lecture formats, and
canonical readings. The number of traditional paper assignments in such
courses suggests that, although texts and curricula have evolved to in-
clude greater diversity, faculty still embrace traditional conventions of
style and organization (the essay, for example) that may, from a
noncanonical mspective, reflect and reproduce underlying power struc-
tures, social and economic values, and class differentials.

But the most creative as,,ignments clearly reflected the kind of theo-
ri/ing most ot us would like our students to do: foreground i ng issues of

tit)
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power, refiguring traditional courses, enabling students to engage in
critical debate with their peers and to understand the role of texts as
cultural artifacts.

Foregrounding Issues of Power

Susan Yunis, for example, foregrounds issues of power in her "LLE499
Independent Study." As the course description explains:

Our course will explore arguments about power which have been
made through cultural "texts" as diverse as fairv tales and myths,
circuses, philosophical essays, parenting books, films, novels, zoos,
and classrooms. The students will be invited into arguments about
power and control, to examine, present to each other, and discuss
the implications of specific kinds of power relationships in their
families and friendships, in their school experiences, in male/ female
communication styles, in environmental issues, in the experiences
of Black and Native Americans, in the professional worlds they are
about to enter, and in the discipline., Avhich they have studied.

Her course list combines both canonical and noncanonical authors, in-
cluding Tannen (You Don't Understand Me); The Breakhist Club (film); The
Magic Flute (opera /film); and Toni Morrison's Beloved, alongside
Aristotle; Bondourant; Hobbes; La Botie; Locke; Marx; Plato; Wolff; Rob-
ert Paul; Charles Merriam; and Evelyn Fox Keller (Rcflections on Gender
and Science).

Assignments in the class also encourage students to examine cultural
texts from canonical and nontraditional perspectives. Before analyzing
Field of Dreams, for example, students discuss Aristotle's and Plato's ra-
tionales for hierarchies of power in small-group discussions, followed
by reports to the class. The syllabus includes units on power relations
in politics, families, education, gender, and the environment. In a unit
called "The Black American and Native American Experience of Power,"
students examine theories of power in relation to the novel Beloved. As
a senior "capstone" course, the final unit appropriately discusses power
relationships in the world of work.

Refiguring Traditional Courses

Inspired by the three core texts of the Institute, Dan Sheridan developed
an imaginary course based on the concept of "others" and a grammar
of "othering": I other you, her, him, them; you other me, etc. "In the
'grammar,'" he w ri tes, "are the germs of writing assignments" that raise
questions abciut the cultural construction ot subject and object in rela-
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tion to each other: How are men and women, for example, constructed
by literary conventions to see each other as objects? What has to happen
to our concept of literature if we are to empower "others" as fully par-
ticipating subjects in society, in the classroom, in politics, in the work-
place? For Sheridan, the grammar of othering allowed him to rethink
his own Victorian literature class. The traditional "Studies in 19C. Vic-
torian Lit" suddenly became a new course that, according to Sheridan,
"might possibly be called "Victorians and Others," including alternative
texts, such as Wide Sargasso Sea, which explore similar subjects from a
non-Eurocentric perspective. If we see ourselves as others, however,
Sheridan's class and his new grammar suggest additional possibilities
for courses. From a non-Western, non-Eurocentric perspective, Victori-
ans become the Others in courses that require new vocabularies to
name"Africans and Others" (Victorians/ Americans/Europeans);
"Caribbean Peoples and Others" (Europeans)turning "Others" into
"we's" and the "us's" into "Others," ultimately deconstructing the

Participants also refigured traditional course structures based upon
univocal, chronological assumptions about influence and period. New
course structures reflected nonlinear, nonhierarchical metaphors in
which juxtaposition and montage would allow faculty and students to
engage in a play of difference. In place of a traditional, romantic study
of love, one participant used feminist critical theory to examine the in-
terplay of power, gende race, economy, and love in literary and non-
literary texts. Juxtaposing Byron and Barrett Browning within a feminist
theoretical framework produced more lively discussion and critical en-
gagement than in the traditional, linear "great masters" survey.

Robert Felgar uses traditional texts like Paradise Lost and Oedipus Rex
to demonstrate how, in his words, "if I can't change the curriculum, I
can change pedagogy, which, in a sense, changes the curriculum after
all." In teaching Oedipus Rex, for example, he asks students why a man
shorldn't marry his mother and kill his father. In Paradise Lost, he raises
questions about the text's ability to represent a "perfect person" in a
postlapsarian world. In challenging traditional assumptions, he writes,
"cultural criticism makes available for analysis issues that really matter
to students." But, Felgar notes, cultural criticism can raise questions
about liberal ideologies as well. Thus, in teaching Natii,e Son, Felgar ex-
amines how a racist environment constructs the behavior of oppressor
and oppressed alike. The resulting debate demonstrates how race and
gender are cultural inventions with powerful political, social, and moral
consequences.
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Enabling Students to Engage in Critical Debate
with Their Peers

According to Gerald Graff, students also need space outside of the class-
room to discuss theoretical issues of curriculum, politics, and pedagogy
that occur in faculty conferences and lounges. To provide such a space,
the University of Northern Iowa has designed the "Iowa Student as Critic
Conference," which clearly attempts to "encourage and reward critical
thinking and writing in Iowa's high school, community college, and
college and university students." Organized by the University of North-
ern Iowa's Group of Critical Theory and Practice, the conference includes
small-group discussions of student essays and a memorial lecture. In
1992, the conference included student essays on "Imagery as Agency,"
"Critically Reading Media Texts," "Criticism in Context: Literature in
the Middle East," and "Narrative Lives in the Work of Leslie Silko."
According to Theodore and Grace Ann Hoyet, the conference, "with a
ten-year record of successful and stimulating practice," provided the
impetus for Northern Iowa's proposed interdisciplinary certificate in
textual studies.

Enabling Students to Understand the Role of Texts
as Cultural Artifacts

When Susan Gubar, Sandra M. Gilbert, and Henry Louis Gates, Jr. de-
scribed the textual production of their Norton Anthologies at the NCTE
Summer Institutes, they described how the limits of the binding, the
weight of the text, and the thickness of the paper determined how many
pages a volume could contain. From this perspective, defining a canon
depended ultimately upon technical, economic, and physiological fac-
tors (how much %veight an average student could carry, for example).
As a technical writer teaching a course in "Major British Authors," I
designed a final assignment to demonstrate how cultural politics and
textual practice constrain the definition of a "major author." If major
authors were those included in a major anthology, I explained, then no
new authors could be added to the text unless an equivalent number of
pages from another author were removed. Students acting as "editorial
advisors" xyere required to choose a noncanonical author to include in
a revised version of the anthology..Fo justify their choice, I re.;aired them
to write a report explaining the criteria they used to define a "major
author" and to explain how their author fit those criteria. In a second
report, I asked students to justify why they chose to replace a canonkal
author with their mincanonical substitute. As the tina I assignment in the
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course, students %vere asked to consider how editors weigh issues of
genre, social class, gender, politics, aesthetics, religion, and morality in
the construction of an anthology. In the Norton Anthology that I used for
the course, students discovered that poets were generally overrepre-
sented because poems are shorter and thus easier to include. One stu-
dent argued that the anthology contained only one noyelGullizier's
Towelsthat could easily have been represented in an abridged version.
In another course, students discovered that the inclusion of Dickinson's
poem, "Wild Nights," radically transformed their image of the Amherst
spinster. From a feminist perspective, the assignment allowed students
to articulate the codes and assumptions that govern issues of canon and
curriculum. More importantly, they discovered how silences and exclu-
sions are a necessary part of any anthology, regardless of political per-
spective.

John Getz has adopted this assignment for a course in the American
Renaissance based upon the Heath Anthology of American Literature, the
first anthology, he tells his students, which was "thoroughly commit-
ted to opening the American literary canon by region, race, class, and
gender." In the final assignment of the course, Getz asks students to cri-
tique the content of his course, justifying the selection of one canonical
author and one noncanonical author in future versions of the course.
Students must explain the criteria for their selection and justify the re-
moval of one author or work studied in the course. Getz's assignment
helps students understand how courseslike textshave coherence and
direction, how time constraints affect course content and pedagogy, and
how new juxtapositions produce radically different readings.

Conclusion

In describing "the linguistics of writing," Mary Louise Pratt suggests that
"the tendency to postulate social subgroups existing separately from each
other" produces a linguistics that defines "identity," but not the
"relationality of social differentiation" ("Utopias" 59). For Pratt, domi-
nant and dominated groups are not comprehensible apart from each
other. Their speech practices are "organized to enact their difference and
their hierarche (59). Although they share a "social referent" in the domi-
na nt group, speech practices are not homogeneous, and this
nonhomogeneity prod uce,, "split subjectivity" which forces dominated
groups to identify with the dominant group and simultaneously to dis-
sot. late themselves from it.

For studentsminority and majoritythe classroom is a contact zone
1vhere, in the few contact hours allotted to each student / teacher inter-
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action, they enter a world of "split subjectivity" that asks them to speak
in authentic voices while learning a new language that will enable them
to succeed within the academic institution. As poet June Jordan notes,
however, few studentsmajority or minorityhave ever encountered
a language that expresses the truth of their existence. For minority stu-
dents, Jordan explains:

Mostly Black kids ran into a censorship of their living particular
truth, past and present. Nobody wanted to know what they felt or
to teach them to think for themselves. Nobody wanted to learn
anything from them. (29)

But majority students find themselves at odds with what Jordan calls
"Queen Mary's English" as well. For Jordan, the problems of language
in the classroom are clearly connected to a larger institutional politics
"[the] problems of a currency that someone he.s stolen and hidden away
and then homogenized into an official 'English' language that can only
express nonevents involving nobody responsible, or lies "In a "true"
democracy, Jordan argues, "We would make our language conform to
the truth of our many selves and we would make our language lead us
into the equality of power that a democratik. state must represent" (30).

As the participants' syllabi and discussions revealed, however, fac-
ulty working in pedagogical contact zones throughout the country are
hard at work helping students find a language that will help them learn
the truth about their many selves. Like poets, they must reinvent lan-
guage, construct new meanings, and struggle with the limitations that
words, texts, and time impose. They are not, in the final analysis, politi-
cians, sociologists, economists, and historians. Yet they recognize that
politics, history, and culture have shaped them and the literatures they
love. Regardless of the particular theory they embrace, new theories
demand that they articulate the assumptions and politics that guide their
teaching.

As the syllabi reveal, new theories demand that faculty and students
confront hard questions about cognition, reality, and the role of texts in
constructing the world in which they live: "What does the text contrib-
ute to my response? Why does the text contribute to my response?" They
ask students to reexamine old notions and traditional interpretations:
"What does it mean to 'discover America'?" "Where do we stand in re-
lation to this material?" I try to imagine myself as a sophomore respond-
ing to the following assignment in "Eng 347: 20th Century American
I .itera tu re":

You can talk about the Med of whatever critical position you are
reading from, which of course requires vou to be aware ot that
position.... Analvie your response.... What does it tell von about
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yourself as a reader? What does it tell you about the culture that
either you or the text or both is/are written by?

Happily, however, the study of literature demonstrates that the most
productive periods of literary achievement have occurred in the contact
zones: in the blending of Christian and Celtic discourse that produced
Beowulf; in the new Latin cognates that produced the English Renais-
sance; and in the flowering of language in this country during the Harlem
Renaissance. It is as hard to imagine a Milton without politics as it is to
imagine an English curriculum without Shakespeare. In engaging our-
selves as others in the kind of theorizing we would like students to do,
faculty can construct a world of difference for students in the few pre-
cious hours of the contact zone.
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is..essenlier.Write5-Mary Louise-Pratt in:her opening

essay, "that intellectuals pursuing a deMeCratic renewal

of society, institOns,.and culture make a conceried-elfort
. . . .

-to insert some termS,:and ideas in.to the.ublic debate.-

Critical Theory And the Teaching of Liteiature stands as an

ambiti.ous collective response-to this impulSe. The twenty-

.one essays colletted here interogate as they

explore therelationships among politics, curriculum, and

pedagogy in contemporary4'classrooms -an:d cultures.

Critical theory, tflis book suggests.; is gene'rated in' and

through asroom practice, rather than imported from

without. Unlike much work on "teaching-theory," ttiis book

asks.us to see our students not as the receivers of our

theoretical knowledge but aS participants in the making of

it Probingressays by Barbara Christian, Peter Elbow,-

. .Gerald.Graff, Mary LooisePratt, and Robert Scholei offer a
,
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range of positions in this debate, which other essays in the

collection; by classrOom theorists including Wendy

Bishop, Paul Lauter, Jacqueline Jones Royster, and Gary

Waller, take up and reconsider in-a variety of cUrricular

and community contexts. The result is a fundamental

reconfiguring of classroom space and practice, in which

the discipline of literary studies is asked to engage and

account for al/ that we do, as scholars and educators,
;

teachers and students,responsible to the future.
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